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Fhstratecl with more than 1,500 drawings 

For every home craftsman, for anyone who simply finds tools fascinating, here is a 
complete guide to choosing, operating, and maintaining virtually every tool avail- 
able today for use in and around the home. From the simplest hand tool to the most 
sophisticated power equipment, from such everyday implements as screwdrivers 
to oddities lie the leather spokeshave and the pop riveter, Tools and How to Use 

Rem describes and illustrates hundreds of tools-and gives full instructions for 
using them safely and appropriately 

This pictorial encyclopedia covers thirty-one major categories, ranging from 
measuring and marking tools to plumbing tools. With its help, the craftsman can 
select exactly the right tool for the job at hand, whether it be woodworking, metal- 
working, finishing, gardening, even auto repair. It describes the history and devel- 
opment of each type of tool, provides a complete survey of all the varieties of each 
type that are available (including attachments), and tells just how every tool 
should be used, adjusted, and kept in good working order. Even a novice can 
understand and follow the explicit, fully illustrated instructions. 

As a reference book, as a book to browse in, as cm unparalleled celebration 
of man’s tool-makiig ingenuity ‘I?& and How to Use Them is indispensable-and 

a pleasure to read and use. 
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Man’s progress has been largely a matter of inventing new tools 
and improving the old ones. Indeed, most of our prehistory is 
defined by the materials used for them-the Stone, Copper, 
Bronze and Iron Ages. Recently, in fact during my own lifetime, 
this progress, as far as tools are concerned, has been explosive; 
many ifnot most ofthe tools I was using as a carpenter and 
joiner tifty or so years ago are now obsolete and only valued 
as antiques. 

Some ofthe older basic tools are still, of course, very widely 
used, in certain circumstances the old things can still be done 
quite adequately in the old way. A modem tool-kit still contains 
hammers, axes, chisels, planes and so on, but in many cases the 
new powered hand tools do the job quicker with much less effort 
and ifhandled properly, more effectively than the old. Crafts- 
men of an earlier generation sometimes complain that the 
introduction ofthe new tools has resulted in a loss of &ill. This 
is not the case: new tools need as much skill as old, established 
ones; what is different is the kind of skill or skills required. 

One of the outstanding merits of Albert Jackson’s and David 
Day’s book is that they not only devote a good deal oftheir text 
to describing and illustrating very carefully the proper way to 
handle the basic tools, but they also treat the new power tools in 
an equally detailed and helpful manner, stressing in particular 
their proper sharpening and safety precautions, which, as any 
craftsman knows from experience, are close!y related. 

As a student ofthe history oftools, I wish a book like this 
had been written two or three hundred years ago. At that time 
the men who wrote the books neither knew nor cared very much 
about the tools used by those who were, to them, the lower 
orders. Those who did know and care, the tradesmen them- 
selves, could not write the books or in many cases even read 
them. When occasionally the scholar did meet the craftsman, 
further difficulties arose. In the Middle Ages a craft trade was 
often known as a “mystery> and right down to our own times 
this attitude of secrecy on the part ofthe skilled artisan was not 
uncommon. A stranger entering the workshop was a signal for 
men to put their tools away and when any questions were asked 
about them it was not unusual to offer frivolous or totally mis- 
leading answers. As a rule, the men of learning were in no 
position to disbelieve what they were told and very often the 
more unexpected the answer the more impressed they were; 
after all, it was coming straight from the horse’s mouth as it were. 
There are, in fact, several cases where the exact purpose of some 
tools in commonuse only a few generations ago are not now 
known for certain and can only be a matter of more or less 
informed argument. There is no risk ofthis with the tools 
dealt with by Jackson and Day in this book They have studied 
them closely with a keen eye for their possibilities and 
iimitations, knowing that the true fascination oftools lies m 
using them. 

To paraphrase DrJohnson: there are few ways in which a 
person can be more innocently employed than in making 
something useful himself. This book tells you the tools you 
should have to do what you want to do and how to use them. 
The rest is up to you. 

l.l? L. Goodman 
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The standard Egyptia,n rule was a cubit 
forearm) long, about 20.7in., divided into 
ieven palms, each palm subdivided into 
bur digits (fingers). It was a strip of wood 
tbout 2 x lin. In section with a 45,; 
:hamfer on one edge. The Remans used 
be foot as the unit for practical purposes, 
rbnut 11.6in. long, divided i,nto four 
xlms and then into either three unciae 
‘inches, originally the width of the 
:humb) or four digits. These were marked 
XI flat strips of wood one or v wo feet long, 
:he palms being indicated by rircles 
x crosses. Apparently the Ro~mans guessed 
anything smaller than a finger-width. 

Medieval rules were graduated wooden 
strips. The earliest known twci fold rule is 
dated to 1613. The four fold pocket rule 
was developed in the late eighteenth 
centurv and the two foot length became 
the standard type. 

SIZE: 1 t6 6 ft. 
MATERIAL: Hardwood 
USE: To measure a workpiece 

Bench rules are straight wood- 
en rules made in one piece. 
They normally have simple 
imperial or metric graduations. 
Stand the rule on its edge for 
accuracy. Laid flat, its thick- 
ness can lead to errors. 

Straight Edge 
SIZE: 1 t6 6ft. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To test ftamess and help 
cut a straight line 

The straight edge is a parallel 
sided strip of heavy steel, 
which is beveled on one edge. 
The bevel is used to cut or 
scribe against while either edge 
can be used to test for flatness. 

Check flatness by turning the 
edge to various angles. If there 
aregaps, the surface is not flat. 
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Steel Rule 
3THER NAME: Engineer’s 
zteel rule 
SIZE: 6 to 72in. 
VATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To determine the size of a 
wrkpiece 

A good quality steel rule is a 
very acclbfate too! for measur- 
ing and laying out work. Not 
3rd~ are the graduations very 
precise, but being steel the rule 
can be very thin and therefore 
reduce errors in marking out 
Produced by parallax. A steel 
rule is essential for any kind of 
metal work and is also a useful 
tool in the woodwork shop. 

St& ruies have metric or 
impzial graduations or a com- 
binatirn of both. The rules will 
usually be graduated on two 
edges and often on both sides 
with itxreasingly smaller di- 
visions of the basic measure. A 
combined metric and imperial 
rule is the most useful. 

The steel rule can also be 
used as a straight edge. 

Store steel rules carefully. If 
the edges and ends are dam- 
aged, there will be inaccu- 
racies. Many rules have a hole 
in one end so they can be hung 
up out of harm’s way. 

Measuring diameters 
The diameter of round stock 
can be measured with a steel 
rule. Rest the edge of the rule 
on the end of the workpiece 
and locate the squared end 
against your thumb to line it up 
with the circumference of the 
workpiece. Swing the rule 
backward and forward to ob- 
tain the exact diameter. 

A reasonably accurate 
measurement of the bore of a 
tube can be made in the same 
way. Locate the squared end of 
the rule on the inside face of the 
tube. Swing the rule backward 
and forward to obtain the in- 
ternal diameter. 

HOLE FOX 
HANGING UP 
RULE 

Measuring from a corner 

Measure from inside a 90” joint 
by butting the squared end of 
the rule against the right angle. 

Measuring a diameter 

Measure round stock (top) 
from the outer edge of the piece 
and boas from the inside face. 

Ziacumferen: 7 Rule 
XZE: 3 to 4fr. 
UTERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To calculate the 
ircumierence of round stock 

STANDARD SCAJ>E 

CIRCUdFERENCE 
SCALE 

The circumference rule can be 
used as a standards steel rule, 
Jut it is also used to auto- 
natically calculate the iircum- 
&ence of a disk or cylinder. 
3ne edge of the rule has the 
;tandard numerical gradu- 
itions,~ which are used to 
neasure the diameter of the 
xorkpiece. The corresponding 
:ircwnference measurement is 
shown on the other edge. 

Using the rule 
Measure the diameter then read 
?ff the circtlmference measure 
WI the lower edge. A pipe with 
z diameter of #in. will have a 
circumference of 2&n. 

RULES 9 



Folding Rule 
C ITHER NAMES: Zig-zag rule, 

,inted rule, surveyor’s rods 
:zE: 1 to 6ft. 
MATERIAL: Boxwood, alloy 
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ieel, plas:ic 
JSE: To determine the size of a 
xxkpiece, or survey an area 

The folding rule can be used in 
confined space where a long 

ule would be inconvenient. It 
Iso overcomes the problem of 
zarrying a long measuring rod 
o the worksite. Both metric 
.nd imperial graduations are 
lvailable on folding rules. 

A single folding rule is made 
iom two pieces, which overlap 
:ach other ?nd are ioinwd at 
,ne end to swing apart, thus 
wending the rule. The four 
‘old rule is the traditional 
xpenter’s folding rule. it is 
nade from hardwood and rein- 
‘arced at the ends with brass. 
The rule is made from four 
Itrips, hinged in pairs to fold 
lack on one another. These 
linged sections are jointed at 
me end with a brass rule joint, 
nade by a disk on one end 
ocating between two disks on 
he other with a rivet passing 
:hlough the center of all three. 
IX1.s allows each section of the 
de to lay side by side when the 
:.de is closed. 

The other common variety 
,f folding rule is the zig-zag 
rule, which is really an exten- 
don of the single fold prin- 
ziple. In this case several sec- 
tions of the rule are jointed 
together. Well-made rules 
have a catch which holds each 
unfolded section in line with 
the next. 

A folding rule should be pro- 
tected from damage. Once a 
ioint hinge becomes saained or 
Loose the rule will be in- 
accurate. 

CATCH 
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Extension Rule 
XZE: 6 to 8ft. 
VIATERIAL: Hardwood 
JSE: To determine the size of a 
vorkpiece 

The extension rule is a zig-zag 
,ule which includes a brass 
;lide for making internal 
neasurements. The slide ex- 
:ends from the first section of 
:he rule. 

To measure the internal 
width of a frame, open the 
;ections of the rule to fit the gap 
is closely as possible. Place one 
:nd of the rule against one side 
If the frame and extend the 
slide to touch the other side. 

The slide can also be used as 
1 depth gauge. 

SIZE: Oft. 
WATERIAL: Hardwood, F!astic 
USE: To reeulate the thickness of 
nortar joints between masonry 
.lmts 

Mason’s rules are used to check 
wxtate progress during wall- 
xilding. A wall must be 
xactly the same height at both 
mds and the brick car .:; 
regulated to correspond ~with 
standard window and door 
kames. There are two types of 
mason’s rule, the “modular” 
rule and the “spacing” rule. 
The modular rule determines 
how many courses of a nodular 
brick or block, plus its mortar 
ioint, will exactly reach a re- 
quired height. The spacing 
rule gives the spacing of stan- 
dard bricks to reach a required 
height with equal joints be- 
tween. Both rules have stan- 
dard numerical graduations on 
the reverse. 
Improvised mascm’s rule 
A home made gauge rod or 
story pole can be manufactured 
by calculating the number of 
courses required, plus the mor- 
tar joints, and transferring . 

Reading from the rule 

Add the measurement shown on 
the Elide indicating the distance 
between the frame and the end 
of the rule to chat shown on the 
rule itself. 

MODULAR SPACING 
RULE RULE 

BRASS SLIDE 

GRADUATIONS 
FOR BRICK 
COURSES 

these cahbrations on to a length 
of softwood. The rod is placed 
alongside the wall as the work 1 
progresses to insure the even- 
ness of each course. 
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‘tishPul1 Steel Tape 
THER NAME: Flexible rule 
IZE: 3 to 16ft. 
LATERIAL: Tape: steel, fiber 
,ass; Case: steel, plastic 
93 To determine the size of a 
orkpiece or survey an area 

‘he push-pull steel tape rnea- 
.xe is an extendable steel strip 
%led into a container. The 
tpe is spring-loaded, so that as 
,on as it is reiedsed it will 
utornatically return to the 
sse. On some cases a lock is 
rovided to hold the tape when 
xtended. A hook is riveted to 
le end of the tape to locate on 
le end of the workpiece so that 
ven a long dimension can be 
measured single handed. This 
oak is loosely riveted to the 
ipe and is free to move in and 
ut for a fixed distance. When 
ooked over an object, it ex- 
snds by its own thickness so 
hat the measurement can be 
ccurately taken from the end 
8f the tape itself. Similarly 
ghen taking an internal 
neasurement the hook retracts 
o that the measurement is ^. 

HbOK TAPE 

Taking an external 
measurement Measuring a cylinder 

aken again tram the end at the 
ape. Check periodically that 
he hook has not become too 
oose, oi you till get a false 
ebding. For external rneasure- 
nents, some cases are fitted 
vith a device which indicates 
,he exact measurement includ- 
ng the case. 

Tapes are available with 
Joth metric and imperial LOCK the hook OCXY one end 
paduations or a combination 
,f both. 

and pull the case to extend the 
tape, keeping it flat on the 
work. Read off against the 
other edge of the workpiece. 

Taking an internal 
measurement 

touching one surface, extend the 
tape. Read off the mea.surement 
where the tape enters the case 
and add 2in. for the case itself. 

Wrap the tape around the 
workpiece and align the two 
meeting edger. Take the 2in. 
graduation as your reference 
point and read off the measure- 
ment alongside it. To calculate 
the circumference deduct 2in. 

12 RULES 



~~nd-~p Tape 
easure 

SIZE: 33 to lOOft. 
KATERIAL: Taper steel, linen; 
7a.w: steel, plastic, leather 
JSE: To determine the size of a 
workpiece or survey an area 

The wind-up tape measure is 
ximarily designed for measur- 
!ng large dimensions, such as 
:he size of a room. 

RING 

-IOOK 

WINDING 
HANDLE 

I 

It is a large circular case, or 
sometimes an open frame, con- 
taining a long coiled tape mar- 
ked with imperial or metric 
graduations. The steel tapes 
are more accurate than the li- 
nen type which tend to stretch 
or shrink. A ring is attached to 
the end of tape, which can be 
hooked over a nail, so that long 
dimensions can be taken single 
handed. Remember that the 
graduations measure from the 
ourside of the ring and the nail 
should be positioned accord- 
ingly. There is also a hook 
which hinges out from the ring. 
This locates over a convenient 
edge and will automatical 
align the end of the ring with It. 
To retract the tape, hinge the 
winding handle to the open 
position and crank it clockwise. 

Digital Rule 
SIZE: Capacity: 999ft. 
MATERIAL: Various 
USE: To determine the size of 
the workpiece or survey an area 

As the digital rule is run over a 
surface, the display will in- 
dicate the length. It measures 
curved surfaces as easily as flat. 
The display is returned to zero 
by depressing the reset button. 
By fitting an extension arm the 
rule can be used to measure 
ceilings and the height of walls. 
Digital rules are available with 
metric and imperial displays. 

I EXTENSlON ARM 

TAPE 
I 

WHEEL 
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The try square is used to mark 
a line at right angles to an edge 
and to check that the corners of 
a frame or joint are accurate. 

The parallel sided metal 
blade is ,mounted at one end in 
the center of a wider stock and 
secured by rivets. A superior 
try square has an L-shaped 
blade which extends down the 
length of the stock, which is 
riveted on either side. This 
type of square is always ac- 
curate, whereas the accuracy of 
those mounted at the top only 
can be affected by rivet wear. 

The tool forms an accurate 
90~ both on the inside and 
outside edges and on some 
squares the top inside corner of 
the stock is cut to an angle of 
45” for marking a 45’ line. The 
effective length of the blade can 
be extended by resting a steel 
rule against the’edge when the 
tool is in position. 

You can also use a try square 
to check work being planed 
square. Before you begin, 
plane one face true, mark it as 
the “face side”, so that all 
measurements can be taken 
from it. Once the edge is estab- 
lished as true mark it as the 
“face edge”. 

Tools of this type remained in general 
nade their own squares and similar tools, use until about the middle of the 
rsing suitable pieces of.hard, well- eighteenth century, when the carpenters’ 
;easoned wood. The most common types tool makers of London and Sheffield 
Mere large, L-shaped squares for testing introduced try squares with steel blades 
:he work and straller tools for settingLout, and ebony or rosewood stocks edged with 
narking miters and so on, the latter brass and fancy inlaid riveting, borrowing 
.tsuall.y having a stop or fence along the the methods of their colleagues, the 
shorter stock. 

USE: To mark 

45 ANGLED STOCK 

Testing accuracy 
Mark a line at 905 to a true 
edge. Turn the stock ozler to see 
if the blade coincide with the 
line from the other side. 

Checking angles 
For 90a lim hold stock against 
edge and mark along 
blade. For 45’ line, align 
angled stock against edge. 

Measuring internal 
Place the heel of the square ina 
the angle. The edge of the blad< 
should touch the other half of 
the joint along its entire length. 

Checking for square 
Press stock against .face side 
to see if inside edge of blade 
completely touches face being 
planed ar right angles to it. 

14 SQUARES AND BEVELS 
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Supenter’s Steel 
Square 
3THER NAIMES: Flat square, 
rafter square, framing square, 
roofing square 
SIZE: Blade length: 12 to 24in.; 
Tongue length: 8 to 16in. 
I\lATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To mark out the work for 
squaring and to check the angles 
used in the consuvction of 
roof framing 

A standard carpenter’s steel 
square is marked out in inches 
or millimeters and is used to set 
out a job IX building boards or 
to check the squareness of a 
large frame. Being made from 
one piece of steel, it is ex- 
tremely accurate. Standard 
metric and imperial numerical 
markings run outward from 
the right angle. Many squares 
are also marked with various 
tables which enable the car- 
penter to set out staircases or 
rafters and to calculate areas or, 
given the other dimensions, the 
hypotenuse of a triangle. 

BLADE 

TONGUE 

I 

HEEL 

Miter Square 
SIZE: Blade length: 8 to 12in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Stock: hardwood 
USE: To mark out both halves of 
B miter joint at 45’ 

A miter square is constructed 
like a try square, but the blade 
projects from both sides of the 
stock to form internal angles of 
45’ and 135”. A line can be 
marked to 45” to a true edge by 
pressing the stock against the 
edge and aligning the blade 
with the mark. In this way two 
halves of a miter joint can be 
marked out. The miter square 
can also be used to check the 
accuracy of the angle when the 
joint has been cut. 

ST&K 

SQUARES AND BEVELS 



7” Bevel 
3THER NA.XIE: Sliding bevel 
SIZE. Blade length: 73 to 13in 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Stock: hardwood, plastic 
USE: To mark out or check 
m&s on the work 

The “T” bevei has a parallel 
sided steel blade, which can be 
adjusted to form any angle with 
the srock. Extending approx- 
imately half the lengrh of the 
blade i: a slot which etubles the 
blade tc be projected or re- 
tracted fo suit the circum- 
stances. A locking lever secures 
rhe blade finger tight at any 
angle. Other patterns have a 
slot head screw, which must be 
tightened wth a screwdriver. 

Set :he bevel to rhe required 
angle wirh the aid of a pro- 
tractor. Alternatively, set up 
the required ang!? from a true 
edge of a board, .x a bench top 
and align the bevel fo thar. 

Center Square 
:’ s HE9 IY; ‘.:ES: Center 
~-xmg gag?. raGi squa.r: 
SIZE: For wx!. up fo bin. 
in diameter 
MATER;~IL: S;eel 
USE: To ma,.< the center of 
round stock 

The cer.ier square is a simple 
tool which enables you to rap- 
idly and accurately locate the 
center of a round metal bar or 
turned wooden section. The 
tool has a 90’ nor& cut in one 
side, and a blade which bisects 
the notch with irs straight edge. 
The center square is rotated 
approximately one rhird of the 
circumference of the work and 
a second mark made, inrer- 
setting rhe first. For absolute 
accuracy the tool should be 
rotated once more and a third 
mark made. The center of the 
work is indicated by the inter- 
section of the lines. 

Setting to a protractor 
Slacken the locking lever just 
enough to allow the blade to be 
mwzd. Hold the stock against 
the base of the protractor, set 
the blade to the required angle 
and tighten the screw. 

16 SQUARES AND BEVELS 



Combination 
Square 

12in.; Head 

The combination square is a 
steel rule, securely clamped in 
a square head. A rounded 
groo+e runs along the center of 
one side of the rule. When the 
rule slides into the head, the 
groove then engages a spring- 
loaded pin which is locked in 
place by tightening a knurled 
nut. The head can be adjusted 
to any position on the rule. 

The tool can be used as a try 
square with a blade length of 
up to loin. while the 45 face 
on the head transforms the tool 
into a miter square. It can also 
be used as a depth gauge to 
measure the depth of a mortise 
for instance. (The measure- 
ment is read where the rule 
enters the head.) 

The square head is also fitted 
with a level vial and a remov- 
able scriber may be provided 
with the square head. 

Checking angles 

Rest the tool on its square face 
to check a 90’ angle and on its 
angled face to check 45”. 

Depth of mortise 
Slacken the locking nut, rest Checking for level 
the square jacej%zt on the Check for horizontal by resting 
surface of the rail and push the the square face on the s~irjace 
rule into the mortise. Tighten and for vertical by holding the 
the locking nut, wnoue the rule attached rule against the 
and read the depth. vertical member. 

SQUARES AND BEVELS 17 



Combination Set 
S h 
h 

IZE: Blade length: 12 m Xin. 
WTERIAL: Bkzde: steel; 
leads: steel, cast iron 
!SE: To work as a try square, 
liter square, protractor, center 
pare, level and rule 

ifthough the combination 
quare IS commonly sold with a 
quare head only, combination 
ets are available which clamp 
o the steel rule in the same way 
0 form a centcr square or 
,rotractor, 

I’hc tool an also be placed 
,vw a beveled edge to measure 
:hz exact angle. 

The center head is slipped 
mio the rule and locked in any 
xsition. It can be used to find 
:he center of a disk of up to 
lS:n. in diameter. 

The protractor head can be 
lsed to mark off or measure 
%ny angle through 180 

When the protractor head is 
itted with a level vial it can 
aeasure the level of any verti- 
xl or horizonel surface. 

Engineer’s Try 
Square 
SIZE: Blade length: 3 to 42in.; 
Stock length: 2f IO ?lin. 
,MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To mark out m check metal 
for square 

mm square, wedging the 
romd stock between rbe jaws 
and erarkin~ off wit/l the w/e. 

Protractor 
I’ress the/la face of the 
protractor head against a true 
edge and mrk off the angle. 

Engineer’s try squares are 
made entirely from metal to 
guarantee constant accuracy. 
Although larger squares with 
iong blades are used in 
engineering workshops, the 
smaller tools with blades up to 
6in. in length are mire com- 
mon in home workshops. 

A notch is cut in the stock in 
line with the inside edge of the 
blade for accurate measure- 
ment even when there is a burr 
on the edge of the work. 
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Ggineer’s Sl 
3evel 
;IZE: Blade hgrk: 3in.; Stock 
mgrk: 3in. 
tiATERIAL: Steel 
;SE: To mark out or check 
angles on metal 

The engineer’s bevel is a small, 
1ccurately machined tool, 
which is used to mark out or 
neasure xrious angles on 
netal work. Once the blade has 
3eet-1 adjusted to t: me required 
ngle it is locked in place by a 
murled nut. 

OTHER NAME: Dovetail 
telllphte 
SIZE: As required 
MATERIAL: Hardwood, brass 
USE: To mark out dovetail joints 

Dovetail markers, which are 
used to set out dovetail joints, 
sre often homemade tools. The 
shoulder locates over the end of 
the wood and the sides of the 
tail are marked against the edge 
of the template. 

Using the marker 
Use the marker when you have 
a series of identical joints to cut 
to wue repeated setting out. 

Glaziefs ‘T Square 
SIZE: 24 to 72in. 
MATERIAL: Box-wood 
USE: To guide a glass cufta 
square across a sheet of glass 

The glazier’s “T” square is in 
effect a wooden rule mortised 
at 90’ into a stock. The stock is 
pressed against the edge of a 
sheet of glass and a glass cutter 
is used to score a line against 
the rule. 

KNURLED NUT 
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Plumb and Level 
rools used to test for vertical and 
norizontal have always worked on the 
same principle. The essential features 
were a heavy bob and line. Egyptian 
levels used the bob and line suspended 
from the apex of an A-shaped wooden 
frame. This type was in general use up to 
the Middle Ages. A later form, common 
until the mid nineteenth century, 
was a short plumb rule and bob set at 

Level 
3THER NA;\IES: Spirit level. 
>lumb rule 4 

right angles to a straight edge. 
Levels had been known and used 
in surveying and navigating instruments 
before 1800, but they were adopted by 
carpenters and others at about that 
time. They are now also used in plumb 
rules. The main advantage of an air 
bubble in a curved glass tube is that it is 
virtually dead still, which 
a plumb bob never is. 

SIZE: 3 to 78% 
XIATERIAL: Aluminum. 
ilardwood, plastic 
USE: To determine the accurafe 

POCKETLEVEL I 
BODY 

level of a surface 

The important part of any level 

REPLACEABLE VIALS 

is the &I. This is a curved or 
barreled glass or plastic tube 
containing a clear liquid which 
may be alcohol, oil or chloro- 
form. There is a bubble of air 
in the liquid which floats to the 
highest point of the curve, 
where two lines are marked on 
the vial. When the level is 
“true” the bubble will come to 
rest between the two marked 
lines. The vial is protected by a 
transparent cover and can be 
replaced if necessary. 

_ 
LINE LEVEL 

BODY- 

Vials are fitted in levels of 
various kinds. The simplest is a 
small pocket level, which con- 
tains one vial. A “line” level is 
similar in size, but is fitted with 
a hook at either end to locate it 
on a taut cord. This insures 
that the leveling line is truly 
horizontal. Standard levels are 
parallel top and bottom, rang- 
ing in length from approxi- 
mately gin. up to 78in. The 
shorter gin. levels are often 
tapered at both ends. These are 

water level 
Make a water level to 
determine the evenness of two 
points that are separated by 
distance or obstruction. Fit 
short lengths of transparent 
plastic tube at each ad of a 
hose pipe. Fill the pipe with 
umev until it appears in the . 

known as “torpedo”, ?anoe” tubes. 
or “boat-shaped” levels. The arrmn 
longer the level, the more ac- 
curate the reading. Longer lev- 
els contain several vials for 
measuring horizontally and 
vertically. Some are set at 45 
for measuring angled surfaces. 

Before buying check that the 
level is true by setting it up on a 
surface already established as 
truly horizontal. 

ull? water wzll 
~arically level itself. 

HORIZONT’~ ...._ * 

FlNGER W- i’ 

IrL,. L-11 VIAL 

45 VIAL 
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1 chalk line is used to mark a 
xraight line on a surface. This 
nav be a olmnbed line on the 
wail for -hanging wallpaper 
aertically, or perhaps a center 
line on a ceiling for the appli- 
ation of tiles. 

In the best models, the line is 
Eonrained in a case with col- 
xed chalk powder (white, red 
x blue). As the line is with- 
drawn from the casing, a felt 
gasket distributes an even 
chalk coating. The line has a 
hook and ring at one end for 
attaching to a nail or catching 
between floor boards. 

REWIND 

Marking an accurate line 

Attach the hook to one end of 
the strrjace and extend the 
ckalk line to the other. Pull it 
taut and flat and “snap” the 
center of the line sharply 
against the sur~~ace to transfer 
the chalk to the surface. 

Plumb Bob 
-HER NA51E: P!umb line 1-l 

SIZE: W 
$11 -. -----/r 
cad, steel; Line: P”ln” =iKz 
-SE: Ti 

leight: l$oz to 41bs 
4TERIAL: Bob: hrnaa. nlaaric. 

..,. _.., ” . . . . 

J determims 3 tisrt;rol line 

The plumb bob is used to make 
mre that a structure such as a 
joor frame is truly vertical, or 
that an object is directly under 
3 point on a ceiling. This helps 
in the siting of a light fixture. 

The plumb bob is a pointed 
weight attached to a length of 
line which is contained in the 
bob itself and fastens in a slot in 
the cap. If the hardened point 
on the bob end becomes bent it 
will no longer give a true read- 
ing, so must be replaced. 

Hold the end of the line al 
the required point and allow it 
to settle out of its natural 
swing. Make sure that it i: 
hanging free, and mark the 
point below the plumb bob 01 
the edge of the line. 
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Vlason’s Line and 
Pins 
)THER NA.\IE: Bricklaver‘s 
in? zd pins 
SIZE: Lengrh: 30 to 6Oft. 
MATERIAL: Fins: sreel; Line: 
:otton. plasric, nylon, hemp 
JSE: To make sure that a courw 
,f bricks is straight a.?d true 

The line is stretched along a 
wall and secured at either end 
~yflat bladed steel pins. 

FLAT LADE A 

As you lay the bricks take care 
that the line is not being push- 
ed out of true. 

Small flat metal pins known 
as trigs are pushed into the 
mortar joints to support the 
middle of a long line and pre- 
vent it sagging out of true. 

Fix one pin around the corner 
oja wall, locating the flat 
section in the nearest vertical 
joint. Stretch the line and jix it 
to (kc xher pin. 
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Line Block 
SIZE: Approximately 4in. 
MATERIAL: Block: 
wood, plasric; Line: mfton, 
plastic, hemp, nylon 
USE: To make sure that a coux 
3f bricks is straight and true 

NOTCH I’” GRIP 
BRICK WALL 

BLbCK 

LiNE 

This is the same device as the 
line and pins but uses plastic or 
wooden L-shaped blocks in 
place of the pins. The line 
passes t!lrough a slot in the 
block and is tied off at each end. 
As the line is pulled tight the 
blocks hold their position by 
friction on the bricks. 

Fixing the block 
Attach the block to one comer 
of the wall. Pull the line taut 
and attach the other block at 
the next corner. 



Zompasses or dividers and calipers are 
‘requently shown among the tools of 
Soman carpenters, masons, wheelwrights 
Ind shipwrights. They are all “firm joint” 
:ompasses; in some cases one leg appears 
:o have been slightly longer than the 
xher, so they may have been used as 
gauges, a tool which the Romans do not 
ieem to have known. 

The earliest example of a pair of wing 
dividers occurs on Jest Ammann’s picture 
,f the Compass-maker’s Shop of 1568. 
The modern cooper’s pattern of 
;pring compasses, made of ash bent in a 
‘U” shape, held together and regulated 
>y a crossbar with a screw of opposite 
hand at each end, is illustrated on the 
shop sign of John Jennion of London, 
&ring to about 1730, but may have been 
in use both in England and France well 
before this. The earliest beam compass, 
said to have been six to twelve feet long, 
with a fixed point at one end and a single 
moving trammel head, is shown in 
Roubo’s book. 

Outside Calipers 
OTHER NAMES: Bow calipers, 

SPRING 

2gg calipers 
SIZE: Spring joinr calipers: up to 
12in.; Firm jo+zr calipers to 36in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To transfer 
meaS”rementS from a rule 
to the work or to 
match fuw elements 
to fit 

Bowlegged outside calipers 
which clear the work are used 
to take outside measurements. 
Two kinds of calipers are avail- 
able: firm jointed calipers, 
whiclz are free to move but are 
held tirmly in any position 
by friction between the two 
legs, or spring+inted calipers 
which are controlled by a knor- 
led nut,on a threaded rod. 
Within limits, it is possible to 
take inside measurements with 
firm joint calipers. 

Inside Calipers 
>THI?R NAI\IE: Straight 
:alipers 
SIZE: As outside calipers 
blATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: As outside calipers 

FRICTION JOINT 

Inside calipers are available in 
the same size range as outside 
caiipers. They have straight 
legs, turned out at the top 
and are used to thke inside 
measurements. They are avail- 
able with firm or spring joints. 
As with outside calipers, it is 
possible within limits to mea- 
sure externai dimensions with 
firm joint inside calipers. 
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hdjustment 
,djustment is different de- 
ending on the type of caliper. 
%r firm joint calipers close or 
pen the legs to approximate 
he required measurement. 

\4akefine adjustwzentz by 
,ither tapping one leg on a hard 
urface to close the gap or by 
apping the jointed end of the 
,001 to open the !egs slightly. 

spring joint calipers are ad- 
usted by the knurled nut. 
Jose the legs against the 
;pring to take the load off 
he nut, which can easily be 
adjusted to the approximate 
position required. Fine adjust- 
nent is made by a slight turn 
3x3 the nut. / 

Practice fine adjllsfmenf of 
calipers with one hand; this 
will leave you a free hand to 
steady the work. 

To set inside calipers, 
the toe of one leg and 
the rule on a&t surface an 
adjust the other leg as before. - 

Care and maintenance 
Unless they are misused, cali- 
pers require little attention 
other than an occasional oil- 
ing of the moving parts. Take 
care not fo over-oil firm joint 
calipers. Avoid using them to 
neasure moving parts of ma- 
:hinery, as this can wear down 
,he points of the mol. 

Transferring caliper 
measurements 
Place the toes of the tools in 
contact, steadviw them with a 

I 
/ jingo of one r&wt;i and adjust 

to match. 

Setting to the work 
Hold one toe of the caliper in 
contact with the work and 
adjust the other leg until a 
slight “drag” can be felt on the 
other toe asyou rock it back 
and forth. This “jeel” can only 
be a>hieved by practice. 

Setting calipers to a rule 
30r accuracy when setting any 
calipers to a rule, it is 
important to read off the 
meaSulemenf at eye level. 

The same met!?od is used to 
measure both inside and outride 
dimensions, but in a hole, center 
the calipers by rocking them 
sideways as well as from front 
to back. 

required measurement. 
-s3 
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Transfer Calipers 
Sometimes it is necessary ei- 
:her to open or close the legs of 
:he calipers to remove them 
Yrom the work, thus losing the 
measurement. In this case use 
:ransfer calipers which have a 
;econdary leg locating on a lock 
nut situated on one of the pri- 
mary legs. Lock the secondary 
leg in position and obtain the 
required setting. Release the 
lock nut and remove the tool. 

Replace it in contact with the 
work with the secondary leg, 
secure the lock nut and read off 
the measxement. 

A spring joint inside caliper 
can be used for this job by 
closing the legs by hand, taking 
care not to disturb the adjust- 
ing screw nut when removing 
the tool from the work. 

Odd Leg Calipers 
OTHER NAMES: Jenny 
calipers; hermaphrodite calipers 
SIZZ up to 6in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To scribe lines parallel to 
an edge 

Odd leg calipers can be used to 
find the center of round or 
square section me@ stock. 

They have two hinged legs. 
One has either a hardened 
steel, or a replaceable point, 
and the other has a toe which 
runs against the edge of the 
workpiece. 

Be careful not to let the toe 
slip otherwise the line will 
wander. Some calipers have a 
toe which locates over the edge 
of the work. This is parti- 
cularly useful when marking 
sheet metal. 

\+---LEGS-&i 

I . 

Odd leg calipers have a 
prehensile toe for positive 
location on the work edge. 

Spring Dividers 
ITHER NAMES: Spring 
zompass, bow compass 
;IZE: Up to 12in. measured from 
:enter of roller to the point of 
he leg 
VIATERIAL: 3.~1 
JSE: To scribe arcs and circles 
,n metal, or to “step off’ 
Iivisions on a line 

Spring dividers are similar to 
spring calipers, except they 
have a small knurled spigot to 
facilitate the scribing of circles. 
Adjustment is made by means 
of a knurled nut on a threaded 
rod. Dividers normally have 
two identical flat legs with har- 
dened points. They are some- 
times fitted with removable 
points which can be adjusted 
for equal length and be re- 
placed when worn. 
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I Wing Compass 
ITHER NAME: Wing dividers 

- IZE: Up to 18in. 
4ATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To scribe arcs and circles 
n metal or to “step off’ 
.ivisions on a line 

YIing compasses have solid, 
quare section legs for ap- 
lroximately half their length. 
singed at the joint they are 
,djusted by means of a curved 
ving attached to one leg and 
jassing through a slot in the 
Bther. The legs are locked in 
;osition by means of a knurled 
crew bearing on this wing. On 
iome patterns, tine adjustment 
s provided by means of a knur- 
ed nut which operates on a 

FINE ADJUSTMENT NUT 

icrew thread attached to the 
:nd of the wing. The leg is 
noved by the operation of a flat 
;oring riveted - 

\ 

- 

:b it. - - 

Q&ii-\ 

Setting or reading off a rule 
Place the points of dividers in 
the incised divisions of a metal 
rule when reading off a 
measurement. 

Stepping off measurements 
Measure increments along a 
line by twisting the knurled 
spigot between thumb and jore- 
finger, “walking” the dividers 
from one point to another. 
Take care to keep the leg in 
contact with the zork upright 
to avoid slipping. 

/-----.\ 

Scribing arcs and circles 
To scribe metal, mark the 
center point with a punch to 
hold the point. If the finish is 
important,jirst patch the center 
with masking tape. Lean the 
tool in the direction of 
mouement and scribe the circle 
or arc by remlving the spigot 
between thumb and forefinger. 

Beam Compass 
CLAMP SCREWS 

FINE 
ADJUSTMENT SLIDE 

A beam compass consists of a wedges or screws. They have 
long metal or wooden bar hardened steel points with 
which carries trammel heads. which to scribe large arcs and 
These heads slide along the bar circles. One point can be re- 
and can be fixed in position by placed by a pencil. 
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Slide Caliper 
)THER NAME: Calioer rule 
,IZE: To measure up io 3iin. 
4ATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To measure internal and 
xtemal dimensions 

)ne jaw of the slide caliper is 
axed to the main part of the 
001. The other jaw is part of a 
lide, which moves in or out 
mtil both jaws come into con- 
act with the work. The slide is 
ixed with a knurled clamp nut 
nd has imperial or metric 
:raduations. 

ktside dimensions 
Locete the inside edges of both 
‘aws 011 the work and read off 
zhe scale against the edge of the 
Txed~iaw. 

bide dimensions 
Locate the tips of the jaws on 
ioth sides of she work and read 
$f against the special line 
narked on the body of the tool 
against the scale. 

SLIDE 

LINE FOR INTERNAL 
DIMENSIONS 

_ CLAMP 
NUT 
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kmier Caliper 
IZE: Measuring capacity: 6 f9 
lin.; 150 to 1,800mm 
ATERIAL: Steel 
SE: To obtain very fine 
easurements 

EXTERNAL 
JAWS 

INTERNAL 
JAWS 

SLIDING J*-----I*; 

,ETR,C VERNIER SCALE 

CLAMPING SCREW ----{ 

FINE ADTUSTING NUT 

MAIP* SCALE d 21 1 

The Vernier caliper, named 
lfter its inventor, is a develop- 
nent of the slide caliper, but 
s graduated to make finer 
eadings. It is capable of meas- 
xing internal an.d external di- 
nensions and can also be used 
is a depth gauge. Vernier ca- 
,ipers are available with im- 
xxial and metric graduations. 

DEPTH 
GAUGE 
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eading a Vernier caliper 
nperial 

i 5 6 

T 

‘he main scale is graduated 
I inches which are subdivided 
m O.lin., which in turn 
re subdivided into 
.025in. The Vernier scale 
uns beneath it. Each Vernier 
raduatinn represents r/.OOlin. 
:ead off the measurement in 
rze main scale indicated by the 
‘em mark on the Vernier scale. 

2 

1 .oo 
0.4 
0.050 
0.011 
izmz. 

Vhen the zero mark does not 
oincide with a line on the main 
tale, note which line on the 
Jewtier scale does. Add 
vhatewer line is indicated on 
he Vewtier scale to the total 
br an accurate reading. 

Metric 

4 

38.00 
0.75 

0.08 
38.83IMl 

The metric main scale is 
yaduated in lmm and sub- 
divided into 0.25mm. Each 
metric Vernier section 
represents O.Olmm. Read off as 
for impe&i. When the Vernier 
zero line does not coincide 
wirh a main scale line,jind a 
line that does and add the 
Vernier measure to the total. 



blicrometer Caliper 
;IZE: Range: 0 to $ to 6 to 12in.; 
1 to 13 f0 150 to 3OOmm; specials 
,p to 24in., or 6OOmm 
VIATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To obtain very fLlr 
neasuremenrs 

Micrometers are designed to 

neasurements 

RATCHET STOP 

minimum tolerance. 

LOCK NUT 

rhere are micrometers for ANVIL 
measuring depth, across screw 
tieads, inside dimensions 
md, most commonly, outside 
rlimensions. The size range va: 
ries, but the nest popular 
micrometer measures outside 
dimensions of 0 to lin. 
:25mm). 

The micrometer has a U- 
shaped frame with an anvii on 
3ne side and an adjustable 
spindle extending from the 
other. The knurled thimble ad- 
iusts the spindle to the re- 
quired setting, which is then 
lixed by the lock nut. A ratchet 
stop is sometimes fitted to the 
end of the spindle. If the rat- 
chet is used to adjust the spin- 
dle it will click or slip when 
the anvil and spindle contact 
with the work. 

The latest development in 
micrometers is expensive, but 
extremely easy to use. When 
the spindle and anvil come in 
contact with the workpiece, the 
measurement can be read di- 
rectly from a digital display. It 
s very accurate and does not 
nvolve the computations need- 
:d by a standard micrometer. 

FRAME 

RECHARGEABLE POWER PACK 

Reading a micrometer 
Micrometers are marked in im- 
xrial or metric graduations. 

The sleeve scale on an imperial 
micrometer has major divisions 
representing OSin., subdivided 
into four equal parts, each 
representing 0.025in. When the 
anvil and spindle are in contact 
with the work, read off the 
measurement on the sleeve 
against the edge of the thimble. 

* 

If the thimble edge falls 
between graduations on the 
sleeve scale, use the thimble 
scale. Tkis is graduated in 
O.OOlin. and is numbered every 
0.005in. Read off these 
nteasurwnents against the center 
line of the sleeve scale and add 
them to the sleeve scale reading. 

Some micrometers have a 
Vernier scale marked along the 
sleeve. This is graduated in 
O.OOOlin. If the center line on 
the sleeve falls between two 
graduations on the thimble 
scale, rkad off the Vernier scale 
to see which graduation 
coincides with the line on the 
thimble scale and add the 
Vernier reading to the total. 

Metric 
The sleeve scale on the metric 
micrometer is graduated in 
Imm above the line and 
subdivided into OSmm below 
the line. The thimble scale is 
graduated in O.Olmm. Read off 
and calculate the total 
measurement as for imperial. 
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landling the micromete 

fold a small micrometer 
owveniently in one hand by 
,esring the frame in the palm 
he hand and supporting it w 
he ring finger. This leaves tl 
Ither fingers and thumb free 
idjust the tool. 

Alternatively hold thejram, 
between thejingers of one hG 
and adjust the micrometer ec 
the other. 

Keep the micrometer free 
from dust and grease and st( 
it carejtdly when mt in use. 

= I 
S 

of 
ith 
ie 
to 

7 

- 

e 
md 
pith 

depth Gauge 
,IZE: To measure up to 151n. or 
75mm 
4ATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To measure the depth of 
ales ar?d .morrises 

i depth gauge is a graduated 
ule with a sliding head which 
kas a machined flat base. 

The flat base is placed on the 
urface of the workpiece, the 
ule adjusted to touch the bot- 
om of the recess, and locked 
‘y a clamping screw. Remove 
he gauge and read off the 
neasurement from the rule. 

_ GRADUATED 
RULE 

SLIDING HEAD 

Measuring at an angle 
You can use the depth gauge to 
qteasure the sloping side of a 
tapered hole. 
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ilire Gauge 
LZE: To measure imperial 
andard: 1 to 36in.; Metric: 0.2 
1Omm 

IATERIAL: Sreel 
SE: To measure the gauge of 
ire and thickness of sheet metal 

‘he wire gauge is a template 
,hich is used to measure the 
mge or thickness of sheet 
letal or wiie. Around the edge 
re graduated, numbered slots 
rhich fit wire or sheet metal. 
‘he metal or wire is tried in the 
arious slots until it just fits 
&hour being forced. 

!THER NAME: Thickness 
UJg 
IZE: To measure 1; to 25in. in 
.Wlin.; 3 to 1OOmm in O.OOlmm 
IATEKIAL: Steel 
ISE: To measure very fine gaps 

L feeler gauge has a number of 
hin metal blades of various 
hicknesses that fan out from a 
tee1 case, which protects them 
kom damage when not in use. 
2ach blade is marked with its 
hickness. The blades are used 
o measure small gaps, such as 
mween a shaft and its bearing 
x between electrical contacts. 

%rzw Pitch Gauge 
iIZE: To fit a range of threads 
MATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To measure the pitch of a 
nachined thread 

Like the feeler gauge, the screw 
pitch gauge consists of a series 
of metal blades in a metzl case. 
The edge of each blade is not- 
ched to match the shape and 
spacing of a range of threads cut 
in bolts or holes. 

Measuring a scteb thread 
Hold the edge of the notched 
blade against the screw thread 
to see if it fits snugly. 

THI&NESS 
OF METAL 

CASE 

BLADES 

I BLADES 
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brking Gauge 
$IZE: 64 to 9$1x 
MATERIAL: Hardwood, steel 
JSE: To mark a line parallel to 
m edge 

WOODEN BEAM 

I BRASS FACING 
STRiP 

- 
I 

BEAM GUIDE FENCE 

STEEL PIN 
THUMB SCREW 

A marking gauge is a beam of 
hardwood or steel upon which 
slides a stock, that acts as a 
fence to guide a pointed pin a 
set distance from the edge of a 
workpiece. The steel pin is 
permanently fixed near one 
end of the beam and projects 
approximately &ii. from the 
underside. The stock is fixed in 
the required position by a 
thumb screw on one side. The 
guide face of the stock can be 
reinforced with brass facing 
strips let in flush with the sur- 
face. Sometimes the beam is 
graduated for setting the stock 
the required distance from the 
pin. If it is not, simply use a 
steel rule. 
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Using a marking gauge 

rhe stock against the edge 
of the workpiece with the beam 

WI the surface. Rock rhe 
tool t&ardyou until the pin 
rouches the work at an angie, 
then push it away from you. 



‘inding center of rail 
lihen setting out a dowel joint 
on need to mark the center of 
w rail. Set the pin as near as 
ossible to the center line and 
rick a hole in the work. Turn 
x work around and make a 
xond mark alongside the 
ther. If they do not corres- 
Nond exactly make slight ad- 
3stments by tapping the end 
f the beam on the bench. Tap- 
ling the end nearest the pin 
rill shorten the gap between 
he stock and pin; tapping the 
ther end increases the gap. 
idjust the pin until the nvc 
narks meet from both sides 01 
he work. 

l-B 
lf the marks fall short of the 
I&, lengthen t/w gap between 
the stock and the pin. 

If the marks overshoot the line: 
shorten the gap between the 
stock and the pin. 

When the two marks 
correspond exactly on the cente 
line, the gauge is set correctly. 

htting Gauge 
IZE: 9+in. 
MTERIAL: Hardwood 
JSE: To mark a line parallei IO 
n edge acmss the grain of 
xnber FLAT BLADE 

THUMB SCREW 

WE&E 
rhe cutting gauge is construc- 
ed and operated in exactly the 
ame way as the marking 
puge, but instead of the point- 
:d pin it has a flat blade se- 
:wed witha smal! wedge. This 
,s designed to cut across the 
gain of lumber to mark a line 
where a standard marking 
gauge would tend to tear the 
pain. The blade must be per- 
iodically removed and honed to 
3 sharp edge. 

Marking across the grain 
CTse the cutting gauge as you 
would a marking gauge to mark 
acms wood grain. 

board. Hold the zleneers down 
firmly with a batten and run 
the cutting gauge against the 
edge of the board. 
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vlortise Gauge 
,IZE: 9th 
h4TERIAL: Hardwood 
JSE: To mark tuw parallel sides 
f a mortise and tenon 

KNURLED 
LOCKING SCREW’ 

THUMB SCRE 

MOVABLE PIN 

BRASS FAClNG 

BEAM PULL SLIDE 

The mortise gauge, like the 
marking gauge, has a beam and 
an adjustable stock. However, 
it has two pins to mark both 
sides of a mortise simul- 
taneously. One pin is fixed and 
the other is attached to an 
adjustable slide. On some tools 
this is a simple pull slide, on 
others it may be adjusted by a 
thumb screw mounted at the 
end of the beam. Most mortise 
gauges have another pin moun- 
ted on the underside of the 
beam so that they can be used 
as a standard marking gauge. 

MORTlSE 
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lIarking out a mortise 
.ndtenon 

Mark one shoulder of the 
mortise with a try square. 
‘osition the side of the rail 
against this line and mark the 
norrise width against the other. 

I. Square across with a try 
square. Set the pins and the 
:auge to correspond with the 
width of the cl&l blade. 

3. Adjust the stock to position 
the pins to make the mortise in 
the center of the rail. Fix the 
stock with the km&d screw. 
Mark the mortise berwtien the 
two shoulder lines. 

4. Mark the shoulder line for 
the temm then use the gauge, se 
as for the mortise, to mark out 
the tenon on both sides and 
across the end grain. 

xather Creaser 
ITHER NAME: Leather crease 
IZE: Ein. 
4ATERIAL: Handle: 
ardwood; Blade: steel 
JSE: To mark a line on Ieathlr 

HANDLE 

DOUBLE 

\ leather crease has a blade 
uitha blunt edge which is used 
:o mark a dark line on leather as 
L decorative motif. The creaser 
,s often used cold, but if heated 
xoduces a darker line. 

A tool with a simple blade is 
mown as a “single creaser” 
while, a “double creaser” has 
two parallel edges. 

SINGLE CREASER 

Using a screw creaser 
To mark a parallel line we a 
rcrew creaser which has two 
blades linked by a thumb screw. 
One blade runs against the edge 
of the workpiece to guide the 
progress of the other. 

THUMB 
SCREW 

ADJUSTABLE BLADES 
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Scriber 
3THER NAi\iE: Scrarch awi 
SIZE: 3: to 7911. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To scribe a line when 
narking out metal 

The scriber is a sharpened stee! 
:ool used for scratching mark- 
,ng lines on metal. The sim- 
3lest scriber has a single point 
md a knurled shaft for a 
positive grip. More elaborate 
;&bets arc double ended, with 
Fixed or detachable points, or 
they may be like mechanical 
pencils, with detachable tung- 
sten carbide points, stored con- 
veniently in the body of the 
tool. Double ended scribers 
rometimes have a knife edge at 
xx end for marking wood 
3s well as a pointed end 
for metal. 

CKET SCRIBER 

Using a scriber 

Mark each end of a line to be 
scribed on metal and join them 
by a steel rule. Make sure that 
the actual point of the scriber 
runs against the rule. Use an 
engineer’s try square to mark a 
!ine square to an edge. Position 
the scriber on the mark and 
carefully butt the square up 
against it. Holding the try 
square firmly with one hand, 
pull the scriber toward you. 

To mark a line parallel to a 
surface, improvise a surface 
gauge on a flat surface such as a 
sheet of glass or particle board. 
Pile up blocks of wood or metal 
to position the scriber at the 
required height when it is laid 
flat on top. Small adjustments 
can be made by adding strips of 
cardboard or sheet metal. 

Place the workpiece on the 
surface aligning the mark with 
the point on the scriber. Hold 
the scriber firmly in place with 
one hand and rotate the object 
against the point to mark a line. 
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Glass Cutter 
SIZE: Various 
MATERIAL: Cutter: steel, 
kmmnd; Holder: zinc, glass 
iber, h&dwood - 
USE: To scribe glass for cutting 

4 glass cutter is a hardened 
steel wheel or a chip of in- 
&trial diamond mounted in a 
holder. Better quality tools 
have replaceable wheels. It is 
used to score a line across a 
sheet of glass; bending o; 
shock&g the g!ass co this line 
encourages it to split along it. 

Before you begin to cut 
glass, lay a blanket or a sheet on 
particle board to make a cut- 
ting table. Clean all grease 
from the surface of the glass 
with paint thinner - greasy 
g!ass will not cut evenly - and 
IJbricate the cutting wheel 
with oil. 

NOTCHES- 

“Nibbling” pieces of glass 

Nibble off small pieces of glass 
back to the scored line with the 
notches on the cutter. 

Cutting glass 

Hold the cuttei- between fore- 
firzger and middle finger and 
support it with the thumb. Nick 
the glass zt the edge to mark 
the line and align a glazier’s 
“T” square or wooden straight 
edge. Place the cutter in 
position and butt the rule 
against it. Holding the cutter at 
an angle to the glass score 
across the glass. (A sharp 
cutter will make a grinding 
noise.) Make sure the cutter 
runs from the far edge, but 
lessen pressure as it runs off the 
near end to avoid chipping. 

Tap the underside of the line 
with the back of the cutter. Lay 
the glass on strips of wood 
aligned with the scored line and 
press down firmly on each side 
of the line to split the glass. 

Thin strips tan be removed 
from a sheet by holding each 
end of the line with gloved 
hands and snapping along the 
line. Where necessary finish the 
sharp edges with an o&tone. 
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Srcle Glass Cutter 
IZE: To cut circles up to 
Iin. diameier 
IATERIAL: Shaft/base: brass; 
‘utter: steel 
[SE: To scribe a circle on glass 

RETAINING SCREW 

CUTTING HEAD 

CUTTING WHEEL 

which is held on the glass by a 
ubber suction pad. A knurled 
lamp screw locks the shaft in 
bosition. Notches on the shaft 
:an be used to nibble the glass. 

-he cutting head of the circle 
lass cutter can be screwed on 
t right angles to the axis of the 
haft for cutting circles, or in 
ine for cutting straight lines. 
Yhe shaft runs in a swivel base 

SUCTION PAD 1 

I 

SHAFT 

CLAMP 
SCREW 

?.PAl-.PL2UTTING 

SCREW DRIVER FOR 
RETAINING SCREW 

ES FOR NIBBLING 

lutting a round hole 

Stick the base in the center 
f the intended circle and with 
he cutter lubricated with oil 
evolve the cutting head to 
tribe the circle in the glass. 

!. Remove the base, reposition 
he cutting head and scribe 
ines approximately #in. apart 
woss the circle. Tap the back 
If the glass behind the cut until 
z crack starts all around. 

3. Lay the sheet on aflat table: 
rcribed surface down, and tap 
the center of the circle until it 
breaks. With the notches in the 
cutter shaft break a channel 
across the circle and then take 
out the rest of the ~1a.w 

;----,-me-- 
Zutting a disk 
Gribe the circle as above and 
‘ap the back of the glass to 
generate a crack all around. If 
necessary, scribe tangential cuts 
WI the face of the glass and 
wnove the waste. 



rile Cutter 
SIZE: Various 
MATERIAL: Sreel 
JSE: To scribe tiles for cutting 

TUNGSTEN 
CARBIDE TIP 

SHAFT 

--PLASTIC CAP 

The simplest tile cutter is a 
square sectioned steel shaft 
with a pointed tungsten car- 
bide tip. It is used to score a 
line on the glazed surface of a 
xramic wall tile prior m snap- 
ping it off. 

Cutting tiles 

1. Were a xq occurs ar the 
end of a run of tiles, set another 
tile against the wall and mark 
the reverse allow+g for the 
joint between.. 

2. Score across the glazed 
surface witJt tJze tile cutter 
againsf a steel rule. Run the 
scribed line across both edges. 

3. Place the tile, glazed side 
irp, on matchsticRs aligned with 
the scored line. Press on each 
side of the line to snap along it. 

Plier cutters have jaws with 
angled faces which press evenly 
on both sides of the line to make 
e crack. 

Zuttine thin strim Zuttine thin strim 
To in& a clean l&x, plane a 
:hallow angle on a softwood 
ilock. Rest the underside of the 
:cored line on the marked line 
,n the block and stand on the 
rile, using a cloth or ark tile to 
spread the weight. 

Vibbling edges 
Nibble a very narrow strip off a 
rile with a pair of pincers. 

Making indents 
To cut an indent from the edge 
?f a tile score with the cutter 
&d snip away the uw.m with a 
9&r of pincers. 
htting jig 

The jig is graduated to position 
the required cut line below the 
slot in the adjustable hinged 
arm. Holding the tile down 
with the arm, score the glazed 
surface by running the cutter 
along the slot. Press on the arm 
to snap the tile along the line. 
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Punching tools are made in various 
weights and patterns and are designed to 
do any kind of piercing or penetrating 
work, varying from punching location 
marks for nails or calipers to making holes 
in sheet metal. Most punches are held in 
one hand (the shaft is usually knurled to 
prevent it slipping) and driven, but there 
are automatic punches and one that can 
be used by hand oniy. The anvil or 
striking part of the standard punch is 
shaped to be driven either with a mallet 
(for woodwork) or a hammer (for 
metalwork). Anvils that are damaged must 
be reground to their original shape for 
efficient usage. When using the heavier 
punches, back up the work with lead cake 
or blocks of end grain wood. Lever and 
revolving punches, which are mostly used 
for leatherwork, incorporate their own 
back-up. 

ail Set 
OTHER NAME: Nail pilnch 
SIZE: Lenerh: 4in.: Point 
zfiameter: & to &in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To drive the heads of nails 
below the surface of wood 

Wbenanailisdrivenflushwith 
the surface of wood, the last 
Few hammer blows often dent 
x bruise the wood around the 
nail itself. To avoid this, drive 
the nail to within &in. of the 
surface and then “sink” it be- 
low the surface with a nail set. 
The nail set has a knurled shaft 
to provide a better grip and a. 
long tapered point, the actual 
tip of which is ground square, 
DT in some cases slightly con- 
cave, to help grip the head of 
the nail. The tip of the set 
should match the size of the 
nail head. A larger tip will leave 
an unnecessarily ugly hole. 

Hold the nail set between 
fingers and thumb, guiding the 
tip of the punch on to the head 
of the nail with the tip of the 
third finger. Strike the set with 
a hammer, using short sharp 
blows, until the head of the nail 
is about &in. below the surface 
of the wood. Fill holes with 
putty or wood filler before 
finishing the surface. 
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Catapunch 
SIZE: 4&in. 
UATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To mark centers on metal 
x wood without the use of a 
hammet 

The catapunch can be used to 
mark centers on metal or screw 
positions on wood. It consists 
of a pointed head mounted on a 
coiled spring shaft. 

Using the catapunch 

Hold the pointed end’of the tool 
against the work with one 
hand. Extend and release the 
spring to mark the surface. 



?rick Punch 
ITHER NAME: Dot punch 
SIZE: Length: 4 to jin.; Point 
liamzert &in. 
tiATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To clarify marked out 
netal work, identify intersections, 
md mark hole centers prior to 
:enter punching 

The prick punch is similar to 
:he nail set, but it has a sharp 
mnical point with an included 
angle of 30”. It is used for the 
Final marking OUI of the cutting 
lines on metal wxk. It does 
this by accentuating the lines 
with a series of small punched 
indentations. It can also ac- 
curately mark out a hole center 
before the mark is enlarged 
with a center punch prior to 
drilling. Moreover, the punch 
mark made by a prick punch is 
ideal for setting the point of a 
pair of dividers. 

Using the punch 
Hold the punch as you would a 
nail set and position the point 
on the mark. Lean the punch 
away from you to see the point 
clearly. When accurately cen- 
tered stand the tool upright 
and strike the anvil end lightly 
with a hammer. 

Center Punch 
SIZE: Lengtk: 4 to 7in.; P&r 
dimmer: + to *in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To mark hole centers or 
enlarge the prick punch marks m 
guide the point of a drill 

The center punch is exactly the 
same as a prick punch except 
that it has a blunter point, 
ground to an included angle of 
between 60~’ and 90~. It may 
have a round or square sec- 
tioned anvil. 

Use the center punch in the 
same way as the prick punch. 

ANGLED POINT 

SHARI’ ANGLED POIN? SHARI’ ANGLED POIN? 

Correcting the center 
point 
Ifyourjirsr arrempt ar making 
the mark does nor exacrly 
correspond with the 
inrersection, angle rhe punch 
reward rhe cenrer and strike 
again: this will moue the punch 
mark ZLJ the exacf center. Even 
up the punch mark by holditzg 
the tool perpendicular and 
srriking ir again. 

SQUARE SECTION ANVIL 
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automatic Center Punch 
;IZE: Lengrh: 4+ to 6in.; 
‘resrwe: 5 to 5Olb 
dATERIAL: Various 
JSE: To mark centers on metal 
vithout using a hammer 

The automatic center punch 
ioes exactly the same job as the 
normal center punch, but 
vorks in a different way. The 
,oint is positioned on the re- 
luired intersectionand the tool 
Joshed down. This automati- 
ally releases a striking block 
,vhich punches the point into 
.he metal. On some models the 
brce can be adjusted. The 
points are interchangeable. 

0.1‘HER NAMES: Drifr punch, 
.irive punch, motor and 
reaper punch 
SIZE: Length: 6 to 8in.; Poinr 
:iiwiretrr : & to +in. 
W.TERi.iL: Steel 
VSE: To start the removal of a 
pin from an assembly 

The starting punch has a 
strong tapered point capable of 
resisting the force applied to it 
in order to free a pin from its 
housing. The end of the point 
should be just smaller than the 
diameter of the pin. Set the 
point on the pin and strike the 
“anvil” with the hammer. 
Drive the freed pin from its 
housing with a pin punch. 

Sheet Metal Punch 
OTHER NAMES: Stop punch, 
screw nail punch, corrugated 
iron punch 
SIZE: Lennh: 7in.: Diaruerer: CO 
suit fasten&g 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To mmch holes through 
sheet metal to take fastening; 

These punches produce the 
appropriate holes required by 
various fastenings such as self- 
tapping screws and screw nails. 
They are quicker to use than a 
drill. Some have a straight 
cylindrical point matched in 
size to the fastening arid a 
shoulder, which stops against 
the metal. Other punches taper 
to a sharp point and must be 
struck to produce the hole. 

I 
INTERCHANGEABLE 
POINT 

7APEREI) POINT 

I Makine holes in sheet 
I 

.I’AAI’ERING I’OIN’I You can use a drill to make thr 
holes (left) but a sheet metal 
punch produces a stronger 
fixing which gives the scww 
thread more purchase. 
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?in Punch 
;IZE: Length: 4 to bin.; Point 
‘iornerer: & to *in. 
AATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To drive out a oin from an 
,ssembly 

The pin punch has a straight 
:ylindrical shaft with a square 
:nd. Match the punch as near 
IS possible to the size of the pin 
o be removed. If the pin is 
:apered, check which is the 
;mallest end and choose a pin 
xmch to match it. To remove a 
Iin, center the punch on it and 
:ap the end with a hammer. Do 
lot apply too much force until 
:he pin has begun to move. If 
rhe pin has frozen in the hous- 
ing do not attempt to free it 
with a pin punch, but go back 
to a starting punch. 

OTHER NAME: Aligning punch 
SIZE: f.engrh: 12in.; Poinr 
diaweier: *in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 

The lining up bar is not a 
punch in the normal sense. Its 
long tapered point is inserted 
in the holes which need to be 
lined up to take a pin or bolt. 

Tinmen’s Mallow 
Punch 
SIZE: Hole diameter: & to lin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To punch holes through 
thin sheet metal 

The hollow punch has a solid 
metal shank terminating in a 
sharpened, hollowed end. Back 
up the work, mark the center of 
the hole with a prick punch and 
use dividers to scribe the dia- 
meter to be punched. Center 
the hollow punch on this mark 
and lightly tap the end with a 
heavy hammer. Adjust the pos- 
ition of the tool if necessary and 
strike it again with a heavier 
blow to cm through the metal. 
Correct any distortion with a 
hammer rather than d mallet. 

~-ryZA,,““’ CYLINDR!CAL 

TAPERING SHAFT TO 
FITVARlOUS HOLE 

USE: To line up holes to take a 

Backing up the work 

CUTTING EDGE 

Using the 
hollow punch 
Strike the end with a heaw 

zrerials hammer. Thicker m I 
nqi need more than one blow 

Use a thick mates +a1 such as 
lead cake OY an end grain wood 
block to prevent distorrim 
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Solid Punch 
SIZE: Length: 6 IO 6fm.; Poim 
Cmeter: & to &in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To punch small holes in 
thin gauge sheet metal 

A solid punch makes it easy to 
pcn;h a hole in thin sheet 
mera! up to tin. diameter. You 
could use a drill, but this is 
more difficult: the end of the 
drill has to be ground to a 
shallow point to avoid heavy 
burring on the underside of the 
metal and to reduce the risk of 
snatching. 

The work must be backed UD 
by material thick enough & 
prevent too much distortion of 
the metal sheet when cutting. 
A professional metal workshop 
might use a lead cake, but an 
amateur would be better ad- 
vised to use the end grain of a 
block of lumber. 

Using the punch 
Mark the center of the hole 
with a prick punch, place the 
solid punch over the mark and 
tap it lightly with a heavy ham- 
mer. Check that the resulting 
mark is centered over the prick 
punch mark, replace the punch 
and strike a heavy blow to cut 
through the metal. There will 
be a slight conical depression 
around the hole, which could 
be useful if a countersiink head 
screw is to be inserted. Other- 
wise, flatten the depression 
with a mallet. 

Lever Punch 
OTHER NAME: Punch plier 
SIZE: Hole diameter: For mecal: 
&to &in.; Fcr &nrhert & 10 &in. 
MATERIAL: Various 
USE: To punch small round 
holes in sheet metal or leather 

Leyer punches incorporate an 
interchangeable punch and a 
matching die or “anvil”. The 
die backs up the material, pre- 
vents *distortion and leaves a 
clean hole. This type of punch 
can only be used near the edge 
of the material because of the 
depth of the throat. The tool is 
operated by squeezing the 
handles together. 

Incorrect backing 
Do not use side grain lumber to 
back up sheet metal as it 
distorts too easily. 

Turn the sheet over andflatten 
the bulge with a mallet or 
hammer, using a block of wood 
to prorect the work. 

I T&OAT 
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km Punch 
,THER NAME: Oblong punch 
IZE: Slot length: : :O lkin. 
IATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To cut buckle slots in belts 
r straps 

:rew punches are hollow 
wnches which cut slots with 
ounded ends instead of round 
loles. The slots are made to 
ccommodate buckle pins on 
>e1ts or straps. 

unch 
ITHER NAME: Arch punch 
;lZE: Diameter: $10 3in. 
,lATERIAL: Stee! 
:SE: To punch large round holes 
n leather 

The smaller wad punches can 
x used to cut holes in belts or 
itraps but the larger ones may 
x used to cut disks of leather 
‘ram the hide CIS well as larger 
loles. The name may derive 
Yom the fact that they were 
lsed to cut the “wad” or soft 
nasher which is packed into 
;uns along with the charge to 
nake a gas-tight seal. Even 
:oday they are often included 
in the tool kit supplied for 
muzzle-loading sporting guns. 

Saddlefs Hollow 
Punch 
OTHER NAME: Belt punch 
SIZE: Hole diameter: UP to lin. 

- :numbers 0 to 22) 
MATERIAL: Steel 
!JS3; punch rwr!d holes 

The saddler’s punch is used to 
lunch holes in belts or straps. 
The punches are designated by 
lumbers which refer to the 
iiatneter of the hole produced. 
Gxnber 6 for example will 
mnch a hole of &in. while 
lumber 22 will be lin. 

CCTTING EDGE move freely for easy adjustment 

WASTE CLEARANCE HOLE 

I 
CCTTING EDGE 

WASTE SLOT 

CUTTING F GE 

Using the punch 
l’osition the punch on the work 
and strike the end with a mallet 
to cut the required hole. 
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Revolving Head 
Punch 
3THER NAME: Six way 
lunch pliers 
SIZE: Lengrh: 8 and 9in.; Hole 
iiarmrer: :, to &I. 
MATERI’AL: Various 
JSE: To punch small round 
mles in leather or orher soft 
naterials 

The revolving head punch 
pliers incorporate the punches 
used in the standard lever 
punch. One of six sizes can be 
4ected by revolving the head 
10 line up with a soft metal 
xwil on the lower jaw. 

3THER NAME: Stitch 
marking wheel 
SlZE: .\leasured in points per in. 
Z,lATERlAL: Wheel: stainless 
xeel; Han&: hardwood 
USE: To mark our a row of 
ititching 

An evenly spaced row of stitch- 
ing, although not essential for 
strength, makes leather work 
more attractive. Run the wheel 
pricker along a predetermined 
line to insure this even spacing. 
Then use an awl to pierce the 
marked holes in the leather. 

Pricking Iron 
SIZE: Measured in teeth per in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To mark out a row of 
stirching 

The even!y spxed teeth of the 
pricking iron can mark out a 
row of stitch holes which are 
then pierced by an awl. Pos- 
ition the iron along the in- 
tended line of stitching and 
strike the end with a mallet. 
Continue the row by moving 
the iron and positioning the 
first two teeth in the last two 

REVOLVING HEAD 

ANVIL / 

marks to insure alignment an 
repeated even spacing. 
Keep striking and 
repositioning the iron until 
the row is complete. Thin -’ 
leather can be oierced wine 

REVOLVING 
TOOTHED WHEEL 

ANVIL 

AL ~~~~ 

the pricking iron alone. e 

I 
EVENLY SPACED TEETH 

Place-the first two teeth into tht 
last two marks for accurate 
alignment. Strike with a mallet. 
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ITHER NAME: BradavIs 
IZE: Blade length: lf 10 3tin. 
IATERI.-,L: El&e: tempered 
reel; Han&: beech, boxwood, 
lastic 
!SE: To make starring holes for 
crews and nails in lumber and to 
,ierce holes in leather 

Lwls are made with blades of 
xious section: round, square 
.nd diamond shaped. When 
msszre is applied all produce 
loles by pushing the fibers of 
he materia! zpsrr. This works 
veil with leather, but wood is 
opt to split along the grain 
mless a screwdriver type tip is 
,~srd to make a starter hole. 
rhese tips are designed to 
wercome splitting by cutting 
he grain before the hole is 
nade. When necessary repair 
wl tips with a smooth file and 
inish on an oilstone. 

BAYONBT SECTION AWLS 

Bayonet awl blades 

F BRADAWL 

BRADAWLTIPS 

Piercing leather Piercing wood -... . 
7%~ are used for leatherwork Keep the awl handy to cut 1Jostccon the cutrmg eage acrms 
znd are made without handles. thread holes as necessary the grain and apply pressure, 
They terminate in a tang which while working along the length turning the tool to the right and 
Tts into a holder. of the leather. left with a twist action only. 
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Jigs and Guides 
?rom time immemorial woodworkers catalog of 1957. Until the arrival of the 
have made their own bench hooks, power drill, doweling jigs were also highly 
ihooting boards and miter boxes. specialized; so much so, that one type 
Zonsequenrly they are rarely shown on which was used about a century ago for 
,llusrrations or included in inventories, doweling sash bars has only recently been 
md have no official history. The profile identified. Although about a dozen were 
gauge is a recent invention; one of the known, their use had been completely 
arliest examples occurs in a Swedish forgotten until now. 

Miter Box 
45 SLO? 

A miter box is a jig which 
guides the blade of a back saw 
to cut 45’ miters and accurate 
squared ends. 

The simplest versions are 
open wooden boxes with slots 
on two sides into which the saw 
blade fits. Brass guides are 
sometimes fitted on the top 
edge to reiiorce the slots. The 
work is laid in the jig and 
pressed against the far sides by 
the free band. To protect the 
wooden base, raise the work on 
d piece of scrap lumber and 
align the mark indicating the 
cut with the edge of the ap- 
propriate slot. Make certain 
that you are cutting on the 
waste side of the line. 

A simpler guide, known as a 
miter block, is a one sided 
miter box. 

Xore sophisticated metal 
miter boxes have tall euides 

Using the miter box 

Miter box with reinforcing 

Miter b!ock 

Make the first cuts with 
backward strokes, lowering the 
blade to horizontal as the cut 
progresses. 

Metal miter b 

which support the back saw u 
md can be adjusted to cut The work is clamped to a guide 
angles for four, five, six, eight and an adjustable stop sets Up 
md twelve sided figures. work for repeated cutting. 
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Bench Hook 
;IZE: 6 x loin. 

m 
END BLOCK 

\4AT ‘ERIAL: Beech 
JSE: To support lumber 
s sawn acroii the grain 

END BLOCK 

Bench hooks have two block 
accurately jointed at right 
&es to the long edges. There 
is one on each side. One b!ock 
hooks over the front edge of the 
wench while the work is held 
sgainst the other block. Either 
ride can be used to support the 
work while it is sawn. 

Working with bench hooks 

on the front edge of the bench 
and hold the work aminst the 
other block. 

ooting Board 
C\THER NAME: Miter shooting 
mard 
SIZE: 30in. 
MATERIAL: Beech 
USE: To guide a plane to cut the 
:nd grain of lumber to 90’ or 45” 

The shooting board is a jig 
which guides a plane in 
relationship to the work so that 
the blade is square to the pla- 
ned edge. It consists of two 
boards which are set parallel to 
each other to form a rabbet. 
The upper board has a wooden 
stop let into the surface at right 
angles and secured with 
screws. The plane rests on its 
side on the lower board, the 
rabbet acting as a guide for the 
sole of the plane. It is parti- 
culariy useful when planing the 
end grain of solid lumber. 

A miter shooting board has a 
45” angle stop for planing the 
end grain of lumber to make a 
90” miter ioint. 

Using the shooting board 
Use a sharp, finely set plane. 
Set the blade accurately so that 
the cutting edge is parallel with 
the sole of the plane. Candle 
wax applied to the sole and side 
of the plane will help it to run 
smoothly. 

Clamp the shooting board to 
the top of the bench between 
two bench stops. Hold the 
work firmly against the stop so 
that it projects to touch the sole 
of the plane. The stop prevents 
end grain splitting. 

The long edges of thin pan- 
els can be accurately planed on stop, slide the plane 
a shooting board, as can a stack down the board keeping it 
of veneers clamped to the pressed into the rabbet. Back 
board under a wood strip. up thick work with scrap wood. 
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Doweling Jig 
3THER NAMES: Drill guide, 
iowel guide, dowel locator 
SIZE: Various 
\‘LATERIAL: Aluminum alloy, 
;reel 
JSE: To align matci?ing holes for 
I dowel joint and to guide the 
lrill bit square and true 

The simplest method of align- 
ng holes for a dowel joint, and 
me that has been used tradi- 
:lonally for many years, is to 
nark both halves of the joint 
;imultaneously with a doubled 
Jointed nail or pin. This might 
3e the heads of nails laid on 
:heir sides, or a nail driven into 
roe half of the joint and the 
head croooed off to leave a 

2nd grain of the lumber before 
it has marked the side grain. 

Mark out the hole centers on 
the work and press a locator 
into each center. Position the 
second half of the joint, resting 
it lightly on the locators until it 
is accurately aligned, and press 
firmly on to the protruding 
points. Remove the locators 
and drill the holes. 

Nails and locators still need 
to be drilled square and true 
into both halves of the joint. A 
doweling jig will align the cen- 
ter of the drill bit with the hole 
center and guide the bit at the 
same time. Simple jigs clamp 
onto the work and align a steel 
bush with the hole center. The 
bush (available in various 
sizes), matches the diameter of 
the bit and keeps it in a vertical 
position during the drilling. 

A more versatile jig will 
guide the bit and will also align 
the holes in the two halves of 
the joint. It has two steel rods, 
which carry a fixed head or 
fence from which all measure- 
ments are taken, sliding bush 
carriers, which can be clamped 
in the required position ac- 
cording to a graduated scale, 
and a movable head or fence 
which clamps the tool on the 
work. Side fences on the bush 
carriers position the bushes re- 
lative to the work thickness. 

sharp peg projecting. 
Dowel locators are available 

,vhich leave a clear mark and BUSH 
have a collar which prevents ADW’ 
the oin being driven into the 

DEPTH GA”G 

BUSH CLAMP 

Making dowel joints 
Position nails on one half of the 
i&t. Align the other half and 
press on the nail to produce a 
matching mark. 

Simple marking jig 
Make a simple jig from fwo 
short lengths of wood to 
accurately align the tzuo halves 
of a doweljoint. 

Screw the lengths of wood to 
the bench at right angles to 
each other. Holding the two 
halves of the joint against the 
wood pieces, push the cut off 
pins into the upright to mark 
the positions of the dowels. 
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Making a butt ioint 
A simpk butt joint in softwood 
is jigged to drill the end grain 
1 first. Set up the jig components 
snd clamp the adjustable head 1 iust clear of the wood width. 

Drilling dowel joints 

Drilling end grain 
Position the jig on the .zoork 
ioizh jmcer and fixed head in 
CO~ICUCZ with face side and edge, 
and slm~p the tool in place 
ulith the clampit2g screw. 
Position the drill bit in the 
bushes and drill to the required 
depth. Ajter you finish drilling 
the end grain it will be 
necessary to drill the side grain 
in order to complete the joint. 

Profile Gauge I 
OTHER NA,!lE’ Shape tracer 
SIZE: Oin. 
hlATERlAL: Steel 
USE: To reproduce a shape and 
act as a pattern for cutting to fit 

Driliing side grain 
Remone tke adjustab!e ?wrid 
and invert the jig before 
clamping it onto the other half 
of the joint. Leave a space 
between the bush carriers for 
the clanzp when the tool isfirst 
set up. Drill as before andglue 
up the j&z. 

This zype of jig is good for 
+illing dowel joints ipr 
composite boards. With thefiirst 
board set up in a vise, adjust 
the jig as before and clamp ir to 
the board. Drillfirst EIJOO holes. 

l’osirion zhe second I&f of the 
i&r in the jig, butting ir 
against the fixed head and 
fences, and secure with rhe 
upper clamping scwm. Release 
the bottom screzu and inverr the 
board to drill the holes in the 
second halj. Repeatfor ocher 
holes or jix addizional carriers 
co the rods and drill all rhe 
holes ar once. 

Drilling longer boards 

For boards longer than the 
rods, use zhe jig wizhour eirher 
head, and hold it on rhe edge of 
the board with the fences 
pressed against the face side. 
Locnre zhefiix bush over a 
dowel fizzed into the previously 
drilled hole co accurately space 
the holes along the board. 

Using a similar set up, the jig 
can be used to drill various butt 
ioints, mirer j&m, and edge co 
edge joints. 

CENTER BAR 

NEEDLES 

The profile gauge is a row of 
tightly packed steel needles. 
Pressed against an object, these 
slide backward to reproduce 
the shape. It is particularly 
useful where one material must 
be cut to fit another, such as 
vinyl floor tiles around pipe- 
work or door moldings. 

Before using the profile 
gauge, press it against a flat 
surface to align all the needles. 
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ises 
The first woodworking benches appeared 
in Greek and Roman times. The 
workpiece was held by pegs or holdfasts 
driven into holes bored in the top - a 
thick plank or split log supported on 
splayed legs. Further development 
depended on finding a way to hold a 
workpiece which was not lying flat on the 
bench. In the seventeenth century a hook 
shaped piece of wood, for holding boards, 
was nailed to the side of the bench top; a 
wooden screw was added later, making a 
prototype bench vise. By 1812, the screw 
was still near the righthand end of the 
cheek, the other end having a stiff runner 
to keep it parallel. Later the screw was 
moved to the middle with a runner on 
each side. Eighteenth-century wooden 
vises with a vertical cheek had a wooden 
screw threaded through the bench leg 
about halfway down. This was later 
brought mxrer the top and worked in a 
nut mder the bench, a style that was in 
general use until about fifty years ago. 

nch 
OTHER NAXE: Cabinet 
maker’s bench 
SIZE: Lengrh: 5 to 6fr.; Widrh: 
24 to 3Oizx; &2&r: 33 to 36in. 
MATERIAL: Hardwood 
ACCESSORIES: Woodworker’s 
vise, end vise, bench stops 
USE: To provide a work surface 

Apart from being the correct 
height, a woodworking bench 
must be rigid. A top or an 
underframe that flexes makes 
sawing or hammering difficult. 
A good woodworking bench is 
made of heavy sections of hard- 
wood, usually beech, and is 
strongly mortised and tenoned 
and bolted together. 

The top must be flat over 
most of its area, but some ben- 
ches have a well at the back to 
hold tools in use without re- 
stricting the movement of a 
large sheet of material or a 
frame. A tool storage slot be- 
hind the well provides con- 
venient temporary storage, but 
the projecting handles can 
sometimes be an obstrunion. 

An end vise fitted to the top 
will provide clamping force 
along the length of rhe bench. 

The jaws of the vise itself can Protecting the metalwork 
be used for clamping, although bench 
those nearest the handle do not 
close comDletelv, but the ad- 

lumber to the bench tooso that ,,@@$?j: 

steel peps, pl$ged;n;o asez;; 
of sauare holes alona the bench 
and in the endvise i&f. Bench 
stops can provide tension if 
thev are located on the inside of 

vantage of the &d vise lies in 
its ability to clamp lengths of 

they can be planed, d&d and 
so on. The lumber is held be- 

a f&e and if the end vise is Protect the surface from oil 
simultaneously opened. stains and denting with a sheer 

A woodworker’s vise should of hardboard OI plywood. A 
be fitted at one edge of the 
bench, near a leg to provide 

steel right angle will protect the 

maximum support. 
front edge. Replace the edging 
and the surface as required. 

METALWORKING I ..--~~ 
BENCH 
Traditionally, a metalworking 
bench is simpler than a wood- 
working bench, having no well, 
end vise, or tool rack. HOW- 
ever, the& features are just as 
convenient for metalwork es- 
pecially as the work is generally 
smaller sod consequently tools 
held in the rack will not be a* 
inconvenience. YOU will need 
an engioeer’s vise rather than a 
moodworker’s vise for this type _. ~~~ 
of bench. 
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No&mate Bench 
IZE: Folded: 32 x 29 x 7+in.; 
?ororki,r~ heighr: 243 and 32;in.; 
zzu opening: 4in. 
MTERIAL: Frurrru: aluminum 
nd sreel; ‘jaw plywood 
.CCESSORIE>: Vise pegs 
,SE: A portable work bench 

The “workmh:z” is a mxtll 
bench which can be folded for 
:onvenient storage and tram- 
nrted in the trunk of a car. 

Unfolded, it can be locked 
nto position to provide pork 
;urfaces at two levels, a rrglilar 
work bench height and a lower 
position which is a more con- 
xnient height for sawing lum- 
,er and boards. 

The entire work surface is 
armed by two long vise Iaws. 
Using the adjusting handles, 
:he jaws can be adjusted to hold 
pa,-allel sided work or misalig- 
ned to hold a tapered work- 
piece. “V” slots are provided 
to hold pipework. 

Plastic vise pegs locate in holes 
drilled in the work surface. 
They extend the jaw opening 
and also swivel to hold round 
and angular work. 

“V” SLOI 

VISE JAWS 

II 

“\“. SLO’,’ 
VISE PEG I 

Adjusting the bench 
Alter the position of tke jaws 
and pegs in order to hold round 
and tapered workpieces. 

Alternative work levels 
Unfold the main frame for 
sawing wood. Add the lower le, 
frme to make a workbench. 
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Pasting Table 
>THER NAME: Paste table 
XZE: Su,-face: 72 x 22in.; 
VorkinE heigkr: 3@ to 32ti. 
VIATERIAL: TOO: hardwood or 
,lywood covered boftwood; 
Y,zderfram: softwood, 
ubular steel 
JSE: Portable surface for pasting 
wallpaper 

provides a work surface at a 
convenient height for pasting 
wallpaper. The underframe 
folds flat under the top, which 
then hinges across the center. 

When wallpapering, posi- 
tion the table in the center of 
the room to prevent the walls 
beam&g covered in paste. 

Line up the paper with the far 
edge of the tab!e. Apply the 

The table’s construction makes 
it easy for it to be carried to the 
worksite. 

paste in sections, brushing out 
from the center. Pull the paper 
toward you. line it up with the 
front edge and paste, brushing 
toward you. Slide the strip 
along the table, folding the 
completed section paste 
inward, and start again. 
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Wmlworker’s Vise 
OTHER NAME: Woodworking 
vise 
SIZE: yaw, width: 6, 7, 9, lO+in; 
Opening capaciry: 4f. 8, 13, ljin. 
MATERIAL: 3aws: cast iron; 
Slidesiscrem ‘handle: stcsl 
USE: To hold lumber while it 
is worked 

JAW 

I 
HANDLE 

QUICK RELEASE LEVER 

rhe woodworker’s vise is de- 
signed to be attached to the 
mderside of a bench top, on 
:he front edge and close to a 
,eg. The movable jav is oper- 
Ited by the handle which re- 
dves a screw running the 
length of the vise. Larger vises 
ore fitted with a quick release 
mechanism which allows the 
jaw to be moved rapidly to 
accommodate a workpiece. 
The release lever is pressed 
inwards, lifting a half-nut clear 
of the screw allowing the jaw to 
move freely. 

Line the jaws with hard- 
wood about sin. thick, to pro- 
tect the work and prevent 
sharp tools being damaged. 
Al!ow the lining to project 
above rhe jaw-c and place an 
edging on the movable jaw lin- 
ing to cover the top edge of the 
jaw itself. 

Fixing a vise 
Fix the body of the vise to the 
underside of the bench with 
four lag or carriage screws 
through the fixing holes pro- 
vided. You may need a packing 
piece between the vise and the 
underside of the bench. 

Screw the fixed jaw lining, 
through the jaw into the bench 
top, with countersunk screws. 
The movable jaw has two 
threaded holes for attaching 
the lining from the inside with 
flathead machine screws, or 
you can screw the lining 
through the front of the jaw 
with flathead wood screws. 

When in use, do not strain 
the jaws by overtightening the 
vise. Clamp the work in the 
center to prevent distortion or 
place a piece of wood of equal 
thickness in the opposite side. 

CARRIAGE SCREWS 
I 

HARDWOOD 
JAW LINERS I 

PACK& PIECE 

Positioning the vise 
Fix the vise so that the fixed 
jaw lining is flush with the 
front edge and surface of the 
bench top. 
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Clamp-On Vise 
3THER NAME: Portable vise 
SIZE: ‘jar” zuidrh: 5in.; Opnzbrg 
:apaciy: 3fin. 
MATERIAL: Jaws: aluminum; 
Handle rlider:cla,,rp: steel 
USE: To hold lightweight work 

l-here are many small, portable 
rises for lightweight work, 
,vhich c!amp on to the edge of a 
table or bench. This version 
has two L-shaped jaws for 
holding the work both verti- 
:ally and horizontally. 

achinisfs Vise 
OTHER NAMES: Engineer’s 
vise, mechanic’s vise, auto-garage 
vise, fitter’s vise 
SIZE: ‘Jaw width; 2: to gin.; 
Opmi~g capocir~: 2; to 9fin. 
MATERIAL: Jaw: cast iron; 
~au /inings hand/z xcrm~ steel 
USE: To hold metal while it is 
being worked 

HANI .E - 

u + BENCH CLAMP 

A machinist’s vise is built to 
withstand the strains of heavy 
metal work. The thick jaws are 
lined with serrated steel for 
positive grip. Soft fiber linings 
can be fitted to protect work 
from the serrations. Some mo- 
dels have a toothed pipe vise 
for round stock br!ow the jaws. 
Vises can be fixed-based or 
swivel-based, turning through 
350’ to accommodate different 
work. On a swivel-based model 
the base itself is bolted to the 
bench. A threaded rod on the 
underside of the vise passes 
through a hole in the center of 
the base, through the bench, 
and is secured from the under- 
side with a large wing nut and 
washer which is tightened to 
hold the vise in position. The 
joining faces of vise and base 
are studded and grooved to 
provide positive locations as 
the vise is swiveled. 

SWIVEL BASE 

Clamp-on Machinist’s Vise 
Lightweight machinist’s vises 
are clamped to the bench edge. 
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JSE: To hold work bring 
nachined 

The drill press vise is bolted to 
.hr worktable of a machine to 
lold small metal workpieces 
;ecure!y whik they are drilkd, 
:apped and so on. The jaws are 
srooved horizontally and vrrti- 
xlly to hold round stock. On 
;OIIK models the jaws can be 
:ilted and swiveled to present 
:he work at an angle to the bit. 

Drill Press Vise JAWS 

ITHER NAME: ‘Machine vise 
A!\ / 

SCREW 
:Ti’E: 7nwi width: 24 fo lin.: ___-. ,.... ...~~~~~ ~” 
lpening cizpaciry: 14 to 3in.’ 
VIATERIAL: Bare: cast mx? 
km, and screzu: sreel 

I 
‘V” GROOVES 

SCREW- 

SHAFT 

Haldfast 
OTHER NAME: Hold down 
SIZE: Maximum reocb: 5;. 7&n.: ~.. .” 
A4axirnum opening: 6;, 7:in. 
MATERIAL: Shafr’ann: 
malleable iron; Screw: steel 
USE: To hold material flat on a 
workbench while it is worked. 

The lever arm of the holdfast is 
connected by a pivot to B 
notched shaft. As the screw 
and end of the lever arm bears 
on the end of the shaft, it forces 
the swivel shoe down on to the 
work. This wedges the shaft at 
an angle in its collar, tightening 
the whole assembly. 

The metal collars reinforce 
the hole into Which the shaft 
fits and should be housed just 
below the surface of the bench. 
Fit them so that the holdfast 
can reach lumber being worked 
along the edge and one end of 
the bench. Two collars a~- 
proximately two feet apa& 

--__ .- SWIVEL SHOE 

I-hiding lumber 
Fit the collar in one leg of the 
work bench to su~fxvr long 

eid in the vise pieces of lumber h 
ar the other end of the bench. 

would enable you to hold large 
workpieces on the bench. 
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bbodcarver’s Screu 
OTHER NAME: Carver’s 
bench screw 
SIZE: Length: 8 anri llti, 
Diameter: z and ‘in. a 
MATERIAL: Screw: steel; A’uI: 
cast iron 
USE: To hold wood 
being carved 

The woodcarver’s screw is de- 
signed to hold a workpiece 
which is to be carved from all 
iround. Drill a hole in the 
xmch top and reinforce it with 
L steel tube. Insert the screw; 
irive it into a hole drilled in the 
xaseof the workpiece. Secure it 
,y fitting the wing nut. 

Using the screw 
lise the nut as a wrench by 
&z&g me of the nparr holes 
mm the boss at the end of the 
mw. Turn ‘0 tighten and 
qlace nut. Clamp under wood. 

Saddler’s Clam JAWS - 

OTHER NAME: Saddler’s clamb 
SIZE: 44in. 
MATERIAL: Beech 
USE: To clamp pieces of leather 
being worked 

The saddler’s clam is a simple 
vise to hold leather parts while 
they are sewn together. The 
natural spring of each half of i 
the tool is enough to clamp the / h 
leather, but some models have 
a strip which can be pulled I 1 
with your foot to provide 
sxtm force. 

TRAP 

STIRRUP 

Using the saddler’s clam 
Use the tool sitting down, 
holding it at an angle between 
the knees. 
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Metal devzes using screws for holding or 
clamping s-mall workpieces were first used by 
locksmiths in the late Middle Ages. When 
suitable taps and screw boxes became available 
in the seventeenth century, the metal clamps 
were taken over by woodworkers, especially 
carpenters, using their own material. An early 
“C” clamp in metal is shown in Bergeron 
jiSi6), but further development only became 
possible when machine-cut square threads 
repiaced the “V” thread of the wooden screws. 

Handscrews were a portable version of the 
double screw wooden bench vise with parallel 
jaws. The modern pattern seems to have been 
an English btainwave. It is rarely found in 
foreign workshops or tool lists, although one 
Russian textbook shows an example, describing 
it as “heavy and rather clumsy in use”. 

OTHER NAME: “G” clamp 
SIZE: Open capacity: 1 to 12in. 
.ZIATERIAL: Frame: alumhum, 
nliiilra’bir &or,, p;e;g;d steel; 
Screzu: steel 
USE: To clamp wood and 
metal work 

The “C” clamp is one of the 
most versatile and widely used 
clamps in both wood and metal 
workshops. The shoe is attach- 
ed to the end of the screw 
thread by a ball joint which 
enables it to adapt to angled 
work. Pressure is applied ei- 
ther by a thumb screw or a 
tommy bar. Use blocks of scrap 
lumber between the clamp and 
the work to prevent marking. 

There is also a version of the 
“c” clamp which incorporates 
a knurled wheel around the 
screw thread, allowing the tool 
to be spun finger tight with the 
finger and thumb of one hand 
while the other hand holds the 
work. Final pressure is then 
apphed in the normal way. 
Hand pressure should be suf- 
ficient to tighten any “C” 
clamp. Extra leverage can 
either damage the work or dis- 
tort the frame of the clamp. 

Small lightweight aluminum 
clamps are avai!able for model 
work. Normally they need only 
be tiger tight but extra pres- 
932re csn h- “- apgkd h “5’ 3 
:vrer;cb or scre-wdrwer. 

YY CIamp 

KNI 
WHI 

‘ 

Long reach clamps 
,‘Long reach” clamps are 
specifically designed to hold 
:hr workpiccc some distance 
From the edge. 

Edge clamps 
Special “C” clamps are also 
available to hold edgings onto 
the end of a workpiece. 

They are either regular “C 
clamps with one additiona 
screw thread at right angles t( 
the first, or modified wit1 
three screw threads which giw 
greater flexibility for posi 
tio~~iirg ths center sciew ac 
curately on the workpiece. 
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Ian&crew 
THER NA&1E: Parallel clamps 
[%E: Open capaciry: 2 10 12in. 
IAl‘ERIAL: %ux: beech, 
apIe. srcel; Screwr: hornbeam, 
eel 
SE: To clamp angled work 

Xiooden handscrews have been 
lsed for many years in wood- 
working shops. Earlier designs 
,ave two wooden screws to 
tdjust the jaws. The handle 
:nd of the forward screw rlins 
$xly in a hole while the other 
:nd of the screw works in a 
:hreaded hble in the other jaw. 
The rear screw follows the 
mne arrangement, but the 
other way around. 

Modern handscrews are fit- 
ted with metal threaded spin- 
dles in place of a threaded hole 
in the jaw itself. These 
rotate freely in the jaw, to ac- 
comrnodate ang:ed work. The 
screws are also metal and the 
direction of thread reverses 
halfway along the rod so that 
each jaw ca:: be advanced or 
retracted at the same time. 
Adjusting the handscrew 
Grip each handle and rotate 
the tool either toward or away 
from you to close or open the 
jaws (right). Place the tool on 
the work and adjust the jaws to 
fit. Tighten them by adjusting 
the rear screw. 

Protect the jaws from accid- 
enral gluing during use with a 
coating of wax, or place paper 
or plastic sheeting between the 
tool and the job. 

Handscrews adjust fo any a& 

n 

ipring Clamps 
IZE: Open capacity: 1 to 3in. 
IATERIAL: Steel 
SE: To provide light pressure 

pring clamps are entirely 
and operated. The jaws are 
pened by squeezing the hand- 
:s together. The clamp is po- 
itioned on the work and the 
.andles released. 

The jaws may be shaped to 
lamp on round stock as well as 
iat ~ITZ~S. On some models, the 
ws are dipped in plastic tc 
wevent them marking the 
vork. If the surface is tot 
lelicate for such local pressure, 
,pread the load by insertin 
craps of hardboard betweer 
he clamp and the work. 

Pinch Dog 
ITHER NAMES: Joint clamp, 
o&r’s dog 
SIZE: $ to 3in. 
KATERIAL: Steei 
;SE: To hold boards together 
while gluing 

The two tapered points of th 
pinch dog straddle the ioir 
between two boards bein 
glued together. As the dog 
driven into the end grain 
automatically pulls the bow 
tightly together. For a tigl 
glue line along the entire lengl 
of the board, make sure that ti 
two halves of the joint a- 
completely flat. 
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Fast Action Clamp 
SIZE: Jaw capacit>-: 4 IO 39in. 
MATERIAL: j’owr; malleable 
cast iron; Bllr scr~zu: steel, 
Hundle: hardwood 
CSE: To clamp woodwork 

The fast action clamp is used in 
similar circumstances to the 
“C” clamo. 

The jaw holding the adjusting 
screw is free to move on the 
normal rectangular sectioned 
steel bar. The fixed jaw is fas- 
tened to the work and the mov- 
able jaw is slid along the bar 
until the ball-jointed shoe also 
comes into contact with the 
work. The handle is then turn- 
ed, automatically locking the 
movable jaw in place as pres- 
sure is applied. 

Some fast action clamps are 
supplied uith nylon jaw covers 
to protect the work. Alter- 
natively, you can use softwood 
blocks in the normal way. 

Mod&naker’s clamps 
These are small solid nyion 
clamps which work on tke fast 
action principle. Rubber bands 
apply pressure ro rhe jaws. 

Bar Clamp 
SIZE: Lewd: 74 10 60in.; 
Cquciiy: 1S to 54in. 
.\lATERIAL: Bar: steel; Cliri,,~ 
/MO,/: malleable iron 
CSE: To hold large boards or 
frames rogether while gluing 

The bar clamp is a sim- 
ple rectangular sectioned steel 
bar, drilled at intervals to take 
the fixing peg of a cast iron tail 
slide. The retaining peg, a ta- 
pered steel pin attached to the 
tail slide by a stout length of 
chain, is inserted in the hole 
behind the slide to act as a. stop. 
A nut and bolt is located in the 
last hole of the bar to prevent 
the tail siide faliing off. At the 
other end of the bar is an 
adjustable jaw which takes up 
final adjustment by means of a 
see1 sciiiv. 

Sonar bar ciariips have tail 
slides with an integral spring- 
loaded catch operated by a 
push button. With the button 
depressed, the slide can be ad- 
justed to a new position whet?: 
the pin will automatically 
locate in the hole. Unlike the 
loose retaining pin this type of 
catch cannot fall out as the 
clamp is turned over. 

There are also some models 
which have a bar with notches 
on the underside instead of 
holes. The tail slide has a fixed 
pin which locates in the notches 
and tightens under load. 

An extra long clamp can be 
improvised by bolting two bars 
together side by side. 

Clamp Heads 
SIZE: To fit lin. wooden rail 
MATERIAL: .Malleable iron 
USE: To make up a bar clamp 

Clamp heads are used to build 
a bar clamp to any length. One 
foot of the clamp is fixed and 
the other adjusts to locate over 
a wooden rail of the desired 
length, lin. thick and a mini- 
mum of l&in. wide. The 
clamps are iecured by steel 
pins, which pass through din. 
diameter holes drilled through 
the rail. As the length of the rail 
increases it may be necessary to 
increase the width in propor- 
tion to keep the clamp suf- 
ficiently rigid. 



%pe Clamp 
;IZE: Lewrlr: as reauired; But-: S1ECH.W I 5 .\I , 
in. and “ins bore - _I 
.1ATERIAL: Burt swell Chip 
rads: cast iron 
ISE: ‘l’o hold large buards or 
rames together while glulnp 

The pipe clamp provides an- 
aher way to make up a clamp 
,f non-standard length. A 
flack iron or mild steel pipe of 
:onvenienr size is threaded at 
me end to take the frame of a 
;crew adjusted jaw. The slid- 
ng jaw runs on the pipe to the 
xquired position. It is locked 
lither by a lever-operated cam, 
,I a one-may clutch mech- 
uism which oDerates when the 

mder load. 

FIXED CRANK SCREW 

STEEL PIPE 

SLIDING JAW 

>NE-WAY CLUTCH 
MECHANISh,l 

Clamping frames 
?osition each bar clamp in line 
nith and centered on the joints. 
Use softwood biocks to protect 
:he work and to spread the 
.oad. Position the tail slide to iit 
:hc work, leaving the adjust- 
able shoe enough thread for 
final adjustment. Glue and as- 
semble the frame. Increase the 
pressure on the clamps work- 
ing from one to the other to 
even up the forces. 

When the frame has been fully 
clamped excess glue may be 
gradually pressed out from the 
joints; the clamps may need 
slight adjustment after a few 
minutes. 
Clamping planks 
Bar clamps are used to hole 
glued planks together wher 
making B wide board. Place the 
clamps alternately over am 
under the workpiece to prevent 
the boards from bowing in ei. 
ther direction. 

Preventing distortion 
Lightweight bar and pipI 
clamps can distort under pres 
sure, and mark the surface o: 
the work. To prevent this 
either position the work neare 
the toe of the jaws or protec 
the work with scrap hardboard 
The edges of the workpiea 
should also be protected wit1 
softwood strips. If one or mar, 
boards slips out of line whill 
clamping, place a softwooc 
block over the joint and knocl 
it flush with a mallet. 
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7” Bar Clamp 
SIZE: Len&,: 36 to 84in.; 
(I~zp~~cir~Y 30 to 78in. 
MATERIAL: Bar: steel; Cliliiq 
headr: malleabk iron 
USE: Heavy duty clamping 

The “T” bar clamp is a heavy 
duty version of the bar clamp. 
The “T” section of the bar is 
designed to resist bending 
when under pressure. 

TAIL SLIDE 

7” SECTION 

The clamp heads are machined 
to fit over the top piece of the 
section and are proportionally 
larger than those used on stan- 
dard bar clamps. 

Web Clamp 
3THER NAi\lES: Strap clamp, 
xmd clamp 
SIZE: Lenrrh, lift.; Wisftirh: lin. 
MATERIAL: Webbebbars: n,~lon; 
lfcchafliw: steel 
:SE: To apply rvrn pressure to 
~mrnrs while gluing 

The web clamp is used to apply 
?ven pressure around square 
md tapered frames. It is es- 
@ally useful for making or 
mending chairs. The loop 
brmed by the webbing is ex- 
:ended to fit around the frame 
xing glued. 

Losing the clamp 
Ike clamp is tightened by 
xdling on rhe free end of the 
uebbing (1 i. Additional 
~resswe is applied by tighrening 
1 ratchet nut on the mechanism 
uith either a wrench or a 
crewdriver i 2 I. To loosen rhe 
:lamp, operare the lever which 
ocks the ratchet and ,x111 on 
he webbing 131. 

Jet Clamp 
jIZE: Length: lzin., 24in., 36in. 
md 48in. 
rlLATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To clamp wood and metal 
vork 

CLAhlFlNG SCREW 

I 
RECTANGULAR BAR 

JAW 

-SWIVEL BRACKET 

A jet clamp consists of two 
movable jaws which slide on a 
plain rectangular sectioned bar 
to any position to form a clamp 
of the required length. Both 
jaws are fitted with swivel brac- 
kets on which protective 
rubber, smooth metal, tex- 

tured metal or L shaped pads 
can be fitted. When both 
jaws are in contact with the 
work, the slack can be taken up 
by turning the thumb screw on 
one of the jaws. Both the jaws 
are reversible so that outward 
pressure can be applied. 
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:rame Clamp CORNER BLOCK 

;IZE: Up to 3ft. square 
,iATERIAL: C~rrrer blocks: 
slastic, aluminum; remion device: 
tee1 SCICWS, Plastic cord 
JSE: To clamp a mitered picture 
rame while gluing 

?rame clamps are usually used 
n sets of four. Each corner 
Ilock is held under tension in 
me of two ways. The simplest 
‘arm consists of a cord passed 
wound the frame and back 
:hrough a cleat. The cord is 
aulled and held in tension by 
:he cleat, so that equal pressure 
is applied to each jOint. 

in the alternative design, 
tension is provided by knurled 
nuts running on threaded rods 
which pass from block to block. 
A,,&’ WetI PXSSUX aher- 
nately to each joint. 
Improvised frame clamp 
Protect the corners of the 
frame with thick cardboard. 
Cut a lengrh of strong twine 
twice the circumference of the 
frame. Double it and tie it 
around the frame. Insert a 
piece of dowel beriveen the 
lengths of twine and turn it to 
apply tension. Tie off the do- 
wel against the frame until the 
glue is set. 

Miter Clamp 
OTHER NAME: Corner clamp 
SIZE: Capacity: 2 to 4*in. 
MATERIAL: Aluminum alloy, 
cast iron 
USE: To clamp mitered joints 

The miter clamp has two screw 
adjusted “feet” set at right 
angles to each other, which will 
hold the two halves of a miter 
joint against a right angled 
fence. Some clamps incor- 
porate a slot, which bisects the 
angle; this guides the blade of a 
tenon saw to cut the parts of the 
joint accurately to 45 ~. 

After gluing the two halves 
of the joint, locate them in the 
ciamp together insuring that 
they meet before pressure is 
applied to either screw. Gently 
adjust the pPZssW’2 ZdterMtely 
to each half of the joint until it 
is firmly held in place. The 
joint can be further streng- 
thened by nailing. 

DOWEL TOGGLE 

Miter clamps in place. 

‘looring Clamp 
;IZE: To fit a 14 to 3’in. 2 
vide joist 
,lATERIAL: Various 
.iSE: To close up tloorboards 
efore nailing them to wists 

‘looting clamps are used to 
nake sure that floorboards fit 
,ogether snugly. 

The clamp has spring-load;; 
cams on the underside whicl 
fit over the joist behind thl 
floorboard. The jaw locate 
over the edge of the board am 
pressure is applied througl 
beveled gears by turning th’ 
tommy bar. As the pRW= 
increases the knurled cam 
tighten on the joists. 
Improvised flooring clam1 

Lay three pairs of wedges 
evenly along the length of the 
board. Nail scrap lumber 
behind the wedges and drive 
them toward each other. 
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S 
For sharpening, natural stones such as 
Washita or Arkansas produce the keenest 
edge, but they are very expensive. Man- 
made stones are produced from vitrified 
aluminum oxide or silicon carbide grit. 
The resulting stone is harder than natural 
stone, but it does not normally have such 
fine grit or the close density which 
characterizes the very best of sharp edges. 
The grit is graded as coarse, medium and 
fine. Coarse grit stones would be used to 
regrind a damaged blade; medium and 
fine grit for sharpening. Hand grinder 

Hand cranked grinding wheels 
are still available, but they are 
inconvenienr m use wirh 
une hund only. 

A aench grinder can grind the 
cutting edge of tools saoare 
and &arp, &move burrs hm 
the anvil ends of cold chisels, 
repair screwdrivers, drill bits 
and the point of punches, shar- 
pen scissors and. polish metal 
work. Most bench grinders 
have an electric motor which 
drives two wheels simul- 

a medium grinding wheel. 
The grinder must be bolted 

firmly to the bench top and 
must be fitted with wheel 
guards, eye shields and tool 
rests at all times. 

Grinder size is specified by 
the maximum size of wheel it 
can take. Choose a 5 to 7in. 
grinder for use in the home 
workshop. 
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h-in&g w!x?els 
3ench grinder wheels are not 
natural stones, but grains of 
Ibrasive material bonded to- 
:ether at a high temperature. 
The abrasive material is either 
duminum oxide, which is ideal 
‘or grinding steel tools, or sil- 
con carbide, which is good for 
xass, aluminum or copper. 

The gralrr size determines 
vhether the wheel will be 
:oarse, medium or fine. The 
:rade of the wheel refers to the 
lardness of the bond. Soft 
grades let the abrasive fall away 
easily and are used to grind 
lard materials, whereas hard 
grade wheels are for grinding 
;oft materials. The ~wu~nwe of 
:he wheel depends on how 
:losely the grains are packed 
:ogether. Wheels can be close, 
medium or wide structured. 
Hard materials should be 
:round on close structured 
vvheels, whereas wide struc- 
xred wheels are less likely to 
:log with soft materials. 

resting the wheel 
Make certain that a grinding 
wheel is in good condition be- 
:ore fitting it. To inspect for 
xacks, suspend the whee! on a 
rod through its center hole and 
tap it with a piece of wood. A 
:ood wheel will ring; a dull 
sound indicates a crack and the 
wheel should not be used. 

Never run a wheel faster 
than at the designated safe 
weed, which is indicated on 

Dressing the wheel 
The wheel needs “dressing” 
periodically. The abrasive 
pains wear in use, becoming 
&ill and clogged with metal 
particles. The surface must be 
abraded with a dresser, which 
has revolving star wheels, to 
:xpose new grains. 

To dress the wheel, place the 
dresser on the tool rest and 
move it from side to side across 
:he edge of the wheel. 

llounting a wheel replace the washer and lock 
Remove the wheel guard and nut. Replace the guard, switch 
lacken the clamp nut. Remove on the machine and let it run at 
he wheel along with the top speed for about one minute 
vasher. Fit a new wheel and before using it. 

GUARDCOVER 
PLATE 

I 
“HEEL 

FIXING PLATE 

WASHER GUARD 

Grinding a chisel or plane 
>lade 
Chisel and plane blades are 
:round in the same way. Al- 
vays wear protective goggles. 

To repair a chipped 01 rounded 
cutting edge, set the tool rest 
#in. from the wheel andgrind 
the edge square, keeping the 
blade perpendicular to the 
wheel and moving it front side 
to side. 

To grind the bevel, set the 
tool rest ro presenr the blade at 
an angle of 25~’ to the wheel. 
Moue the blade lightly from 
side to side across the wheel 
dipping the tool repeatedly in 
water to keep it cool. After 
grinding, hone the edge on m 
oilstone. 
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Grinding a screwdriver 

Repair a damaged screwdriwl 
tip 63’ Izollow grinding each 
side andfinal!~~ grinding 
the tip square. 

Grinding drill bits 
Hold the drill bit in one hand 
and the shank in the other. 
Press the bit lightly against the 
wheel, turning the drill in a 
clockwise direction while fol- 
lowing the angle on the end of 
the bit. Repeat with the other 
cutting edge and check that the 
point is central. Do not allow 
the bit to overheat while grind- 
ing, but avoid using water as a 
coolant as it could cause hair 
cracks in the bit. 

Align the one cutting edge with 
the edge of the wheel. 

Grinding a punch 
Grind the symvxarical point of 
a punch bq holding tke too/ at 
the required angle to thr wheel 
and tmnina it in rke tiwers. 

Grinding scissor blades 
To sharpen scissors open the 
blades and support the tool on 
the rest, presenting the cutting 
angle to the wheel. Press the 
blade lightly against the wheel 
moving it from pivot to point. 
Grind both blades in the same 
way and finally hone the edges 
with a slipstone. 

Blade position 
When grinding scissors, make 
sure the blades are presented 
shear face uppermost. 

Wire brushing and buffing 
I’he wire brush removes rust 
md keys the surface of metal. 
rhe technique for using it is 
identical to that shown for 
xush drill attachments on 
?age 297. 

A buff is used with a polish- 
ng compound to polish metal 
objects. Set the machine run- 
ting, apply the stick of corn- 
Jound to the buff and hold the 
workpiece firmly against it. 
Vever hold a sharp edge di- 
wtly against a buff or it will 
:atchand throw the workpiece. 

Holding the workpiece 
Hold the workpiece so that the 
edge faces downward and press 
the object against the wheel just 
below the center of the bufj. 
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Drill Bit Sharpener 
SIZE: To take drill bits Q to tin. 
MATERIAL: Various 
JSE: To sharpen twist drill bits 

SWITCH- 

The electric drill bit sharoener - 
makes the normaily t&y job . of regrmdlng dnll bits easy. 

Fit the bit in the appropriate 
hole in the top plate. Turn the 
bit clockwise until it stops. 
Holding it in this position, de- 
press the starter switch and 
apply a light to medium pres- 
sure on the drill bit for 1 to 3 
seconds. Do not revolve the bit 
during the grinding. Remove 
the bit, revolve it half a turn so 
that the sharpened side faces 
the center of the top plate and 
replace it in the hole. Repeat 
the grinding sequence. 

- 

Correcting cutting ielief 
Ckeck that the bit has been 
eqmzlly sharpened on both sides. 
If this is the case, the point 
should be centered. 

Oversharpen~ng dim&ishes the 
point. To correct this fault, 
adjust the knob below the top 
plate and w-sharpen. 

Inserting the’drill bit ’ Inadequate sharpening produces 
With the adjusting knob in the aj&zttened point. To correct the 
central position, insert the bit in relief, adjust the knob and try 
the smallest hole that takes it. once again. 

Points and Wheels 
STHER NAME: Miniature 
Cndsrones 
?.IZE: Various 
MATERIAL: Aluminum oxide, 
silicon carbide 
USE: To grind metal 

POINT 

These small grindstones are 
mounted on a steel shaft which 
fits directly into the chuck of a 
portable electric drill or into 
the flexible drive. 

There are three kinds of 
shape: point, wheel and ball 
and they are wed to open up 
holes and slots, round off ed- 
ges, grind grooves and so on. 
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Elstone 
THER NAMES: Whetstone, 
mch stone 
IZE: 6 x 1: x fin; 8 r 2 x lin. 
IATERIAL: Narural stone, 
uminum oxide, silicon carbide 
SE: To sharpen tools 

Iilstones are rectangular 
plocks of natural man-made 
tone, used to grind tool blades 
o a sharp edge. Stones are 
nade with coarse, medium or 
ine grit, or with a different grit 
XI each side. For the home 
workshop a combination stone, 
with medium grit on one side 
:a xmow the metal quickly 
md fine grit on the other to put 

the final edge on a blade, would 
be ideal. 

When the surface of a stem 
wears, regrind it as shown be- 
low. The surface itself ma) 
become clogged with oil, dusl 
and metal particles which pre 
vent it cutting efficiently 
Scrub the surface with kero- 
sene using z stiff bristle brush 

;rinding an oilstone 
Cminkle cnrborundum Dowder 
n a sheet of glass and,izeeping 
he surface of the stem wet, rub 
t owr the surface until ;t IS 
.roundflat. - 
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harpening a chisel or 
lane blade 
new plane blade or chisel will 
ready have an angle of 25 
round on the cutting edge. 
efore it can be used, a second 
eve1 of 30 must be honed on 
K edge with an oilstone. 

‘ut a little oil on the stone and 
ub the blade at the required 
ngle up and down the stone in 
figure of “X” pattern, using 

he whole surface to avoid un- 
ven wear. Maintain a constam 
~essure behind the bevel with 
he tips of the fingers. Wher 
he plane blade is wider thar 
he stone, angle it slightly unti: 
he blade fits. 

Continue the rubbing actior 
mtil a burr is raised on the fla 
:ide of the blade. Feel for thf 
)urr with your thumb and the1 
em-n (xmove) the burr on tht 
&tone. 

:eeling the burr 
Zest your thumb on the flat of 
he blade and rub it acrms the 
lack of the cutting edge to feel 
he burr. 



:eturning the burr 
‘o ,‘et,rr,c the burr, kold the 
ar of the blade ON the sfone 
nd mow it from side to side 

taking a sharp edge 
‘he alternate raising and re- 
urning of the burr will even- 
ually break it off, leaving a 
Nerfectly sharp edge. 

Finally, strop the blade on a 
:ather strap. Test the sharp 
dge by stroking the thumb 
cross the blade at right angle: 
o the edge. 

With a sharp blade you will 
eel a marked increase in fric 
ion between your skin and the 
ool’s blade. 

Stropping the blade 
For a really sharp blade, strop 
2 on a leather strap, and test 
for a sharp edge. 

Razor sharp edge 
A properly sharpened tool 
Itould be able to slice through L 

Iming Guide 
,THER NAME: Sharpening jig 
IZE: To take blades Q f” ROLLERS 

I bin. wide 
IATERIAL: Buii): steel; Ax& 
mge rollm: nylon 
JSE: To hold the blades at the 

SLIdING 
CLAMP 

A blade should be sharpened at 
3 constant angle to prevent it 
being ground with a rounded 
edge. Although with practice 
this can be done by hand, it is 
quite difficult when sharpening 
spokeshaves and small blades 
from plow and combination 
planes. The honing guide 
makes it easy. 

Sharpening a mounted 

Insert the blade in the guide 
and adjust for the required 
angle: 30 ‘for chisels, bench 
planes and spokeshaves, and 
35; for plow planes. Square up 
the blade to the front edge of 
the honing guide and tighten 
the clan@ 

Sharpen the bl +e momted in a 
honing guide on an oilstone, as 
>rou would free-hand. 

C 
S 
2 
h 

Ganging the angle 
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Slipstones 
SIZE: 4 to bin. 
MATERIAL: Natural stone, 
dicon carbide, aluminum oxide 
USE: To sharpen irregular 
shaped tuols such as gouges 

Slipstones, like oilstones, are 
used to put the final sharp 
edge on cutting tools, but in 
this case they are applied to the 
tool instead of the other way 
aro~md. Tney tiie shaped to fit 
more irregular cutting edges 
such as various gouges, parting 
tools and machine cutters. The 
most common shapes are tri- 
angular, square, round, rec- 
tangular and tapered. 

Keep slipstones or oilstones 
in a box or well wrapped in 
cloth or newspaper to protect 
them from dirt and damage. 
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ommon shapes of stones 
lipstones are moot ~omn~~nly 
ttnd in a rectnngula~, circular . 

or trtangular shape. Squares 
and mpewd shapes are also 
available. 

Sharpening gouges 
Gouges have grinding angle 
of 25 and honing angles of 30 

Outside bevel 
To lxme a gouge, hold rhr tool 
rrpri&4t aud mwe it fror~r ride 
to side, using the whole srone. 

Rock rhe blade along rhe prone 
to /mdlrce an even cming edge. 

Retwn the burr br rubbing an 
oiled slipstoneflat on the inside 
elf rhe gorge. 
Inside bevel 

Use an oiled, tapered slipstone 
to raise the burr. 

Return the burr by holding the 
gougejlat on an oilstone and 
moving it front side to side, 
simultaneously rocking it. 
Strop gouge with a leatker- 
wrapped slipstone. 



Scythe Stone 
SiZE: 9+ to 12in. 
MATERIAL: Natural stone, 
silicon carbide, aluminum oxide 
USE: To sharpen scythes and 
sickles 

Scythes are sharpened with 
long, shaped stones which are 
?ither fat tzpered, ground 
tapered or oval in section. 

Stand thescytheon the point 
of its blade. Lubricate the 
scythe stone with oil or water 
and hone the scythe edge by 
stroking the blade from the end 
nearest the shaft. Sharpen both 
sides of the blade, finally hold- 
ing the blade horizontally 
to hone the last few inches 
nearest the point. Take care to 
keep the stone flat on the blade 
x the scythe’s edge may be- 
come rounded over. 

Hand Stone 
SIZE: Diameter: 4in. 
IMATERIAL: Silicon carbide 
USE: To sharpen axe blades 

Once an axe has been ground 
on a grindstone, the edge is 
honed with a hand stone. Hold 
the stone in the palm of the 
hand with the fingers gripping 
the groove which protects 
them from the blade edge. 

Honing an axe 
Use a series of circular str&es 
IO hone the nxe blade. 

FINGER GRIP 
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Thy invention and development of the saw 
fol,.xved soon after the discovery of copper in 
the Near East about four thousand years ago. 
The early Egyptians used copper hand saws up 
to 20 inches long, with a pistol-shaped handle 
lashed to the tang. Cretan carpenters about 
1600 BC had large bronze saws for cross 
cutting and ripping. 

The first iron saws were no stronger than the 
bronze ones they replaced; the only advantage 
was that the iron was more readily available. 
Later on, the Greeks and Romans made many 
important improvements to the iron hand saws, 
including various types of wooden frames for 
straining the blade and setting the teeth 
alternately so that the saw kerf could be cut 
slightly wider than the thickness of the saw. 
The cutting edge could then be made straight 
and the teeth shaped to cut on the push stroke, 
giving a more accurate and efficient action. 

During the Middle Ages, improvements to 
tne toois were confined to the design of the 
wooden frames and handles and various 
methods of cutting and setting the teeth. 

About the middie of the seventeenth century 
the development of the process of rolling wide 
steel strip, mainly at Sheffteld in England and 
in Holland, ushered in significant changes in 
the design of hand saws. The wider plates thus 
obtained were strong enough to dispense with 
wooden frames for straining the blades and the 
main problem became the shape and method of 
fixing the handles. The Dutch and 
Scandinavian sawmakers used a pistol-shaped 
handle with a ferru!e fixed to a tang on the 
upper part of the blade. The English makers, 
however, preferred a handle nearly as wide as 
the heel of the saw itself, cm from a flat plank 
about 1 inch thick, with an oval hand hole and 
angied grip, riveted or screwed to the blade. 
With further refinements in detail, this became 
the standard pattern for hand saws of all types 
almost everywhere. For accurate work on the 
bench, carpenters, cabinetmakers and the like 
in the early eighteenth century also used sash, 
tenon and dovetail saws with fine teeth on a 
thinner blade, which was strengthened by a 
steel or brass back. These “backed” saws were 
also fitted with the new type of handle. 

Although the traditional fram,d saws with 
narrow blades are still widely used in Europe 
for all types of bench work, ripping and cross 
cutting, their use in English-speaking countries 
is confined to compassed or curved work. 
These “bow” saws or turning saws have 
changed very little since medievai times. 

Saw teeth 
The groove cut in a piece of 
wood by a saw is called the kerf. 
To prevent the saw blade con- 
tinuously jamming in the kerf, 
the teeth are “set” , that is, bent 
sideways alternately to the 
right and left, so that they cut a 
kerf slightly wider than the 
thickness of the blade. 

Saw teeth design 
Cross aif saw teeth (left) acr 
as kn$i points CO WJ~Y the 
woodfibers while rip saw teeth 
fright! work like a chisel. 

The design of the saw tooth 
%lso depends on the kind of 
lumber to be cut. For cutting 
with the grain it is best to tlsr a 
rip saw, which has teeth filed at 
90 across the blade. These act 
like a series of tiny chisels, 
cutting along the grain. For 
cross grain lumber use a cross 
cut saw with teeth filed at an 
angle of 65 to 75 across the 
blade. These act like knife 
blades to score on each side of 
the cut. 

The size of saw teeth varies 
enormously. Large teeth with 
deep spaces or “gullets” in 
between are best suited to cut 
softwood. They offer little re- 
sistance to the saw and so a lot 
of sawdust is produced, which 
is carried clear of the kerf by 
the large gullets. Hardwoods, 
on the other hand, are more 
diflicult to cut and therefore 
require more and smaller teeth 
per inch. The nature of the 
work also determines the size 
of the tooth. Coarse ripping 
can be done with large teeth 
while fine joint cutting requires 
small, finely set teeth. 

Teeth are specified in points 
per inch. This measurement 
includes the teeth at each end, 
therefore a measurement of 8 
points per inch would actually 
mean 7 teeth within that inch. 
Fine bow saws are measured in 
teeth per inch. 
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;harpening a saw 
-here are several stages to 
harpening a saw depending on 
:s condition. Through persis- 
ent misuse a saw may have 
wllows worn in the row of 
eeth or it may have been badly 
harpened to produce uneven 
ized teeth. In either case it will 
equire leveling to begin the 
~ocess of bringing it back to 
ts original condition. 

A file mounted in hardwood 
hould be used to level the 
eeth along the entire length of 
he saw. The wood acts as a ii& 

Mounting the fi!e 
Mount the smooth file in u 
block of hardwood. 

.unning against the face of & 
iaw blade to keep the file 
qoare and flat on the teeth. 

Shaping the teeth 
The teeth must now be shaped 
vith a saw file to regulate thcl: Positioning the saw 
;ize and shape. The object is to Hold the saw, teeth uppermost, 
naintain an even “pitch” to betwem turo sofrwood lengths 
:ach tooth. Pitch is the angle at 
,vhich the front of the tooth 
cans toward the toe of the saw. 
Try to keep to the original 
Jitch of the saw, which may be 

Leveling the teeth 

The angle between each tooth 
Df any saw is a cmmant 60’. 
Lower the saw between two 
strips in the vise as near as 
possible to the teeth. Choose a 
saw file which is just over twice 
the depth of the tooth. Place 
the file in the first gullet, hold- 
ing it horizontally and at right 
angles to the blade. Maintain 
the correct pitch while holding 
the file in one hand and the tip 
between thumb and finger of 
the other. File with even for- 
ward strokes. File each gullet 
in turn until all the fiats are 
removed and the teeth are uni- 
form in shape. Any burrs pro- 
duced on one side of the blade 
can be removed by a light 
dressing with an oilstone. 

A file which is twice the depth 
of the teeth will maintain its 
yccuracy for longer. ( 

Saw file position 
Hold the file at an approximatt 
angle of 70~ to the blade. 
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Setting the teeth 
The teeth must now be set to 
xoduce the correct width of 
rerf. The easiest method is to 
use a saw set (see page 76) 
which automatically bends 
sach alternate tooth exactly the 
right amount and to the correct 
depth. Adjust the saw set m 
zorrespond with the points per 
inch of the saw. Starting at one 
end of the saw, position the saw 
set over alternate teeth, lining 
them up with the plunger, and 
squeeze the handles to press 
the teeth against the anvil. Re- 
verse the saw and repeat the 
sequence on the intermediate 
teeth. Before final sharpening, 
make sure the set is even. To do 
This, hold the saw horizontally 
at eye level and against the 
light. Any unevenness will 
show up clearly and the set can 
be adjusted. 

Depth of set 

Only the top half of the tooth is 
bent when setting. 

Bv holdim the saw 
h&izontaily ut eye level, the 
cowectneu of the set can be 
easily confirmed. 



Final sharpening 
To complete the operation the 
front edge of each tooth n-us, 
be filed to the correct angle, 
With the saw still held in the 
vise, position the saw handle tc 
your right. Place the file on the 
front edge of the first tooth se, 
toward you. Keeping the file 
horizontal, give the tooth twc 
or three firm yet steady strokes 
Move the file along the blade 
filing each alternate tooth ir 
the same way. Reverse the sari 
and file the intermediate teeth 

Rip saw teeth 
Rip saw teeth arefiled at right 
an&s ncrms the saw blade. 

Cross cut teeth 
Cross cut teeth are sharpened 
in the same way. The back edge 
of each tooth will be filed auto- 
matically as you file the front 
edge of the tooth from behind. 
When the saw is reversed make 
sure that the handle of the file 
is angled away from the saw 
handle again when filing the 
intermediate teeth. 

Hardened teeth on some 
modern saws cannot be file 
sharpened; they must be main- 
tained by the supplier. 

7ross cut teeth arefiled at 70” 
zcroojs the blade. 

Mold the file at an approximate 
mgle of 70” to the blade. 

Saw Set 
SIZE: To set saw fram 4 m I6 
points per in. 
Mr.‘TERIAL: Cast metal, 
reinforced nylon 
USE: To set saw teeth to the 
correa angle 

The saw set is designed to bend 
the teeth of a saw to exactly the 
right angle to produce the re- 
quired cut or kerf. When the 
handles are squeezed together 
a plunger presses the tooth 
against an anvil (a wheel with a 
graduated angle on the face) 
which corresponds to the cor- 
rect setting for saws with teeth 
from 4 to 16 points per inch. 
Saws that measure more than 
16 points per inch should be 
reset by a saw repair specialist. 

HANDLES - 

The plunger presses the saw 
teeth against the anvil to 
producz+the required “set”. 

LOCKING SCREW 

.~ 
:A*# .c __.. ~.~,., 

Adjusting the saw set 
Squeeze the handles to hold 
anvil firmly; undo locking 
ncrew. Release handles and ad- 
iust anvil until relevant point 
number engraved in top edge 
lines up with plunger. Squeeze 
the handles again and tighten 
the locking screw. Set the teeth 
3f the saw as on page 75. Move the saw set along the 

blade locating it over alternate 
teeth. Reverse the saw and set 

\ 
\ 

the remaining teeth. 
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IYwo-Man 
Cross Cut Saw 
;IZE: 4 to 7ft. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
%‘mdle: hardwood 
JSE: To fell trees and cut logs 

The two handed cross cut saw 
is one of the oldest style of saws 
rurviving in modern cardlogs. 
It consists of a long flat blade 
nith cutting teeth on the 
underside and an upright han- 
zIle at each end. The shape of 
the blade seems to have been 
xiginally determined by local 
tradition and does not atfect 
the cut in any obvious way. 
The shape of the teeth on the 
xher hand, is very important. 

The simplest cross cut de- 
sign, known as the “peg” 
tooth, is an evenly spaced row 
of V-shaped teeth. Each tooth 
is filed on both edges so that it 
cuts in both directions. An- 
other shape has a deep gullet 
between each tooth. While 
the teeth do the cutting, the 
sawdust is carried out of the cut 
in the gullets. This prevents 
the saw jamming in the cut and 
is especially important for cut- 
ting unseasoned wood. 

The other design for cross 
C”t saws has rows of cutting 
teeth interspersed by unsharp- 
ened “raker” teeth, designed to 
rake the sawdust clear of the 
kerf. The “lance” tooth saw 
has a group of 4 cutting teeth 
and a pair of rakers separated 
by deep gullets. 

PEG TOOTH 

TOOTH AND GULLET 
COiMBINATION 

GREAT AMERICAN TOOTH 

LANCE TOOTH 

HANDLE 
SOCKETS 
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;e1ling trees 
‘elling large trees is a skilled 
operation and should not be 
Ittempted by an amateur 
without expert help and ad- 
rice. The following is a de- 
uiption of the way a two-man 
:ross cut saw is used in tree 
‘elling and should not be regard- 
:d as complete instructions. 

The tree is “undercut” on 
,he side facing the direction in 
which it is to fall. Above this 
:ut a notch, angled to 45~, is 
:hopped out with an axe. The 
:ross cut is used once mere to 
nake the “backcut”, another 
lorizontal cut in the opposite 
;ide of the tree approximately 
2in. above the bottom of the 
latch, stopping within Zin. of 
:he notch. The wood between 
:he cuts acts as a hinge for the 
ailing tree. At this stage, the 
:ree will usually fall under its 
xvn weight, and experienced 
,vorkmen will stand aside, one 
If them removing the saw. If it 
?oes not fall naturally, drive 
,vedges into the backcut. 

Cutting down the tree 

JNDEFx3J-l 

Make the undercut 12in. from 
the ground. Above the cut, chop 
nut the angled notch with an 
axe. Make the backcuz. Let the 
tree fall or encourage it 
with wedges. n 

DIRECTION OF FALL 

he-Man 
hss Cut Saw 
;IZE: 2! to 5ft. 
VIATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Tmdle: hardwood 
JSE: To fell frees and IO cut lugs 
o length 

&x-man cross cut saws have a 
land saw style handle and a 
;upplementary upright handle, 
which can be fitted anywhere 
dong the upper edge of the 
>lade as a secondary hand grip. 
lt is normally positioned im- 
mediately in front of the main 
xandle but can be fitted at the 
:oe of the blade to convert the 
:a01 into a two-man saw. 

One-man cross cut blades 
oormally retain their full depth 
For most of their length, taper- 
ing rather abruptly at the toe. 
All the styles of teeth described 
[aor two-man saws are available 
For the one-man, but whatever 
the design there is usually a 
short length of peg teeth to 
correspond with the taper. 

Cutting loge to length 
Cutting logs to length is not as 
&wgerous as felling trees, and 
zzan be tackled by an amateur. 
Prevent the log from rolling by 
-edging it on both sides. You 
my have to drive wedges into 
the kerf as the cut progresses to 
ye-vent the saw jamming. 

EDGES 

ALJ-ERNATI”E H,.,NDL 

POSITlON 

c ---:t- -_ 

:I :: 

‘.--J,-#-- 
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Chain Saw 
X-HER NAME: i3uzz saw 
ilZE: Ear iengrh: i0 to 20in.; 
‘oower: electric: 1100 to 1200 
vatts; gasoline engine: 34 to 5thp 
MATERIAL: Various 
JSE: To fell frees and cut logs 
o length 

\ modern chain saw cuts fast 
md efficient!y even through 
mseasoned nmber. A gasoline 
:ngine or electric motor drives 
L continuous toothed chain 
,vhich is supported and guided 
2~ a metal blade which is 
umwn as the guide bar. 

Safety features are incor- 
Forated to prevent sccidentai 
mrting of the tool. Electric 

.~ff’ button and engine driven 
wws have a centrifugal clutch, 
which diseneaees when the 
mgine is idlizg’: 

FEL&G DOG 

FUEL AND OIL TANKS 
c SF.4RKFLLJG RTlNG PULLEY 

CHAIN OILER GUIDE BAR 

SAW CHAIN 

I 
HANDLE BAR 

FLYWtIEEL MAGNETO .T-(llnr.lC 

SAW CHAIN 

v- ROLLER BEARING END 
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Felling with a chain saw 
Felling large trees with a chain 
raw is just as hazardous as 
using a two-man cross ctlt saw, 
and the operation should only 
be undertaken with expert 
supervision. The chain saw 
makes undercutting very sim- 
ple as it can be used to make 
both the initial horizontal cut 
and the angled notch. This 
dispenses with the axe needed 
to make the notch when felling 
with a two-man cross cut. 

For a normal felling cut, 
start the backcut 2in. above 
and 2in. behind one erd of the 
notch and swing the bar into 
the tree keeping it pxallel to 
[he bottom of the undercut. BP 
careful not to cut through the 
tree hinge. 

To cut through a tree which 
1s wider than the length of the 
guide bar, make successive cuts 
around the tree making sure 
that each cut is in the same 
p!ane as the previous cne. 

Swing the bar into tke tree 
wping it parallel to the bottom 
of the undercut. 

Make successive cuts around 
the tree keeping them in the 
savne plane. 

I’ 
t 
‘ 

1 
I 

1 
I 

1 
< 
I 

I 

, 
1 
I 

I 
! 
I 

, 1 

1 
1 
I 
I 
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Folding Saw 
3THER NAMES: Flexible saw, 

MATERIAL: Steel 
LISE: To cur off branches 

The folding saw is a length of 
flexible, toothed steel with a 
loop at either end. 

:hain saw 
SIZE: 4fr. 

A rope is attached by the 
ioop to each end so that the saw 
XIII be pulled in both direc- 
:ions. One end of the ropr is 
:hrcwn over the branch and the 
biding saw hauled iip. 0r.e 
person takes either end of the 
rope and, standing well clear of 
:he branch, they pull in alter- 
nate directions until the branch 
is severed. 

It is dangerous to cut a 
xanch from below unaided, as 
>oth the branch and rbr saw 
itself could fall. LOOP - 

Log Saw 
GIZE: 24 to 36in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
crame: tubular steel 
JSE: To cut logs IO length and 

-FRAME 
A 

The blade is held under ten- 
sion in a tubular steel frame. In 
modern versions tension is ap- 
plied by a quick-release lever. 
The lever combined with an 
oval sectioned frame provides a 
comfortable hand grip. The 
blades, which are replaceable, 
are made up of pegged teeth or 
a combination of pegged teeth 
and gullets to provide cutting 
action in both directions. 



iiand Saw 
3THER NAMES: Rip saw. cross 
:ur saw. panel saw 
SIZE: Rip saw: Len&: 26in.; 
Poinrr: 5 per in.; Cross cut: 
Length: 24 to 26in.; Pokm: 6 ID R 
per in.; Panri: ien&vh: 20 to 
22in.; 001m5: 10 per in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Handle: beech, plastic 
USE: To cu large planks or 
panels 

Hand saws as a group have 
long, tapering, unsupported 
blades fitted with a closed 
handle. A!though they vary in 
length, the main difference lies 
in the number and shape of the 
cutting teeth (see pages 74-76). 
The shape of the blade varies 
with the quality of the saw. A 
lot of modern saws, and some 
more cheaply produced uadi- 
tional style saws, have a 
straight back and a blade of 
uniform thickness throughout. 
The better traditional saw has a 
pronounced dipping curved 
back, known as a “skew” back. 
This is to reduce the weight at 
the toe thus improving the bal- 
ance of the tool. They are also 
“taper ground”, that is, 
ground on both sides of the 
blade to taper from the handle 
to the toe on the back of the saw 
while remaining a constant 
thickness just above the teeth. 
This improves the clearance of 
the saw in the kerf, even with a 
minimum set, which makes the 
saw easier to drive and wastes 
less wood. 

The traditional hand saw 
handle is cut from a close grain 
hardwood, usually beech. In 
some ways it is a curious de- 
sign, for it is impossible to cut a 
handle from solid wood wi*&- 
out leaving short grain some- 
where, and it is puzzling that 
the cross grain strength of piy- 
wood was never used for saw 
handles. Modern saws are 
often fitted with molded plastic 
handles of a less elaborate de- 
sign. In either case a well- 
designed handle should be set 
low on the back of the blade for 
correct balance and it should 
be angled to produce maxi- 
mum thrust approximately 
halfway along the cutting edge. 
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RIP SAWS 
The rip saw with its chisel-like 
:eeth is designed specifically 
For cutting lumber along iis 
length, that is, with the grain. 
Using the rip saw 
When cutting wood it is impor- 
tant for the board to be sup- 
ported on saw horses. Make 
wre the board is high enough 
to prevent the toe of the saw 
From striking the ground and 
low enough to get your shoul- 
der above the job. Rest one 
knee on the board to ho!d it in 
place and position the saw on 
the waste side of the marked 
line. Your saw arm should be 
free to move alongside your 
body, the forearm in line with 
the b!ade. Grip the handle 
naturally but extend the fore- 
finger in line with the blade to 
prevent the tool twisting in the 
hand and making the cut 
wander off line. 

Hold the saw at approxi- 
mately 45’ to the work and 
guide the blade with the thumb 
of the left hand until the cut is 
well-established. Make short 
backward strokes until the cut 
is under way and then take full 
strokes using almost the full 
length of the blade. A rea- 
sonably slow, even stroke will 
be far less tiring and if the saw 
is sharp and correctly set it will 
quickly cut through the board. 
Sometimes stress builds up in 
lumber during the drying pro- 
cess, so that as you cut into the 
board, stress is released and the 
wood begins to move. This 
may close on the blade of the 
saw. To keep the cut open 
drive small hardwood wedges 
into it behind the saw blade. 
Sawing at the board’s end 
As you approach the board’s 
end it is often easier to finish 
the cut by reversing the board 
and making a second cut to 
meet the first. 
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Holding the saw 
Hold the saw at approximately 
45’ to the work. Use the thumb 
of the left hand as a guide. 

Positioning the board 
Restyour knee on the board to 
hold it on the saw horses. 

Finishing the cut 
It is often easier to reverse the 
board and make a second cut to 
meet thefirst. 

,ROSS CUT AND PANEL 
SAWS 
30s~ cut saws are designed to 
:ut lumber across the grain. 
l-he teeth are filed so that they 
xore two lines and remove the 
waste between. The panel saw 
.s a smaller version of the cross 
:ut and is particularly useful 
hr cutting panels of hard- 
Joard, plywood and particle 
Joard to size. 
Using a cross cut saw 
When using a cross cut saw, 
support the wood on saw hor- 
;es as before, but stand to the 
inside with one knee resting on 
the work. Make sure that your 
xvn weight does not close up 
the cut, jamming the saw. Start 
and proceed with the cut as for 
3 rip saw. 

Ending the cut 

Support the waste with the 
other hand and make slow 
careful strokes to $mvent the 

Support a springy panel on 
either ride of the cut; large 
panels can be supported by 
planks across the saw horses. 



sack Saw 
)THER NA :,4ES: Tenon saw, HANDLE - 
lovetail saw 
IlZE: Len&: 8 to 14in.; Points: 
1 to 20 per in. 
UTERIAL: Blade: steel; 
fandIe: beech, plastic 
JSE: To cut joints REINFORCED 

3ack saws have a straight 
Ilade, parallel top and bottom, 
vith a heavy strip of steel or F,-,~ 
xass wrapped along the back 

The handles are similar in 
shape to those on hand saws 
except that they are generally 
mounted higher. Smaller back 
saws are often fitted with an 
open handle. They are known 
as dovetail saws in Britain. 

Back saws typically have 
cross cut teeth for general 
bench work, such as cutting 
smaller sections of lumber to 
length. Smaller back saws, 
used to cut dovetails by work- 
ing mainly in line with the 
grain, are sharpened with fine 
rip saw type teeth. 

When starting the cut, back 
saws are presented to the work 
at an angle in a way similar tc 
that described for cross cut and 
rip saws. Once the cut is estab- 
lished, these saws are used 
more square to the work thar 
hand saws are. 

Cutting a tenon 
A tenon is cut entirely with a 
back saw, its size depending on 
the nature of the work. 

1. Hold the wood in a vi& 
angled awq from you and saw 
from one corner down to the 
&otr!der lie. Reorrro the ?oorb 
and saw the opposite corner 
down to the other shoulder line. 

2. Stand the work upright in 
thr vise and join the tzm cuts, 
finishingpnrallel with the 
marked shoulder line. 

3. To mt shoulder line place 
work on a bench hook. Keep 
blade parallel to tenon; do nor 
cut into it at one end before 
the waste is removed. 
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Dovetail Saw 
3THER NAME: Gent’s saw 
jIZE: Length: 4 to loin.; l’aints. 
15 to 21 per in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Yandle: beechwood 
LISE: To cut very line joints 

The dovetail saw is a small 
xck saw with a straight chisel- 
:ype handle. The small teeth 
we finely set to cut a very 
narrow kerf required for fine 
ioints. The term “gent’s” saw 
refers to the smaller, delicate 
tools given to “gentlemen” of 
an earlier date who enjoyed 
woodworking as a hobby. 

Saws with very fine teeth 
and narrow blades are called 
“bead” and “jeweler’s” saws. 

Veneer Saw 
SIZE: Blade length: 3in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To cut thick veneers 

The veneer saw has two curved 
serrated edges. One set of teeth 
is sharpened for cross cutting, 
the other for cutting veneers 
with the grain. 

Pruning Saw 
SIZE: 12 to 20in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steei; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To prune trees 

The simplest form of pruning 
saw, a descendant of one of the 
earliest forms of saw, is known 
in modern catalogs as the 
“Grecian” oattern. The CUP EtyHTED 
ved, knife-like blade is serrated 
on the underside with regular 
teeth facing backward which 
cut on the pull stroke. The 
curve of the blade auto- 
matically progresses the cut. 

The folding pruning saw has 
e handle the same length as or a 
little longer than the blade 
which folds into tl,e handle for 
storage and safety. 

A double edged pruning saw 
is also available. It normally 
has fine peg teeth on one side 
of the blade and a coarser peg 
tooth and gullet combination 
on the other side. SWELLING GRIP 
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Flooring Saw 
SIZE: Length: 12fin.; Points: 8 
x3 in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Ymdle: beechwood 
JSE: To cw through floor boards 

A flooring saw makes it easy to 
lift floor boards to check 
plumbing or electrical wiring. 
The saw has a curving blade 
with teeth on the underside 
and an angled section. The 
curved blade of the flooring 
saw lets you cut into a board 
without having to start with a 
drill or keyhole saw, and the 
curved cutting edge is less 
likely to damage boards either 
side. The teeth on the back 
edge enable you to cut up to a 
baseboard while keeping the 
handle clear of the wall. 

Using the saw 

Pry up one end of the board 
and wedge it open with a piece 
of scrap wood. Cut across the 
board at or near the joist. 



Saw MAIN HANDLE 
I ITHER NAMES: Cut-off saw, 

tiliry saw, builder’s saw, electric 
and saw 
IZE: Unloaded blade speed: 
,000 tcl 5,500rpm; Wei&: 74 
, 14lb 
MATERIAL: Various 
CCESSORIES: Saw blades, 
uide fence, saw bench 
JSE: To cut solid lumber and 
oard to size 

BLADE GUARD 

PROTRACTOR 
SCALE 

FIXING BOLT 

RIP FENCE- 

The portable circular saw is an 
nvaluable power tool. It is 
ximarily a woodworking tool, 
xxt with special blades fitted, it 
:an cut a number of materials 
with equal ease. Saws are 
nantiactured as a purpose 
nade tool or as an attachment 
:o a power drill; the latter may 
x underpowered for some 
iobs, but it is much cheaper. 
Larger industrial saws are 
wailable, but a saw which takes 
a 5in. or 7fin. diameter blade is 
norqlly sufficient. 

All portable circular saws 
should be fitted with a fixed 
upper blade guard and a lower 
blade guard which is pushed 
back as the saw passes through 
the work. The lower guard is 
spring-loaded TV return auto- 
matically as the blade clears the 
work. Check that the guard is 
working efficiently before 
using the saw and never fix it in 
an open position when the saw 
is running. Choose the right 
blade for the job and discon- 
nect the saw before fitting it. 

Drill attachment 
This is a cheaper though 
occasionally underpowered 
alternative to the circular saw 
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SAW BLADES 
Blades are specially designed to 
cut lumber efficiently as well as 
a variety of other materials. 
Choose the right blade for the 
job. An unsuitable blade can 
ruin the work, wear the blade 
or strain the motor. Keep the 
blades sharp for quick clean 
cutting. Circular saw blades 
are best sharpened by a 
professional. 

RIP BLADE 
Used for cutting lumber paral- 
lel with the grain. 

CROSS CUT BLADE 
This is designed to cut across 
the grain of solid lumber. 

COMBINATION BLADE 
This is suitable for cutting 
lun,%x in any direction, and 
for composite boards. 

CARBIDE TIPPED 
BLADE 
These hardened tipped teeth 
stay sharp longer, especially 
when cutting particle boards. 

ABRASIVE DISK 
Abrasive disks are flexible and 
shatterproof. A silicon carbide 
disk will cm marble, slate and 
building blocks. An aluminum 
oxide disk cuts thin gauge 
ferrous pipes, ~such as drain 
pipes and gnttering. 

METAL CUTTING 
BLADE 
Suitable for aluminum, cop- 
per, lead and brass. 

PLANER BLADE 
Produces a fine fmish on all 
lumber and boards. 

FLOORING BLADE 
Should be used on secondhand 
lumber, especially where there 
is the danger of cutting 
through nails. Also useful for 
high g!x co3ter.t materi2!s, 
such as particle board. 

FRICTION BLADE 
These blades are for cutting 
through corrugated iron and 
thin sheet metal. 

RBIDE TIPPED 

PLANER BLADE PLANER BLADE 

FLOORING BLADE FLOORING BLADE 

FRICTION BLADE 

~METAL CUTTING J 

Changing a blade 
Make sure that the saw is dis- 
connected from the power sup- 
ply. Check maker’s instructions 
carefully for particular infor- 
mation regarding removal. 

Rest the sole plate on the 
front of the bench with the 
teeth against the edge. Pull 
back the lower blade guard and 
fit a wrench on the blade bolt. 
Tap the wrench sharply with a 
mallet to free the bolt and un- 
screw it by hand. Remove the 
washer and blade. Looking at 
the machine from the blade 
side, the saw blade revolves in 
a counter clockwise direction; 
most blades will have an arrow 
printed on one side to show the 
direction of rotation. 
should be facing you when?;hhiz 
blade is fitted. Pass the blade 
through the slot in the sole 
plate and replace the bolt and 
washer to secure the blade to 
the motor drive shaft. Tighten 
the bolt with a wrench. 

Removing the bolt 
Tap wrench with mallet to 
loosen bolt. Unscrew by hand. 

LJ LJ 
Fitting the blade Fitting the blade 
With the directional awow With the directional awow 
facing you, pass the blade facing you, pass the blade 
through the slot in the sole plate. through the slot in the sole plate. 
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ietting the depth of cut 
To cut right through the mat- 
rial with minimum splinter- 
ng, the blade should be adjus- 
ed to project iin. from the 
mderside (a). Place the sole 
)late on the workpiece with the 
guard in the open position and 
he blade against the side edge. 
Mease the depth adjustment 
:nob and swing the body of the 
aw up, or down, keeping the 
;ole plate flat on the work until 
:he blade is at the required 
depth. Tighten the knob. 

To set the blade to cut par- 
:ially through the materiai 
nark the depth of cut on the 
:dge of the work. Position the 
2lade so that at the lowest point 
lf its arc, the point of a tooth 
IUS touches the line ibi. 

(b) PARTIAL CUT 

Setting for an angled cut 
The sole plate catl be adjustei 
to tilt the saw blade to an) 
angle up to 45’. The bracke 
fitted to the sole plate is market 
with a protractor scale to in- 
dicate the desired angle am 
can be locked in place by the 
angle adjustment knob. TrJ 
the cut on a piece of wastt 
wood to check the accuracy n 
the angle with a sliding bevel. 

When the biade is set at an 
angle, the depth of the cut is 
decreased and shouid be reset. 

kee-hand rip cuts 
‘he saw can be used free-hand 
J make a rip cut by following a 
larked line. When positioning 
his line remember to allow for 
he thickness of the kerf, which 
nay differ for different blades. 
test the front of the sole plate 
In the lumber so that the blade 
ust clears the edge. Check posi- 
ion as shown, right. Switch 
m the saw and wait for it to 
each to! speed before starting 
he cut. Advance the saw 
hrough the work with a steady 
wessure, neither so fast that it 
;trains the motor nor so slow 
,hat the blade o&heats. The 
;ound of the saw is your best 
:uide. Keep You* eYe a* the 
xtting guide to make sure that 

Align frei-hand cutting guide, 

:&ti does not wander. If the 
usually marked on the sole 

;aw jams, or the motor is 
plate, with the cutting iine. 

xrainine. back off a little to 
is% ~110~; the saw to run up to 

;peed again before continuing. 

Using a fence guide 
4 rip fence acts as a guide for 
making repeated rip cuts 
quickly and accurately without 
marking out the work. The 
Fence, which is adjustable, can 
be fitted to either side of the 
SW. Set the fence for the width 
sf the cut by measuring from 
the inside of the fence to the 
blade. Allow for the set of the 
blade and position it. 

~fence hard amStst the edge of 

Using a 
guide strip 
Clamp a strip to the work 
parallel to the cut line. Run the 
edge of i;k de tig&s; the strip. 
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Making a cross cut 
For an accurate cross cut, you 
need B guide against which the 
sole plate of the saw can run. 
Screw two wood strips to- 
gether in the form of a “T” 
square. One strip rests against 
the far side of the work, while 
the other lies across the work to 
form an accurate right angle. 
Position the “T” square as 
shown. Kun the saw through 
the work keeping the sole plate 
pressed against the leg of the 
‘T square. If the top piece of 
the “T” is left over length, the 
saw will cut through it as the 
cut is finished leaving the re- 
maining piece the exact dis- 
tance from the blade to the 
“T” muare lee. On sub- 
sequent ‘cuts, align the cut end Positioning the “T” square 
of the “T” head with the cut- From the cut line, measure rhe 
ting line marked on the work to disrancefronr the blade fo the 
automatically position the leg edge of the sole plate and clamp 
in the right place. the “T” square on this line. 

Cutting boards to the 
same length 
To cut sewtral boards to the 
same length, screw a softwood 
strip to the bench and butt the 
squared ends of the boards 
against it. Clamp another wood 
strip across all the boards to act 
as a guide for the saw. Cut all 
the ends of the boards at once 
in one pass. 

Cutting panels 
Before a large panel is cut, 
support it securely on saw 
horses with wood strips on 
each side of the cut. Place :he 
board face side doww~~xi to 
achieve the cleanest cut on that 
side. Clamp a guide strip para- 
llel witch the required cutting 
line and operate the saw in the 
normal way. On a long saw cut 
the kerf may close up, pinching 
the blade. Stop the motor and 
place a small wedge in the 
cut behind the saw before 
continuing. 
Cutting a groove 
To cut a groove or dado with a 
circular saw set the blade to the 
required depth and the guide 
fence to make a cut for each 
edge of the groove. Reset the 
guide to make intermediate 
cuts and clear out the waste 
with a wood chisel. 

Extending the fence 
Screw a hardwood strip zo the 
bench CO provide better control 
and prorect the work edge. 

Safety factors 
Support the work securely and 
make sure that the blade will 
not cut anything underneath 
the work. Do not force the cut 
or twist the blade. Take up a 
steady stance and where poss- 
ible stand to one side of the 
cutting line. Keep the cord 
away from the blade and check 
it regularly for condition. Do 
not put the saw down while it is 
still running and never adjust 
the saw while it is connected to 
a power supply. 
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Saw Bench 
Attachment 

MITER FENCE 
RIP FENCE I 

SIZE: Table size: 143 x 10 to 
20 v 16in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
ACCESSORIES: Portable 
circular saw 
USE: To c~nverf a portable 
saw to a table saw 

SAW 
TABLE 

Some manufacturers supply a 
saw bench attachment, de- 
signed to convert their portable 
circular saw into a saw table. 
These are small, lightweight 
tables and normally will not 
take other makes of saw. If you 
are thinking of using this 
attachment it may influence 
your choice of saw. 

The saw is fitted uuside 

CIRCULAR SAW 

Special purpose bench saws are 
much more powerful and 
accurate machines 

FIXING 
BOLTS 

incorporating the samefeatures 
as the attachment. 

down to the underside if the 
table with the blade and guard 
protruding above the surface. 
It must be fixed securely and 
accurately aligned with the 
bench guides. The saw bench 
has four legs, which must be 
securely bolted to a work 
bench. Alternatively it could 
be fixed to a composite board 
base, which could be clamped 
to a bench when required. This 
has the advantage of portability 
and clears the work surface 
when the saw bench is not 
required. The angle and depth 
of the blade is adjusted by the 
portable saw controls. 

Rip sawing 
The saw bench is ideal for 
ripping boards to width, as it 
leaves both hands free to guide 
the work. Raise the saw blade 
to just clear the thickness of the 
material to be sawn. Set the rip 
fence the required distance 
f: an the blade. 

Run the saw until it is up to 
speed before feeding the work 
against the blade. Holding the 
work firmly against the fence 
push it steadily over the blade. 
Keep both hands well clear of 
the blade. Do not lean on the 
work as your own weight may 
force the cut ‘a close and jam 
the saw. 

Finishing the cut 
To finish the CM, use a push 
stick, a length ojsofrwood with 
a notch cm iw one end, to feed 
the work over rhe blade. 
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3ross cutting 
To cut the ends of rails square, 
,et the miter fence at right 
lngles to the saw blade. Mark 
he cut on the front edge of the 
,ail and align it carefully with 
:he blade before switching on. 
-Iold the rail against the fence 
md slide it in its groove to push 
:he work into the saw. 

The ends of the rails can be 
:ut to any angle by setting the 
niter fence accordingly and 
xoceeding as for a normal 

Cutting rail ends 
Use both hands for large offcuts 
and one hand for dealing with 
smaller wood lengths. 

Cutting a mbbet 
A rabbet can be cut by using 
the rip fence with the blade set 
to cut the depth of the rabbet. 
Cut one face of the rabbet, 
reset the saw and cut the other 
face, removing the waste at the 
same time. 

FIRST CUT FINISHING 
CUT 

htting a dado 
;et the rip fence to make one 
:ut on each side of the groove 
;nd make the intermediate cuts 
o remove the waste. Beveled 
jr “wobble” washers can be 
itted to the blade to increase 
he kerf width considerably 
vhen removiug the waste. 
3eveled washers set the blade 
It an angle so that as it revolves 
,he teeth move from one side to 
:he other. 
Cutting a tenon 
Zut an accurate tenon joint 
lsing the miter fence set at 90~’ 
:a the blade. Set the saw to 
natch the depth of the shoul- 
ier. Make sure the depth is 
accurately matched, as other- 
wise the tenon may weaken. 
You can cut the length of the 
tenon with a cross cut hand 
saw, then cut the shoulder line 
with the saw bench for ac- 
curacy. Turn the work over 
and repeat the sequence. 
Mount the blade with a 
beveled washer to remove the 
‘waste quickly an 

Make the first cut along the 
shoulder line end on the waste 
side. Make further cuts on the 
waste side one blade width at a 
time until the joint is complete. 
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+ame Saw 
ITHER NAMES: Bow saw, CABLE weep saw, rurnlng saw 
iIZE: LCL&Z: 8 to 28in.; Width: 
I^ 11:.. 
L” ,+u,. 

YIATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
:rame: beechwood 
JSE: To rip, cross cut and cut 
zuwes in lumber 

WING NUT 

STRETCHER 

rhe modern frame saw is 
x+sed or. centuries-old con- 
aruction. A relatively narrow 
>lade is held in tension by the 
ride pieces or “cheeks” of the 
Yame, pivoting about their 
xnters on the ends of a stret- 
zher rail. The top ends of the 
:heeks are pulled toward each 
xher either by a twist4 cord 
2nd toe& stick. or bv a 

STRETCHER 

thread&i-rod or a~ cable, ien- 
skxxd by wing muts. The stret- 
cher rail and cheeks are either 

BRITISH BOW SAW 

ioined by a dry stub mortise 
and tenon or a bridle joint. 

The traditional two-handed 
method of holding the frame 
saw controls the direction of 
the blade and supports the 
frame. Grip the handie with 
one hand, the index linger ex- _ 
tended in the direction of the 
blade. Take the blade tixine 
between the index and second 
finger of the other hand, wrap 
the thumb around the cheek 
and clasp the other fingers 
around the other hand. 

On some European models 
the blades are iixed in a vertical 
position for cross cutting, but 
with a swivel blade for ripping. 
The British type of frame saw, Holding the frame saw 
the bow saw, has a smaller Hold the saw in both hands for 
frame and is used for curves. more precise control. 
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Swing the frame aside to clear 
long boards when rip sawing. 



Zoping Saw 
IZE: Length: 6din.; Bow deprh: 
f and 6”in. 4 
IATERIAL: Bladeframe: sreel; 
landle: hardwood 
ISE: To make curved curs in 
rood or plastic 

-he blade of the coping saw is 
ery narrow and has fine teeth 
rouped at 14 per in. It is held 
:nder tension by the spring of 
he frame. It can be angled to 
ut in any direction, by twist- 
ng the pins extending from the 
blade holders. 

BLADE HOLDER PIN 

HANDLE; CAN iE TURNED TO 
SLACKEN OR TIGHTEN FRAME 

?tting a blade 
:eplace a blade when it be- 
orxs bhuni or is broken. 
Jacken the saw by turning the 
andle counter clockwise while 
estraining the blade holder. 
‘lace one end of the blade in 
he slot in the front blade hol- 
ier, then insert the other end as 
hewn below. 

Tension the frame by turn- 
ng the handle clockwise. To 
,traighten the blade, line it up 
vith the holder pins. 

iecuring the blade 

I 
THREADED 
SWIVELING 
SPIGOT 

\ \ 

R 

ALlGN BLADE HOLDERS-~ 
BY SIGHTING FROM END 

Wake sure the cross pin of the 
ilade locates behind the front 
ilade holder. 

Press the frume against a Cutting shapes 
firm surface until you’can Clamp the work to the ?mch 
attach the free end in the rear and cut the desired shape, 
blade holder. angling the blades as necessary. 

Using the coping saw 
Fit the blade with the treth 
facing forward for thicker 
stock. For thin material, set the 
teeth to face bzckward and cut 
by holding the work flat on a 
bench as for a fret saw. Turn 
the blade when necessary to 
clear the work. This is parti- 
cularly useful when cutting 
shapes in a panel. First drill a 
hole in one edge of the shape. 
Pass the blade through on its 
own, then connect it to each 
end of the frame. 
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Fret Saw 
OTHER NAMES: Scroll saw, 
Jeep throat coping saw 
SIZE: Length: 5in.; Bow depth: 
11:iIl. 
MATERIAL: Blade/frame: steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To cut right curves in wood 
and plastic 

The fret saw is used te work 
thin sheet materials. It is very 
similar m the coping saw, but 
has a much deeper bow to the 
frame and can, therefore, be 
used to cut shapes well inboard 
from the edge of a panel. The 
blade is so fine, up to 32 teeth 
per in., that it can cut curves 
without being angled. 

FRAME 

The blade is held at each end 
by a simple, thumb screwoper- 
ated clamp. It is fitted like the 
blade of a coping saw, but the 
operation is much simpler as 
the spring of the frame itself is 
sufficient to tension the blade 
without further help. 

HANDLE 

To use the saw, hc4d the 
work flat on a bench over- 
hanging the edge. With the saw 
teeth set to face the handle, saw 
from below using a pull stroke. 
The bench backs up the work 
as it is cut. 

Piercing Saw 
OTHER NAMES: Lightweight 
fret saw, jeweler’s piercing saw 
SIZE: Lengrh: 5 to 6in.; Bow 
depth: 23 and 3@n. 
MATERIAL: Bladeifrme: steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To cut tight curves in thin 
sheet metal 

BLADE 

The piercing saw is construc- 
ted in exactly the same way as a 
fret saw, but its extremely fine 
blade, up to 80 teeth per in., is 
specifically designed for cut- 
ting thin sheet metals, such as 
steel, copper, brass and alum- 
inum. Jewelers and silver- 
smiths use the saw to cut gold 

THUMB SCREW THUMB SCR 

SLIDING FRAME 
I 

and silver sheet. 
THUMB SCREW 

The blade is fitted and used 
as for a fret saw. Some frames 
adjust to take blades of dif- 
ferent lengths, which is a useful 

BLADE 

I 

and econgmic way to re-use 
broken but otherwise function- 
ing blades. 

THLJ&B SCREW THUMB SCREW 
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Saber Saw 
ITHER NAME: Powered 
ig saw 
SIZE: CJnloudedrpeed:2,700 to 
1,300 strokes per minute; Weiglzt: 
1% to 6lb 
UATERIAL: Various 
4CCESSORIES: Sam blade, 
pide fence 
USE: To cm curve in various 

The saber saw, which is de- 
signed as a power drill attach- 
ment as well as a special pur- 
pose saw, is a useful tool in the 
home workshop. It does not 
have the power and accuracy of 
larger saws for cutting large 
panels or thick sections of lum- 
ber, but its versatility is a great 
advantage. It can not only per- 
form a variety of cuts but, fitted 
with theappropriate blades, can 
also saw a large selection of 
materials. There are extra long 
coarse blades for cutting large 
sections of lumber; shorter 
blades with different grades of 
teeth for finer cutting of soft- 
woods, hardwoods and com- 
posite boards; hack saw-like 
blades for cutting metal; and 
special blades for cutting plas- 
tics, masonry, plasterboard, 
leather, rubber and cardboard. 
A superior blade is available 
with carbide tipped teeth and 
there are also blades edged 
with tungsten carbide chips of 
different grades. They cut 
slower than many bla&s and 
are a little more expensive, but 
last longer and produce a very 
clean cut with virtually no 
splintering. They will also 
tackle ceramics. 

BLADE 

GUIDE FENCE 

FLUSH CUTTING BLADE 

PLASTER CUTTING BLADE 
lock button which can bt 
pressed t” run the saw corn 

L be automatically released b! 
tinuously. The button car 

COARSE WOOD BLADE 

FINE WOOD BLADE 

Blades should be fitted ac- 
cording t” the maker’s instruc- 
tions. Make sure they are 
securely held and aligned as 
accurately as possible. Not all 
manufacturers produce the 
same range of blades, but some 
makes are interchangeable. 
Check that the fitting is identi- 
cal by comparing a blade from 
your own machine with any 
prospective purchase. 

METAL CUTTING BLADE 

KNIFE BLADE 

CARBIDE CHIP BLADE 

Using the s& 
The saw is operated by squeez- 
ing the trigger. It switches ofl 
as soon as the trigger is re- 
leased. Most models have z 

squeezing the irigger again 
Some types of saw have vari, 
able speeds. Use a slow speeti 
for hard materials and a faster 
speed for soft materials. 

Rest the front of the shoe on 
the work, with the blade just 
clear of the edge. Advance the 
saw through the cut keeping 
the sole on the work and pro- 
viding just enough forware 
pressure to cut easily. Forcing 
the pace will blunt the blade, il 
not break it. If the cut is tot 
slow. either the blade is blunt 
or it is not the right type for thf 
job. When the cut is complett 
switch off and hold the sav 
until the blade stops running. 
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Making a straight cut 
Hold work rirmly on a safe 
surface which allows enough 
clearance beneath the cut for 
the blade to work unimpeded. 
As the saw cuts on the up- 
stroke, any splintering is likely 
to occur on the top surface so 
lay the finished face of the 
material downward. The saw 
can be used free hand following 
a marked line. 

Some saws have a rip fence 
accessory to fix to the shoe. 
The fence runs on the edge of 
the work to guide the blade in a 
line parallel to the edge. The 
saber saw does not do this job 
as well as a circular saw: the 
blade must be perfectly lined 
up with the fence to cut a 
straight line without being dis- 
torted, and on most models this 
is difficult to achieve. A guide 
strip can be clamped to the 
work to prevent the :aw 
wandering off line. 

Angled cuts 
The sole on many saws can be 
adjusted to swing the blade 
over to angles up to 45,‘. 

Cutting holes ic a panel 
To cut an opening in the face of 
a board, mark and then drill a 
hole sin. in diameter next to 
the marked line on the waste 
side. Insert the blade of the 
saber saw and follow the line. 
Cut a circular hole in one 
operation. 

Cut a square hole as shown 
right. Cut each corner until the 
waste drops out. Saw in the 
other direction to remove the 
remaining waste. 

Plunge cutting 
Cuts can be made inboard of a 
panel without drilling a start- 
ing hole. This method is 
known as “plunge” ‘cutting, 
and needs practice to stop the 
saw jumping as the blade at- 
tempts to enter the work and to 
prevent the shoe slipping. 

Tip the saw forward on the 
front edge of the shoe with the 
blade above the surface of the 
work. Switch on and pivot the 
saw about the front edge of the 
shoe until the blade begins to 
cut. Do not make a forward cut 
until the shoe is resting firmly 
on the work. 

Starting the cut 

Rest the front of the shoe on 
the work, line up tke blade with 
the wtarked line and switch on. 

Using a square as a guide 

Run the SC& of the saw against 
a qquare held acres the work 
for an accunzte rquare cIosscut. 

Cutting a square hole 

Run the blade into a corner, 
back off lin. and cut a tight 
cww to the next side. 

Curved cuts 
Most saber saw blades are nar- 
row enough to cut tight curves. 
Follow the line by eye, cutting 
on the waste side. Do not force 
the blade to cut a curve which 
is straining it. Either change to 
a narrower blade or remove 
some of the waste with straight 
cuts to give greater clearance 
for the blade. 

Make preparatory straight cuts 
to either a ccncave (above) or 
convex (below) curne. 

Cutting metal 
The saber saw fitted with the 
appropriate blade will cut any 
metal which is normally work- 
ed by a hack saw. Back up 
thin sheet metal with a sheet of 
composite board, both being 
cut together to give a clean 
finish and avoid distorting the 
metal. Spread a thin film of oil 
along the cut line and proceed 
at a steady pace. 
Cutting plastic laminates 
Saw sheet laminate as for thin 
sheet metal, keeping it held 
down firmly onto the backing 
board. Lay the laminate face 
downward to avoid chipping 
on the face side. Always use the 
blade recommended for fine 
metal work. 

Safety factors 
Unplug the saber saw before 
inserting a blade and make sure 
that the “lock-on” button is not 
operative before plugging the 
saw in. Keep the cord away 
from the blade and take parti- 
cular care that it does not pass 
under the work where it may be 
severed by the blade. 



tiack Saw 
iIZE: To take 8, 10, 12in. blades 
UTERIAL: Frame/blade: steel; 
Yandle: zinc, alloy, hardwood 
JSE: To cut metal 

3ack saws are used to cut nxxt 
net&. The bow frame is 
adjustable to take different 
engtbs of blade, and may be 
itted with a pistol grip handle 
x a straight hardwood grip. 
The pistol grip is much txxe 
:omfortable to use and is less 
,ikely to rvist in your hand. 

AD,USTER 

PISTOL 
GRIP 
HANDLE 

I 

STRAIGH 

BLADE 
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Using a hack saw 
jecure the work firmly in 
Gse. Use your thumb to guid 
:he blade when making shol 
xkward strokes to establis 
:he cut, then use the hand t 
iteady the frame. Proceed wit 
Yull length strokes, establishin 
1 steady rhythm. 

Use the hand to sready rhe 
hrtle. CM on the forward 
irroke and re, ?ase presswe on 
the remm stroke. 

Cutting thick sections 
Saw on all sides working t( 
ward the center to keep the a 
square. Mark the metal a 
around and proceed with tl 
xt using a light oil as a lul 
ricant. Cut away the metal : 
the center using the previol 
cuts as a guide. 

Saw to the depth of rhe blade, 
wfate the work awq from yoi 
2nd continue all around unril 
the cm is established. 

bund stock 
-Iack saws will at round stock 
md sheet metal if you adapt the 
:awing technique. Sandwich 
;heet metal between plywood. 

Rorate mrral tube away from 
vou during tke cm to pree’ent 
rhe blade snatching and to keep 
!he guide iine 61 view. 

If the saw wwders off line, you 
ne probably twisting the frame 
>ut of line with the cut. If the 
&de snaps in the middle of a 
:ut line, start with a new blade 
at the opposite end whenever 
possible. A new blade will be 
slightly thicker than a used one 
md is likely to jam in the old 
:ut line. 

Always use new blades to cut 
brass as a worn blade may slip. 

Cutting sheet metal 

Cut thin sheer metal at an 
angle keeping as many teeth 
in conract with the work 
!zsyou can. 

3lades 
jack saw blades are made with 
different sizes of teeth to suit 
he material being cut. The 
normal range of sizes is 14, 18, 
!4, and 32 teeth per in. As a 
:uide, 3 teeth should fit the 
hickness of the material. 
Choose fine teeth for sawing 
hin sheet material or hard me- 
,al, and coarse teeth for soft 
net& like aluminum which 
uould clog finer teeth. Coarse 
ceth are “raker” set for &I- 
:ient chip clearance and are 
xcommended for thick sec- 
:,ons of soft metals. A wavy set 
s used for fine teeth. 

Fully hardened blades are 
xittle, and likely to break eas- 
,ly in the hands of an amateur. 
rhey are also very expensive. 
For general purpose work, use 
I flexible steel blade with hard- 
:ned teeth. 

Hack saw blades have 
line, re,&wly spaced 
teeth which can be raker 
set OT wav>~ ser. 
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Fitting a blade 
Hack saw blades are held under 
tension by a wing nut on the 
end of the frame. To replace a 
blade, slackea the nut until the 
blade slips free of the frame. 
Hook the ho!es in each end of 
the new blade over the locating 
pins so that the teeth face away 
from the handle and apply ten- 
sion. Experiment to get the 
right tension when fixing the 
blade. If it is too tight, it will 
arch up toward the frame, iftoa 
loose it will bend while in use 
and probably snap. The locat- 
ing pins protrude from a spigot 
which has square shoulders to 
angle the blade in one of four 
positions at 90 to one another. 
This allows you to fit the blades 
sideways or even invertrd. 

Hack saw blades can befitted 
inverted or at an angle to make 
cuts longer than the frame 
normally permits, or where 
access space is limited. 

Another version of the saw 
has a pistol grip. The blade is 
located in a slot at the front end 
?f the frame, but fits into a 
ensioning device at the rear. 

Junior Hack Saw 
SIZE: Blade length: 6in. 
MATERIAL: Frame: steel; 
Handle: nylon, zinc or aluminum 
alloy 
USE: Fine metal work 

S-EEL ROD HANDLE FRAME 

RUBBER FINGER 

EPLACEABLE BLADE 

SLOT &OR BLADE RETAINING PIN 

The junior hack saw is more 
convenient to use in confined 
spaces but must be used to 
make fine cuts only. 

The frame and handle of the 
simplest junior hack saw is 
made in one piece from a bent 
steel rod. The blade, which has 
32 teeth per in., is held under 
tension by the natural spring of 
the frame and held in place by 
slots. The pir.s which project 
from each side of the blade 
hold it in position once it is 
inserted in the slots. 

Replacing a blade 
Fit the front end of the blade in 
to its slot; press the end of the 
framefirmly and locate the 
other end of the blade in its slot. 
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VIini Hack Saw 
;IZE: Length: 8in. 
JATERIAL: Plastic 
LCCESSORY: Hack saw blade 
JSE: To use where a standard 
tack saw is unsuitable 

PLAShC 
HANDLEfFRAME 

The mini back saw is a one 
piece handle and frame whicl 
accommodates a hack sav 
blade. It will hold broken bla. 
des as well as new ones. It i! 
used to cut metal in confinec 
spaces which would be inac 
cessible to a standard hacl 
saw. The blade slides into the 
handle and is secured by : 
screw clamp at the front end. 

sheet Saw 
;IZE: Blade length: 12 m Ibin. 
YIATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
$aandle: zinc alloy 
JSE: To cut sheet materials 

4 standard hack saw cannot be ’ 
used to cut large sheets of ma- ‘% 
terial because the depth of the 
frame limits its reach. A sheet 

\ 

?pJ*yg 
“+:$$ 

saw has a hack saw blade fitted 
to a flat metal blade which can 
pass through the material like a 
hand saw. 

The smaller version has a 
standard 12in. blade and is 
used to cut flat or corrugated 
steel,, brass, copper and so on. 
It ~111 also cut asbestos, plastic 
and slate. The larger saw takes 
a special 16in. blade with 6 or 
10 teeth per in. This saw will 
cut thicker sheet material, 
thermo-plastic brick- lnd met- 
al covered plywood. 

HOLLOW 
DIE CAST 
HANDLE 
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Saw File 
OTHER NAME: Rod saw, 
tension file 
SIZE: 6 and Bin. 
MATERIAL: Stepi 
LJSE: To cut metal, ceramics 

HARDENED TEETH 

and plastics 

A saw file is a thin, round 
sectioned rod which is ten- 
sioned in a hack saw frame. 
The surface of the rod is cov- 

any direction and will turn in 
its own thickness. This makes 
it extremely useful for cutting 
vrrv intricate curves in ma- 
ter&s which are normally dif- 
ficult to work, for example wall 
tiles can be cut to fit around 
shower fittings. 

Some manufacturers pro- 
vide special hack saw-like fra- 
mes to tension the saw file, but 
with special clips, they can be 
used in standard hack saw fra- 
mes. Files are also produced 
with wire handles at each end 
to be used without a frame at 
all. They are extremely useful 
in confined spaces where a 
standard frame saw would be 
unsuitable. 

ered either with tiny hardened 
teeth or by tungsten carbide 
particles. The file can cut in 

WIRE HANDLES 
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Band Saw 
SIZE: De@ qf thruar; 9; to 
Il’in: ‘Table: 7 x 7 to 2 , 
18 x 18in. 
‘MATERIAL: Various 
ACCESSORIES: Blades 
USE: To convert large sections of 
lumber to size and to cut curves 

TENSION ADJUSTER 

A band saw is a power tool 
which is widely usrd in in- 
dustry to cut lumber to size, 
particularly where curves are 
involved. Smaller vrrsions are 
available for the home work- 
shop. The blade is a steel loop 
which is driven around two 
wheels inside the casing to give / 
a continuous cutting edge. De- ‘, 
pending on the model, home 
workshop band saws will cut 

/;j 

wood up to 6in. thick. 

GUIDE FENCE 

TABLE TILT CLAMP 
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:lzdrs 
and SPW blades are toothed 
:eel bands welded into a con- 
nuous loop. On the smaller 
omestic machines, they range 
.om &in. to iin. wide. The 
arrow blades are used for cut- 
ng tight curves; wider blades 
lake straighter cuts. The teeth 
re spaced at 6 to 24 teeth per 
I. Coarse blades are for cut- 
ing through large sections of 
xnber, while fine teeth are for 
utting metal. The shape of the 
ceth also varies. Like the hack 
aw, the band sa\v has stan- 
lard, skip toothand hook tooth 
Jades. The set of the teeth also 
aries from blade to blade. The 
common woodworking blade 
MS teeth set alternately to the 
ight and left like any hand 
,aw. For coarse metal working, 
here is often a raker or unset 
ooth positioned between a pair 
,f set teeth to clear the waste 
quickly. Fine metal cutting 
eeth have a wavy set like a 
normal hack saw. 

Toothless blades are avail- 
ible for cutting ceramics and 
elastics. The cutting edge is 
xrfaced with tungsten carbide 
:hips. This kind of blade will 
also cut lumber and board; it 
produces a very smooth finish 
but is rather slow to work. 

Blades are raker or mavy set 
‘ike a hack saw or allernate set 
!ike a hand saw. Skip and hook 
reeth clear wan quickly. 
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Gtting blades 
Ipen the wheel guards to get to 
he two wheels over which the 
)lade runs. The lower wheel is 
Iriven by the motor. The idler 
vheel is adjustable for tension- 
ng and sometimes tracking. 
30th wheels are covered with 
ubber to protect the set of the 
&de. Slacken the upper wheel 
:ension adjus:rr (usually lo- 
:ated at the top of the machine) 
;o the blade will be able to fit 
zily over both wheels. Re- 
:ract both blade guide assem- 
alies as far as possible and 
remove the table insert. (The 
table has an access slot to allow 
the blade to pass through to the 
center.) With the teeth facing 
you fit the blade over the 
wheels. Take up the tension by 
the adjuster. 

I 1 BiADE GUIDE 

BMDE GUIDE 
PIN LATERAL AolUsTMENT BLADE THRUST 

SUPPORT WHEEI 

Some saws have a scale to in- 
dicate the correct tension fox 
each blade; if yours does not: 
tension the blade until it flexer 
no more than a iin. sideway! 
under finger pressure. 

Tracking 
On some machines the blade 
will automatically track in the 
center of the wheels. Other- 
wise, a tracking adjustment 
mechanism will be provided. 
Check manufacturer’s instruc- 
tions for the exact procedure. 

On machines without auto- 
matic tracking, set the support 
wheels about $,in. behind the 
blade. They should not be in 
contact with the blade until 
force is applied to it. Check the 
tracking by rotating the Iowa 
wheel by hand. 

ietting the guide pins 
;et the guide pins to clear 
ach side of the blade by 
1.003in. Use a feeler gauge tc 
neasure the clearance or a 
liece of paperas a rough guide. 
rhey should also be adjusted 
o fit just behind the teeth. If 
hey are positioned too far for- 
yard, they will spoil the set. 
cotate the saw by hand once 
nore to check the settings. 

Close the wheel guards and 
.eplace the table insert. The 
lpper blade guide assembly 
:an be raised or lowered to 
Iccommodate the thickness of 
:he work. Adjust the guide to 
iust clear the work’s surface. 

Maintenance 
Clean the band saw regularly to 
remove the accumulated dust. 
Replace rubber wheel linings if 
necessary. Hang the blades in a 
loop or fold them into a coil for 
storage. 

Folding a blade 

With the teeth facing away 
from you, hold the band about 
one third up from the bottom of 
the loop. Cross the band, left 
over right, to form three loops. 



Straight ctits 
Straight cuts are best madt 
against a guide fence. Mark tht 
width of the c”t on the worl 
and adjust the fence to line “I 
the mark with the blade. I 
your machine does not incor. 
porate 3 rip fence, clamp i 
temporary softwood fence t< 
the tab!,:. Switch on the powel 
end feed the work past the 
blade with steady pressure 
Use a push stick to feed “arrou 
work efficiently. 

If the blade wanders off line 
eve” with a guide fence, checl 
the condition of the set and tht 
adjustment of the blade guides 

7utting with a rqftwoodjence. 

<et the miter fence at right 
mgles to the line of the blade to 
nake a square cross cut. Make 
L trial cut on waste material and 
:heck with a try square. 

llaking a cross cut 
&Id the work firmly against 
he fence andjeed the work 
‘ast the blade. 

Miter cuts 
The miter fence can be set t( 
a:y angle up to 45 to make 
miter cuts. Proceed as fo: 
square cross CUE. 

Make compound angle< 
cross cuts by using the mite] 
fence while the table is tilted. 

Beveled cuts 
The table can be angled to GUI 
beveled rip and cross cuts 
Slacken the table tilt clamp ant 
move the table by hand to the 
requiredangle indicated on thr 
protracror scale. Relock the 
table tilt clamp. 

tiaking a beveled cut 
:or beveled rip cuts, position 
he fence below the blade so 
kat the work is supported 
luring the operation. 

+ee-hand beveled c”ts can be 
nade by removing all fences 
md following by eye a marked 
ine on the work. 

Curved cuts 
When cutting curves, take car’ 
not to twist the blade out o 
line. As soon as the curve be 
comes too tight for the blade t, 
take easily, run the blade out o 
the work on a tangential cut. 

If necessary, the blade can b< 
backed out of a cut in order t( 
correct the line or move it 
another direction. Bring the 
blade o”t slowly and avoic 
pulling or twisting it. 

Cut several identical shape: 
in thin sheet material by pin 
ning several pieces togethe: 
through the waste. Follow thg 
pattern on the top sheet to c” 
all the boards simultaneously 
Thin sheet metal can be backer 
up by sandwiching it betweer 
sheets of scrap plywood. 

Negotiating a curve Negotiating a curve 
Make a tangentiul cut to get Make a tangentiul cut to get 
!he blade out. Remove the !he blade out. Remove the 
uzste, and start again, making uzste, and start again, making 
!angential cuts as necessary !angential cuts as necessary 
rrntil the curve is complete. rrntil the curve is complete. 
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Masonry Saw 
OTHER NAME: Stonemason‘s 
saw 
SIZE: 12 to 42in. 
MATERIAL: B/o&t steel; 
Humdle: hardwooil 
USE: To saw through masonry 

Masonry saws have carbide 
tipped teeth for sawing through 
bricks, stone, cement and 
building blocks. The two-man 
wall saw will cut a whole sec- 
tion from a masonry wall to 
insert a door or window, or can 
be used to cut between brick 
courses to insert waterproofing 
in an older house. 

The smallest version, known 
as a chasing saw, is used by 
electricians and plumbers to 
channel out masonry for the 
insertion of cable, conduit, or 
pipework. 

HABLE 
E 
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TUNGSTEN CARBIDE d 

CHASING SAW ,‘$ 

A general masonry saw is used 
like a hand saw to cut all types 
of masonry, roo$ng tiles, and 
earthenware pipes to size. 



Hole Saw 
QTHER NAME: Hole cutwr 
SIZE: Diameter: f m 4in. 
MATERIAL: Blad&drill hir: 
steel; Backing p/are: plasric, zinc 
or aluminum alloy 
USE: To cut large holes in 
various materials 

BAYONET 
LATCH 

DRILL L&K SCREW 

The hole saw has a drill bit 
centered on a cylindrical saw 
blade. The blade is either cup 
shaped, being pressed in one 
piece, or curved, and fits into a 
backing plate. Each set is sold 
with a range of sizes. Blades are 
made in various materials to 
cut wood, cast iron, sheet steel, 
stainless steel, aluminum, 
brass and plastics. 

Secure the hole saw in the 
chuck of a portable electric 
drill or a drill press. Alark the 
center of the hole with a center 
punch, and locate the point of 
the drill bit. Select a slower 
speed than normal as the blade 
itself will be moving much fas- 
ter than the central drill bit. 
Feed the saw into the work at a 
steady rate. 

To cut a ring, set up the saw 
in a drill press and clamp the 
work to the table with a back- 
ing sheet. Dril! out the center 
of the ring, fit the larger blade 
of the set and at the circum- 
ference of the ring without 
moving the clamped work. 

Compass Saw 
3THER NAMES: Pad saw; 
wyhole saw; wallboard saw 
SIZE: Blade length: 5 IO 15ic 
3 to 10 points per in. 
MATERIAL; B/a&: steel; 
Ha&e: zinc alloy, hardwood 
USE: To cut holes in a panel 

BLADE LOCKSCREW 

BLADE 
LOCKSCREWS- 

The compass saw has no frame, 
so it can be used in places 
where a coping saw, for in- 
stance, would be limited to the 
edge of a board or panel. The 
compass saw has a tapered nar- 
row blade and can be used to 
cut a letterbox hole, keyhole, 
lock hole, or a hole for a switch 
plate or a socket box in 
plasterboard. 

Some types take only one 
type and size of blade; others 
take a small raoge of inter- 
changeable blades of different 
s&xs, usually small, medium 
and large. There are also pad 
saws that will take whole or 
broken hack saw blades, which 
make them a useful general 
purpose short stroke saw. 

For small diameter holes use 
a saw with a pointed blade; for 
cutting thin wood such as ply- 
wood or hardboard use a saw 
with fine teeth; for cutting 
through fairly thick panels of 
lumber use the wider blades. 

Fitting a blade 
Blades are held in place either 
by a knob or a screw on the 
ferwled neck of the handle. 
Turn the knob or screw coun- 
ter clockwise. withdraw the 
blade. slot in a replacement and 
then tighten. 

Using the saw 
Drill a smaJ1 hole in the wood 
to receive tke tip of the blade 
andgradually cut into the 
wood using a series of careful 
short strokes. 

The thin, high grade, 
tempered steel blades easily 
bend and can often jam if the 
cutting action is too rigorous. 
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( Reciprocating Saw I 

--, --.-. I-,. SIZE: Unload&dspeed: 1,600 ro 

3,000 strokes per minute; Weight: 
6 to 8Slb 
MATERIAL: Various 
LJSE: To cut various materials 

I BLADE I 

The reciprocating saw is a 
portable heavy duty version of 
the saber saw except that the 
blade moves backward and for- 
ward rather than up and down. 
It is a two-banded tool with 
both a fixed and a secondary 
handle. The blades which can 
extend up to 1%. long can saw 
through large logs or through a 
wood wall to install windows or 
pipework. The blades can also 
be turned to cut in diEerent 
directions and fitted to cut 
flush with the surface. 

With the appropriate blade 
the reciprocating saw will cut 
equally well through wood, 
metal, plastic and composite 
boards. Some versions incor- 
porate variable speeds to work 
all the different materials 
efficiently. 

OTHER NAMES: All purpose 
saw: saber saw, heavy duty saw, 
havnner F2.m 

TRIGGER 
SWITCH 

ADJUSTABLE SHOE 

WOOD CUTTING 

1 
WOOD SCROLL C”TT,NG 2 

METAL CUTTING 

c 
METAL SCROLL CUTTING 

PLASTER CUTTING 

KNIFE BLADE 

Using a reciprocating saw 

while a secondary handle 

fixed handle incorporates the 
trigger switch and speed control, 

can be turned to-control the 
saw in a variety of positions, 
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Bench Jigsaw 

1 
r 
s 
t 

; 
I 
c 
Y 
t 
c 

The bench jigsaw is an ideal 
nachine for the small work- 
hop, its main advantage being 
he ability to make even, tight 
:urved cuts while leaving both 
lands free to guide tbc work. 
:itted with the correct blade it 
an handle straight cuts in 
vork up to approximately 2in. 
hick. It will also cut a variety 
If materials. 

XI-HER NAME: Scroll saw ALTERNATIVE POStTtON 
SIZE: Depth of throat: 16 to ziin. FOR HOLD DOWN ASSE.\,BL, 
MATERIAL: Various HOL,, ,>OVi’N 
ACCESSORIES: Je\velsr’s ASSEhlBLl 
blade, saber saw blades 
ATTACHMENTS: Files. 
sanding atrachment 
USE: To cut scroll \wrk 

BLAI)E GUIDE 

MOTOR 

I 
PULLEY 

\ MOUNTING 
BOLTS 

Blades 
The blades used in a saber saw 
can be fitted in a jigsaw (in the 
lower chuck only), but the 
jeweler’s blade is specifically 
designed for it. 

CtiNK 
CASE 
ACCESS 
PANEL 
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FEWELER’S BLADES 
Jeweler’s blades, available for 
cutting wood, composites, me- 
tal and plastic, are about 6in. 
long and range from & to *in. 
wide, with between 7 and 32 
teeth per inch. 

Fitting the blade 
Raise the hold down assembly 
and remove the table insert. 
Move the drive belt until the 
bottom assembly is at the top of 
its travel. Place the bottom end 
of the blade in the chuck, teeth 
facing forward and downward, 
and secure it with the locking 
screw Check that the blade is 

CPPER CHUCK 

vertical in all directions with a 
try square before pulling down 
the upper chuck assembly and 
fitting the top end of the blade. 

Blades can be fitted parallel 
or at right angles to the arm, 
whichever gives best clearance. 
The blade must be correctly 
tensioned to cut accurately and 
avoid constant breakage. All 
machines have a tensioning de- 
vice as part of the cop blade 
fixing assembly. Generally, 
thinner blades require more 
tension than wider ones. 

Blade guide 
The blade guide prevents the 
blade twisting and bending. 
While the device may differ 

depending on the individual 
saw, it is usually a slot in a disk 
or tube which can be adjusted 
to encompass the blade. A 
“back-up” lightly supports the 
back edge of the blade. Insure 
that the blade is free to move 
and runs true in the guides. 

Using the saw 
The work must be held 
down during the cutting oper- 
ation. All machines have a 
sprung foot, adjustable verti- 
cally to take work of different 
thickness. Adjust it to just 
touch the work. Too much 
pressure can mark the surface 
and even make it difficult to 
feed the work. Orientate the 
air blower nozzle to the most 
convenient position. 

Select the right speed for the 
job. Each manufacturer will 
supply recommendations for 
their individual machine. As a 
guide, the heavier the blade the 
slower the speed; the faster the 
speed the better the finish. 

Before switching on the 
power it is a good idea to move 
the machine by hand through 
one complete revolution to 
make certain that all adjust- 
ments are correct. 

Correcting faults 
If the blades are breaking too 
frequently, check the tension 
and guide alignment or adjust 
the speed. If the cut wanders or 
is out of square, the guides are 
probably out of line or the 
tension insufficient. If the work 
vibrates excessively, check that 
the hold down is adjusted pro- 
perly or slow down the speed. 

Making curved cuts 
For very right intricate curves, 
use a narrow blade. Use wider 
blades for shallow curves. 

You can make interior cuts 
in a sheet of material. Drill a 
hole in the waste through 
which the blade can pass. With 
a saber saw blade fitted, pass 
the blade through the hole and 
operate the saw. With a 
jeweler’s blade disconnect ;i 
Fromthe topassembly, pass the 
work over the blade and recon- 
nect. See saber saw, pages 
94-95 for cutting iilternal 
square corners. 

On some jigsaws the entire 
frame and upper assembly can 
be removed so that large 
boards can be cut un-restricted 
with a saber saw blade. Cut 
thin sheet material, sand- 
wiched between sheets of ply- 
wood to prevent distortion and 
tzduce burring. 

Cutting tight curves 
Keep up a steady pressure on 
the work as you feed it in. Take 
tight curnes slowly without 
twisting the blade. 
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vlaking straight cuts 

"if a .wide blade and clamp a 
m~ora~yfe~ce m the table. 
‘eed the work steadily against 
he fence. Use rz push stick for 
mrrow work. 

3evel cuts 
3eveled cuts can be made by 
.llting the whole table. Tighten 
,he clamp beforeusing the saw. 
<adjust the hold down as- 
;embly to suit. The hold down 
‘oat on some saws can be ang- 
ed to align with the work. 

Angling the table 

Raise the hold down assembly, 
;lacken the tilt clamp and move 
rhe table by hand to the angle 
;ndicated on the protractor. 

Filing 
Files are specially made for use 
a,ith the bench jigsaw. They 
law $in. or +in. diameter 
shanks, which fit into the “V” 
flock in the lower chuck only. 
4 variety of shapes are avail- 
%ble in different grades. 

Lift the hold down assembly 
mt of the way and remove the 
standard table insert. Replace 
it with a special insert with a 

&in. diameter hole drilled in the 
center. Check the vertical 
alignment of the file with a try 
square before you begin. 

Use a slow speed for tiling. 
Simply run the work against 
the file to achieve the required 
finish, but avoid excessive 
pressure. Clean the teeth of the 
file periodically with a file card 
or wire brush. 

THREE SQUARE 

Sanding 
Commercial sanding attach- hesive paper to the outside of 
ments are available for the jig- the dowel and fit the rod in the 
saw, but it is easy to make your lower chuck as you would a file. 
own. Glue a iin. diameter me- Use a slow speed when 
tal rod into the end of a length operating the machine for 
of wooden dowel. Stick ad- sanding for best results. 

PAPER 
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ELEVATING H.\N”LE 

.\I~r~RIAL: Various 
ACCESSORIES: Saw blades 
ATTACHMENTS: Dada head, 
shaping and i jinting head, drum 
sander, disk ssnder, drill chuck, 
muter chuck. rool euard RIPPING SCAI.33 I’ r 
USE: Multi-purpose bench saw 

ON OFF SWITCH 

SAW DUST SPOUT A 

0”ERLOAD RESET HANDLE - 
BUTTON 

1 

BEVEL LOCATING PIN~-# 

j’--#----MOTOR 

nachine is curring, ha if rile t&de 
iams rhe small pivoted teeth prer.ent it 
iom rhmwing back the work. 

RiP 
FENCE 

CUT 

The radial arm saw is one of the 
nest versatile power tools BLADE GUARD 
wailable for the home work- The blade guard can be adiusred to 
zhop. It not only provides a cover the maximum amount of reeth 

rariety of saw cuts, in metal, for each cut. PositIon rhe guard 

,umber and composite boards 
carefully before switching on the 

mt fitted with various attach- 
power. 

nents, it will cut dadoes, 
:rooves, rabbets, joints and 
noldings. It can also be con- 
rerted to a drilling machine 
md a drum or disk sander. 

All radial arm saws share 
:ertain features. The motor 
Ind blade are hung in a yoke 
.vhich allows the blade to be 

CR0 
FEN 

YOKE 
The yoke rum on an overhead arm, 
which can be pivoted through 180. 
and locked ar any angle in between. It 
can also be raised or lowered along 
with the column mounred m the rear 
of the machine. 

pivoted and tilted to any angle 
in both the vertical and the 
horizontal planes. 

The blade actually cuts into 
the work table itself when in 
use, consequently it is advis- 
able to cover surface of the 
table with a sheet of thin, easily 
replaceable plywood. 

WORKTABLE 
The fixed workrable is fitted with tw,, 
fences, the forward fence for cross 
cutting and the rear fence for rip 
sawing. Always sweep sawdust away 
from either fence before using the 
machine. 
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Blades and disks 
There are several blades o, 
disks available for use on tht 
radial arm saw. The most ob. 
vious are the cross cut and ri1 
saw blades but these are reall\ 
only suitable for a long run o: 
work. A better blade for thr 
home workshop is the corn. 
bination blade, which car 
make rip or cross cuts as well a! 
bevel cuts of various kinds 
The combination blade ha 
groups of cutting teeth sepa. 
rated by a raker. There is also : 
planer combination blade thal 
will leave a perfectly clean fin- 
ish after the cut. To product 
the same kind of finish on ply 
wood, use a plywood combi- 
nation blade which does no, 
splinter the surface veneer. I1 
you use a standard blade to cu, 
high glue content, composite 
boards, such as particie board 
it will blunt very quickly. A 
blade with tungsten carbid: 
tipped teeth will last up to ter 
times longer and will cut solic 
lumber ~5 well as all the com- 
posite boards equally wel!. 

There are various blades ani 
abrasive disks for cutting al! 
kinds of metals. bricks anti 

Combination blade 
This blade is the most versatile 

for the home workshop. 
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Adjusting the arm 
The arm can be raised or 
lowered by turning the 
elevating handle. Switch on the 
machine and lower the arm 
until the blade cuts about &in. 
into the table. 

The arm rotates right or left 
for angled cross cuts. .Release 
the miter clamp and lift the 
latch to position the arm at 90~ 
or 45.. Pivot the arm to the 
required angle indicated on the 
mi;er scale. Tighten clamp. 

Rotating the yoke 
Theyokr rotates to position the 
blade for cross 01 rip cutting. 
Release the yoke clamp and l$t 
the locating pin to allow the 
yoke to mizel. The pin will 
nttomatically position the yoke 
in one of four positions at 90’: 
to one another. Tighten the 
clamp before using the raw. 
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Tilting the saw 
Elevate the arm to clear the 
saw blade from the table. 
Release the bevel clamp and 
pull the locating pin to allow 
the sm. to tilt in the yoke. 
Read the required angle on the 
bevel scale and relock the 
clamp. The locating pin 
cmtomatically locates the blade 
at angles of 99’; and 45’ and in 
the horizontal position. 

Safety factors 
Always switch off the power 
supply before fitting any type 
of new blade. 

Make sure that any blade or 
cutter is securely fitted before 
switching on the saw and that 
all clamps are tightened. 

Adjust the blade and anti 
kick-back assembly to suit each 
different cut. 

Keep the machine free from 
dust, particularly the arm 
tracks and bearing surfaces. 

Keep your hands well away 
from the blade whenever the 
saw is running. 



Cross E”tS 
Set the yoke so that the blade is 
at 90 to the work and make 
certain that the miter scale on 
the arm reads zero. Check that 
all clamps are secure except the 
rip clamp, which must be loos- 
ened to allow the yoke to run 
freely along the arm. Slide the 
carriage to the rear of the table 
and set up the cross cut fence. 
Lower the arm. Mark the work 
with a try square and position it 
against the fence, face side up. 
Position the marks so that the 
blade cuts on the waste side. 
Hold the work securely against 
the fence, switch on and pull 
the blade steadily toward you. 
When the cut is complete, re- 
turn the blade to the rear of the 
machine and switch off. 

Cutting wide work 
[f the work is wider than the 
‘ull travel of the saw, there are 
w” things you can do to cut the 
,vork. If it is important to pre- 
iervc the top surface, remove 
,he normal cross cut fence and 
xe the rip fence. Reposition 
he blade in the kerf and con- 
inue with the cut. 

The second method for deal- 
ng with a wo-kpiece which is 
vider than the saw’s travel is to 
urn the work over and make a 
econd cut to meet the first. It 
s important to set up a stop on 
he fence so as to position the 
eccnd cut accurately. 

htting multiples 
If you want to c”t several 
Pieces of lumber to the same 
length. clam” a hlnclr nf nmn~ 

1 $G; ‘Ji~~~~a@nst the blade, 
-1-t tl .!cI( against the end 

& && ;. 1 ti .l m position. 
A” a!terrL?&&e -J.“J :- _ Ll‘CLll ,I I. .n 

. v- ..““” 

/ to ihe fence or across the table 
/ to Zcr as a stop. Position the 

lay several piece3 together on 
the work table against the 
clamped StOF and cut them all 
in our pass. 
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Rip curs 
To make a rip cut cut down the 
length of a board, rotate the 
yoke to position the b!ade para- 
llel with the guide fence. 

The blade can be in two 
positions, for narrow and wide 
ripping depending on the dis- 
tance of the cut from the fence. 
Remove the cross cut fence to 
set the necessary width of cut. 
Position the blade accurately 
by moving the yoke on the arm, 
check the width of cut on the 
rip scale and tighten the rip 
clamp. For absolute accuracy, 
check with a rule by measilring 
from the fence to the blade, or 
make a trial cut in scrap lumber 
and measure the cut itself. 

Feed the work into the blade 
from the side opposite the anti 
kick-back assembly, known as 
the “infeed” side. Position the 
wwk, or a scrap piece of the 
sanx thickness, against the in- 
iced side of the blade and ad- 
lust the guard until it almost 
touches the surface. Position 
the work on the other side of 
the blade and adjust the anti 
kick-back assemblv so that the 
teeth are approxi&tely &in. 
below the surface of the board 
when hanging free. Position 
the teeth on the work and test 
them by pushing the work to- 
ward the saw: they should bite 
into the work to prevent its 
movement. If thev do not, 
lower the assembly iurther. 

With the work pressed 

Bevel cuts 
By tilting the saw, bevels can 
be cut as easily as a square 
shoulder. With the saw set up 
for rip cutting, any angle can be 
cut a!ong the entire work edge. 

blade to ;15 and set up the 

ch&fer on the edge of n 
board as~for a bevel. Tilt the 

fence so that the blade will 
remove the top cower only, 

ke two bevel cuts which do 
nor aa right through the work. 
This is an easy way to make 
the “V” blocks used to hold 

against the fence, switch on the 
saw and feed the work steadily Cross bevel cuts 

round stock for drilling. 

into the biade. For very narrow @lath -- Y 
pieces of work, use a notched 
stick to push the last part of the 
work through the blade. 

Wide rippi& 
:oor very wide boards it is a 
,ood idea to have someone help 
upport the work nsyou feed it 
nro the blade. 

To cuf across the work turn the 
yoke to the cross gut position 
and tilt the saw nt the mme 
time. Work as for a standard 
truss cut. A beveled <:ross cut 
can be used to miter joint the 
corners of a box. You can also 
use the beveled am blade to cut 
a groove in the mitered face to 
take a plywood tongue. 
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To miter joint aframe, keep 
the saw blade in the vertical 
plane, but swing the saw urm 
over *a 45”. Cross cut in the 
normal way to produce a 
mitered~‘oint which will meet at 
90’. The two halves of the joir,t 
can be cut with the saw at the 
same angle ;f the lumber is 
squnre or round, but for a 
molded frame, the blade must 
be swung in the opposite 
direction to cut the second half 

Compouna angled cuts 
of the joint. 

By combining the swivel arm 
and tilting blade, the saw can 
at a wide variety of camp 

Dadoes and grooves 
A da& ;> ii i&;;iic; c.~i acri;ss. a 
piece of lumber, while a groove 
is a channel running with the 
grain. Both dadoesand grooves 
canbe cut wth a radial arm saw 
by setting up the controls to 
make a rip or cross cut. 

Cutting a dado 
Lower the saw until it will cut 
the depth of the dada. Position 
the work so that the blade will 
make a cut for each side of the 
dada on the waste side of the 
line. Remove the waste be- 
tween with successive cuts. 

Cutting a groove 
Move the yoke along the arm 
for each cut and lock it in pkKe 
with the rip clamp. 

Dado head 
A dada head allows you to cut 
the entire width of a dada in 
one pass. The most common 
version has two combination 
blades to cut the edges of the 
dado simultaneously. 

“Chippe:” blades, with 
large teeth, are sandwiched be- 
tween the combination blades 
to remove the waste. Paper 
washers separate the blades 
md allow them to be put to- 
@her in various combinations 
to cut dados up to +$n. wide. 

The dada head will cut da- 
30s and grooves by setting the 
iaw up for cross cutting or 
:Ipping. Feed the work steadily 
:hrough the cutter assembly. 
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Cutting a rabbet 
1:; addition io c-utti”g dndoc 
and grooves, a dado head ca 
also be ussd to cut a rabbet. 1 
should be used on the edge t 
the workpiece. Lower the dad 
head to the depth of the rabbe 
Operate the mxhhe for not 
ma1 rip cutting, but feed th 
work a little more slowly. T 
cut a rabbet wider than )$in 
make a second cut by movin 
r!x yoke along the arm th 
required smount while leavin 
the dzpth adjiistmrnt “Ii 
changed. 

Cutting a lap joint 

Make lap joints quickly a”c 
accurately by setting up a dadc 
head to cut a rabbet in the cross 
:ut position. Cut several joints 
xt one go by positioning a” end 
itop across the table. 

:ut a tenon in the same way as 
lap joint by turning t’le work- 
iece over between cuts. 
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Shapicg and molding 
The saw blade can be replaced 
by a cutter head which takes 
two or three shaped knives. A 
three knived head will make a 
cieatw cut. The cutter neati 
fits on to the saw arbor, usually 
with somr kind of bushing, and 
is secured by the arbor nut. 

The knives of the cutter head 
locate in slots in the edge of the 
head and are secured by Allen 
screws. The assembly must be 
protected by a special tool 
guard. Revoive the cutters by 
hand to check the clearance 
before connecting the saw to 
:he power supply. 

letting up for molding 

knives to protrude. A standard 
fence with a gap between, or a 
higher fence with a hole cut 
through it will do. (The tool 
guard must also be in position 
before the machine is used.) 
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Cutter head knives 
T&C are many ;>&ap,& h,i.:-- 
for xse with the cutter head. 
They can be used to cut edge 
joints, such as a tongue and 
groove or rabbet joint, or 
various moldings. As illus- 
trated, some of the cutters can 
be used to achieve more thar, 
one finish. 

Position the work in relation 
to the cutters by placing it 
against the fence so that one 
blade is resting against the end 
of the work. Adjust the depth 
of cut b,y moving the yoke and 
lock it m position. Adjust the 
guard so that it just clears the 
workpiece. 

Feed the work against the 
dixction of cutter rotation by 
pressing it against the fence on 
the infeed side and passing it 
through the cutter at a steady 
rate. Where possible cut with 
the grain for the cleanest cut. 

Some cutters remove a con- 
siderable amount of wood, so 
with some hardwoods it may be 
“cLc”~a‘y LV .h.l.v. - . .._ -^^^“^^-~~ -- rPmc%Yre fhP WBqfe 
in two passes, adjusting the 
depth of cut between each pass. 

QUARTER ROUND 

Cutting moldings 
Tn cut a molding on the end 
grain, back up the work with 
scrap lumber of the fame thick- 
ness to avoid breaking out at 
the end of the cut. When cut- 
ting a molding all around a 
panel, cut the end grain first so 
that the final cut along the 
grain will remove all damage 
from splitting out. 

It is often better to produce a 
narrow strip molding by cut- 
ting the shape on a large board 
and then rip cutting it down 
afterward. 

Where only part of the edge 
of the workpiece is removed, as 
with a rabbet for instance, the 
tw” halves of the fence shc?lld 
be in line. For th~is kind of work 
use a straight fence. 

4 different technique is nec- 
essary when the entire edge is 
being cut away. 

Removing the entire edge 
The outfeed side of the fence 
must be out of line with the 
infeed side to support the work 
after the cut. 

Method one 
Pin a strip of lumber to tke 
outfeed fence which marches 
exactly the amount being cut 
away from the work. 

Method two 
Sandwich spacers between the 
fences and the edge of the work 
table to position the fences out 
of line. On the injeed side the 
spacers will be in front of the 
fence, and on the outfeed side, 
behind. They should be flush 
with the surface of the table. 
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Drilling 
Most radial arm saws can be 
converted to a drilling machine 
by fitting 2 chxk on the op- 
posite end of thearborfrom the 
saw blades. 

The motor, with chuck fit- 
ted, should be adjusted to the 
wide ripping position so that 
the drill bit faces the coIumn to 
the rear of the machine. Make a 
special fence TV back up the 
work and to raise it to the level 
of the drill bit. 

Method of drilling 
Adjust the position of the bit it 
relation to the work by usin: 
the elevating handle. To posi. 
tion the bit to the right or left 
move the work itself. Clamp i 
depthgauge to the bit toactasz 
depth stop. Move the yoke to. 
ward and away from the work 
on the arm as for cross cutting 
Lock the yoke with the rip 
clamp between operations 
Drill holes at an angle by pivot- 
ing the arm. 

A . I . .*.. ^ 

To drill into end grain while thick supporr to 

nortising, adjust the yoke so 
~~~~e~~~~$a~ id. The lower 

:hat the drill bit faces to one 
:ide of the machine. Make a 

~~$~~ r ” OJ me upstand should be 
i in the work table. 

Clortise drilline 

)0x to lift the work to the 
. . 

?quired height, and fit a -P, - 

+xondary fence on the box 
)arallel to the regular fence. 

Clamp the back of the box to in 
the reguiar fence and carefully 
feed the work into the drill 
against the secondary f5nce. 

s 
__ - n 

3ut a mortise by drilling a 
A special box-like attachment 

series of holes in the waste and 
to iijt the work to the p,oper 

wnouing the mmaittder with a 
height and a secondary fence 

hid afterward. 
are needed when drilling end 
grain wood. 

Disk sanding 
The abrasive paper itself is 
glued to the metal disk. Paper 
disks are availablr from coarse 
to fin& grades. Make a box to 
raise the work to just below the 
center of the wheri, and clamp 
it securely to worktable or 
fence. Angle the fence to sand 
miters. Remove the fence for 
free-hand sanding. but use the 
down side of the disk as much 
as uossihle. 

Sanding end grain 
Screai a fence fo the top of the 
box so that the work is fed 

%??‘fike :;?m:;$ ::;$,b 
dmtg thr^ amt to avoid sanding 
f”O In,,, “n nna A,““, “6 rt,* Jc;rL .“,.a “.. I,._ Y’. I “, ‘,‘= ,.‘J,c. 

Drum sanding 
Either fit a worktable with a 
hole cut into it so that the end 
of the sander can be lowered 
below the surface, or construct 
a box to raise the work. 

Curved shapes can be sanded 
free-hand against the drum 
which attaches to the arbor. 

Sanding straight edges 
Set up the drum sander in 
relation to the fence so that the 
work passes o-w the sander 
having the fence as a guide. 

Other uses 
The radial arm saw has several 
other attachments which fur- 
ther increase its versatility. It 
can be converted for routing, 
spindle molding, jigsawing, 
turning and grinding as well as 
for polishing. 
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rools with narrow cutting edges were 
used for making mortises in the Late 
itone, the Bronze and Eariy Iron Ages. 
tiedieval carpenters a!so .Gsed the 
‘former”, a chisel with a wide, flared 
)lade, for rough shaping. From the 
,ixteer.th century onward, general 
mrpose chisels were made which were 
itouter and had parallel sides. These were 
:alied “firmer chisels”: as they could also 
,e used with the mallet. Carpenters also 
lad longer, thinner tools called “paring 
:hisels”, for hand use only. Special types 
;uch as the “beveled edge” and “lock- 
nortise” chisels and the “bolting iron” 
were developed later by cabinetmakers 
md other craftsmen for particuiar 
purposes. For turning work on pole 
.aches, a wide range of chisels and gouges 
las been available since the Iron Age. 

Modern chisels are fitted with smoothly 
:urved bulbous handles, usually round in 
;ection and domed at the end for a 
:omfortable grip. These are made from . 
JOXWOOd or impact-resistan ptast;,:, 
lithough traditional shaped handles such 
1s the “London Pattern” are still available 
nade in ash. 

GROUi- 

3”;TING EDGE NE& 
BEVEL FERRULE 

CARVING PATTERN 
BOXWOOD 

TRADITIONAL 
;~T~ED&ONDON 

BEECH SOCKET 

G-mer Chisel 
YI’HER NAME: Wood chisel 
;IZE: Blade width: 6 to 2in. 
rlA’l‘ERIAL: El&e, scrrl; 
fa,,d!e: ash, beech. boxwood, 
tlast1c 
JSE: To trim and chop wood 

The firmer chisel is a general 
purpose wood-cutting ~-9 
with a blade approximately 
Sin. long and rectangular ir: 
section. The biade has parallei 
sides and tapers slightly frolr 
the bolster to the cutting edge 
Common widths of blade range 
from &in. to fin. increasing ir 
$in. steps, and lin. to l.+in 
increasing in,+in. steps. Chlsell 
up to 2in. wde are also avail, 
able, For most domestic uses, 2 
selection of chisels including 
*in., Pin., sin. and lin. width: 
should be sufficient. 

Because the firmer chisel ha: 
a stout blade it can be drivel 
witha mallet. Use only woodel 
or soft faced mallets on wooder 
handles; a hammer may b< 
used on the plastic ones. 
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Beveled Edge 
Firmer Chisel 
OTHER NAME: Butt chisel 
SIZE: Blade width: Q to Zin. 
MATERIAL: Blade: alloy steel; 
Xondle: ash, beech. bcw;md, 
..!astic 
LISE: Light general woodworking 

‘fhe beveled edge chisel is 
identical to the lirmer chisel in 
all respects except that the 
blade is beveled on the top face 
of the two long sides. This 
reduces the rigidity of the 
blade, making it suitable onlv 
for lighter woodworking. It A 
not intended for use with a 
mallet, but light tapping is tol- 
nrated. Because of the beveled 
:dge, the chisei can be used to 
work undercuts such as in 
ziovetail housing. 

aring Chisel 
jlZE: Blade width: &in. to l&in. 
UATERIAL: Blade; alloy steel; 
Yundle: boxwood 
JSE: To pare long housings 

The paring chisel has a com- 
xratively long blade, about 
Tin., and can be either of the 
irmer or the beveled edge 
,ype. It is used to trim long 
:rooves such as those in stair or 
ihelf construction. 

U-Steel Wood 
Chisel 
;IZE: Blade width: fin., z,in!, 
in., Itin. 
UTERIAL: Steel 
JSE: Carpentry work 

The all-steel chisel has a short, 
)eveled edge blade and a hexa- 
:onal handle. The end of the 
candle is formed into a slightly 
iomed mushroom shape so it 
:an be easily driven with a 
tammer. This is a very strong 
chisel, suitable for heavy car- 
sentry work. 

Using wood chisels 
Wood chisels are designed t< 
trim wood and clear the wast, 
from joints. Start within th, 
waste area and work toward th, 
pievviously niaikcd line - i 
the first cut is made on the line 
the bevel can force the cuttin 
edge beyond. Make the last cu 
on the line with the cuttiq 
bevel facing away. ~ 

\, \I 
\ ‘\I \ 

Paring 
When paring (removing the 
mste in thin layers) hold the 
ilade betwtsn the thumb and 
‘orefinger, resting the hand on 
‘he bench or against the work 
Sece to steady it. This allows 
IOU to align the cutting edge 
zccurafely and conrrol the 
peed at which the chisel is 
Iriven. With the other hand, 
zpply pressure to the handle, 
,criking the end with the heel of 
mw hand for extra force. 

Many jobs only need hand 
ressure, bu; when consider- 
able force is needed to drive the 
:hisel, use a mal!et. 

ktting more power 
fyou need more.force use the 
ioulder to assist the hand. 
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Firmer Gouge 
SIZE: Blade width: *in.. *in.. 
iin.. ain.. +in., Iin. 
MATERIAL: B&z&: steel; 
Handle: boxwood, ash 
USE: To cut hollow or curwd 
shoulders 

The firmer gouge is similar to 
the firmer chisel, but ir has a 
blade which is curved in cross 
section. The blade is usually 
about 4in. long and has parallel 
sides like its chisel counterpart. 
The common sizes are iin. to 
lin., although larger sizes are 
made with standard curves. 

There are two types of blade: 
those with the cutting bevel 
ground on the outside, known 
as out-cannel, and those 
groand on the inside, known as 
in-cannel. Both have square 
cutting edges, though the out- 
cannel is sometimes rounded 
for deep hollow cutting. 

3ut-cannel gouges 
These are used to cut concave 
;hapes such as finger pulls 
‘or a drawer orflas for a 
‘eaf-table. The blade is used 
2s a lever on the ground bevel 
uhen making a scalloped cut. 

In-cannel gauges 
The in-cannel gouge is used to 
make straiaht cuts which are 
curved in section, such JS when 
scribing the shoulder of a tenon 
to meet a w&x-rise in a round leg. 

- ii”. 
- 2in. 
w tin, 

Paring Gouge 
OTHER NAME: Scribing gouge 
SIZE: Blade width: + to Ifin. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 

~mrdle: boxwood 
SE: To shapr work 

The paring gouge is a lighter, 
tlongated version of the in- 
amel firmer gouge. The 7in. 
Jlade, ::vhich has parallel sides, 
is usually fitted with a carving 
?attern handle. The neck may 
x straight, or cranked to raise 
;he handle above the work to 
let the hand clear the surface. 

.The gouge is generally used 
for hand paring without the aid 
of a mallet, unlik,e the in-catme! 
firmer gouge. Its range of dif- 
ferent curved sections for a 
given width gives it greater 
flexibility for cutting curved 
shapes of all kinds. 
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Mortise Chisel 
>THER NAME: Joiner’s 
mortise chissl 
SfZE: Blade width: sin., am., sin. 
MATERIAL: Blade: stee;; 
Handle: beech 
USE: To cut large mortises 

The mortise chisel has a thick, 
stiff blade for clearing out 
waste and wide side edges that 
help to keep the chisel square 
in the mortise. The bolster is 
oval as is the handle: a leather 
shock-absorbing washer is of- 
ten fitted between them. The 
handle has a wide curved end 
specially designed to be hit 
with a mallet. 

rtise Chisel 
SIZE: Blade width: fin., &in., 
:in., *in. 
MATERIAL: Blade; steel; 
Handle: boxwood, ash, beech 
‘USE: Light capentry work in 
softwood 

The sash mortise chisel is simi- 
lar in use to the mortise chisel, 
but is intended for lighter 
work. It is usually fitted with a 
carved turning pattern handle 
with a single ferrule and a lea- 
ther shock-absorbing washer 
between it and the bolster. 

egistered Mortise 
Chisel 
SIZE: Blade width: ‘in. to 1-m. 
MATERIAL: BItid: steel; ” 
Handle: ash 
USE: To work hardwood 

The registered mortise chisel is 
distinguished from the firmer 
type by its handle. This is 
made of hardwood with a aadi- 
tional shape but it has two 
ferrules, one against the bol- 
ster, the other at the striking 
end. It is meant to be used 
with a mallet, and the end fer- 
rule prevents the wood from 
splitting. A shock-absorbent 
leather washer is fitted between 
the bolster and the handle. 

Lock Mortise Chisel 
OTHER NAME: Swan neck 
mortise chisel 

MATERIAL: Bhdd.: ,,d, 
SIZE: Blade width: 1 [o -I”. 

Ffwdlzt beech 
USE: To remove wasre from 
ieep roortises 

The lock mortise chisel is spec- 
ially designed for cutting deep 
blind recesses, such as for 
door mortise locks. The long, 
square sectioned blade has an 
upturned cutting edge with a 
curved thickened knee on the 
underside, so that it can be 
used to lever out waste. The 
chisel is fitted with a socket 
type handle. 
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Drawer Lock Chisel 
DTHER NAMES: Bolt chisel, 
Jolting iron, lock bolr chisel 
SIZE: 6in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To cut lock recesses 

The drawer lock chisel is used 
br cutting housings or mort- 
!ses for locks where there is not 
mough room to use a con- 
xntional chisel. It is a square 
rectioned steel bar, cranked at 
:ight angles at both ends. Each 
2nd is tapered and ground to a 
;harp edge. One cutting edge is 
;et parallel with the long axis of 
:he tool, the other is set at right 
ingles to it. 

The cutting edge is posi- 
:ioned on the wxk azd its back 
s struck with a hammer. In a 
:onlined space the side of the 
lammer may have to be used. 

Cutting a mortise 
Mark out the width of the 
mortise with a mortise gauge 
set to the width of the chisel. 
Use a chisel that is one third 
the width of the rail or leg, 

whichever is smaller. Do not 
try to drive the chisel too deep 
at one stroke: the wood could 
split or the chisel could get 
stuck in the workpiece. 

3. Srart ar lhhe center again 
and work back reward the orher 
end of the mortise. 

and repeat until the required 
depth is reached. 

1. &Id the chisel upngv 
!n rhe center of the marked 
no&e, the bevel facing away 
6mr~you. Strike the end wirh a 
wallet to cm acnm the grain. 

2. Gradually work back 
:nward one end of the morrise 
:mpping din. from the line. 

Maintenance 
Ceep chisels sharp. A blunt 
:dge will not leave a clean cut 
Ind unnecessary force will be 
leeded to drive it. This could 
imit the amount of control and 
x dangercus to the user. 

Store chisels in racks so the 
utting edges do not become 
fulled or chipped by knocking 
against other tools. If the chi- 
4s are not to be used fre- 
luently, give the blades a light 
Gling to prevent rust, 

Never use a metal hammer to 
hive a chisel,unless it has been 
:;;4ly deslgned to take the 

, otherwise you will 
lamage the handle. Damaged 
:hisel handles can be reshaped 
vith a file. 

5. Final[y chop the remaining 
&in. of waste from both ends of 
the mortise. Cut a through 
mortise from both sides. Pare 
away any waste from the sides 
of mortise wirh the widest chisel 
you have. 

Making a chisel r&k 
Nail fwo wood srrips together, 
leaving a slir wide enough for 
the chisel blade, and mount a 
plastic shield on Ihe rack. 
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Ripping Chisel 
SIZE: Blade width: I+ IO Zin.; 
hgthr l&n. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To split boards 

POLISHED 
CUTTING ED< 

EVELED NAIL- 
JLLING SLOT 

IAIL PULLING 
:L*W 

The ripping chisel . . . . . like a 
:Ippmg oar, but It has a wder 
md sharper chisel end. It is 
nade from a hexagonal sei- 
:ioned steel bar, and is either 
straight with a single cutting 
:dge or goose necked and not- 
:hed at one end for nail- 
?ulling. It is ustl for rough 
work, such as splitting boards 
dong the grain or levering nail- 
rd boards apart. To split a 
>oard, drive the chisel into the 
:nd following the grain. 

Floor Board Chisel 
I)THER NAME: Electrician’s 
chisel 
SIZE: Blade width: 2: to 2ain.; 
Length: 8 to 12in.; 
\IATERIAL: Alloy steel 
USE: To cut and lift floor boards 

The floor board chisel has a 
aide spade-shaped blade and 
an integral octagona! handle. 

ALL STEEL OCTAGONAL 
HANDLE 

GROUND 
ON BOTH SIP’5 

tapered, or mushroom shaped 
:a it can be driven efficiently 
with a hammer. 

This chisel is used by pro- 
&sionals to cut through the 
mgues in tongue and groove 
flooring and for levering up 
Ioards. The wide blade 
;preads the load to prevent 
lamage to adjacent boards. 

Glazier’s Chisel 
SIZE: Blade width: 2in. 
UTERIAL: Blade: alloy steel; 

The glazier’s chisel is a strong 
firmer type chisel with a wide 
3lade. Sometimes a steel cap is 
Stted into the plastic handle so 
it can be driven with a hammer. 

/ ~-PLASTIC HANDLE 

Ffaandle: plastic 
USE: To remove old putty from 
Kindow frames 
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ood Turning Tools 
Wood turning chisels and gouges are TOOL MOVEMEN: 

specificaI1~~ made for lathe work, where the 
.force is applied across the blade rather than 
along its length. A wood turning tool is 
extra long, and has a thick blade and long 
tang without a bolster. It is fitted with a 
long turned hardwood handle with a bulbous 
section behind the brass ferrule which tapers 
and then flares slightly to-ward the end. 
This lotig handle pmvides the necessary 
leverage for delicate control. Tools for 
heavy work may have extra long handles 
which can be tucked under the arm to give 
maximum leverage and control. 

Turning tools are held in both hands, with 
the blade resting on the part of the lathe 
known as a tool rest. One hand. knuckles 
uppermost, grips the blade close to the 
cutting edge and controls the speed and 
direction of the tool alolzg the rest. The 
other handgrips the kandle and steadies the 
tool against the turning work. 

ROUND CUTTING EDGE 

SI ADZE: Blade: sin, tin., din., #in., 
Iir 1.; Length: 164in. (standard), .- 13+in. (Small) 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
ffandle: ash 
USE: To size turned work 
:oughly 

The standard wood turning 
puge is ground on the outside 
md has a square or round cut- 
:mg edge. Gouges are generauv 
lsed for roughing or quick , 
sizing the work. The square 
‘ype is normally used for turn- 
ng down work between lathe 
mters. The lin. goup- ia r~- 
nmmended for the tin _.~ . 
naves along the tool rest with 
he bottom Dart of the mtrirnv 

=- 1” -- 
St C”t. It 

.~ -- ---- --..----- 

:dge doing the work. The re- 
11...6 . ..- “qya” .n”)SU A ,CLJ ‘3 ~CNC~U~~J used for 

ulting finish is usually a rib- 
gouge turning hollow work, sucF as 

Fed cut, which needs to he 
Place the blade on the tool re-t. bowls or shaped spindles. The 

,leaned -up afterward with a 
Holding the tool at right angles 

rhhe work. t,*rn it oar& on 
absence of corners $wuents the 

turning chisel. 
to ..~~.., ___._ __r. 
edge in the direction of se Cut. 

cutting edge from digging in 
and damaging the work. 
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Wood Turning Chisel 
SIZE: Blade: +in., fin., lin.; 
Length: 16+in. (standard), 13:in 
[small) 
IMATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Handle: ash 
USE: To smooth work after 
rough sizing 

Th,z wood turning chisel has a 
flat blade with a square or an- 
gled cutting edge. It is ground 
on both sides, so ir can cut with 
a slicing action and move in 
either direction along the 
work. These chisels are used to 
make smooth finishing cuts, 
cutting the shoulders of square 
sinkings and forming beads. 

Using the chisel 
Hold the blade flat on the rest, 
or slightly tilted-in the direc- 
tion of the cut. With the tool 
rest set correctly, the cut 
should be near the work’s top. 

Round Nosed Chisel 
SIZE: Blade: tin., sin., lin.; 
Length: 16fin. (standard), 
I3;in. (small) 
UTERIAL: Blade: steel; 
VandIe: ash 
YSES: To c”t coves and 

Make cut witk the cutting 
bevel in contact with the work, 
using only the lower to middl? 
portion of the cutting edge. The 
point of the chisel must always 
be clear of the work, otherwise 
the tool might grab and damage 
the work. 

The round nosed chisel has a 
Iat rectangular blade and is 
<round into a round cutting 
:dge with a single bevel. It cuts 
Nith a scraping action and it is 
me of the simplest tools you 
:an use for cutting ccmcave 
shapes for decorative work, or 
L Variety of moldings. 

Using tile chisel 

Hold the toolflat on the rest 
with the cutting edge level wuilh 
the center of the work. 
Moldings are easily cut by 
advancing the chisel into the 
work. Wider forms can be made 
Ly pivoting the blade from left 
to right on the rest. 
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Diamond Point Chisel 
OTHER NAME: Spear point 
chisel 
SIZE: BUe midrh: tin., *in., 
lin.; Lmgk 16iin. (standard) 
13+in. (small) 
MATERIAL: Blade: Steel; 
Handle: ash 
USE: To cut “V” grooves and 
square shoulders 

Like the round nosed chisel, 
:he diamond point has a flat 

Using the chisel 

rectangular blade ground on 
Hold rhe diamond point chisel 

one side. It cuts witha 
--_I-- 8.~~. -1 

scraping 
on rhe lathe in the same way as 
the round nosed chisel. [These . . . . ._ I.- -..-...^ 1 to orher 

. _ aoL,“I,, our me currmg cage 1s 
V-shaped. The point is usually 

CLG‘ “C ,g’“UNL 

1 . . . shapes for various kmds OJ -. _,,^_. I 
grou~a to an mcluaed angle 
of 90., which makes it useful 

moldzng ‘~UUVI~K., 

for cleaning up squared 
shoulders. 

FACETED BLADE 
GIVES CLEARANCE 

&==+=-A 

TO CUTTING ED 

Parting Tool 
SIZE: Blade width: &in.; Lengrh: 
16:in. (standard), 13;in. (small) 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
?fa,:dle: ash 
USE: To cut to length 

The parting tool is made in 
miy one biade width. It is 
lsually rectangular in section, 
mt solne are faceted on the two 

side faces. The blade is square 
ground to make a long point 
and it is used on edge as a 
narrow chisel. The parting tool 
is primarily used for parting or 
cutting the finished work from 
the waste and for squaring off 
the work end. 

Parting tool position guide. Trim the mum end with 
a wood chisel. 
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Sarving Gouge 
jlZE: Blade width; Q IO iin.; 
hgth: 9;in. (large), Pin. 
medium), hfin. (smalij 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Yandle: beech, ash, rosewood, 
dastic 
JSE: Preliminary shaping 

The carving gouge is similar to 
:he firmer gouge, but it is light- 
:r an;1 available in a wide range 
)f curved sections. All carving 
:ouges are out-canneled, that 
,s ground on the outside face. 
The carving gouge has 6 blade 
about 4in. long with a sl!m 
round or square neck and a 
,eat bolster. The blade may 
hoe parallel sides or taper to- 
,%wd the bolster, which gives 
greater clearance for working 
.r:ood carvings. 

Handles are usually of the 
xving pattern, turned from 
hardwood, with a single brass 
errule. Earlier rypes were 
3ftm octagonal in section. 

Using a mallet 
%rving gouges may be lighrly 
iriven with a beechwood 
mver’s mallet. 

Unaided carving 
Like most wood carving tools, 
mving gouges are worked 
uirh hand pressure only. 

STRAIGHT GOUGE 
This type of gouge has a 
straight blade in line with the 
handle. Do not use it on con- 
Gwe surfaces. 

HARDWOOD 

The curved gouge has an up- 
turned curve in the length of 
the blade. It is used for work- 
ing wide ccmcwe hollows. 

CURVED GOUGE (Bent 
Sows) 

SPOON BIT GOUGE 
(Front bent gouge) 
This is similar to the curved 
gouge, but it has a very sharply 
defined curve on the front sec- 
tion of the blade only. Ir is used 
to work small, deep recesses. 9 

VF~lNFR 
Y . -__. -__ 

The veiner is an extremely fine 
Y straight bladed gouge with a 

U-shaped cutting edge and tall 
parallel sides. It is used for fine 
detail carving. 

^^--^-- _- 
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Carving Chisel 

Yandle: beech, ash, rcsewood, 
elastic 
XE: To shape and finish 

STRAIGHT CHISEL 
The straight carving chisel has 
i flat, rectangular blade ground 
m both faces and either a 
square or skewed cutting edge. 
The honing and grinding 
mgles are run together to form 
I curved cuttin, bevel. The k- ;~~ 1 
xtting edge rides on the cur- 
ed bevel, which helps prevent 
it digging in too deeply. The 
;kew type is used for undercuts /, 

,-t:,l ,A 

x de&i t’nat is inaccessibie to , 

XJRVZD CHISEL (Bent 
:hisel) 
lYhis chisel is about the same 
;ize as the curved gouge and is 
lsed to finish the scalioped 
;urface produced by the gouge. 
1 curvsd cbisrl is ground on 
he underside only. 

SPOON BIT CHISEL 
rhis is used to finish work after 
preliminary shaping by the 
spoon bit gouge. 

:he square chisel. 

Parting Tool 
OTHER NAME: “V” tool 
SIZE: Blade uidch: 4 to ;in.; 
Lenarh: 9tin. (large), 8in. 
(medium). 64in. (small) 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Handle: beech, ash, rosewood, 
PlaStiC 

USE: To make grooves 

The parting tool has a V- 
shaped cutting edge and is 
available with different in- 
cluded angles. Like the sharp 
cornered gouge it is ground on 
the outside faces, and is made 
with straight or curved blades. 

It is used for grooving and 
for making square cornered 
cutouts. 
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Cold Chisel 
31‘HER NAME: Flat chisel 
SIZE: Lengrh: 5 CO XSin.; Lon,e 
mnern: 12 to 18in. Bir widrlz: & 
:o lin. 
\MTERIAL: Steel 
USE: To cut meral 

The cold chisel is used in vari- 
ous trades for rough cutting 
cold metal? where other tools 
such as smps or hacksaws are 
unsuitable. It can be used in a 
number of ways: to chip away 
waste material from solid stock 
prior to filing; cutting through 
ground stock such as chain 
links; cutting sheet metal; and 
cutting of? rivet or bolt beads. 

The chisel is made from hex- 
agonal sectioned steel, and has 
a flat, wedge shaped bit that is 
slightly wider than the shank. 
The cutting edge is ground on 
both sides to an included angle 
of 60’ and is slightly curved 
across its width. The head is 
chamfered to reduce burring 
from continuous hammering. 
Maintain the chamfer to pre- 
vent chips of metal flying off as 
it is struck with a hammer. 

The tool is held in the same 
way for all types of work. The 
forefingers grip the stock with 
the thumb either tucked under 
or covering the index finger. 

Using the cold chisel 

When chipping, presenr the 
cturing edge to rhe face of the 
work?iece ~lt an ang!e. This 
will determint! Ike deprh of cur. 
Use a ball peen huwner IO 
&ive the rool. 

To cut round stock 
Place rhe ,uorkpiece m afirrrz 
supporr, such as an anvil, and 
hold the chisel upright on rhe 
marked cutting line. Strike the 
chisel with a heavy hanmrer ro 
ckop rhrough. Gut halfway 
rhrough then reuerse the 
workpiece and finish from the 
other side. 

To cut sheet or plate metal 
Fix ir in a vise with the marked 
cutting line level with the&ws. 
Hold the chisel at approximates 
45 fo the face of the plate and 
30’ from horizontal, with the 
lower ground bevel rsxing on 
the top of the vise aguinrt the 
edge of the workpiece. Drive 
the chisel along the vise with 
even hawmer bluws, slicing 
through the plate as you go. 
For larger sheer cutting wsr the 
metal on a fiat work surface 
with the marked line level with 
the edge. 

To cut rivets 
Position the chisel against the 
side of the rivet head, with the 
bottom ground bevel lewl with 
the surface and drive the chisel 
with a ball peen hanzmer. Cut 
bolr heads in the same way, or 
first cm down from the top, then 
hit from rhe side. Split mts by 
cutting down on one or both sides 
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Cape Chisel 
OTHER NAME: Cross cut chisel 
SIZE: iz~rrl~: 63 to 8bin.; 
Bir eui.?zh: & to +in. 
MATEKIAL: Steel 
USE: To cut grooves in metal or 
naEOnry 

The cape chisel is used for 
making narrow cuts or grooves 
in metal or tnasonr:~. It has a 
deep wedge shaped bit, which 
is narmwer than the hexagonal 
sectioned stock. When new, 
the blade is parallel sided with 
a slight flair at the tip and is 
ground on the upper and lower 
faces to 60~. The extra depth 
stiffens the narrow cutting 
edge of the tool. 

Round Nosed Chisel 
OTHER NAME: Haif round 
chisel 
SIZE: Lengrir 63 to S?in.; 
Bir wtdzhr f TO *in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To cut grooves and to 
reposition a misaligned 
hole center 

The round nosed chisel is 
similar to the cape chisel, but 
has a semi-circular cutting 
edge with a single cutting bevel 
ground on the top face. 

Rivet Buster 
SIZE: Length: 12in.; 
Bit width: @n. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To cut rivets 

This is a heavy chisel, similar 
to the diamond point in overall 
shape but with a wider, single 
ground flat cutting edge. It is 
used specifically for cutting 
through rivet heads. 

FEFeyd Point 

SIZE: Length: 63 to &in.; 
Bit width; $ to ~&in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To cut “V” grooves and 
clean corners in metal 

The hexagonal sectioned stock 
of the diamond point chisel is 
formed into a four sided taper, 
which is single ground across a 
diagonal to make a diamond 
shaped cutting face. 

HE.xAcmNAL 
SECTION STOCK 

HEXAGONAL 

SHAPED TIP 
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rick Chisel 
31‘HER NA?,IES: %ric!< bo:ster, 
bricklayer’s co:d chisel 
SIZE: Lmgrh: 7 to 7:in.; Curring 
?dge midrh: 3 :n lin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To cur bricks 

I‘he brick chisel has a very u-id< 
qade shaped bit, an integral 
hexagonal sectioned handle 
ind a cuttin edge ground cn 
both sides. it is held in the 
mme way as the maal cutting 
:old chisel and is used with a 
:lub hammer to cut bricks. 

Cutting a brick 
Position the cutting edge drhe 
chisel on one face of the brick, 
!&ding the chisel at right 
angles. Strike the chisel with a 
hammer bard emmgh to k-m%? a 
:Ut he. &peaF on the &er 
Cck faces so &a the at Irna 
meet all around. on wider 
Sticks or blocks auks a series 
3f CUFS IO form a line, rhen 
mlign Fhe chisel on the cut line 
nnd drive it wish havrer 

OTHER NAME: Seam drill 
SIZE: Length: 10in.; 
l’oinr midrh: iin. 
,MATER:AL.: Steel 
USE: To cut grooves and plug 
holes in masonry 

HA.\I\,EK HNV, 

The plugging chisel is used 
with a club hammer to cut 
X&S3y the mortar between 
brickwork to allow for fixing 
wooden plugs. These are wide, 
flat wedges set in the brickwork 
to receive fixings for door 
fraue linings, window framcb 
and so on. It is an all-stee! 
chisel with an octagonal stock 
and a long flat bit, which 1%. 
rectacgular in section. The hi; 
is skewed and is available plain 
or fluted. 

Chisels for Masonry Work 
.Iiason’s chisels are of ar! oWstee1 
comtruction and generally have a,~ 
hexagonal sectioned stock. The s:xk may 
hawe parallel sides or taper toward the 
head. Like cold chisels, mason’s chisels at 2 
a-i&able wi:h conically gmm~ heads f& 
strikirtg with a hammer or slightly domed, 
mttshrocrn shaped heads for use with a 
.wooden mallet. Generally, the hammer 
pattern is used for initial rough cutting and 
the mailer pattern for lighter finishing work. 
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?oint 
ITHER NAME: Punch 
iIZE: 8 to loin. 
“IATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To rough finish stone 

rhe point and the punch are 
)asically the same tool. The 
xmch is a heavier version of 
he point. Both are used in the 
xeliminary stages of smooth- 
ng rough stone by concentrat- 
ng the hammering force to 
ihzter tbe stone locally. The 
stock of the tool is hexagonal in 
ration and ground to a four 
;ided blunt point. 

SIZE: Bit width: 2 to 3in. 
\lhTERtAL: Steel 
C:SE: To chisel wide surfaces 

I‘hc ~mson’s bolster is a wide 
:hisel with a short bit and a 
xtting bevel ground on both 
iides. It can be used to smoo:rt. 
xide flat surfaces or to split 
olocks like a brick chisel. 

er 
SIZE: Blade width: 3in. or urer 
MATERIAL: Steel 
WE: To chisei wide surfacss 

The tooler is the same as the 
mason’s bolster, but has a 
aider bit and a heavier stock. 

QS 
SIZE: Bit width: *in.. tin.. “in. 
.wkTERIAL ste-c: 

2 

USE: To iinely shape and 
finish stone 

Masiason’s cming &is& and 
gouges are CrtifFsmen’s Fmk 
for the 1 dressing and 
decoration of stane. They 
have slim hexagoml seckmed 
SFOCkS, which Paper dw.m to the 
short bit and to the had. -l-his 

Chisels areground on borh sides, 
Goups aregroundon theoutsidt 
faceonly. 
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ason’s Scotch : 
bolter I 
PTHER NAME: Claw 
,IZE: Scutch width: Iin., 1 
tin., 2in. 
:MTERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To finish stone ! 

The mas~n’s scutch holc jer is a 
pecial chisel type tool, !.vhich 
oaks similar to the m/LSo”‘S 
raker but is made to blold a 

The holder has an’he, :*go”=I 
irock and a mallet /after” 
lead. The double sided ‘~“tch 
a” be plain or toothed ! 

The scutch too! is ~Fsed to 
mepare flat surfaces. It ~ollom 
he point chisel to red,lce the 
uneven surface into a s ;ries of 
ihallow furrwvs for ‘tirther 
inishing with a plain ichisel. 
Work diagonally acn ijs the 
;urface, away from the ;:dge. 

Hold the scutch at 45 < \rd 
drive with (I wooden mo Ilet. 
Slightly omrlap tke cut 1. 

ason’s Chisel 
SIZE: Bit width: 1 to -I”. 
\lATERIAL: S&l 7. 
XE: To shape and smooth stone 

This chisel is used to smooth 
the rippled surface left by the 
scutching tool prior to rubbing 
with a Carborundum stone. 
The narrow chisel is some- 
times known as a” “edging-in” 
chisel. It gets the name from 
the process used to split blocks 
of stone. 

Using the chisel 
Wtth the aid of a straight edge, 
use the chisel to score two paral- 
lel lines, fin. apart, all around 
the block. 

Cur a deep “V” groove between 
the marked lines to weaken the 
bloc& Split the block by 
holding a brick chisel or bolster 
in the groove and striking it 
hard as you move it along to 
cut around the whole block. 

Pitching Tool 
SIZE: Bit width: Itin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To trim soft stone 

The pitching tool is like the 
bolster, but the bit is single 
ground at a steep angle. It is 
used to remove excess material 
from slabs of sandstone. 

With the fimshed cm line 
established with the edging 
chisel, the waste is cm away in 
layers “sing the pitching tool. 
A layer lin. thick can be re- 
moved from limestone and up 
to Ifin. from sandstone. 

Using the pitching tool 
Hold the chisel against the 
stone with the cutting edge 
parallel to the line, at an angle 
slightly less than 90~ to the face 
of the stone. Strike the chisel 
with a club hammer to remove 
the stone in strips. 

i 
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Greek carpenters probably had both bench 
and molding planes, but the earliest 
known tools of this type are Roman, 
dating from the first century. The bench 
planes, about the size of a small jack, have 
iron soles and side plates riveted to a 
wooden stock, with the sloping iron 
wedged against a bar across the mouth. 

During the Middle Ages most 
carpenters’ planes had wooden stocks, but 
small metal smoothers were also used, 
mainly by instrument makers and the 
like. Down to the eighteenth centur:~ all 
craftsmen made their own planes, but 
from about 1710 some of them began to 
specialize in making these tools for others. 
Close co-operation between the skilled 
tradesmen and the specialist tooi makers 
brought many improvements, including 
the standardization of the length of 
molding planes at 9fin. Dating from 
about 1760-70 bench planes were first 
provided with double irons. In 1840, 
bench planes were made with steel or 
gunmetal soles and ingenious screw 

Jack Plane 
OTHER NAME: For; plane 
SIZE: Metal: Lmgh: 14 to 
15in.; Curring iron midrh: 2ain.i 
Wooden: Len&~: 14 : co ISin, 
Cuirin~ r irm znidtk: 2iu. 
iMATE :RIAL: Metal: Bodt; 

- iron; Curring iron: steel; 
Handle knob: wood: 

devices were introduced to regulate the 
cut of the iron and the size of the mouth. 
About twenty years later the Stanley- 
Bailey metal plane? were ti*-,,. marketed. 

tiewlm w~od~w plum: with 
~utw adjrrsred rurher than 
hand adjtrsred blades. 

i: ., 

Wooden: BodJ: beech or 
boxwood; Curing iron: steel 
USE: To dimension lumber 

Most surviving wooden jack 
planes have a simple rect- 
angular section body or stock, 
md are fitted with an open, 
shaped handle also known as 
the toat. The later patterns are 
fitted with a cap iron screwed 
to the cutting iron, like a mod- 
em metal bench plane. The 
cutting iron is held in place by a 
wooden wedge. The usual 
angle or “pitch” of the cutting 
iron is 45 and the cutting bevel 
faces downward. 

The modern metal jack 
plane works like a wooden 
plane, but has the added ad- 
vantage of a hard-wearing sole 
and a method of fine adjust- 
ment so it can be used as a 
general bench plane. 
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/ Smoothing Plane 
OTHER NAMES: Smooth 
plane, coffin plane (wooden) 
SIZE: Metal: Lm:tk: 9 to 
lOfin.; Caring iwn ruidtk: l# IO 
2sin.; Wooden: Lo@: 6+ to 9in.; 
Zrcrting iron widdtk: 1; to 2f,in. 
LlATERIAL: Metal: Bodv: cast 
ran; Cutting imn: steel; 
Yandle;knob: wood; 
Wooden: Body: beech or 
,oxwood; Sole: part or whole 
lardwood; Cutring iron: steel 
USE: To smooth plane lumber 

Wooden smoothing planes 
1xwe no handle, but are tapered 
at the front and back to provide 
1 coinfortable grip. The resulr- 
ing shape accounts for the 
name “coffin” plane. The cut- 
ting iron is mounted in the 
same way as the jack plane. A 
tinely set smoothing plane is 
used for the final cleaning up 
and surfacing of lumber. 

Like all bench planes, the 
modern smoothing plane was 
developed here in America, and 
now follows the one basic de- 
sign, differing only in size. 

Jointer Plane 
3THER NAMES: Trying plane, 
:ry plane, long plane 
SIZE: Metal: Length: 22 to 
24in.; Cutting iron width: 2s to 
@in.; Wooden: Length: 20 to 
30in.; Cutting iron width: 2: to 3pti. 
MATERIAL: Metal: Body: OS 
iron; Cutting iron: steel; 
Handle/knob: wood; Wooden: 
Body: beech or boxwood; Cutting 
iron: steel 
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Adjusting bench planes 
Smoothing planes, jack planes 
and jointers are bench planes. 
They are dismantled in the 
same way, although the me- 
thod of adjusting wooden 
planes differs from that of ad- 
justing metal ones. 

The cutting iron assembly in 
a wooden plans is held firmly in 
place by a wooden wedge. The 
wedge and cutting iron as- 
sembly can be removed and 
dismantled for sharpening. 
Ttc wedge of a jack plane is 
“shocked” to loosen it by strik- 
ing the top of the toe end r;ith 2 
mallet or by striking the plane 
itself on a bench. A hardwood 
“striking button” is sometimes 
set into the stock to protect it 
from damage. A smoothing 
plane wedge is loosened by stri- 
king the rear end of the body. 

After sharpening, the plane 
is reassembled ir, the reverse 
order and the wedge tapped in 
to secure the cutting iron. 

The cutting iron is removed 
by releasing the lever on the 
lever cap, sliding it from under 
rbe screw head and lifting out 
the cutting iron assembly. 
Undo the locking screw to sep- 
arate the cap iron from the 
cutting iron. 

ZUTTING IRON+ 

ANDLE OR ‘TOA, 

RIKING BUTTON 

TERAL ADJUST.\lENT 

STING NUT 

OG ADJUSTING SCREW 

Replacing the cap iron Locking the cap iron 
~,‘,‘. 

Pith the cap iron at right Turn it until both irons are 
Testing the assembly 

mgles to the cutting iron, locate 
Make sure that the edge of the 

he screw head with the hole in 
parallel. Tighten the locking cap iron lies flat on the cutting 

he blade with the bevelfacing 
screw when the edge of the cap 
irnn is &in. from the edge of the 

iron to prevent shavings 

tway from you. Slide the cap blade. This gap can be reduced 
jamming. A properly adjusted 

ran awq from the edge. to &in. for very fine work. 
cap iron will break the shaving 
curlingfrom out of r/v throat. 
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Replacing the cutting iron 
Replace the cutting iron as- 
sembly in the plane, bevel 
downward, locating the slots in 
the cutting iron on the lateral 
adjustment lever and the ad- 
justing screw, and replace the 
lever cap. Adjust the lever cap 
screw to get the exact tension. 

Fine adjustment is made by 
sighting down the sole of the 
plane from the toe, and turning 
the adjusting screw until the 

edge of the blade protrudes. 
The blade will show up clearly 
KS a dark line against the shine 
of the sole. Use the lateral 
adjustment lever to level the 
edge with the mouth of the 
plane, and back off the adjust- 
ment screw until the blade pro- 
trudes just enough to achieve 
the required depth of cut. 

The mouth of the plane can 
also be adjusted by loosening 
the frog fixing screws and turn- 
ing the adjusting screws. For a 
coarse cut, open the mouth; for 
a fine cut close it. The settings 
of the mouth and cutting iron 
should be related: a finely set 
mouth used with a coarsely set 
iron would soon become clog- 
ged with shavings. 

Maintenance 
Store planes on dieir side with 
the cutting iron withdrawn 
into the mouth. If the tool is to 
be stored for a long time, dis- 
mantle the parts and clean off 
any dust or resin. Lightly 
grease any bright metal parts to 
prevent rusting. Except for the 
sole, wooden planes will bene- 
fit from an occasional coat of 
clear varnish. 

Using bei h planes Before using any plane, 
Make sure that the plane is check the wrxk for nails and 
sharp and properly adjusted screws which will chip the cut- 
before using. Wood must be ting edge. To help the plane 
held securely during all oper- move easily across the work, 
ations. Use vise or bench stops. wax the sole with a candle. 
Planing an edge 
Use the longest plane available 
to true up a long edge. A short, 
smoothing plane could just Cal- 
low the contours of the work- 
piece, whereas a jointer will 
bridge any gaps. 

use a long plane for accurate 
results on a long edge. Keeping a narrow edge 

square 

zs 
Prevent the plane from rocking 

- ~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~ by holdixg the edge of the plane 
with the forward hand, using 

A short plane reinforces the fingers as a guide. 

existing>ontours. - 

“Dipping”, where the work- 
piece is rozmded off at either 
end, is a ~~ornmon fault. It is 
caused by allowing the plane to 
rock backward and forward at 
each end of the cut. 

Preventing dipping beginning of the cut, and with 
Maintain ~rea~re on the alane the rear hand at the end. 
with the f&mrd hand atihe 

Leveling a flat surface 
Where boards have been glued 
together, perhaps to make a 
table top, they will have to be 
leveled. Using a sharp, finely 
set jack plane, or a jointer ifthe 
workpiece is very large, plane 
directly across the grain for 
hardwoods and diagonally 
across the grain in two direc- 
tions for softwoods. Holding 
the plane at an angle to the 
direction of the cut will help to 
produce a smooth slicing ac- 
tion. Having leveled the sur- 
face, finally plane in the direc- 
tion of the grain to produce a 
finished surface. 

SOFTWOOD y 
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ull Nose Plane 
SIZE: Le,rrrh: 3 to @in.; Grr:;w 
km wiJrh: 4 1” 1+in. 
.\lrll-EKIXL: &I.!\,: cast iron: 
Cming iron: s1eel 
USE: To plane up to a rlshr 
angle such as a sropprii rabbel 

Bell nose planes arc construct- 
ed and adjusted in the same 
nay as shoulder planes. There 
are fixed and multi-adjustable 
versions. The simplest and 
smallest version has a hard- 
wood wedge to hold the blade 
in position. 

RE.\IOVABLE NOSE 

The most versatile models 
xwe an adjustable front end to 
allow for mouth adjustment 
md to convert the tool into a 
:hisel plane. 

ench Rabbet Plane 
OTHER iX;A.\1ES: Bench rcbarc 
oianr. coachmaker’s rebate olanr. 
;arriagemaker’s rebate plan; 
SIi!E: Lcyqrh: 9 to I Zin.; 

The rabbet plane is cotistruct- 
ed in exactly the same way as 

tends to pull the plane against 
the shoulder of the rabbet. 

other bench planes, except that 
the blade extends across the 

A modern plane is available, 
which is similar to the bench 

complete width of the sole. 
There is no fence guide, so a 

rabbet plane, except that the 
blades are discarded and re- 

batten, or piece of wood, must 
be clamped to the workpiece to 

placed when blunt. 

act as a guide for the plane. 
During the cut, keep the side of 
the plane firmly pressed 
against the batten, working 
down to a depth line drawn on 

DEPTH AIUUSIER 

the edge of the workpiece. 
Check the rabbet with a square 
at frequent intervals as work 
progresses. 

Wooden planes of the jack 
plane type exist where the cut- 
ting iron breaks through the 
body on one side enabling the 
tool to plane a rabbet. The 
blade is set at an angle which 

REPLACEABLE 
BLAIIE 
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Rabbet and Filister 
Plane 

IB SCREW FOR DEPTH 
r 

3THER NAME: Rebate and 
ilisrer plane 
SIZE: Lozgrh: 10in.; Cutrin~ iron 
ridrlr : 1 4 in. 
\IATERIAL: Bo&: cast iron; 
Cuttiq iron: steel 
XCESSORIES: Guide fence; 
ienrh gauze: snur ..~... _-~~=~, or ~~~ 
USE. To cut rabbets in lumber 

DEPTH GACGE 

The plane can be used as a 
standard rabbet plane without 
the guide accessories, using a 
guide batten clamped to the 
work as for a bench rabbet 
plane. Rabbets wider than the 
cutting iron can be cut by mak- 
ing more than one pass, mov- 
ing the guide batten back to the 
finished line between passes. 
Once the cut has been estab- 
lished the guide batten car. be 
removed and the wall of the 
rabber used as a guide. 

Adjustment 
The cutting iron, which has no 
back iron, is mounted bevel 
downward and is secured by a 
lever cap tightened by a locking 
screw. Corrugations on the 
underside of the blade locate 
on a spigot on the fine adjust- 
ment lever. With the lever cap 
in position but not fully tight- 
ened, the lever is operated to 
the required setting and the 
locking screw is fmally tight- 
ened. The cutting iron can be 
mounted in the center of the 
plane for normal work, or at the 
forward end for bull nose 
work. No fine adjustment is 
provided at the forward pos- 
ition and the cutting iron must 
be accurately positioned by 
hand before the lever cap can 
be tightened. 

Accessories 
With the guide accessories fit- 
ted, the rabbet plane becomes a 
filister plane, which can cut 
identical rabbets without con- 
stant rechecking. The guide 
fence is attached to the tool by 
one or two threaded arm rods. 
It slides on these rods to the 
required setting and is clamped 
in position by locking screws. 

DEPTH GAL’ Using the plane 
For a standard rabbet, set the 
accessories as required, and 
mount the blade in the central 
position. With the workpiece 
fixed securely in a vise or be- 
tween bench stops, rest the tool 
on the forward end maintain- 

FENCE ing pressure against the fence 
The fdister plane with depth with the left hand. Make short 
gauge and guide fence in place. strokes with the plane, gradu- 
The guide fence can befitted cm ally moving backward as the 
either side of the plane. rabbet becomes established. 

Continue with the operation 
The depth gauge, which is fit- until the depth stop comes into 
ted on one side only, is fixed at contact with the work and no 
a measurement from the cut- further shavings can be 
ting edge equivalent to the produced from the work. 
depth of the rabbet. A spur is Chisel out the front end of a 
provided on the right hand side stopped rabbet. Change the 
of the stock to scribe a line in cutting iron to theforward pas- 
advance of the cutter. ition, and proceed as above. 
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SIZE: Len&d: 34 to sin.: Cz rri~x 
iron widrh: 1 t* Isin. 
MATERIAL: Body: cast iro 1; 
Csiihrg mvr : steel, Kmoh: woe ki 
or metal 
USE: To trim end grain and 
other line work 

Block planes exist in a rzrirty 
of patterns but they are all 
designed to cm end grain. 
They were originally deve- 
loped to level butcher’s and 
possibly engraver’s blocks, 
both made of end grain Lumber. 

Block planes have their 
blades mounted at a itin agle. 
The normal pitch is 20 but it 
can be as low as 12~ on some 
planes. They can be used single 
handed with the lever cap rest- 
ing in the palm of the hand, and 
the thumb and fingers located 
in recesses on either side of the 
body. A knob is provided at the 
toe of the plane where pressure 
can be applied with the fingers. 

Varieties of block olane 
SIMPLE NON- - 
ADJUSTABLE PLANE 
The shallow Ditch of the block 
plane cutting~iron means that it 
is mounted bevel side up. Con- 
sequently a back iron is not 
required, the bevel doing the 
jpb itself. The simplest form of 
block plane has the cutting iron 
held in place by a knurled 
wheel operating on a screw. 
Adjust the blade before the 
wheel is tightened. 

DOUBLE ENDED 
BLOCK PLtLvE 
Like the simple non-adjustable 
plane, this tool has no screw 
adjustment for the blade, but it 
has two positions allowing it to 
be used as a bull nose &me. 

FULLY ADJUSTABLE 
BLOCK PLANE 
Block planes are made with 
partial and full adjustment. 
The lever cap is often secured 
by a laterally moving lever 
which operates a cam. The 
depth of the cutting iron can be 
adjured by a variety of screws, 
and lateral movement control- 
led by means of a lever. Some 
planes have an adjustable 
.mouth operared by a lever at- 
tached to the guide knob. 

LATERAL ADJUSTING 
LE;VER 

LOCKING LE” 

Using a block plane 
The main purpose of the block 
plane is to cut end grain. Keep it 
extremely shurp and set to 
produce a fine cut. Plane frow 
either end to prevent the grain 
splitting or plane a chantfer on 
the far end first. 



Shod% Plane 
ITHER IE: Rabbrr plane 
;IZE: Lptizlit: 4f fo tin.; Cuffing 
‘on width: s to li~in. 
MATERIAL: B&v: cast iron; 
;!mbig iron: steel 
JSE: To trim sboulCers of large 
km and 10 cut rabbets 

;houlder planes are accurate1 
nachined so that the sole an, 
:ach side of the body are pet 
ect right angles. Togethe 
virh a blade which extend 
,ight across the sole of the toa 
his enables the plane to trit 
;houlders and abbets. As wit 
:he block plane, the cuttin 
ron is mounted bevel upper 
nest and at a low angle to tri: 
3x3 grain. 

i’arieties of shoulder plan 
i~~nw shoulder planes have 
L’CCX cap which holds tile GUI 
ing iron in position and : 
:esured by a locking screw 
SMj this slacken:d the blad 

e; 
al 

t- ~ 
is ! 

L 
:a* ix remO”ecl *or snarpen- 
ng. To replace, carefully lo- 
:ate the slot at one end of the 
xtting iron over the adjust- 
nent screw. Replace the cap, 
idjust depth of cut and lock in 
$ace. The mouth can be 
adjusted by a screw in the nose 
>f the plane. 

The mouths of other shoul- 
3eer planes are adjusted by 
moving the greater part of the 
body and nose in one piece. It 
can be removed altogether by 
loosening the locking screw on 
the top and sliding it forward. 
With the top section of the 
body removed, the tool an be 
used as a chisel plane whichcan SHOCJLDER PLANE TYPE 
work right up into a corner or 
finish a stopped rabbet. 

The cap which clamps the 
cutting iron in place is slack- 
ened by the screw to the rear. 
The cutting iron can then be 
dislocated from the adjusting 
screw and withdrawn for- 
ward. ReassembPe in the re- 
verse order and adjust the cm- 
ring iron to the required de& 
before lkdly rightening the 
Iever SCfTW. 

Combinatiolr planes have 
detachable noses, one 60 make a 
conventional shoulder plane, 2-O run on (I tenon, lq a fine& 
anoffier a bull *me plane. He se6 shotrider plane on its side. 
an be used as a chisel plane. CImnp the work in a vise ro use 

the shoulder plane IWO handed. 
Cut rabbets as wifh a bench 
rabber plane. 
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Compass Plane 
3THER NAME: Circular plane 
SIZE: Length: loin.; Curing i?-on 
vidck : 1 ‘in. 1 
LLATERIAL: Srock: C~SI iron; 
We: steel; Curritrn iron: sreel 
USE: To cur concave and co~ivex 
wooden secrions 

Metal compass planes have an 
adjustable, flexible sole that 
can be used on both concave 
and convex surfaces to any ra- 
dius between limits. Either a 
handle is provided or the stock 
is shaped to fit the hands at 
either end of the p!ane. Older 
wooden compass planes were 
made to a pre-determined ;a- 
dius, and separate planes were 
needed to work concave and 
convex sections. 

Adjusting the plane 
Two basic patterns are com- 
mon today. Both take the Stan- 
dard bench plane assembly of 
cutting iron, back iron and 
lever cap, all of which are 
mo?rnted and adjusted as for 
bencti planes. In the iirst mo- 
del, the sole is fitted to either 
end of a fixed stock while the 
center, fured to rhe frog of the 
tool, is moved up or down by 
means of an adjusting screw. In 
the second model, the center of 
the sole is fixed to the frog 
while both ends of the sole 
move up or down simul- 
taneously operated by levers 
connected to an adjustment 
screw. 

To adjust the tool, rest it on 
the roughly cut workpiece and 
adjust the sole until it car- 
responds with the required ra- 
dius of the work. 

CURVATURE 
AD,UsTING NUT 

LOCKING SCREW 

FRAME OR BODY 

FLEXIBLE SbtE 1 

SETTING GUIDE aL.n=w 

Using the plane 
The compass plane is used in 
the saute way us any bench 
plane but the tool must be kept 
square to the direction of the 
curve to maintain an accurate 
radius. As when working any 
curved section, the direction of 
cut ntust be changed to suit tke 
directim of the grain. 



Rasp Plane 
OTHER NAIVE: Surform plane 
SIZE: Blade lmgthr 5+in. and 
10in.; Blade width : Isin. 
b,LATERIAL: Blade: hardemd 
steel; Sroch: zinc Jlo:~; 
?fandle: plastic 
USE: To shape wood, plastic and 
soft metals 

With a rasp plane, unlike a 
conventional rasp, the waste 
does not clog the teeth, but is 
easily cleared through hdes in 
the blade during the cut. This 
blade, used throughout the en- 
tire range of Surform tools, is 
made up of a series of small 
teeth pressed out of a steel 
sheet, ground and set to one 
cutting angle. 

Standard size blades are fit.- 
ted into a series of holders, two 
of which resemble more con- 
ventional ulanes. The smaller 
pattern is hesigned to be used 
one handed while the two 
banded version is sometimes 
adapted to a file type tool by 
reversing the handle. 

Fitting the blades 
Blades ‘are never sharpened, 
but replaced when blunt. One 
er.d hooks over the rear of the 
stock, while the other locates 
on a screw adjustable tension 
bar. The teeth face forward. 

Using the rasp plane 
The tool is handled as con- 
ventional planes, but the de- 
sign of the blade enables it to be 
used against the grain of lum- 
ber without tearing it. It is used 
for preliminary shaping only 
and the surface may require 
further finishing. 

SIZE: Length: 6; to 9in.; Cutting 
iron midfh: 2%. 
?&ATERIAL: i3ody: beech; 
Curring iron: steel 
USE: To score a w&den surface 
prior to gluing or vaieering 

Made and adjmted like a 
smoothing plane, the uadi- 
tied toothing plane is a tooth- 
ed scraper held altnosr verti- 
cally in a jig. Tbe serrated edge 
scores the surface to provide 
escape for excess air and glue 
which would ~~@~~~ lewe 
bubbles under the veneer. 

-STOCK 

STOCK 

CUTTER 

! 

-WEDGE 

STObK 
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Side Rabbet Plane Molding Plane 
OTHER NAME: Side rebate plane CLAMPING SCREWS 
SIZE: Length: 5fin.; Cutting iron 
width: + and iin. I 
MATER1A.L: Body: zinc; Curt&g 
iron: steel; Handle: rosewood 
ACCESSORIES: Depth gauge 

REMOVABLE 

USE: To relieve the side wa!ls of 
CUTTERS NOSE PIECE 

rabbets and I I 

,. 
_L DEPTH 

: J GAUGE 

CLAMPING SCREW 

CLAMPING 
SCREW 

’ DEPTH GAUGE 

Side rabbet planes are fitted 
with two blades so the tool can 
be used from right to left or 
vice versa. This is important 
when trimming both sides of a 
groove where you can only 
work from one end to accom- 
modate tbe direction of the 
grain. The nose pieces are re- 
movable up to the end of a 
stopred groove. 

Be sure to set the blades to 
the required depth of cut be- 
fore finally securing them with 
the clamp. 

Depth gauge 

Use the gauge to immwt the 
blade from catching the work. 
Adjust thegauge so the point 
just touches the bottom of the 
robbet. The gauge also helps to 
keep the&t base square 
against the groove wall. 

SIZE: Length: Ytin.; Width: .$, + 
and gin. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Srock!weige: beech, hornbeam 
USE: To cut moldings in wood 

Older craftsmen had many 
varied wooden molding planes 
to produce windows, door 
frames andfurnituremoldings. 

Tt CUTTER 

-WEDGE 

STOCK 

Today a much reduced range 
3f molding planes is still avail- 
able from some modern tool 
;atalogs and suppliers. 

Molding plane blades are .-. ~~~ .-. ~~~ 
ground to form the reverse of ground to form the reverse of 
the molding they are intended the molding they are intended 
to produce. The sole of the to Droduce. The sole of the 
plane is shaped to match the plane is shaped to match the 
edge of the blade, and there is a edge of the blade, and there is a 
death stat? and side fence in the death ston and side fence in the 
form of &all rabbets. 

To release the wedge and 
remove the blade for sharpen- 
ing, cup the iron and wedge in 
one hand and tap the notch in 
the wedge with the cheek of a 
hammer. Sharpen the blade 
with shaped stones. Replace 
the cutter and push in the 
wedge just enough to hold it. 
Adjust the setting by tapping 
either the iron (if you want a 
deep cut) or the heel of the 
stock (for a shallow cut). Drive 
the wedge home tight. 
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Tongue and Groove 
Planes 
SIZE: Length: S&in.; 
Widrhr 8, I;in. 
MATERIAL: Cutting iron: steel; 
Stock: beech 
USE: To cut a tongue and groove 
ioint on the edgr ;f boards 

Tongue and groove planes are 
sold in pairs to cut the tongue 
on the edge of one board and a 
matching groove in the edge of 
another board. The tongue and 
groove will then slot together 
to make a perfect joint. 

The tongue plane has a shap- 
ed cutter to plane away lum- 
ber on both sides of the tongue 
which is left protruding from 
the edge of the board. The 
groove plane should be set to 
cut a groove slightly deeper 
than the height of the tongue. 

ollowing and 
ounding Planes 

SiJF Length: 9rin.; Width: f 
to lin. 
MATERIAL: cutting irdn: ~1.34; 
Stock: beech 
USE: To cut molding 

Like the tongue and groove 
planes, hollowing and round- 
ing planes are sold in grirs. 
They cut matching concave 
and ccrwe~ curves, which can 
be used in combination to form 
various moldings. At one time, 
the full set of planes would 
have run to 18 pairs, but 
modern catalogs offer a more 
limited range. 

h STOCK 

t 

STOCK 

CUTTER 

STOCR- 

SOLE 

-SOLE 
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Plow Plane 

2ur;iw iron: steel; Handle: 

USE: ?‘o cut grooves and rabbets 

The plow plane is built to make 
ipecific cuts while being 
pided by fences and depth 
puges. It is designed pri- 
warily to cut grooves but will 
dso cut rabbets up to +in. wide 
n one pus. 

FIXING SCREW-f& ,‘> 

_ .JNlA AKM 
Ei?F;smG 

I BODY 

SLIDING SECTION 
CLAMP 

, CUTTER CLAMPING SCREW 

flEhY// FENCE ARMS 

FENCE CLAMP SCREWS 

BLADE 
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‘itting the blade 
pecific models of plow planes 
iffer slightly in detail, but the 
rinciples are the same. A 
lamp and screw hold the 
lades in the body of the plane. 
#lacken the clamp and insert 
le cutrer from the top, with 
le bevel on the underside. A 
lot on one side of the cutter 
xates on the shoulder of an 
djusting screw. Tighten the 
lamp slightly and adjust the 
‘lade to the required depth 
efore finally securing the 
crew and 4mp. 

Very tx~ow blades do not 
,ave a slot to fit the adjusting 
crew and must be set by hand. 

Plow piane cutters are avail- 
ble with only a grinding angle, 
Lot a honing angle. 

Eettirig the depth gage 
The depth gauge isa horizontal 
ence fitted on one side of the 
Body. Use a rule to set the 
puge to the required deFtb 
ram the bottom of the skate 
.nd finger tighten the locking 
crew. Long gauges should be 
:hecked at both ends to insure 
hat they are parallel with the 
,ottom of the skate. Tighten 
he screw when you are satis- 
ied with the setting. 

Setting the guide fence 
\ fence is provided to guide the 
xtter the required distance 
iom the edge of the work. It iz 
:lamped to the metal guide 
,ods on either side of the plane, 
LJse a xle to sef the fence the 
required distance from tlx 
Jlade and tighten the clamping 
icrews to hold it in place. 

Maintenance 
Lightly oil machine threads or 
he adjusting screws, and rut 
andle wax on the fences tt 
xovide a smooth action. 

Blades are ground to ar 
mgle of 35” and should bc 
sharpened on an oilstone, pref. 
rrably with a honing gauge. 

Combination Plane 
SIZE: Cuts -moves along or 
scross the grain anJ rzbbere up to 
;in. wide; beads Q to fin. wide; 
:ongues &in. wide 
I1A-l ERIAL: Bo<iy: cast iron; 
Curring iron: steel; Hordle: 
plasric, cast iron 
USE: To cut grooves, rabbets, 
beads and tonyue and groove 

The combination plane is like 
the plow piane but boasts ad- 
ditional features. The blade as- 
sembly, depth gauge ,md guide 
fence are identical, bx spurs 
are provided so that cuts -an be 
made across the grain. Spurs 
have knife edges to cut the 
grain ahead of the blade. One 
spur is fixed to the body arid 
another to the sliding section. 

FIX:NG SCREW 

SLIDING SECTION 

Adjust the spurs to give a fine 
cut and secure with the clamp- 
ing screws. Keep the spurs 
sharpened with an oilstone or a 
smooth file. 

The sliding section, which is 
an extended blade clamp, also 
carries the beading gauge. A 
bead can be cut on a square 
edge of a board using the stan- 
dard fence as a guide, but on a 
tongued edge the beading 
gauge acts as a fence. It is 
adjusted in exactly the same 
way as the depth gauge. 

Sharpen the beading cutters 
as you would the plow cutters, 
but use a slipstone to hone the 
curved edge. 

\ 
FENCE 
CLAMP 
SCREW 

FENCE ARMS 
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Multi-Plane 
S:ZE: Curs grooves, rabbers and 
&ados 6 IO fin. wide; beads & IO 
$ic. wde; rongues ~I5 and &in. 
wide: ooolos f and iin. wide; sash 
moldings 1% and Isin.; grouped 
reeds $ and ain. wide; hollows 
md rounds f to 1% wide; SIT:.. 
nosings l#n. 
MATERIAL: Body: cast ir 
curr;ng iron: steel; Hadle f, L: 
lardwood 
USE: To c”t grooves, rabbets, 
dada, beads, tongue and groove 
ioints and moldings 

CLTTL D,USTING NUT 
I 

SLITTING CUTTER 
SCREW 

DEPTH GAUGE 
AD,USTING NUT 

SLIijlNG 
SECTION \ r 

I FE&E SLIDE 

HARDWOOD SLIDE FOR FENCE 

AL&STING SCREW 

fhe multi-plane combioec the “gOF 
‘eatures of the plow and <om- 
>ination planes, but is made 
!ven more versatile by the ad- 
lition of extra cutters. The 
)lades are fitted and the depth 
:auge and guide fence adjusted 
ike those on the plow and 
:ombination p!anes. A slitting 
zife can be fitted instead of a 
&de which can cut a strip 
iom the edge of a board. 

The multi-plane can be con- . . . . . 

i&E 
.M 

FE 
AR 

‘errea oy suostltutlng specKi 
eases in place of the sliding Using the plane 
,ection. Bases to make hollow Move the plane backward 
Ind rounding planes are also 
my to obtain. 

along the work, gradually cut- 

Another shaped base and 
ting the groove. Continue until 

:utter will plane stair nosings. 
the depth gauge comes into 
contact with the work. 

, 
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cutting a groove 
A plow, combination or multi- 
plane can cut a groove. Fit the 
required cutter, and set the 
depth gauge and fence. Try 
where possible to work with 
the grain for a smoother cut, 
starting at the far end of the 
work with the plane held up- 
right and the fence hard against 
the edge. 

To cut a groove in end grain, 
u z a saw and chisel to cut out 
the first hali of the groove to 
prevent splitting. 

n 

Cutting a rabbet 
Choose a blade just wider than 
the rabbet itself, and set the 
depth gauge and guide fence. 
The fence will pass under the 
blade when cutting a rabbet. 
Use the plane as described for 
the groove. Any of the planes 
will cut a rabbet with the grain. 
To cut a rabbet across the 
grain, fit a spur to a com- 
bination or a multi-plane to 
score ahead of the blade. 



Cutting a dada 

As with the cross grain rabbet, 
z dada can only be cut with the 
xmbination or multi-plane. 
Select the appropriate blade 
znd ad&t the sliding section IO 
!hat both spurs line up with the 
edges of the cutter. Nail a 
xraight edge wooden strip 
across the work against which 
you can run the body of the 
combination or multi-plane. 

Cutting a tongue and 
groove joint 
Combination md multi-planes 
we supplied with special tongue 
mtting blades. There is an 
zdjustable stop on the blade 
itcelf to regulate the tongue. 

Cutting a bead 
Combmation and multi-planes 
both have beading cutters. If 
you do not require a shoulder 
an the outside edge, set the 
guide fence under the cutter to 
move it out the required 
amount. Tongued and grooved 
boards are often beaded in this 
way to mask the join. Use the 
beading gauge as a fence, but 
continue to use the depth 
gauge throughout. 

A center bead, that is one set 
away from the edge of a board, 
can be cut with plow or com- 
bination plants. The multi- 
plane has a foot attached to the 
5orward arm which supports 
ths plane when the bead is a 
long way from the edge. 

Cutting reeds 
A series of buds grouped to-~ 
gether is known as rerding. 
Special cutters are ava;iab!e for 
the multi-plane to cut up TV five 
reeds in one pass. Set up ihe 
plane as for beading. 

Cutting a flute 
With the appropriate cutter fit- 
ted set up the multi-plane to 
cut a flute as for a center bead. 

Cutting an ovolo molding 
Fit an ovolo cutter in the multi- 
plane and use a depth gauge 
and guide fence to cut the 
molding on the edge of a board. 
Clamp wood to the work to 
prevent end grain splitting. 

I 

J i 
0 

Bead with u shoulder 

Bead without a shoulder 

Cutting a Hash molkng 
The sash molding cutter makes 
the window glass rabbet and 
molding in one pass. It has a 
depth stop on the blade. 

Align the cutter sliding section 
with its outside edge, and set 
the guide fence as required. 
Plane one half of the molding, 
reverse the work and piane the 
other half. Plane the moldings 
on the edge of a large board, 
cutting it off afteward. 

Slitting a board 
Cut narrow strips from the 
edge of a board by fitting the 
slitting knife just in front of 
the multi-plane handle. 
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St-?OE 

JUSTABLE 
:CE GUIDE 

Using the cutters 
k’A~LTER To trim anv wide dados. it 

may be neceswy to make n&e 
than one pass across the width. 
The slicing action of the V- 
shaped cutter gives a smoother 
finish and can be used to 
undercut the bottom of a dove- 
tail housing, or to clear out the 
comers of tine inlay wurk. 

Sharpening cutters 
Sharpen cutters like chisrls but 
rub the cutting edge along an 
oilstone. Set rhc stone so 
cotter’s edge clears the bench. 



SIZE: width: 3in. 
5LYI-E.RI.Ak: hletal 
ATFACH.\IE?JT: iin. cutter 
CSE: To use as muter plane hut 
?-or Sine. deiicatc wrrk. 

The cutter of the miniature 
rouwr can be set for stopped or 
through dados. The depth 
must he set against a marked 
line ofi the work and the cutter 
secured by a knurled screw. 

ny’s Tooth 
OTHER N.AME: Old woman’s 
rmth 
SIZE: Width: 4 m bin. 
MATERIAL: Hardwood 
.ATTACHMENT: Steel Custer 
ISE: To work as for rower plane 

This is a wooden bodied router 
with the cutter set at a steep 
angle and held by a wooden 
wedge. The blade is adjusted 
by tapping with a hammer as 
for wooden planes. The front 
edge of some models is notched 
back to the mouth for checking 
the work and to allow the shav- 
ings to clear the slot. 
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mnming guide * 
A-I-T.%CH.UENI‘: \~ovelail i:~ 
USE: To cut eroov -i. dados, 
rabbets and &din is: IO 1ri.m 

The electric roui “r, in use for 
about twenty ya 113, is a x-er- 
sat& power tool \,:hich super- 
seded tire hand i. mu&-x and 
mddtng planes. 
cut grooses or mo 
17: and cleadv. T ‘he motor is 
fitted with a &UC and is held I. 
!iZ ,, vertical pwin $3 by a sleeve 
ii:roJ with Iwx> 1regrah ban- 
i.j!L3 it starKI on !. fYat circular 
irtkx! \r:hiCh slides i 2Ip &e WWk. 

chuck am ) protrudrs 
rhrouph the base i@te. The bay 
ca* be ~CIy S j~lusred ancP 
locked at the req~ .‘~ed setting. 

Because the rl ‘,uter runs 
E 

at 
extremely high 6 xeds ir pro- 
duces a very smo )tb cut which 
requires little sa :lding. While 
the lighter math tnes are suit- 
able for the avel R.ge domestic 
user, more than P Lie cut ma:- be 
necessary to prod )sea success- 
ful groove or mo fling. 

Operating the \ mater 
The router has ,i tendenacy to 
twist when stan ‘rg, so keep a 
iirm grip on the I \-achine when 
switching on. 22 \t motor must 
reach maximum /peed before a 
cut is made an6 t the machine 
should never be : $itched on 01 
off while it is ti b contan with 
the work. The ro 
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SIZE: width: 3in. 
5LYI-E.RI.Ak: hletal 
AT~FACH.\lE?JT: iin. cutter 
CSE: To use as muter plane hut 
?-or Sine. deiicatc wrrk. 

The cutter of the miniature 
routa can be set for stopped ot 
through dados. The depth 
must he set against a marked 
line ofi the work and the cutter 
secured by a knurled screw. 

ny’s Tooth 
OTHER N.AME: Old woman’s 
rmth 
SIZE: Width: 4 m bin. 
MATERIAL: Hardwood 
.ATTACHMENT: Steel cutter 
ISE: To work as for rower plane 

This is a wooden bodied router 
with the cutter set at a steep 
angle and held by a wooden 
wedge. The blade is adjusted 
by tapping with a hammer as 
for wooden planes. The front 
edge of some models is notched 
back to the mouth for checking 
the work and to allow the shav- 
ings to clear the slot. 
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rmth 
SIZE: Width: 4 m bin. 
MATERIAL: Hardwood 
.ATTACHMEN’T: Steel cutter 
ISE: To work as for rower plane 

This is a wooden bodied router 
with the cutter set at a steep 
angle and held by a wooden 
wedge. The blade is adjusted 
by tapping with a hammer as 
for wooden planes. The front 
edge of some models is notched 
hack to the mouth for checking 
the work and to allow the shav- 
ings to clear the slot. 
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BITS 
Bits are available in shank sizes 

titularly when cutting more 

ranging from *in. to pin. and 

abrasks materials such as 

tre made of high speed steel or 

hminarss, plywood> partick 

tungsten carbide. 

bcsard and so forth. 

Carbide bits can either be 
solid or tipped; a tungsten 
carbide cutting edge is brazed 
onto the shank. While the high 
speed steel bits perform well on 
most woods, plastics and soft 
metals and are available in the 
widest range of shapes, both 
types of carbide bits are longer 
iasting. They have a greater 
rrsistance to heat and therefore 
do not blunt as quickly, par- 

SINGLE DOUBLE VEIXING HINGE 
FLUTE FLUTE BIT Lip,“” Box MORTISE 

BIT 

Cutting edge design 
Doub!efluted bits i lefri cm 
simple groooes quickly and 
unguided. More elabor~re 
birr i right I hme a pih tip. 

Solid carbide bits are the 
stiongest but are the most 
expensiw and are the best 
suited to Iwavy duty imitinc~~ 

The cimirag edge OPL a bif 

mnce for the 



Fitting and setting bits 
3efore attempting to fit any 
Gts, disconnect the machine 
iom the power supply. Insert 
tin. to ain. of the shank into the 
:huck before tightening. 

While the method of fitting bits 
varies according to the ma- 
chine, the motor must always 
be locked so that the chuck can 
be loosened with a wrench. 
Some models have a built-ti 
locking device i,~corporated ir 
the on-OE switch. En the ofl 
position the switch is pushed 
upward to lock the motor s 
(1 j. Other types P&We a SepXatc 

vIaking thrwgh cuts 
iteady the fomard half of the 
‘me on the surface of the wood 
md cnrefullyfeed the cutter 
nto the work against the 
,lockwise rotation of the bit. 

=z====== 

Stopped dados 
Lower the tool perpendicularly Make the cut in the normal 
ioown into the work allowing way and lift the machine clear 
!he bit to drill into the surface. before switching off. 

Guide fence accessory 
rhis can be fitted to the base additional Vernier adjustment 
br cutting grooves parallel to for fine setting and a trammel 
m edge. The guide usuaIly has point for cutting curves or cir- 
two rods which plug into the cles. For better support, the 
rcmter base and can be locked fence can be extended with a 
.n place with two thumb length of wood screwed to it. 
xxws. Some types have an 

GUIDE FENCE 

WING NUTS 
I 



Using the router 
Jutting dados and grooves 
<outers can cut dados or 
;rooves to any angle. Clamped 
engths of wood can be used as 
:uides if necessary. 

&tting a narrow groove 
L~‘.x ‘1 single length of wood as a 
!rcidz.for the router base. 

Cutting a wide groove 
Clamp two parallel lengths of 
wood acrms zhe work, wn the 
muter against each length in 
turn before using it free-hand to 
ronme the central portion. 

18 parallel to an edge 
Use 0 gtde fence when muking 
rim parallel to an edge. Attach 
the fence als rhown, r&k t, und 
extend ir ;f nemsup wirlr 0 
imgtk 47fwood. 

Moldings and rabbets 
You can cut a whole range of 
shapes commonly used in 
krniture construction by 
aing the wide variety of 
shaped, piloted router hits. 

Molding an outside edge 
For table tops OI panels, first 
cut the end grain and then the 
side edger. This will prevent the 
grain splitting out. If the 
moldings are to be cut across 
the end grain only, work from 
either end toward the middle. 

Cutting a rabbet 
To cut a rabbet on the inside of 
un ussernbled frame, fix a right 
ungi. block to the @de fence. 
The block must be centered on 
,he guide so that both sides of 
he cut are ewn. 
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Cutting circles or disks 
Use an adjustable trammel 
guide for this. Some guide 
fences come already equipped 
with these guides. For thicker 
beads you may have to adjust 
the cutter between passes. 

Using the trammel guide 
Anchor the adjustable rrnnmel 
point into the wood so that the 
router can be moved around the 

cut moldings or grooaes 
close to the edge of curved 
work, use the guide fence wirh 
the straight edge plate removed. 

CUTTING JOINTS 
By setting the depth of cut am 
guide fence in different ways 
you can use the router tt 
quickly and accurately product 
a wide variety of joints. 

remplate routing 
You can accurately duplicate 
compass curves or free form 
shapes by running the edge of 
the router base against *in. 
thick plywood templates clam- 
ped or tacked to the wood. Bear 
in mind that the work being cut 
will vary in size from that of the 
template’s hv the distance be- 
tween the hit and the router’s 
:dge. Therefore, when cutting 
large shapes remember to com- 
pensate for this diEetence. 

Copying delicate work 
car finer mark you can fit nn 
tppropriate(y sized template 
vide into tke base plate. Tkis 
s a metal disk with a tubular 

collar which projects below tke 
router base. The collar rides 

against the template while the 
bit passes through the tube to 
make the cut. Compensate on 
the template for the distance 
between the cutting edge and 
the outside face of the collar. 

Cutting a mortise 
Fit e straight bit which has a 
diameter slightly less than the 
width of the desired mortise. 
Make thefirst cut. Turn the 
tool wound resting theguide 
fence on the other side of the 
rail and make a second cut. 
This insures that the mortise is 
centered on the rail. Square off 
curved ends with a chisel. 

Cutting’a’sl;ort tenon 
Hold the work vertically 
between two wood strips. Make 
sure that the ends of the rails a, 
flush. Set the fence to produce 
a tenon tojit t~he cut mortise. 
Make a pass from each side. 
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Cutting a long tenon Cutting a long tenon 
Set depth of the bit to equal Set depth of the bit to equal 
di.mnce bemeen mortise and di.mnce bemeen mortise and 
edge of rail. Cur firsr shoulder edge of rail. Cur firsr shoulder 
a,~~oinst the guide. Rernoae a,~~oinst the guide. Rernoae 
mrsre urd wpeat on other side mrsre urd wpeat on other side 
<;i nrils. <;i nrils. 

/ / / 

Tongue and groove 
To cut a tongue and groove 
joint in the edge of the work, 
clamp the board between two 
wide pieces of wood to provide 
a flush surface for the base of 
the router to ride on. Adjust 
the fence to cut the eroove first. 

Cutting the groove 
Set the fence to cut the groove 
lawn the center of the work. 

To make the tongue, re-set the 
fence and make two cuts, one 
m each side of the work, cut- 
:mg partly into the support 
Ceces. Make sure they are the 
ame depth. The tongue 
should push into the groove. 

While a standard wngue and 
:roove joint can he made using 
I straight bit, a doverail shaped 
)it makes a stronger joint. 

Dovetail joints 
This form of joint, normally 
used in drawer construction, 
requires a high degree of skill if 
cut bv hand. However, if a 
dovetail jig and a router fitted 
with the matching bit are used, 
both halves of the joint can he 
cut simultaneouslv resultinz in 

U 

Using the dovetail jig 
Clamp one board 
horizontally and one 
vertically in the jig. 

Simultaneous dovetailing 
The dovetail bit follows the 
Angers of the guide, cutting into 
ioth boards to i-eizozie uaste. It 
weaves the pins in the horizontal 
joard and the tails in the 
vertical board. 

Methods of fitting and 
adjusting the dovetail jig, and 
!herefore positioning the boards, 
iiffer with each manufacturer. 
7keck with the maker’s 
‘nstructions before you start. 

Cutting a 
dovetail tongue 
and groove 

Sandwich it between scnza 
wood if it is thin or you &e 
cutting the tongue. For the 
groove, center the bit on the 
board. For the tongue, make 
two cuts of equal dep:h, leaving 
the tongue projecting centrally. 
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h its original form the wooden 
;pokeshave is unique; no other 
voodworking Fool has its cutter fixed in 
uch a simple but highly &ecrive manner. 
Lt is also rather odd that mnosF of rhe 

;pukcshaves mentioned in the records 
:rom the early sixteenth century onward 
xcur in lists of coopers’ tocrls, rathrr than 
:he more obvious wheelwrights. The 
zarliest known illustration of the wooden 
spokeshave is in Smith’s Key to CT 
Man~i~acrorlrs 0.f .%&Xi (I816), again 
among the cooper’s tools. 

There is reason to chink that the 
cooper’s “spoke&are” of the late 
medieval references was a kind of drawing 
knife for cleaning up wooden howps. 
Tools of this type used on a shaving-horse 
xc usually pulled. hence the general term 
‘~dr;~w k&c”; although a spokesbave 
can be used in this way, for best results it 
is more usual to work away from the body 
with a pushing action. 

currer zmdrh: I+ to lbin 
Wooden: Le,$h: 8 ii 16in.; 
currer width: 2 to 4in. 
MATERIAL: Stock: beech, 
boxwood, cast iron; Curer: sreeE 
USE: To smooth curved wood 

The spokeshave produces the 
same result as a smoothing 
p!ane, but it is specifically de- 
signed to finish narrow curved 
sections of lumber. The face is 
:urved for concave shapes or 
3at for convex curves. 

Wooden spokeshaves are not 
:ommon today. Although they 
ore efficient in use, their nar- 
row section nears very quickly, 
which makes it difiicuir ii0 ser 
the cutter finely. Some of the 
more expensive wooden spoke- 
shaves are reinforced at the 
critical points with brass, but 
they are rare. The cutters have 
a tapered tang at either end 
turned up at right angles. 
These tangs are tapped into the 
matching holes in the stock 
holding the cutter at the re- 
quired setting by friction 
alone. Modern catalogs have 
largely dropped the wooden 
spokeshave, replacing it with 
the metal version. 

In manv other European languages the 
name oi; this tool is Fhc same as that for 
“scraper”. The nearest to Fhc English 
“spokeshavc ” is the Dutch spoolischauf. 
but sp~k in Dutch means the same as it 
dots in English. However, it may be 
significant that in Norwich in 1558 and 
again in 1589 a cooper’s apprentice was 
promised at the end of his term a “spooke 
shave” by the master. It seems likely that 
the Dutch borrowed the tool and the East 
Anglian way of spelling it at that time. It 
must therefore be regretfully confessed 
that the genius who invented the 
spokeshave, and where and when be did 
it, is not definitely known, but he may 
have been an East Anglian cooper of the 
late sixteenth century. 

The modern metal spokeshave was a 
spin-off from the development of metal 
bench planes in the 1860s and 1870% the 
main difference being that the cutters are 
now fixed and adjusted like plane irons. 

SI-“CR 

TWUMB SCREW 

HANDLE 

ADJUSTING SCREWS 
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;~arRe~ing a cutter 
Xe metal spokeshave blade is 
barpmed like a piane blade 
see pages 70-7LI. A honing 
uide is useful for keeping the 
km blade at the c*wrecu angle. 
-0 rcmtrve rhe cutter rrtwn a 
:mrd4m spokecIravc tap rlre 
nds of the tangs with a ham- 
m*. Remll\~e the burr from she 
hF face of the amer on a flat 
‘ilstone. Refit the blade and 
djust the depth of cut with 
ight hammer taps. 

hid one handle in each hand 
vith the thumbs placed on the 
xx& edges fo control the an& 
PE the td. Push the spoke- 
have away from you as you 
sdd a plane. To prevem 

Srumd an oilstone ON edge whilt’ 
holding rhr CUFF~F, bevelfasc 
aotown, Uf an angle acwss ir. 
Apply oil to the stone and 
shurpen the en;& edge us.vou 
would a chisel 07 plane iroa. 

tearing, work from both ends 
ofa curve in the direction ofthe 
grain. (This applies qua& PO 
c0nve.x or concave curves.) For 
finished work set the blade 
finely, as you would for a plane. 

Convex curves 
I%rsh rhe .spcrkcshm dmn PLIS/* 
~iac,/‘rmN the center. 

Concave curves 
Push rke sfwkeskave down 
toward the center from euck 
side of the curw. 
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3harpening a scraper 
% abinet scraper cuts with a 
xxr raised on the cutting edge. 
:3xe it starts to product dust 
astead of shavings it needs to 
x madtc squate by draw tiling, 
rnd sharpcncd 

l-o produce a burr place the 
;craper tlat on a bench and 
~‘draw” the burr with a round 
piece of steel, such as the back 
-rf a gouge. Hold the scraper 
against the bench with the fin- 
:ers and stroke the cutting 
:dge firmly towards you, keep- 
ing the gouge flat on the 
rcraper. This will raise a burr 
perpendicular to the edge of 
rhr scraper which must then be 
turned over to form a sharp 
cutting edge. 

Up end the scraper on the 
benchand holding the gouge al 
a slight angle to the catting 
edge, make tircn vertical 
srrokes to txn over the burr al 
the correct angle. If it is turned 
over too much, the tool will noI 
cut welt. 

ened in the same way, but a 
little more practice ir rrtquired 
to keep an even pressure cm the 
cutting edge as yuw work with 
the back of the gouge. 



Shave hooks are made with a 
choice of three differently 
shaped blades; triangular. pear 
shaped and a combination 
blade. They,are used to scrape 
softened pant from moldings 
around windows and doors. 

OTHEK NA.\tES: I’ainr scraper. 
wallpaper scraper, chisel knife 
SIZE: Blade wi&h: 1 to iin. 
ILl.%TERIAI.: B/ir&: steel: 
H‘m!h: rose\vooLt 
USE: To rem”ve dd maim 
and WIllpaper . and WIllpaper . 

is rlnswirablc for repa~~t~~~ or 



Electric Paint 

mcctric paim slripper” ct>nr:liim 
an eicmcnt which is tlwte‘f an4 
held a cwtrolk;1 disrance from 
the painred surface to sofwn 
the palm Various designs are 
available. ‘They are ussd either 
m ioniuncrion with a srripping 
knife or ma>- h3ve atI inrqral 
scraper. 

Stripping old paint 
Brand name chemical strippers 
arc very etfective against srub- 
born layers of ~1~1 paint. Pro- 
twt your eyes and skin, wear 
wbhcr gl,nw and spread 
Rcw5/~ilpcrS I,” the Ihor. 



emoving old wallpaper 

. 
metal 



Lighting the gas torch 
The mrrhod of attaching the 
qas canister and operating the 
idw diifcrs from modeI to 
model and the manufactursr‘l 
/nslnIc’~<lns siroutd ‘be c3*e- 
hllr fi:ll~iv~~.~ i, i ~~,~kaliy. the 
2KvC<<T ,~, ~.:rxucd mto 2:s 

Removing old paint with a 
glow torch 
:ht’ly d;uxigcd paint \vill have 
I: I,c c ~mpletely stripped hack 
: iike wwd Radical stripping 

.: ‘y aIs<, bc nccessarv where 
it~.ccssivc coats (11’ paint have 
rhscurcd tint molding. 

Kemove any intlammable 
nztcrials from the vicinitv. 
\lake sure any burning paint 
kdling to the ground is ex:in- 
:uished immediately. Work 
km the bottom upward to 
xoid scorching the stripped 
sood. Nwcr bold the flame in 
,me place for too long or the 
good may char. Slight scorch- 
‘ng can be rubbed down before 
:rpainting. When the stripping 
,s completr rub dcwn with 
andpaper. 

f&mmr rke./Lnrrr and scru*r 
TZW~ rhe sofmwd p&t wirk a 
ihow kook. 



The knife is one of the earliest tools of all 
2nd has played an important part in the 
rod kit of man, either as hunter or 
mfPsrmn, from the Old stone Age to rhe 
present day. Most Finns have two knit-es: 
“a small one for eating and a kq2 one for 
working”, identical in all respects excepF 

ior size. Most of the rest of us have a 
?hEermt one for almost anything that 
requires cutting or shaping; the shape TIC; 
size of the blade and handle and ths 
r&rim benveen &em depending on the 
mxerial EO be cm and the control needed 
to do eke job pmperiy. Some “knives” 
such as tke purty knife. do nor, in fact, cut 
anctaing; the>- just happen to resembEr 
:‘r& v-hi& Jo. 

Although in modern times various types 
of draxv knife have been used all over 
we:<tern Europe by many tradesmen, 
particular:!, coopers and wheelwrights, 
the tool appears to have been unknown to 
the early civilizations of the 
Mediterranean area. One of the earliest 
known forms is the Russian skobel, with a 
curved blade from 4 to i$in. wide with a 
tang at each end to take wooden handles. 
These were found at Novgorod and date 
from the twelfth to the sixteenth century, 
the larger tools being the later. Plumbers’ 
shaves of a similar type are shown in 
Felibien, but the first straight bladed 
draw knife occurs in Moxon’s carpenter’s 
kit (London, 16853. 



fypes of blade 
Special purpose blades are 
applied for cutting specific 
materials or for better contml. 

~~~~‘QS~ BLADE 
Used for trimming leather, 
wxr, cardboard, plastnc 
&crs and ceiling tiles. la cm 
also be used to mark out wood. 

c%~yl Aoor cowrings. The 
hock, wbicb is ssmpemed on 
Fbe inside of the lxrve ody. is 
kss IEkeIy to slip our of the cm 
ishera wmking this kind of 
m?rsria&. .%a rsa~.gsmtr bw?k 
with 3 blunted point can be 
uied IQ trim shcetine without 
damngin~ ilre surfxx beneath. 

can be used for general arim- 
inmg but are paraicul2rlr we- 
!ul when working mate&as a 
dii%kent angks. 

SpeciaP bhdes made PO score 
this tnaeerial. As the Is&k is 
pulled across the !animte tbo 
cutting edge works Iike a rink; 
“V” cS&el, scoring a he in the 
bard surface. Use a samighr 
edge to keep the bPade Faue. 

iOC<iE BLADE .! 

r 
-CHUCK 

h 33 of modeler’s knives cum- 
prkses a group of handles of 
var$ng size made for di&rent 
purposes, and a selection of 
blade to fit them. 

Pn addition to the slimmer 
bmdks, the set also contains a 
handle for heavy duty work. It 
~akas ahc larger knife blade, a 
mies of gouge blades and 
ntniatwc ‘52%’ blades. nae 
amrl handle ~41 onkl: minia- 
we ““scorp” blades, which cut 
PV fmmoinrr mresia! with ai . Iy 
ml1 smrokc. , 

The biades are hdd in the Use the slim pencil ham&, 
d&r bw a ciamo tvrx chuck Irhirh turns rusilv in tire iinpers. 
which is~righrene2 ii- turnirng fir czrttirtf odd &pfs f&- 
:he knurled ctrssar. Ilund or arorrnd a Ifmplme. 



;IZE: 7.7arious 
ilrZTERlr\L: BI.&: itrrl: 
%n&: harditwd. plasrii, 
rathrr, stsel 

Ali sheath knives have a t&d, 
wedge shaped blade sbar@enmed 
on cme edge. The blades must 
be as sharp as possible, and 
consequently are protected by 
a leather or olasric sheath 
which is normallr hune err a / 
beit around the w&t. ‘_ 

Shea& knives are versatile 
tools WklCk can cayve, skaps 
and trim wood. The iarger 
*knives have strong blades 
which can chop and split lum- 
ber, and are indispensable to 
the woc~dsman or hunter. 

Keep the blade sharp by 
stroking both sides of the cut- 
ting edge on or with an oilstone 
or slipstane. Use a circular mo- 
tion. Fina&, strop the blade ~‘n 
a leather six-q% 

OTHER NA.\lE: Army knife 
SIZE. Various 
Al.UERIAL.: Bldrr: swel: 
ff‘mlli.~ \.ariws 
L:SE- Tr, pare and slice 

‘TWEIZEKS 

LARtiE 
BLADE 

SMALL 

_ LE4THER 
SHEATi’ 

I 

TOOTHPICK 

There are many versions of the 
folding knife, sometimes called 
the army knife, all of which 
provide a safe means of 
carrying 3 bladed tool. Some 
folding knives incorporate ad- 
ditional tools such as screw- 
drive I.,, cap lifters, bottle and 
car. openers, reamers, files, 
scissors, saws, tweezers, cork- 
SCYWS, and even toothpicks. 
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f e 
3THER NAMES: Stopping 
mife, glazing knife 
SIZES: E&de lenerA: 4 10 iin.; 
Slude zddrh: i $ to 2in. 
\I.-ITERIAL: B/de-: steel; 
H,z,,J/e: rosewood 
FSE: To apply outty when 
glazing windows 

A putty knife is used to shape 
and smooth putty once the 
window glass is in place. The 
knives are available with 
straight, sprarpoinr or clipped 
point blades. -l-he shape of the 
blade is a matter of choic?. 
dspsndine on the preference of 
ths user. Some older knives 
hare notches cur in the edges of 
the blade to “nibble” off small 
pieces of glass. but this feature 
ii now obs~detc. 

Replacing a broken 
window 

I. Wear glows to prrxr your 
hands. If the glass 2 only 
cracked score a Iin? wick u glass 
cutter approximately I in. away 
from rhe frutne and carefu& 
remme the windma in sections. 

4. Secure tke glvss with 
glazing sprigs and remove 
excess puttJ~ with the puny 
knife. Roll store putty ittto u 
rope and press it into the frmle 
with fourfirigers md the knijr. 

2. Still zxoring the glows, 
remozze any remaining broken 
glarr front the frame b gently 
tapplilg it out from behind with 
LI hammer. 

5. Occasionally dip the putty 
knife in water and shape the 
puny into m angle sloping 
fraz the glass down to the edge 
L$ th.. rabbet. 

3. Using a hacking hnife or an 
old chisel, chip out any old 
putty from the frame and 
remove all glazing sprigs. 
Apply a thin layer of putty to 
the frame rnbbet and press the 
mm sheet of glass in to it. 

6. Miter the putty at the 
corners; nn angled or “clipped” 
blade puty knije is particular[J1 
useful at this point. Allow the 
putty to dry us manufacturc~ 
recommends before painting. 
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OTHER NAh1E: Chipp ;>g knife 
SIZE: Blade length: 4 IO ,&in. 
X.+TERI.AL: Blade: sre :I, 
Ffmrd/c leather 
LX: To chop out old p !rty frvm 
a window frame 1 

I 

a&kg ife : 

The hacking knife has ii heavy 
ilade, sharpened al, ,rlg the 
~mom e&c and tl- ckcnrd 
~Iong the top edge tow :hstand 
,ammcr blows. The b xde has 
n extended point to g :f right 
nto the corner of the ,vindow 
rame. The handle is leather 
nd riveted to the ta ,g with 
crass rivets. 

The or.ly di@erence etween 
hacking knife and a < ripping 

nife is the aogle betv .:en the 
landle and the blade. 

3lling Knife 
;!ZE: Width: : to 4in. 
4ATERIAL: Blade: ste I: 
landlet rosewood 
BE: To spread tillers in rood 
r plaster 

j filling knife has a .%xible 
lade to enable it to r tsh the 
l!er down into the n’!cks or 
ok. Even new plaster cracks 

lue to shrinkage and s1 xtld b,e 
illed before decoratior Damp 
lown the crack with 1 ater, if 
wou are gang m use : plaster 
me filler. 

Filler applied in this. ‘agwiEI 
‘ften protrude slight) : from 
he surface. This sh, uld be 
:ft, as it often contmc 5 when 
lrying and any irregl larities 
an easily be sander down 
fterward using fine sa? ,lipaper 
xapped round G b xk of 
iood. Larger holes sh ‘wld bc 
iled in stages to z&xv : le filler 
> dry out thoroughly 1 etween 
pplications. 

Using the knife 
Hold rke knife in one hand 
ag&st tke putty and tap tke 
back mitk a hanmer to NIOZ-(P it 
along rke frmne rabbec. Wear 
gogglts t* prateciyour eyes. 

FLEXIBLEBLADE 

Removing loose material 
Use the cower of the knife to 
smzpe Out my loose material 
from rhe crack. 
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“a nik 
IZE: Length: 4 to 13in. 
I.~-rERL~L: Blii&: rtsrl: 
Imdie; roseivo~d :SE: To mix paints 
‘he palrtte knife !:a5 a Bong 
‘exible blade used to mix ad 
dd pigments on a board. 

ICCESSOR!ES: Zinc 
,acking strip 
,‘SE: To trim the cdg!c from 
?sllpaptx 

STRAIGHT EDGE 

I 

I ROLLER 

CUTTER 

Mtbough most modern wall- 
papers are ready trimmed to 
width, mote exclusive papers 
still need to have the s&edge 
trimmed from their long edges 
before they can be butted to- 
gether. This can be done with 
scissors or a straight edge and a 
knife, but as these wallpapers 
are so expensive professional 
xqxr hangers sometimes use a 
pecial purpose trimmer. This 
s a circular blade fitted in a cast 
musing which runs along a 
straight edge track. A zinc strip 
s placed under the paper 
rhich protects the table top 
&ile being soft enough to 
Mntain the sharp edge of the 
:artter. The paper can be trim- 
armed dry or pasted. The trim- 
mer should face the near side 
edge of the table nmning from 
left to right. 

The wallpaper trimmer is a 
datively expensive tool and 
should be maintained. Clean 
any paste from the track or 
trimmer immediately after use 
and dry them thoroughly. Oil 
the moving parts and lightly 
grease the track. 

Using the trimmer 
Witk the TJ::. 5. ,.ip under t?ze 
paper, al&r ~‘1: ~.traight edge 
along the :~,r line. Locate the 
rollers it ihe extreme lefthand 
end o/ the straight edge just 
before the end of the paper. 
Hold the straight edge in place 
andgently depress the thumb 
piece, wtoving the trimmer 
forward at the mm time. 
Excessive pressure will dumage 
the SIC strip and dull the 
mtirrg edge. Move the strip 
iwe~li’ few strokes. Use both 
side: of the strip regl;!a+. 



Paper Eanger’s 

SIZE: Approximately 6in. 
‘rlATERl.AL: Blade: sreei; 
Hmdk: hardwood 
L:SE: To trim the edge from 
Lvallpaper 

knother method of trimming 
i&edge from wallpaper is to 
use a paper hanger’s knife and a 
long straight edge. It is not a 
:ommon tool today as most 
wallpapers are so!d ready cut to 
width, and ir is more con- 
rsnient to use a trimming knife 
with a suitable blade than to 
buy a special purpose knife. 

e 
,:Ii-HER S;UlE: Casing whee! 
5l%ti: \S’hccl dianwrer: I!in. 
IlXl~liRlAL: Bli~dt: rod stcc,; 
~~dVJl~.~ hard\vood 

Dnce rhe wallpaper has been 
xmg, any excess cm be re- 
moved by the casing blade, a 
ilxxpened steel wheel wmch 
revolves between a pair of 
Forks. It is fitted with a handle 
jo that it can be run along a 
iunction of rhe baseboard and 
;he wzll, around light switches, 
light fittings and door and win- 
Sow frames to remove un- 
wanted wallpaper. 

A toorhed wheel is available 
whicii :s more suitable for 
zle!i:,..:- :.allpapcrs. 

<!.?E: 23 to 2iin. 
CL4TERIAL: Steel 
G.;E: To cut through the nails 
x!di>ng shingles or slates m the 
TO? limbers. 

‘Eemoving a single slate for 
xpair is a difficulr job as each 
row of roof slates overlaps the 
previous one, at the same time 
covering up the nails that fix 
them to the roof timbers. The 
ripper makes the job easier. It 
has a long thin blade terminat- 
ing in a sharpened hook on 
either side. 

CUTTING WHEEL 

Using the ripper 
Feed the tip of the blade in 
under the bottom edge of the 
slate until one of the hooks 
locates over thejixing nail. 
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Draw Knife 
DTHER NAME: Drawing knife 
SIZE: Bla de length: 5 to 13in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Handles: hardwood 
USE: To rough shape straight 

The draw knife has existed for 
many years in a variety of 
forms to suit various trades, 
but its main task is to shape 
lumber sections roughly to size 
before applying a plane or 
spokeshave to the work. 

The commoq form of draw 
knife has a flat blade, beveled 
on the top front edge only. The 
biade may have parailel back 
and cutting edges, or one cur- 
ved blade, or only the cutting 
edge may be curved for slicing. 
This kind of kzzfe is sometimes 
known as the English draw 
knife. However shaped, the 
blade is formed with a tang at 
each end which is bent round 
in the direction of the cutting 
edge, either at right angles or 
flared slightly outwards. Fitted 
to these tangs are hardwood 
handles which may be roughly 
cylindriral or spherica! and 
egg shaped. The choice is a 
matter of personal preference. 
The knife must be kept as 
sharp as a chisel to work effi- 
ciently. Rest one handle on a 
betxh and hone the cutting 
edge with an oilatox. 

EGG SHAPED WOODEN 
HANDLE 

The cutting action 

For cmwe.x curves we the tool Always pull the knife toward 
bevel uppermost, but for you controlling the depth of the 
concave work turn the knife cut by the angle at which the 
owr, so the bevel faces blade is presented to the work. 
downward. This will prevent it Cut with the grain to avoid 
cutting too deeply into the wood. ;earing the work. 
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scorp 

3THER NAME: Round shave 
SIZE: Blade diameter: 2 to 4in. 
LIATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Hmdle: hardwood 
USE: To cut deep hollows in 
lumber 

The scorp is a draw knife that 
has been bent completely intoa 
circle with both tangs fitted 
into one handle. It is used to 
hollow out objects such as 
wooden bowls, and is operated 
one handed, being pulled to- 
ward the worker like a regular 
draw knife. 

OTHER NAME: Round shave 
SIZE: Blade diameter: 2 to 4in. 
.LIATERIAL: Blade, steel; 
Ifirndlr: hardwood 
USE: To cut deep concave shapes 
in lumber 

The inshave is like a regular 
draw knife bent into a tight 
curve. It is beveled on the 
outside face to enable it to cut 
deep hollows for bowls and 
chair seats. It is used two 
handed, pulled toward the 
worker like a draw knife. 

Wood CaIveJs 
Hook 
SIZE: Overall length: Sin. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: Multi-purpose 
carving knife 

SCORE’ LIKE 
BLADE 

I 

BLADE SHARPENaD 
ON BOTH EDGES 

The blade of the woodcarver’s 
hook has a pronounced curl at 
the tip, which is sharpened to 
form a scoop to rough out hol- 
lows in lumber. The blade is 
also skarpeneA on both long 
edges. The hook is pulled 
toward the worker, !ike a scorp. 

I 
WOODEN GRlPS 
RIVETED TO BOTH 
SIDES OF BLADE 
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Chip carving knivrs are made 
in various fhns 9) produce the 
low relief carving popuiarly 
kmmm as “chip- careY& 
usually a series of gromeuicai 
shapes. Soms blades are sharp- 
ened on both edges for cuiting 
tow%w.tanba\sa~-from thecar- 
ver; there are also &is&like 
cutters, IlSUdl~ with an 
angled end, which are suitable 
hr chip carving. 

SIZE: iin. 
hUTE.XIAL: Bl‘&: steel; 
Hmtdle: hardww& 

Mosi marking icamives are 
gm3nd on cne side of blade 
only so rim thz Aat face can run 
agamst a try square when 
marking across the work. Hold 
tile knife as you would a pencil 
2nd make firm srrokes. T-tie 
at is square on ahe finished 
side of the line and beveled on 
the waste side which ~eswlts in 
a square shoulder, but ieaves 3 
clear line for the EB-4’ to f@h.v. 

SHARPEtiEDOS 
BOTH EDGES 

CCTTINGEWGE 

/ 

‘TYPE BLAWE 
NEW ON THREE SIWES 



/ 

\ 

Using the rw.Emd 



Fa--Rla SCREW 

“b: R N 



I 

CLTTING EDGE 



The original ilammek. \vas a 5hame held in FhC 

hand. Vise @binFin@ shor\- that ~;ascck 

beonxmiths wew still ucimg t$smn in this wily 
dtswn FtP fhwtia century Ha:., B~ismmcP* with 
haB;khPdQCS and an ,:aaP hea& f’rdl4wed the %trne 
squmcc 8% am’*. TBrcy were made of hrwnze, 
brorn &and final&y Sftxl and \d’cTc likUe3.f at first inrtr 
a bent wmdm I:andlr sd later provided with a 
shaft-&ok 06 cyc 

The medievai sarpewaer9s hammer had an 
inrn head @f %+lare section wit 
shaped peehe. “l-hit tgx is sill 
Ewope, but En En&had uhe srtiking head was 
mde W-iFh a ciocular face ad was knwwn as the 
*‘%xeaer” WP ‘“Lonckm” parterra. ~~WdK6~ 
ca!rpmeP7s and engiweer‘s hammers kming the 
CFWSS peen up PO the centrs- line of thr head, 
WELIF a neck wn eirhx side of rhe eye. -1 
pamm was j~u6a:~~~~K~ early in the ni 
crnouhy and is known as the .~~~~~66E~~F~~~“. 

The claw hammer was used by CaPpenters 
ewen in Moman dars and &en occurs in 
medieva8 pictures;“it is saili the ge 
ixaluner fwerr manv am&s. This is 
cq?am=y and d&d orafus are ma 
wnadwvork, built amund or held togerher with 
mik awd the clan is handy for pulling them out 
if necessary. atdy &is tonds FW Poosen 
06 strain the PK uypes, especially 
nilnose wirh den es, aIT fitted with 
straps fixed with SCF~WS or rivets, to spread the 
Isverage. The mwderPm solution, intPoduced 

t a cewnury ago. was to deepen the eye tw 
is Bike an a&L?. 



.+ 

2. cur rhe siqfc fhsh. Phce 3. Drtie in the rnrral wedges, 
rice hammer in (1 E~Qlrn mwbs .fror tapping then2 alrernately to 
‘z&w? on* h*r co dry FSPC dwjc spread the shaft me& in the 
&m?ugl~&. head. Grind or file the wedges 

j&h and shellac exposed wood. 

Hold tke nail on the work 

face wkn dry. until just aboeze the wrjace. 

~~~T~ODS OF NAILING 

hvetail nailing ,1,~ 

';r imtrrr a jirvr fixing, angle 
:Itevnutizw nails ix dSfferent 
Iivcctions and drive them home 

Climbing a nail 
When a nail is long enough to 
,ass through both halves of the 
aork it can be bent mer to 
:lamp the fixing. Drive the nail 
Tush with the surface, rest a 
heavy hammer against the head 
md bend the pointed end me* 
!o lie parallel with the grain 
with sideways blows from a 
iecond hammer. Place the work 
m a firm surface and drive the 
bent nail flush with the surface 
of the wood. 

Blind nailing 
Chisel up u sliver of wood, 
drive the nail below the surface 
with a nail set and glue back 
the sliver to cover the head. 

Straightening a bent nail 
Revolve a bent nail on a vise 
md straighten with light taps 
iom a hammer. 
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SIZE: Head weigha: 7. go. 13. %cs 
m&i 21102. 
II~WTERI.AL: ne‘zd: sreek; 
Shqfi: hickory. sreeil. fibet glass 
USE: General carpenrry cl*:* 
md nail puliing 

‘H‘he cPaw hammer derive5 its 
name from the curved split 
pccnwhich is~s~dt~~~~~~~~~s, 
either when dis~~t~~~g work 
or when replacing a bent rd. 
A good claw should be tapered 
ori the underside as weEk as 
toward the eve in ardcr TO grip 
;zEI sizes of n&l beads. 

Tk general purpose barn- 
ma is known as e&e “amred 
daw” and is probably the most 
Widd~ used. A “straight claw” 
is available for levering ap 
blizxd~ or laps. The is 
Jrivrn between the rds 
which are then Bevered uga by 
the handle. This bamme~ is 
also known as a “ripping claw” 
*t “framing hammer”. 

To withstand the force of 
ieverirlg baards or even puhg 
nails it is essemiaal that the head 
be flmly attached to the sbdt 
and to this end the “‘adze eye 
hamer” was developed. The 
adze eye, which is almost twice 
as deep as -&at of a standard 
hammer, is tapered to allow the 
hickory shaft to be spread by 
wedges. Modern steel or fiber 
glass shafted hamrsare even 
stronger, the head being per- 
manently fitted to the shaft. A 
rubber sleeve is fitted to the 
shaft to provide a comfortable 
shock-absorbing grip. Grease 
fr@m the band can cause the 
rubber grip to becolne slip- 
pery, but this is easily rem- 
edied by lightly scrubbing the 
grip with a nail brush using a 
mild detergent solution. 

Nail pulling 
A claw hammer bv itself cm 
only draw a pa&My driven 
nail. Slide the claw under the 
head and withdraw the nail by 
pulling on the handk. 

In rough work, puU a driven 
nail through the workpiece by 
faming the claw on to the 
shaft of the nail until it bites 
into the metal. Lever on the 
bandle prnliing the nail right 
thmugh the wonkpiece. 

RUBBER SLEEVE 

Protect the surface of the work 
by placing a piece of hardboard 
under the head of the hammer. 

To withdraw a long nail, 
proceed in stages, using a block 
of wood to raise the hammer 
head to provide leverage. 
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OTHER SAME: Picture 
~ROWOOD HANDLE - 

rramcr’s hmmer 

TRe sprig Ramer Ras a square 
sectioned head, me face of 
v&i& will slide on the glass or 
picture backing to drive the 
retaining sprig. The sIxaft is set 
at an angle to keep the knddes 
of the hand clear while the head 
is ilat on the swface. 

er 

SIZE: Head weight: 6,8,10, P2, 
14 and 160~. 
MATERIAL: Head: steei; 
Shaft: a&, hickory 
USE: General carpcutry nor% 

Cross pee0 hammers Rave a 
tapered peen which can start 
nails held between the fingers. 

SQUARE SECTION HEAD _ 

N.4ME: 

CROSS PEi’N .W-ARRINGTON 
PATTERN 

A LONDON PATTERN 

They are used in various parts 
of the world under diierent 
names and in a variety of 
shapes and sizes. 
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17ne or smnrtimes bmh cads 
6 iire head ate WWlE> rl!3gne- 
!iC\i. ‘B-his ailurws a sack to be 
crrmcted YO h2 swiking face 
rid tapped in pbfe before be- 
ng driven home. The heads 
ire either eyed co take a shaft am 
itred! by mems of metal straps 
1~. either side of tRe sRafTt. TRe 
asps form a n-me positive 
ixxin: for the small Read of tRe 
@mkterer’s Rammer. 

Modern upRRokter&s 
*em have as 
*ore common 
nor-e traditional shaft is a very 
:legant, bakmced design xvi& a 
xam.mced swelling at the 
yipping end. 

6 \ 

The saddfer’s lxmmet is verv 
imilaar to an r?pholsrerer’s 
lamer ~Wi& a toss pee* for 
tarring tacks betweenm the fin- 
:ers. It sometimes has a side 
:law. In addition to driving 

tacks it is also used for s 
small teather items. 
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CPHQLSTERER’S CROSS I’EEN 

WITH DOUBLE CPHOLSIHRER’S 

ENDED HEAD HA.u.\,ER WlTH 

AND .15ODERN TRAI)ITIOHAL 

STYLE SHAFT 

CROSS PEES 

SIDE CLAW 

HICKORY SHAFT 

-STRAP FIXED HEAD 

Shapi .ng?%ather loop I 
Mold small belt loops by 
holding them on a suitable stick 
and tapping with the saddle-r’s 
hammer. 



mer 

The double faced club hamma 
is used single handed to de 
molish masonry and drive stee 
chisels and masonry drills. It i! 
wise to wear gloves and goggle! 
while performing all these 
operations. 

Using the hammer 
With one hand hold the hand 
drilI, rotating it between stroke: 
of the club hummer. 
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Zarver’s iet 

Controlled pourer 
from the carver’s 
mallet 

IMATER 
rawhide; 
USE: To 
which would lx dam&d by 
standard hammers or mallets 

SIZE: Wead wei@: 3 m 3&a. 
IAL: Head: rubber, 
Handle: Imickory 
drive Of -alme mmerid 

Soft faced mallets have heads 
made of solid rubber or raw- 
hide glued into a coil and 
sometimes loaded with lead. 

.---- _ -..-. ---_ -_-._- 

They are used to shaw metal 

~~ve~t~~~ 

damage the work. 

COILED RAWHIDE HEAD 
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‘I eer er 

ieneer fcl a glued surface 

The uaditiod velpeer ham- 
mer, often made by the crafts- 
man himseE, has a u at 
slightly tapered wuedrn head. 
A groove cut in the bottom 
edge takes a thin steel blade. 
The s&&r shaft passes 
through a hole in the head and 
is wedged in the n*r 
The metal version _ . 

STRIKING FACE 

Ilmmm?r face and a wrde 
peen opposiae. 

VENEER SPREAD 

Using the veneer hammer 1’ 
The ceneer hammer is used to 9 Y / 
prers D gfued wfreerjkzr 082 to 
its gr~a~n~ work by squeeziqz 
out excess glue and air. Wkite 
vn~int~i~ing premme on the 
head of the hammer ~u~~~r~~ 
the center outward wing (I zig- 
zag action. 

prers D gfued wfreerjkzr 082 to 
its gr~a~n~ work by squeeziqz 
out excess glue and air. Wkite 
vn~int~i~ing premme on the 
head of the hammer ~u~~~r~~ 
the center outward wing (I zig- 
zag action. 

3ra river 
WHER NAME: Pin push 
mIZE: Pin capacity: 14 and lb 
a~lgc 
~4ATER IAI.: Metal and plastic 
,:SE: To drive small nails 
:ith,,ut a hammer 

The pin ot nail is held magneti- 
aally in the barrel. To drive the 
pin apply pressure to the 
handle, which automatically 
returns m repeat the action. 
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Although Roi‘nan blacksmiths made and 
used tongs oi various kinds, the 
carpenters in those days seem to have 
relied mainly on their c!aw hammers for 
dealing with ecalcitrant nails. Joseph 
Moxon made this point as late as 1685, 
speaking of t :e carpenter’s claw hammer: 
“its chief ?Jr : is for driving Nails into 
Work and dr wing Nails out of work”, 
and makes no merntion of pincers. These 

OTHER NA.kY k: Cembinko~ 
phehs, linesmen’ pliers 
SIZE: 5 to loin. 
‘IlttTERPAL: S :eel 
USE: l-0 grip a, I? bend sheet 
metd und crol, 1 i me 

Englncer’s plit iiS are the suan- 
dard o’pc of p ers. The Iarger 
kinds are vers: I tile, and imar- 
poorare a varie Iy of flmctions. 
The various , xilitics of ube 
engineer’s ph ! 3 are operated 
by the simple a i:tion ofop&ng 
and CIOSing uh ! bandks. 

The Baa sen i icea jaw is used 
IO grip and I 

D 
ma ultin skeu 

metal. The sid i s or ends of the 
jaws are car& ! ily aligned wiuk 
the marked lit ;: UO pmducc an 
accuraue bend I To prevent the 
serrariotts mai Icing the metal, 
wrap the javl b’ in insdation 
tape. Keep tk ! metal clear of 
the side cu I[ers to avoid 
accidental CUfl ing. some psiers 
include a cum 1 d section in the 
serrated jaw? for gripping 
muad sccuion netal rod. 

Immediuel* in front of the 1 
pivot, where g feet force can be 
qplned, is a pz 1 r of side cutters 
for cropping B 
edges are situa t 

ire. The coning 
cd to one side of 

the jaws so ukku ubey can cuf 
:lose to a supi; ‘x. Even greater 
ahog force c ;n be exerted by 
the pair of CT uppers situated 
&me the pivn cnuhehan- 
dies of the plil ks are open, the 
two sections 0 t. the cropper are 
aligned so thah /a length of wire 
ran be laid 1 acrcw them. 
Squeezing Cal: handles to- 
gether closes t .,le croppers and 
ihears the mei ‘81. 

appear occasionally in medieval pictures, 
but only when the carpenter is using an 
ordinary flat-peened hammer. 

Pliers were special tools for cutting and 
rn~n~~u~at~ng wire which, apart from 
jewelry, was not in general use until 
comparatively modern times. Felibien in 
1676 illustrates a pair of what we call 
“Glazier’s pliers”, but calls them tenailles 
(pincers). The French word for pliers is, 
of course, pinces, which is confusing. 

ROD GRIPPING SECTION 

SIDE CUTTERS 

Holding the pliers 
To control the pliers with one 
hand, hook the little finger on 
the inside of the handle to 
pnwide the opening force. 

Hold a long rod in your hand 
and bend it against a pair of 
pliers. For shorter lengths you 
will need two pairs of pliers. 
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SIZE: 5 to 6fin. 
XIATERIAL: Steel PWo7 
USE: To grip metal with the jaws 
‘ial on the work 

i%w&?: iwioa CURVED 
HANDLES 

‘ARALLEL JAW’S 

FadeI action pliers do the 
am job as s*andard pliers, but 
the jaws are kept parallel to 

\ TENSION SPRINGS 

zvd-2 oiber 
;iocn. This 

as 
ins 

ilk pli~r~griprhework,eienai 
thcLr widesr capacity, the ser- 
rared surface is Hat Ott the 
work. The jaw-s of parallel ac- 
tion pliers are opened auto- 
matically by tension springs in 

Altbougb pliers are not a 
good sobstimte for a wrench, 
in an emergency the parallel 
action pliers will at least grip 
the flats of a nut securely. 

OTHER NAXES: .Sqw@ 
nosed pliers, duckbill pliers, 
pendulum pliers 
SIZE: 4 to 7lin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To grip and bend sheer 

FLAT 
SERUz4TED 
JAWS 

Flat nosed pliers have fiat ser- 
rated jaws. They are designed 
for ~i~~,e~g~t work such as 
batding thin sheet metal or 
wire. The gr@at@st force can be 
applied immediately ia from of 
the jaws. 
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Florfririan’c PliDVC -1-w .-.a.. ” 1 11.ds.d 
OTHER NAME: Linesmen’s 
pliers 
SIZE: 6 to Sin. 
MATERIAL: Steel; plastic 
handle ccwrrs 
USE: To grip, bend and crop 
:lectrical cord 

Electrician’s pliers are basic- 
ally the same tool as engineer’s 
pliers, but they are fitted with 
two insulated handles. As a 
precaution, switch off the po- 
wer before working on any 
equipment connected to the 
:lectrical supply. A large pair 
of pliers are needed to crop the 
thicker sections of cord and 
twist them together to make 
connections. 

INS”LAT;NG SLEEVES 

SIDE CUTTEI 
Snipe Nosed Pliers 
3THER NAMES: Needle nosed 
pliers, long rinsed p!i@rr, !ong 
:hzia pliers, radio pliers 
SIZE: 4t to Bin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To grip small objects in 
:oniined spaces 

Snipe nosed pliers are manu- 
1 factured in a variety of shapes 
md proportions but they all 
I have serrated tapering jaws to 
work in confined spaces. Seine 
I models have side cutters to 
, xop soft wire. 

-Needle nosed piiers are a 
1 variety of snipe nosed pliers 
1 Nith extra thin tapering jaws. 
The ends of bent snipe nosed 
I pliers are bent to an angle of 
15” or 90” to give better access 
i n a confined space which is 
5 rery useful for certain jobs. 

Do not apply too much force 
1 when .using snipe nosed pliers, 
is it ia very easy to strain the 
I jaws out of line. 
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NEEDLE NOSE 

Handling small objet> 
Snipe nosed pliers are 
invaluable for placing small 
washers or nuts on tofittings 
and assembling delicate wiring. 



$IZE: 4 to 6Pin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To bend wire into loops 

Round nesed pliers have a pair 
Df smooth conical jaws, which 
are used to form loops in wire 
or thin strips of sheet metal. 
They are used by jewelers, and 
by electricians to make a loop 
in a cord to fit an electrical 
String. The tapered jaw aiiows 
ior ioops 01 dtierent sizes. 

Twisting a loop Twisting a loop 
To .form a loop grip the end of To .form a loop grip the end of 
the wire between the jaws and the wire between the jaws and 
twist the pliers, keeping the twist the pliers, keeping the 
tension on the wire with the tension on the wire with the 
xhher hand. 

SlinJnintPli~c 
EC- ------ - -- -- 

SIZE: 5 to loin. 
%fATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To work as standard pliers 
with a wider jaw capacity 

The functions of the slip joint 
pliers are identical to those of 
standard pliers but their un- 
ique feature is the pivot point, 
which provides for two widths 
of jaw opening. Like standard 
pliers they have a flat section on 
the jaws incised with fine ser- 
rations and a curved section 
with coarser serrations. 

tither types of head 
Slip joint pliers are also 
available with bent jaws or as 
narrow nosed pliers. 

Open the handles and slide the 
ioints sideways. The pivot will 
engage in a second position to 
give a wider jaw opening. 
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SIZE: 4 to Idin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To g;,p piF&.& 

phmbing Z:rings an 
signed to grip pipe%\- 

SLIP JOINT AD,L!STMENT 

The jaws are serrated wi 
flat or curved surface and 
be adjusted like slip joint pl 
to give a variety of jaw open- 
ings. The tooi has long handles 
for good leverage. 

These pliers are also corn- 
manly made with a method of 
adj-usmimi known as “cban- 
nel” joints or “groove grip”. 
Each jaw position depends on 
tongues in one half of the tool 
locating in grooves in the other 
half of the tool. 

Another less common var- 
iety adjusts bv !ocattig r&e pi- 
vot in hooks &I the other half of 
the tool. This strong form of 
location cannot slip even when 
very heavy loads are applied to 
the pliers. 

Gas Pliers 
OTIIER NAME: Scotch @s p:isrs 
SIZE: 7 to 10%. 
MATERIAL: Steel PIVOT 
USE: To grip pipework I 

“V” NOTCH 

Gas pliers have two curved 
sections in each jaw to grip 
pipework of different sizes. 
They also have a “V” notch in 
the front end of each jaw to grip 
wire, and a wire cropper lo- 
cated near the pivot. The ends 

CROPPER 

of the handles are shaoed to 
form a pipe reamer and a turn- 
screw respectively. 

TURNS&REW END 
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‘lie* wrench jaws are control- 
:d bv turninz an ad&steer. so 

TAELE CLAXP 

hat when t&e bad&es are 
lo&, consi&&le force is 
pplied to the work. Further- 
aore, the wrench will remain 
eked onto the work until the 
ciease iever is operated. This 

CURVED SERRATED JAW 
PLIER WRENCH 

onverts the tool into a mini- 
ise freeing the hands for other 
muposes. ‘in fact you can im- 

xovise a vise by mounting the 
4ier wrench securely to the 
:dge of the work bench with a 
able clamp. CURVED SMOOTH JAW 

Plier wrenches are manufac- “lER mENCH 
ured with different jaws for 
specific work. The standard 
aws are the straight serrated 
ype; another version has CUT- 
led serrated jaws. There is also 
k version Ah curved jaws 
which are smooth on the inside 

FLAT JAW PLIER WRENCH 

Ind one with wide, fiat &ws 
which are perfectly smooth on 
he inside, for gripping sheets 
)f metal without marking the 
surface. Yet another type has 
‘c” clamp type jaws. Plier 
wenches are also manufac- 
ured with ia-ws for more speci- 
ic tasks such as holding work 
‘or welding. “C” CLAMP PLIER WRENCH 

~~~~sting the plier wrench 

Close the wrmck onto the zL.ork 
by sqzceezing the handles. Turn 
!ke odjmter counter clockwise 
!wntil tke handles close. Be 
xwejul as the closing force 
:ouid easily damage the work. 

lj the work is too wide to allow 
the tool to lock on, keep the 
brasure on the handles. Turn 
!he ad].uster counter clockwise 
again ;f necessary. 

Ij the work is too narrow joy 
the jam when the handles are 
closed, turn the adjuster 
clockwise until the jaws touch 
th2 work and operate the 
release later. Screw in tke 
adjuster a little more and 
squeeze the handles to lock the 
tool onto the work. 

Release the plier wrench by 
holding the hmdler firmly in 
one hand while pulling the 
release lever with the other. 
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hzisr‘s phets are comrtrucwd 
II rhe same way as engineer’s 
>iiir, except thai the jaws do 
IOE meet inmediatel~ in front 
ii r:ii cc>*‘:. ~This insures ha;at 
IIC raw\ Ca?il grip ahe g.lass up PO 
hc Cl&I ihc instead of at the 
!stremc c&c dy. 

After rhe giarss has ~be-ren 
mred with a glass CUFWL, the 
:lazier’i pliers are -used Fe snap 
,E a narrow suip. Thev a,re 
~1~0 used tc” “tAbBe” 0E @ieces 
,f giass back to a line or axm-d 
i con-z. 

OTHER NAMES: Diagond 
rutting nippers. side aming 
zippers 

Diagonal cutting pliers are de- 
signed for cropping metal only. 
They should not be used as 
standard p!iers to grip work 
beaUSe this can damge Fhe 
cutting edges or the work itself. 
The jaws of t”le pliers are 
shaped so that the handles will 
give knuckle clearance while 
the side cutting face is tit on 
the surface. The handles are 
often automaticalay opened by 
a coil spring. 
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6. ;pping the glass 
up CO rhe au line. 

SIZE: 4 to 7;in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 

Angled jaws 
The&t section o/ rhe blade 
cuts close to the work, bui the 
skape of the jaws allows 
knuckle clearance for the user. 



PO\‘07 

md .&a mop and temioon the 
vice irsdf. 
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SAZE: 6 i*r iGin,. 
\WTEKEA&: S;eei 
:.:w: ‘Ho extraa nails am? rxiri 

Using the pincers 

Grip rhe nail as near as possible 
io the surface. sp&%w the 
handks and rock rhe tool on rhe 
crirmzdjaws, Awering rhe nail 
out OJ the wood. If the nail does 
nor Clwm out of rhe ZLYwd 
mtiwIyp grip ir a second rime 
further down rhe dmfr and 
repear the process. 

The wrecking bar is made from 
an octagonal section length of 
steel. One end is bent into a 
tight curve and terminates in a 
claw for removing nails. The 
other end is flattened to pro- 
vide a blade for ievering struc- 
tures apart for demolition 
work. The length of bar pro- 
vides considerable leverage for 
either job. 



LIJUSTABLE SI‘OP 

W’IRE CUTTERS 

BOLT CROPPINI EDGE--+ 

BOLT CRQPPlNG HDLES 

WlRE STRIPPERS. 

PLASTIC 
SL 

T&*i4f rhe tool IO insure that rhe 
ins&rim is cur right rhrough 
and puil the wire rhrough IO 
swip rr aff. 
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Sirclips are sprunag carcupah re- 
ahimg clips which are de- 
signed to engage am interna or 
:xtemal grmre. SpeciaQ pliers 
ire needed to fit them. There is 
L srnal~ Me at each end of the 
:irclip. Cirdip pIiers bavr very 
Farrow cylun&icaI tips to fit 
hese Roles. One version dfck- 
:lip pIiers is designed to fir 
nterml clips whik anoaha 
ipneads external clips. Exter- 
2z11 circbp pliers are usuaEQy 
,~~~~~-~~aea and some are tit- 
ed with a stop to prevent ohem 

00 
ava 
straight noses. 

eirc h-s 
SIZE: 53 co 12fin. 
ZWTERIAL: Steel 
IXE: To icsert or rqmve &clips 

REX-RN SPRING 

XTERNAL CIRCLIP PLIERS 

INTERNAL CIRCLIP PLIERS 

Upholsterer’s Pliers 
OTHER NAMES: Web pincers, 
upholsterer’s pincers 
SIZE: 8 to 8tin. 
IMATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To stretch webbing used in 
upholstery 

.l‘he upholsterer’s pliers have 
wide serrated jaws for gripping 
a length of upholsterer’s woven 
webbing to tension it OWI a 
seat frame. 

SERRATED 

Using upholsterer’s pliers 

r end of webbing, I&n. 
from the end; nail ir to stde of 

Stretch webbing across frame; 
erip folded end with pliers so 
lower jaw touches frame. Lever 
tool on curved lower jaw 
rtretching webbing. Tack 
webbing to frame and CNI off 
I+in. behind tacks. Fold loose 
end over and tack m frame. 
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,IZE: To take webbing up to 
;in. wide 
#lATERIAL: Harckvood 
BE: To sxetch webbing aaoss 
seat frame 

Using a webbing stretcher 
Nail off webbing as on previous 
page and loop free end, passing 

Vebbing stretchers put the 
orrect amcnmt of tension on to 
“oven seat webbing. Thereare 
Ither varleries, but two com- 
non typei are cut from hard- 
vood to form a paddle-like 
bape with a handle. The 
netbod for providing the ten- 
ion din”rrs. One uses a wooden 
peg while the other is fitted 
vitb a metal strip bent to form 

3 stirrup. 

it through slot in peg type 
stretcher and pass peg through 
loop. Ptdi webbing tight and 
trap fm end between stretcher 
md,franze. Lever stretcher 
to tension webbing and nail off. 

The stirrup awiety is used in a 
similar way by passing the loose 
end of the webbing behind the 
stirrup and ouer the front ed:.z 
of the stretcher which traps it 
q&m :he frame. 

rack Lifter 
SIZE: 6+ to 8in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Ycndh: beech, plastic 
JSE: To remove tacks used in 
lpholstery 

CLAW BLADE 

Using a tack lifter 

Work the claw under the head 
of a tack and lever with the 
tool until the rock is removed. 
Where the head is deep& buries 
in the wood,you cm cut access 
for the tack remover with a 
chisel and mallet. 
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er 
Some time after Caesar’s conquest of 
Gaul the writer Pliny mentions a “Celtic 
drill” (gallica rerebra). This was probably 
the auger, as used by the Celts of Central 
md Northern Europe, who were much 
admired by the Romans for their skill as 
;arpenters and wheelwrights. 

The early augers were spoon-shaped at 
the business end and up to 18 inches long, 
with flat tangs or an eye to take the cross- 
haadle. Later the spoon was twisted and 
drawn down to a point, as in the gimlet. 
The first true spiral or twist augers were 
invented late in the eighteenth century, 
but took some time to develop owing to 
manufacturing difficulties. The “Jennings 
pattern” with spurs or nickers was 
patented by Russell Jennings in 1855 and 
the solid center or “Irwin pattern” 
follnwed in 1884. 

.- 

LEAD SCRL 

SIZE: Diameter: 2 to lfin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To drill holes in wood 

Augers are used to drill fairly 
large holes in lumber. The bor- 
ing end has a lead screw and 
twisted flutes like a drill bit to 
clear the waste. The common 
varieties are the “Jennings” 
patternand solid center augers. 
The shaft is about 24in. long 
with a collar at one end to take a 
removable handle. 

Speciai 2nd grain boring 
augers, up to 30in. long, are 
available. The thin, round- 
sectioned shaft is squared and 
tapered at one end to fit a 
handle. The other end has a 

REMOVABLE HANDLE 

shell bit fitted. 

JENNINGS PATTE 
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Simlet 
SIZE: &CO +n. 
LlATERIA=L: Bud,:: steel: 
Yurz.ile: hardwood- 
ISE: To bore boles in weed 

l%e gimlet is used to bore 
;hallow holes in lumber, often 
:o take a screw. The shaft ter- 
minatcs in a spiral lead screw 
hollowed by a “shell” or spiral 
fluted section for cutting and 
removing the waste. The re- 
maining shaft, running to the 
handle, is either narrower than 
the cutting er.d, or tapers to 
reduce the frictioc iii tie hole. 
The cross handle is formed by 
the shaft itself being wisted to 
the required shape or it is 
squared and tapered to fit into a 
turned hardwood handle. The 
xxi of the shaft is riveted over 
tv fix it securely in the handle. 
The handle is held in the palm 
of the hand with the shaft pro- 
jecting between the index and 
middle fingers. 

To sharpen a gimlet, bore a 
iin. hole with it in a piece of 
hardwood. Witbdrau- the tool 
and fili rhe bole 4th a miitwe 
of oil and fine emery. Insert the 
gimlet to the deptb of iin. and 
turn it backward and forward 
until the cutting edge is honed. 
For a very blunt gimlet you 
may need to top up the Me. 

Using the gidet 

Bore a hole by twisting the tool 
until the lead scram pulls ir into 
the wood. Twist in one 
direction only, not backward 
and forward as you mould with 
a bradawl. 

SIZE: 5Ein. 
iMATERIAL: Bo&. steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To ream a drilied hole 

The taper reamer cannot drill a 
hole itself, but is used instead 
to enlarge and clean up a hole. 
Used from one side only, it will 
produce a tapered hole. 
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The carpenter’s brace appeared in early 
fifteenth century Europe. Its main 
advantage for boring holes was that it 
gave a continuous and positive turning 
movement to the bit, instead of the 
intermittent action of gimlets, augers or 
bow and strap drilks used previously. 

The first braces al1 had fixed bits. By 
the sixteenth century each bit fitted into a 
wooden holder or “pad”, which could 
then be held in a tapered hole in the stock 
with pins, wedges or screws. After the 
eigbteentb century, the pads were 
dispensed wkh and a V-&aped notch was 
lilzd in the tangs of the bits which 
engaged with a springed pad in the 
chuck. Wooden braces of this type were in 
common use until about 1000. 

Tbc Spoffwd split chuck brace of 1859 
~viih a metal sweep did away with the 
need to notch the bits. In 1864 it was 
superseded by tke “Barber” screwed 
shell chuck with springed jaws. This was 
SOOR fitted with a ratchet and is the 
standard type in present use. 

SIZE: Sweep: iin., Rin., Win.. 
12in., 14in. 
.MATERlAL: Frame; s:.eel; 

Mor.t early braces were fitted with 
shell or spoon bits similar in shape to the 
contemporary augers and gimlets. The 
first twist or screw augers appeared before 
1800, but auger bits for use in braces 
came later; the Jennings pattern in 1855 
and the solid core Irwin bits in 1884. 
Early forms of center bit were 
used in the eighteenth century; the 
present form was finalized about 1800. 
The French call them “English three- 
point bits”, indicating their probable 
origin. The expanding forms of center bit 
date from Clarke’s patent of about 1890. 

The hand drill seems to have been first 
developed in France or Germany; one of 
the earliest was shown by Bergeron in 1816 
The bevel gear wheels, with a ratio of 1:1, 
were carried in a U-shaped forging and 
driven by a small crank. In 1846 
a side handle had been fitted and the gear 
ratio raised to about 3: 1. The first 
American hand drills, introduced about 
1870, carried the gears on an open-work 
iron frame and had a long, turned handle. 

HANDLE 

USE: To bore holes in wood I 

Head handk: km.3wund, plank 
ACCESSORIES: DriEl bits, 
screwdriver bit, counterssink bii 

CAM RING 
1 

HEAD- 

The brace applies a turning 
force to the bit by the rotation 
of the frame in a clockwise 
direction. The amount of space 
taken up by t,his action is 
know3 as “the sweet”, and the 
size of the brace is &en in 
terms of this measurement. 
Many braces have a ratchet 
fitted to the chuck, which 
allows the tool to be used in 
confined spaces wlme a com- 
plete sweep is impossible. 

lain brace, without the ratchet 
attachment, is the standard model. 
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Fitting the bits 
Most bits used with the brace 
have a square tang at the end of 
the shank, which is gripped by 
“V” grooves in,the jaws. Some 
braces have universal jaws, 
which will also take round 
shank bits. All brace bits have 
their diameter size stamped 
into the tang. 
Engaging the ratchet 
To engage the ratchet on a 
ratchet brace turn the cam ring 
clockwise against the stop. 
This will provide torque in a 
clockwise direction only, leav- 
ing the frame to move freelr in 
the anti-clockwise direction. 
For the reverse effect, turn the 
cam ring in an anti-clockwise 
direction. 
Using the brace 
i-‘c~r wzv location of the bit. vou 

Fitting a bit to a ratchet 
Locare the cam ring in its 
cemral position. Turn the 
frame clock-&isr until the jaws 
open to take the bit. Locate the 
tang in the “V” gmmm. Check 
thar the bit is sqnare in the jaws 
before turning the frame anti- 
clockwise to tighten the chuck. 

an cilhcr mark the center of 
rhc h& with a bradawl or, if 
working in hardwood, drill a 
,i,in. pilnt hole. 

Position the bit, hold the head 
of zhe brace in one hand, 

Drilling vertically 
supported by the body, &,d 
place the other, hand on the 
handle. Move the head to 
spare up the brace with the 
work and turn the frame clock- 
wise while applying pressure to 
the head. 

Clearing waste 
The waste from a deep hole 
must be cleared periodically. 
To extract the bit, reverse the ~. . ^ 
acnon on a couple ot turns 
releasing the lead screw, then 
turn the frame clockwise while 
oulline on the tool. 

AvGd splitting out the back 
: of the work by either clamping 

a block of waste lumber to the 
back or removing t,le tool as 

App+!~ pressure f~ the head with 
soon as the lead scre:a appears. 

one hand. A square placed close 
Then pick up the exit hole and 

fo the brace will help as a guide 
drill out the remaining waste 
from the back. 

10 alignment. 

SIZE: Han&: I I tin. 
MATERIAL: Lever clirrck: steel; 
Head humflr: plastic 
ACCESSORIES: Drill bits, 
screndrivcr bit, countersink bit 
USE: To drill in restricted space, 
such as between joists 

HEAD 

CHUCK 

L LEVER 

HANDLE 

The chuck and ratchet of the 
joist brace is constructed in the 
same way as a standard brace, 
but instead of the conventional 
frame there is a lever at right 
angles to the line of the drill bit. 
With the ratchet set correctly, 
the lever is worked back and 
forth to turn the bit, while 
force is applied to the head 
mounted directly behind the 
chuck. This makes it a useful 
tool for work in a confined 
space where the handle of the 
conventional brace could not 
be fully rotated. 

Maintenance 
A modern brace requires very 
little maintenance other than 
an occasional oiling of the 
chuck mechanism, head and 
handle. Keep the bits sharp to 
produce clean accurate work. 
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lorner Brace 
,THER NAME: Gear frame brace 
IZE: Sweep: 8 and loin. 
WTERIAL: Frame: steel; 
lead~handle: hardwood, plastic 
CCESSORIES: Drill bits, 
:rewdriver bit, countersink bit 
JSE: To drill in a resvicted 
pace such as into a baseboard 

h a corner brace the con- 
entional brace frame is fitted 
t an angle to a gear housing. 
This allows the chuck to be 
urned even when it is operat- 
ng against a surface which 
vould prevent a normal sweep. 

3re~sure is applied on a handle 
,xwtted at the back of the tool. 

1THBR NAME: Screw point bit 
SIZE: Lengtlz; 4 to 6in.; 
7iamerer: f to 25n. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
1SE: To drill holes in wood 

LEAD SCREW 

The center bit has a solid, 
cylindrical shank with a square 
section tang which fits into the 
chuck of a brace. The cutting 
end of the bit has a helical twist 
which gives two cutting edges, 
a lead screw in the center, and a 
single spur on one side to score 
the surface grain of the wood 
before the bit enters. 

Once the lead screw bar 
“taken” in the work, it wil: 
draw the bit after it with the 
minimum of pressure. 
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GIkR FIXED FRAME 
HOUSING 

LEAD 
SCREW 

luger Bit 
)THER NAME: Twist bit 

YVY, _- 

HELICAL b 
,IZE: Jewzings patrern: Length: 8 
3 IOin.; Diameter: f to Ifin. 
blid center: Length: 8 to lOin.; 
Xameter: * to lci.; Length: 12 
J ISin.; Diameter: f to lin. 
UTERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To drill holes in wood 

Ibex are two patterns of auger 
pit: the Jennings, or double \, 
wist, and the solid center. / 

The Jennings pattern has a 
louble helical twist which 
:lears the waste from the hole 
IS it progresses Vito the work. 
The solid center has a single 
lelical twist around a soiid 
ihank, which runs the whole 
ength of the bit. This is the 
itranger version and is favored 
‘or very long bits. 

The main advantage of the 
luger bit, apart from efficient 
mm clearance, is that it is 
asier to keep centered in a 
Jeep hole. 
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Expansive 
2;:. Smail: + to Itin.; Large: H 

MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To drill holes of various 
size in wood 

AD,“STABLE 
SPURRED CUTTER 

LEAD 
SCREW 

The expansive bit is similar in 
form to a solid center bit, but 
has an additional, adjustable 
spurred cutter which moves 
out from the center to enlarge 
the cutting diameter of the bit. 

Adjusting the bit 
The cutter is calibrated to 
show the diameter it will cut at 
any one setting. It is held by a 
screw Fixed packing piece 
which releases for reset&g, or 
a toothed, calibiated dial, 
which is huned for resetting. 

C4LIB 
DIAL 

Forstner Bit 
SIZE: i to 2in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To drill holes in wood 

Unlike the bits with a lead 
GXSV at the center, the Forst- 
ner bit must be used under 
pressure in order to cut into the 
work. The cutting end has a 
deep rim and a small pointed 
center, which means that it 
cuts a clean hole with a flat 
bottom and will not wander off 
center by following the grain. 

Its accuracy makes it very 
useful for veneer work and pat- 
tern making. 

Countersink Bit 
SIZE: *in., tin.. sin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To recess a hole to accept a 
countersunk head screw 

The cone-shaped cutting end of 
the countersink bit matches the 
countersunk head of a wood 
screw. The bit is fitted into a 
brace and held vertically in the 
center of a clearance hole al- 
ready drilled in the work. Then 
it is rotated until it cuts a recess 
that will allow the screw head 
to lie flush with the wooden 
SUrfaCe. 

The “rosehead” type shown 
here is the commonest, but 
there is a flathead countersink 
bit, with two cutting edges and 
a flattened, V-shaped head, 
which is used to countersink 
hinges. 

Turn Screw Bit 
OTHER NAME: Screwdriver bit 
SIZE: Len&z: 4 io 6in.; Blade 
width: tin., fin., :in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To drive screws with the 
aid of a brace 

The turn screw bit is useful for 
driving large screws. It has a 
flat, screwdriver blade and a 
square tang which fits into the 
chuck of a brace. The pressure 
and extra torque provided by 
the brace make a very powerful 
screwdriver. 

POINTED CENTER 
-CUTTING EDGE 

-RIM 

SHANK 
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OTHER NAME: Whee! brace 
SIZE: Length: 9 to 13in.i 
Caprrrir.y: Up to &in. 
&lATERIAL: Franie bo& CBS: 
iron, aluminum 01 zinc; b‘idr 
wheels: cast iron; Hmdh krwhs: 
hardwood, plastic 
ACCESSORIES: Twrr drhEls 
USE: To drill holes in wood 
and metal 

The band drill combines hand 
drive and gear ratio to provide 
a range of convenient speeds 
for different materials and 
types nf work. The large gear 
wheel drives one or two 
pirkns w-hi& appIy torque to 
the chuck. On some models, 
the drive crank can be 
lengthened to provide greater 
twqur. More modern &ills 
Irwc their scars complcrely en- 
closed in a cast body to protect 
them from dust. 

The chuck usually has three 
self-centering jaws. 

Fitting the bits 
I-hiding the large gear wheel, 
turn the chuck shell anti- 
clockwise to open the jaws. 
Center the drill bit in the jaws 
and tighten them by turning 
the chuck clockwise. Check 
the accurate alignment of the 
bit before you finally tighten 
the jaws. 

PINION -I 

HANDLE 

--IL4XDLE 

DRIVE HANDLE 

DRIVE CRAN 

CHUCK 

Using the hand drill 
The hand drill is often used to 
drili pilot holes for screws or 
larger holes. WirR sofwood 
and a small hole, it may not be 
necessary to mark the center, 
but if the work is important or 
is in hardwood, start the hole 
witt a bradawl. - ~~~~~ 

IKXBLE PINION 

t GEAR WHEEL 

For drilling in metal you u-ill 
need a center punch to mark 
the hole and prevent the drill 
wandering. Most metals need 
some sort of lubricant when 
they are being drilled. 

Maintenance 
Occasionally clean away dust 
from around the gear wheel 
and pinions and oil them 
lightly if necessary~ 

ENCASED GEARS 

Starting the drill 
With the bit centered, start the 
hole by gripping the gear wheel 
between thumb and fingers. Ro- 
tate the bit backward and for- 
ward to establish it then, grasp- 
ing thegcur wheel handle, use the 
tool at the requiredspeed. A high 
speed with light feed will be 
necessary tf you are drilling with 
snrall bits, to prevent them catch- 
ing andpossibly breaking as they 
enter the work. 
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read Drill ’ 
SIZE: C‘zjxc;r~: up 1 \t fin.; 
Lm~rh: 1 I to 18in. 
MATERIAL: Frmrc :body : cast 
iron, steel, aluminw Jar zinc; 
Gcur u~heels: cast irm 1, Handie: 
hardwood, plastic; B (cm.riphr~: 
cas won I 
ACCESSORIES: TI 1 isr drills, 
masonry bit 
USE: To drill holes :I wood, 
mcral and masons i 

The breast drill \s a larger 
version of the hm ! drill, with 
the addition of i a cumed, 
saddie-shaped piaie fitted to 
the top of the fta:: ! 5. You can 
km *a this to apt ;y pressure. 
%ney are also fittrc ,. with a side 
handle wittr whit i7 you can 
;ready the tool. 

Aktsr breast drip; s have two 
\I’cc~~s. Ir.11~~~ 3ri’ i::elected by 
im~iging difTeren : size gear 
whcsls either by ; fitting the 
drive crank onto )he approp- 
riate drive spigot, :x by fitting 
the whole drive g, !ar wheel in 
one of two posit ims, which 
automatically eng: iges the re- 
quired gear. t 

! 

SIZE: Length: 10; 1 i Iliin. 
MATERIAL: Corn1 ‘. nanon of 
steel, plastic and aiu$linum 
ACCESSORIES: D: ill points 
USE: To drill sm.41 i&es in 
wood and plastic ! 

The push drill P j kes special 
bits known as +:rill points, 
which are single, s1 jaight fluted 
bits ranging in i size from 
fz to &jin. The bits ire stored in 
the handle of the : \ml. 

Torque is applic ;I to the drill 
point bv applying ; pressure to 
the handle of the ((4. 

Fittbg the drill 
The drill point is 
fame way that bit 
the hand drill. Tax 
the point care) 
tightening the chx 

Using the drill 
To prevent the p 
ing, start the hole 
The drill point 
forward stroke. W 
is released, the ha 
ready tc repeat tb 

mint 
itted in the 
are fitted to 
: care to seat 
~11~ before 
:k. 

int wander- 
with an awl. 
“D 0” F:.e 
.m pressure 
die returns, 
action. 

IVE SPIGOT 

LARGE GEAR WHEEL 

SMALL GEAR WHEEL 

ALTERSATE GEAR 
WHEEL POSITION 

--PINION I 

iOLLOW HANDLE FOR POINTS 
GE 

-KNURLED SCREW 

Using the push drill 
LOC~Z% the tmint and tmss the 
drbi : ~-!/e. E.&d the~iinaer 1 
along Irk . hzft to keep tl;e tool 
square co the work. I 
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SIZE: CJ,uc!+ uppncir~: fin.. &in.: 
+in., 3in.> Iin.- !fin.; .Qwsd.- 
2.750 IO 3.500 mm 
LITERAL: ‘2arious 
ACCESSORIES: Drill bits. 
countersink bit. screw driver bit. 
plug cutter, bit cxrension. &pih 
gauge, flexible drive, angled drive 
.%TTACHMENTS: Circular 
saw, jig saw, hole saw, saw bench. 
horizonral drill srand, rsrricai 
drill stand, sanding disks, smding 
dnxns, !inisbing sander. b&s! 
wirs brushes, grindsrones and 
disks. rasps and tiles> k&c, hedge 
rrtier, paint SFra+Ig 
cempressor, paint stirrer, pump 
CSE: To drill holes in various 
rmtsrials and coupled with 
ar:acbmmrs 10 perform a 
muitirudc of tasks 

The pwvrr drill together with 
its many attachments and ac- 
ccssuries, is probably the most 
versatile power tool available. 
It is also manufactured in 
many forms and sizes, which 
makes choosing the tool tc~ suit 
your needs a complex rask. In 
mc!~t cases it is advisable to 
choose the rmst versztile tool, 
unless you have to perform one 
task repeatedly, which is nor- 
mal only in an industrial 
situation. Generally speaking, 
the attachments xv111 not per- 
form any one task as neli as a 
specially made machine. For 
domestic use you must weigh 
versatility agamst efliciency. 

Sizes and speeds 
There are many different types 
of drill manufactured around 
the world, and the specifi- 
cations given must be regarded 
as a guide only. Drills are 
specified by their chuck ca- 
pacity and fall into three cate- 
gories for domestic use: +in., 
gin., and +in.; sin. and over 
are available for industrial use. 
Smaller capacity drills can be 
used to drill larger boles by 
fitting them with spade bits, 
power bore bits or hcle saws, 
which have narrow shanks 
compared with their heads. 

Normally, the bigger the 
chuck capacity the larger the 
motor. As the power increases, 
the speed will reduce to give 
the extra torque needed when 
drilling large holes in masonry 
or steel. 
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HANDLE ~_--oL 

CABLE 

TRIGGER 

LOCK BUTTON 

HAMMER ACTION SWITCH 

- SPEED CHANGE 

CHUCK KEY1 

Speed selection by slide 

There is quite a variation in 
the speed rating of a drill. It 
may have from one to four 
fuced speeds selected by a slide 
control or turn button, which 
may be converted to constantly 
variable speeds controlled by 
pressure on the trigger. A vari- 
able speed is essential if you 
want to use the drill to drive 
screws, and is also very useful 
when starting a hole. A revers- 
ing switch will allow the drill to 
withdraw screws. Fast speeds 
make clear cuts in wood. 

When using attachments, 
select the speed recommended 
by the manufacturer. 

Fitting bits 

Slacken or tighten the seif- 
centering jaws with a chuck key. 
Before finally tightening the 
jaws check that the bit is 
centered. , 

Removing the chuck 
Engage the lowest speed and in- 
sert the chuck key. Holding the 
body of the drilljirmly, strike the 
kty with a mallet to spin the 
chuck rapidly and then tmcrew 
it by hand. Some models are 
disconnected by using a wrench 
on the chuck. 



ITHER FEATURES 

Handgrips 
Most drills have a secondary 
undle, which helps to steady 
:be tool. This is particularly 
mportant with the larger 
hills, which could slip out of 
he operator’s grip, if the bit 
becomes caught in the work. 
-Heavy duty drills are provided 
with another grip at the back, 
Nhere extra pressure can be 
lpp!ied. Ipp!IeCi 

Heavy duty driils 
4 hrge extra handle af rhe 
imk t?J’ the cool gives exwa 
we~sure and co,c:rol. 

Iirigger lock 
3nce the trigger has been oper- 
*ted. it can be locked into a 
3osiiion for continuous run- 
xng by a button, usually 
located to the left of the 
handgrip. Subsequent de- 
pression of the trigger will 
automatically release the but- 
:on. This facility is essential if 
the tool is to be set up in any 
kind of bench attachment. 

Variable weed drills either 
lock when -the motor has 
reached top speed or, in a few 
cases, can be locked at any 
required speed. 

Hammer actbn 
Some drills are fitted with a 
hammer action to assist when 
drilling concrete, stone or even 
hard brick. The tool will de- 
liver 500 blows per second as 
the drilling progresses, which 
breaks up the masonry ahead 
of the drill tip. Even when the 
selector is engaged the hammer 
action is not activated until 
pressure is applied to the drill 
bit. Special percussion drill 
bits are needed for use with the 
hammer action. 

Soft masonry such as brick 
or cement blocks can be drilled 
with standard masonry bits 
and the drill set on the slow 
speed only. 

Position for trigger lock 

Hammer action selector 
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iafety factors 
before making any adjust- 
nents to the drill, disconnect it 
rom ths power supply to pre- 
‘ent accidxa.1 starting. Re- 
nave the chuck key before 
tarting up the drill. Follow 
be safety advice given for 
pecific attachments by the 
nanufacturer. 

Ensure that plugs are pro- 
>.> --> _I^_ ier:y gimnucu auu L‘Lal yGiiT 

:lectrical circuit is fused to take 
he load of the drill. 

nsulation 
rhis is the international symbol 
br double imdation. Modern 
bills which are double insulated 
lo not require grounding. 

carry the drill by the cable, 
Examine the cable reeularl~ 
for signs of damage. Keep the 
cable away from the moving 
parts of of the drill when in use 

Avoid wearing loose cloth. 
ing or jewelry, which could gel 
caught up in the moving partr 
of the drill. 



I I Twist Drill 
OTHER NAME: Morse drill 
SIZE: Diameter: /, co fin.; 
reduced shank drills: f to $in. 
UTERIAL: Steel 
USE: To drill holes in various 
materials 

The twist or Morse drill 
:rwned after its inventor), was 
zieveloped to clear the swarf or 
..-.-. --*-, cd-- WCIDLC UlCL‘al ll”lll de+ holes. 
There are two helical flutes 
running approximately two 
thirds along the length of the 
:ylindrical drill, leaving the 
plain shank to fit into the drill 
zhuck. The edges ofthe spirals, 
z&cd the “margins”, form the 
actual outside diameter of the 
bit, the rest being slightly cut 
avav to reduce the friction on 
the sides of the hole. The cut- 
ting edge is known as the lip, 
The lip is ground to an angle of 
59’ for cutting metal. For 
practical purposes, this is also 
suitabie for wood, although the 
recommended angle is ap- 
proximately 45~‘. 

Carbon steel drills are only 
suitable for cutting wood, 
whereas a high speed drill can 
be used to work metal as well. 

Maintenance 
[t is important to have sharp 
lrills for accurate work. Before 
lsing the bit, clear away wood 
.vaste which may have become 
?acked into the flutes. 

Drills need to be lubricated 
when drilling metal to prevent 
merheating, as follows: steel 
md wrought iron: machine oil; 
duminum: kerosene; cast iron 
tnd brass: can be drilled dry. 
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MARGIl 

BODY CLEARANCE 

CUTTING EDGE 

BAND 

FLUTE 

DEAD CENTER 

Drilling 
Although twist drills, can be 
used on wood they are more 
efficient for drilling metal. The 
workpiece must be held se- 
curely by clamps or in a vise. 
Mark the center of the hole 
with a punch making a recess 
which will prevent the tip of 
the drill wandering off line. 

check that the drill is~ centered 
before the body of the tool 
enters the work. To realign the 
drill, use a round nosed or dia- 
mond point cold chisel to cut a 
groove in the side of the de- 
pression closest to the original 
center. This will encourage the 
drill to move in that direction 
until it is centered again. 

Large holes must be started 
with a small pilot hole. The 
point of the larger drill will 
automatically follow the line of 
this hole. Drill very large holes 
with several drills gradually 
enlarging the pilot hole. 

fast as this will wear the drill. 
Try to prevent the drill sud- 
denly emerging from the 
underside of the work. It is 
liable to catch in the resulting 
burrs and either break, or spin 
the workpiece. A slow con- 
trolled exit will not produce a 
large burr and will result in a 
clean cut. 

If the drill catches as it exits 
when drilling thin sheet metal 
regrind the tip of the drill to a 
shallow angle. Backing up the 
workpiece with hardwood can 
prevent breaking out. 

Twist drills can be used to 
work lumber, but tend to wan- 
der in the direction of the 
grain. Bits with a lead point or 
screw are more suitable. 

DIAMETER 



Dowel Bit 
SIZE: Diameter: 1 to -m. 
MATERIAL: St&l ‘. 
USE: To drill holes in side and 
end grain of wood 

Dowel bits are similar in con- 
struction to the Morse drill, 
but they have two spurs and a 
center point to prevent them 
following the grain and wan- 
dering 0E center. 

rad Point Power 

SIZE: Diameter: + t” lin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To drill holes in wood 
when used with a power drill 

Tlle long lead point of the 
power bore bit gives excellent 
location in the center of the 
hole to be drilled. The shank is 
narrowed to fit into the chuck 
of the average electric drill, and 
the shank end has flats ground 
into it for positive grip in the 
jaws of the chuck. 

Spade Bit 
OTHER NAME: Flat bit 
SIZE: Diameter: + IO I+in. 
MATERiAL: Steel 
USE: To drill holes in various 
materials when used with a 
power tool 

The spade bit is suitable for use 
in both cross grain and end 
grain lumber and works equal- 
ly well in both composite 
boards and plastic ones. The 
lead pcint gives positive lo- 
cation of the bit even when 
drilling at an angle. In order to 
work efficiently, it must be run 
at high revs, say between 1,000 
to 2,000 rpm. 

FLATS ON &ANK 

Countersink Bit 
SIZE: Ifeaddimnerer: sin., tin., 
sin.; Length: 2in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To recess a hole to accept a 
counrrrs.unk head screw when 
used with a power tool 

Carbon steel countersink bits 
zre available for cutting wood 
only, but a high speed bit, 
which wiii cut metal, wood or 
plastic with equal ease, is 
preferable. 

Both bits function in the 
same way. 

Countersink Bit 
SIZE: Various: marched to 
smew sizes 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To drill pilot hole, shank 
clearance hole and countersink in 
one operation 

SHANK 

r 
rCOUNTERSINK 

CLEARANCE 

The drill and 
xxmtersink bits ‘8 
we designed to 
:ive exactly the 
right length and 

PILOT 
DRILL 

cl&ran&to match 
gi:len screw sizes. 
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Drill and Counter 
Bore Bits 
jIZE: Various: matched to 
icrew sizes 
‘IATERIAL: Steel I 
USE: To drill pilot hole, shank 
:learance hole and counterbore in 
me operation 

Having drilled a pilot and 
:learance hole, the jijlirs iti!! 
icore the surface of the lumber 
3eforore cointer boring to the 
required depth. 

PLUG CUTTER 

Plug Cutters 
SIZE: Various: matched to size of 
counter bore bits 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To cut wooden plugs to fit 
the hole cut by counter bore bits 

Sometimes it is necessary tc 
cover a counter bored screw 
with a wooden plug. The plug 
cutter makes a plug which 
matches the grain of the work 
piece and is an exact fit in the 
hole allowing for the glue, 
Plugs can be flush or button 
:ipped. 

Masonry Drill 
SIZE: &to 1% 
MATERIAL: Sharrk: roughened 
are!; Tzp: tungsten carbide 
USE: To drill holes in brick, 
rtone, concrete and ceramic tiles 

Masonry bits will drill a hole 
which is an exact fit for wall 
plugs. The hard tungsten car- 
bide tip of a masonry drill is 
+xtronically brazed to the 
shank with either brass or cop- 
per. The copper brazed tip is 
able to withstand much higher 
temperatures. To make a hole 
For wall plugs, set the electric 
drill at a slow speed to avoid 
overheating. During the oper- 
ation, partially withdraw the 
bit occasionally to clear the 
spoil. It is usually necessary to 
drill slightly deeper than the 
length of the plug which will 
tend to pack down loose dust as 
it is inserted. When drilling 
through plaster always make 
sure that the hole goes right 
through to the solid masonry 
beyond. 

Special percussion drills are 
needed when using a power 
tool with a hammer action on 
tough masonry. They have a 
shatter-proof tip and narrower 
fluting to provide maximum 
strength to the shank. 

Glass Drill 
OTHER NAME: Spear 
point drill 
SIZE: g to *in. 
MATERIAL: Shank: toughened 
steel; Tip: tungsten carbidi 
USE: To driil holes in glass, 
mirror and porcelain 

The glass drill can be used in a 
hand or power drill set at a slow 
speed. Lay the glass on a flat 
surface, build a wall of putty 
or plasticine around the in- 
tended hole and fill with tur- 
pentine, kerosene or water to 
cool the drill. Place the drill bit 
in position before applying 
power; a variable speed power 
drill is ideal for this operation. 
As soon as the drill point exits 
from the underside of the glass, 
reverse the workpiece and drill 
from the other side. 

STANDARD PERCUSSION 
MSONRY DRILL DRILL 

1 CARBIDE TIP 
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epth Gauge 
OTHER NAME: Bit gauge 
SIZE: Various 
.\LATERIAL: Various 
L:SE: To regulateaccurately the 
depth of a hole being drilled 

ADJtiSTABLE ROD 
-; 
1 ne depth gauge for a power 
driti is an adjustable rod 
xxached to the body of the drill 
itself or to a secondary handle. 

lxi&i& gauge 
Set the rod the required hole 
riepth behind the drill tip and 
lock in place. When the rod 
7mzes into contact wiih Ihe 
iurface wwmvc the drill. 

Ready-m 
twist or ntason~y drills. 

SELF-ADHESWE TAPE 

Improvising a gauge 
The simplest method of marking 
a bit for the required depth is to 
wrap a piece of self-adkesim, 
masking or insulating rape 
around it as your guide. 

The socket of the extension 
takes the shank of whatever 
power bore bit you are using, 
and is secured with a set screw. 
The other end of the extension 
fits into the drill chuck. 

exibie Drive 
OTHER NAME: Flex shaft 
SIZE: 30 to 52in. 
.MATERiAL: Various 
USE: To provide a 
flexible and portable 
power s”“rce 

achments such as ro- IBLE CASING 
tary files and rasps, polishers 
and wire brushes are more eas- 
ily controlled in one hand if 
they are fitted into a flexible 
drive. Power is transmitted 
From efl e!ectric drill thr”r?gh a 
spiral steel cable to a portable 
:huck. The cable is protected 
by a flexible steel casing. 

The flexible drive also pro- 
vides power in a restricted 
space which may be inac- 
cessible to a power drill. 

Right Angle Drive 
MATERIAL: Various 
USE: To provide torque to a drill 
bit, which is used at right angles 
to the power source 

The right angle drive also re- 
duces or increases the speed of 
the drill depending on which 
end of the accessory is attached 
to the tool. Remove the chuck 
from the drill, fit the right 
angle drive, and then fit the 
chuck to the other end of it. 

SIZE: 12 and 1%“. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: i-o extend the reac 
of power bore bit 
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‘0 IOiA. 
\uTI:.RIAL: \-arm”\ 
4CCESSOKiiBiS: Driil hi. 
:orary rasp’, 
I’I’P‘ACW.\ZEN’l‘S: >lrmsrili: 
artachmenr. samiinc Srum 
muring artachmenr. 
kiting wheels 
USE: To drill holes in 
txrious mrrals 

i drill press is more 2ccwafz 
:han a hand drill or z ~“nrm%PEe 
skctris drib A sin@ attach- 
inem xvi44 conver: an electric 
.iriIE into a drill press. but spc- 
$34 purpose drill presses are 
;rLirdi~r, more ~owerfu4 ma- 
ihmc~. Pknch-sranding dd 
prc\scs have 8 heavy casf base 
,O ruppm the column which 
holds the driil head iFdf. -4-k 
base, which can be used as a 
varkrable. is holred to your 
workbench. Above the base is 
another workF&le which as 
clamy,ed to the column. This 
table can be raised and low- 
ered, pivoted sideways, and in 
some cases, angled. The base 
surface is accurately machined 
flat and has bolt holes for fixing 
workoieces or snecial rises to 
the table. = 

The drilling bead incor- 
porates a rear-mounted motor 
which drives the spindle 
through a series of psalGey 
wheels and a drive belt. On top 
of the motor is a cone pulley, 
connected by a “V” beh to 
another, inverted come pulley 
on the drive spindle. This sys- 
tern provides various speeds at 
the chuck. Some models in- 
corporate gear wheels to pro- 
vide speed changes instead of 
the pulley and belt system. 

The chuck is fitted to the 
other end of the spindle. Any 
drill bits suitable for the pon- 
able electric drill wiHl fit the 
&ilP press. 

The who4e mechanism of ahe 
driPl press is pt’OtKF& by 
pressed metal covers. 

COLCWN 

BASE 

1 FIXING HOLES 

FEEI, LEVER 

RETURN SPRING 

PORTABLE 
DRlLL 

DEPTH GAUGE 
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S&t the 
the contross 

$wd hy moving the 

The depth of the hols is 
limited br the depth gauge. 
Aiign the iip of the d&l with a 
marked line on rhe outside of 
the work and run one nut OR 
the gauge down to meet the 
stop. Use the second nut as a 
lock nut against the first. 

dding the work 
Hoid the work securely. If the 
hit catches in the work, it will 
upnn BE. Bc particularly cadtd 
when driliing tnrtdl, which has 
a greater tmd@“cy cc, car&. 
:hctvs clamp it cithcr in 3 
EII;&C~C \.isc tvr to the work- 
&k. Long pieces of wood an 
be hdd against the column. 
Use 3 knee fbr shorter pieces. 
UT clamp them CO the table. 

“ V” blocks zoil~affe~ hold 
pipe or round srock. 

Drilling through the work 
Clamp a sheet of plywood be- 
tween it and ;he table to pre- 
vent the bit hrcaking out the 
underside of the work as it 
emerges. Alternatively,as soon 
as the drill point exits, turn the 
work over and drill from the 
other side. 

.Mortising attachment 
A mortising attachment can be 
bolted iust above the chuck. A 
sqwxc holkw chisel tits into 
the attachment. ad 3 mortise 
bit passes up the ccntcr of the 
chisel into tbc chuck. With the 
motor running. work the ma- 
chine as for nwmal drilling. As 
the bit r~‘nx>\~es the waste, the 
chisel simultaneouslv squares 
off the hole. A fcncc.is usuallv 
provided to hold the work. 

Cutting a mortise 

Operate rhe vmchine as you 
mxrldfor norwzal drilling, 
mwing rhe work along between 
cuts CO cowzpkre rhe mortise. 

Other attachments 
The drill press can take a row 
ter attachment (see page 153) 
for the range of router cutters) 
but many drill presses do not 
run fast enough for clean row 
ter work. 

A drum sander has a shaft 
which fits in the chuck. Bolt a 
sin. thick plywood sheet to the 
table with a hole cut in the 
center so the drum can be po- 
sitioned below the surface. 

A buffing wheel will also fit 
the chuck of the drill press. 

Safety factors 
Insure that the chuck key has 
been removed before switching 
on the machine. Disconnect 
the power supply before mak- 
ing any adjustments. Secure 
the work before drilling. Do 
not feed the drill too quickly. 
Where possible, fit a trans- 
parent chuck guard. 
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dATERIAL,: \‘arious 

The lathe is used to “turn” 
mod into round sectioned ob- 
ecrs such as chair legs, bowls, 
Ioor knobs and so forth The 
so;k is revolved at high speeds 
Lgainst the cutting edges of 
:arious waod turning rods or 
:hisels. The basic function of 
111 !atbes is the same, &bough 
:arious mod& dii%r in speed 
tnd six. 

If you don‘t do enough turn- 
flg wdc to justify Fbe expense 
vf‘~a larhc, convert an ekctric 
hill into a small bench lathe 
*xith a special attachment. 

How the lathe works 
Work being turned “between 
:enters” is held between the 
xad stock and tail stock. Both 
xocks are located on the lathe 
xd which aligns the centers. 
l-he head stock, fured at the left 
land end of the bed, houses the 
motor which drives the spin- 
Jle. The spindle is threaded to 
take a chuck, face plate, or a 

driving center spur which 
grips and turns the work. A 
face plate is fitted to the head 
stock spindle to turn bowls. 
Fr@‘S and so on. For larjier face 
plate work, the plate can be 
fitted on the other end of the 
spindle on some lathes. 

SPINDLE 
ADVANCE 

The other end of the noik is 
held by the tail stock which is 
free to move on the bed to 
accommodate work of various 
lengths. The tail stock has an TAIL 
adjustable spindle with a cone STOCK 
shaped center point. 

A tool rest is mounted on the I 
m2d at a cO*“enlenF position 
along the work. I 

SPINDLE LOCK 

BACK CENTER -A 

TOOL REST /; 

LATHE BED 

HEAD STOCKIMOTOR HOUSING 
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Turning between CePterS 
Prepare the wood for turning 
by first cutting to length. Re- 
member FO allow an extra :in. 
at each end of the workpiece to 
take the drive and tail stock 
centers. Mark the centa on 
each end by drawing diagonal 
lines. Take the point where the 
diagonals cross as your center. 

Preparing square stock 
Css CI cornpms to dram a circle 
~,,I the rrzd grain to mzrch the 
vt,zsirnrrnt dimmer of the 
:wrkpicce. Piane off the,four 
~~ormrs dower to this line to 
make an ocfago~l. 

To mark the center on round 
stock, use a center finding 
eauge (see page 16). 

Position the driving confer 
in one end of the work and 
dh;-c the “teeth” ho the end 

Settin;-up the work 
Remove the center and set it up 
in the drive spindle. Locate the 
work on the drive center and 
slide the tail stock to &thin 
lin. of rlze other end of the 
work. Lock it on the bed, and 
turn the tail stock feed to locate 
the center point in the center of 
the work. 
Check that the work revolves 
freely without being slack be- 
tween the centers, and tighten 
the clamp on the tail stock. 
Grease the tail stock center 
lightly to decrease friction. 

Set up the tool rest kin. from 
the work and &in. below the 
center line and lock it in po- 
sition. Revolve the work by 
hand to insure that it will not 
hit the tool rest. 

Special cuts 
Use shaped grooves, beads and 
coves, singly or grouped tog- 
ether, to make decorative ef- 
fects. Files and rasps can be 
used as well as normal tools. 

. . . 
Square cut-out 
Chisel two “ P”’ cuts on rke 
waste side of the line to the 
depth cf the cut. Remove the 
waste between the cut.< with a 
gouge. Finish with a chisel. 

Use a gouge. Starting at the 
cenre*, swing it in an arc in 
both directions, making deeper 
and wider cuts as you progress 

Bead- 
Make “li” cuts at each end. 
Round off the bead with a 
chisel, pivoting it on the rest. 

Checking the shape 
use a profile gauge or 
cardboard template to check a 
turned shape as it progresses 
especially on repeating 
patterns. Check the diameter 
periodically with calipers. 

Wood turning tools 
For information and tech- 
niques for using turning 
gouges, chisels and parting 
tools, see pages 124-128. 

Sanding and finishing 
Remoew the tool rest and 
increase the speed of the lathe. 
Hold a strip of abrasive paper 
against the back of the work 
while it is spinning. Polish the 
work by running a cloth 
dampened with the finish along 
the work while it is spinning. 

Face plate turning 
Mark the center of the work 
with diagonals and draw a cir- 
cle to indicate the diameter of 
the face plate. Screw the plate 
to the work, centered on the 
circle, with short, heavy 
screws. Check that the screws 
will not hit the chisel during 
the turning operation. 

If the screw holes would be 
visible on the finished work, 
glue a wooden plate to the 
underside of the workpiece to 
take the screws, sandwiching a 
layer of thick paper between. 
The two pieces of wood can 
eventually be split apart along 
the paper line. 

Cut off the corners of the 
workpiece to reduce the waste 
before attaching the plate to 
the drive spindle on the lathe. 

Set the tool rest parallel to 
the axis of the work and shape 
the outside profile using a tem- 
plate to check the shape. Finish 
with sand paper. Set the rest 
parallel with the face of the 
work and hollow out the inside 
with a gouge working from the 
edge inward. Smooth the sur- 
face with a round nosed chisel 
before finally sanding. 

Safety precautions 
Keep the tools sharp for 
better, safer work. 

Stand to one side of the lathe 
when turning on the machine. 

Never make adjustments to 
the lathe while it is running. 

Avoid loose clothing and 
neckties. Tie back long hair. 
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C V 
The first screwdrivers appeared about the 
niddle of the seventeenth century. In 
English, French and Dutch they were and 
Ire called “turnscrew” or the equivalent. 
[n most other European languages they 
Ire known as “screw-pullers” or 
“unscrewers”. The first use of the word 
‘screwdriver” OiCiirs in an order ‘Oji a 
Philadelphia merchant to a London dealer 
in 1760 to supply “Cuttoes (hunting 
knives) . with screwdrivers”. This 
American term has now superseded the 
old English form “turnscrew”. 
Types of handle 
Traditional screwdriver hand- 
les swell out, forming a bulb- 
ous end, which fiils the band to 
provide a better grip and en- 
able the user ro provide more 
torque at the driving end. They 
are made in plasric or hard- 
wood. The wooden variety is 
strengthened with a metal fer- 
rule where the blade enters the 
handle, whereas plastic hand- 
les are molded around the 
blade to provide a much 
stronger fixing. 

Straight fluted handles are 
also made in plastic or bard- 
wood. The fluting is pre- 
sumably intended fo proviLe 
even more grip, but in fact the 
smooth bulbous surface pro- 
vides a greater area of surface 
contact between hand and tool. 
A slip-on rubber grip is avail- 
able, which increases the size of 
the fluted handle. 

There is also a very strong 
screwdriver 1~1th a one-piece 
blade and handle, formed by 
riveting hardwood grips to 
each side of the blade, which 
runs the !eng:h of the too!. 

ClNE PIECE BLADE AND 
HANDLE WITH HARDWOOD 

Types of screwdriver tip 

CABINET TIP, FLARED 
TIP 
The most common screw- 
driver has the familiar flat tip 
designed to drive a slotted head 
screw. The end of a round or 
square sectioned blade is 
flared auf and tapered by 
grinding down on both sides. 
The tip is ground square and is 
often narrowed by grinding 
back the points of the flared tip. 

PARALLEL TIP 
This is used on the same type 
of screw as a cabinet tip, but 
the end does not flare auf The 
round sectioned blade is ta- 
pered and ground square at the 
tip. The blade of a screwdriver 
with this type of tip can furn a 
screw at the bottom of a hole or 
in other restricted spaces, and 
is commonly used in electrical 
or electronic work. 

PHILLIPS HEAD 
This is a cross head tip formed 
by grinding four flutes in the 
end of a pointed blade to in- 
crease the grip between the too: 
and the screw. 

POZmRIV HEAD 
This tip is similar to a Phillips 
head, but designed fo fit into an 
additional square hole in the 
cenfer of the crossed slots on 
the screw head. 

ltEED AND PRINCE 
Another cross head tip similar 
to Phillips and Pozidriv, bul 
the flutes are ground square 
and the tip comes to a sharr 
point. 

OTHER TYPES OF 
HEAD 
Several other types of screw 
driver tips have been designee 
to provide a more positive lo 
cation in the screw head. Somt 
examples are the CLUTCE 
HEAD, ROBERTSON ant 
TORX. 
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FLARED TIP 

FLARED TIP 
GROLWD ON EDGES 

FLARED TIP ON 
SQCARE BLADE 

I’ABALLEL TIP 

POZIDRIV 

REED AND PRINCE 

CLUTCH HEAD 

ROBERTSOX 

Care of screwdrivers 
Choose a screwdriver which is 
:orrectly ground and the right 
size to fit snugly in the screw 
head. A rounded, chipped or 
undersized tip will slip and 
damage either the screw slot or 
the work itself. Similarly avoid 
using a tip that is too large and 
projects from cithcr side of 2 
countersunk screw. ~i‘his will 
damage the work as the screw is 
driven home. 

Use the correct cross head 
driver to fit the screw. Using a 
straight tip or another make of 
cross head can damage the 
screw, and once a cross head 
screw has been damaged it is 
very difficult to remove. 

Removing a seized screw 
To do this you may need a 
large poexrful scrmdrizwr. If 
the blade is too large to fit tke 
screw head, grind the cornen 
until the bladefits the slot. 

Repairing a straight 
edged screwdriver 
Grind the side of the tip on an 
oilstone, keeping the blade 
at i!te COrreCf angle. 

that driver 
properl~~ into screw heads, as 
shown above. 

A tip that is too large (above 
left/ will damage surrounding 
work; a tip that is too small 
will not grip the screw 
WreCtly. 

Alternative grinding 
method 
You can regrind a straight 
tipped screwdriver on an entq 
wheel, although this is not 
reconrmended by every 
imzllt~facturer. 
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Cabinet Screwdriver 
SIZE: Blade: 3 to loin. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel: 
Hundler beech. boxwood 
USE: To drive wood scrsws and 
slotted machine screws 

The cabinet screwdriver is the 
woodworker’s traditional driv- 
er. ‘The hardwood handle is 
oval in section, swelling out to 
fit the palm of the band. The 
cylindrical blade flattens where 
it enters the ferrule, whereas 
the blade cf the present day 
counterpart often rxtends 
throughout the handle. The 
flarild tip of the blade is some- 
times ground back into a taper. 

em 
SI/.E: RMr: 6 to 12in. 
.\IATER!-ZLS: B/o&; steel; 
Hundle: bei-ia 
USE: To drive wood screws and 
shred machine screws 

The London pattern is a large 
screwdriver, characterized bv 
its flat waisted blade dnh 
beechwood handle with flats on 
two sides. Theseflatswerepro- 
bably designed to fit the paIm 
of the band, and also to prevent 
the driver rolling off the bench. 
London pattern screwdrivers 
are not common in the average 
workshop today. They are nor- 
mally reserved for the oc- 
casional job where consider- 
able torque is required, which 
can onlv be supplied by a big 
screwd&er. 

Eie CiCUl’S 

Screwdriver 
SIZE: Blade: 3 to loin. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Han&: plastic 
USE: To drive machine screwy in 
electrical work 

The electrician’s screwdriver 
has a long thin cylinct-ical 
blade with a parallel ground 
tip. The plastic handle in- 
sulates the user. Some drivers 
are further insulated by a plas- 
tic tube running down the 
length of the blade. 

FLATS ON HANDLE2 

INSULATION ON BLADE 
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X-HER NAMES: “Yankee” 
.atcbrr screwdriver, pump 
arwdriver 
SIZE: Extended blade Ien@ 
rirh bit: 92 to 1Xin. r. 
ILATERIAL: Various 
ACCESSORIES: Standard bits, 
:mss head bits, chuck adaptors, 
:ountersink bits 
USE: To drive screws 
rutomaricaily 

This rrai drives screws by 
paxore. The spiral grooves 
along -J;e Length of the screw- 
driver blade produce a turning 
forceat the tipwher. pressure is 
ZFpkd to the handle. The 
spring-Ioaded handle returns 
rrhen pressure is released. The 
ai~;cm is co,nuequen;ly much 
i:icier rban thut of a standard 
xr-c\vilriwr which r::lies on the 
twisting action of the human 
arm, w the spiral screwdriver 
is vsry usefui when a lot of 
rmnings are involved irm a job. 

C!ockwise or counter- 
clockwiss action can be selec- 
ted by means of a thumb slide 
on the ferrule or the mechan- 
ism cm be locked to convert the 
driver to a standard screwdriver 
action. A knurled ring at the 
end of the ferrule will lock the 
blade in the fully extended or 
retracted positions, where it 
will act like a standard ratchet 
driver. 

A pilot hole is essential for 
the most efficient action, al- 
though screws an be driven 
unpiloted into softwood where 
the finish is unimportant. 

SCREW TIPS SCREW TIPS 

Fitting a bit 
The srandard bit kas a notch in 
rhs shank ~&iclt engages in the 
chzrsk TO hold it in plaz. With 
rhe blade locked, pull back the 
km&d ckuck, insert the bit 
nnd release the chuck. 

Bit types 
A mmetJ- of bits is 
available m fit the chun 

THL’.Z,B SLIDE 

LOCK RING 

SPIRAL GROOVES- 
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Voltage Tester 
OTHER NAMES: Soark 
detecting screwdriver,~nuins tester 
SIT-F. “Larim,r --. . “..__” 
M ,ATERIAL: Various 
USE: To test for the presence of 
an electrical current 

L TERXliNAL 

The v&age tester is an 
electrician’s screwdriver with 
an insulated blade and handle. 
By keeping a fmger on the 
metal terminal at the end of the 
handle and placing the tip on a 
live terminal, a circuit is com- 
pleted and a neon bulb in the 
handle lights up if electrical 
power is present. 

/ / 
Testing voltage Testing voltage 
Touch a line tmttinol zLlith the Touch a line tmninol zLlith the 
tester’s tip. A resister in the tester’s tip. A resister in the 
handle ~HWLWI~S shocks. handle ~HWLWI~S shocks. 

Stubby Screwdriver, 
SIZE: Blade: 1 and l+in. 
XlATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
nu?r&le; hardwood, plastic 
AL SE: To drive screws in 
restricts-d space 

The stubby screwdriver has a 
short blade for use in confined 
spaces. Its main feature is the 
enlarged handle which pro- 
vides enough grip to produce 
efficient torque. A stubby 
screwdriver can be fitted with a 
tommy bar in the handle for 
increased torque. Stubbys are 
manufactured with all the va- 
rious types of tips. 

Ratchet Screwdriver 
SIZE: Blade: 3 to Sin. 
.MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To drive screws without 
altering the grip 

The ratchet enclosed in the 
ferrule of this screwdriver al- 
lows the user to drive a screw 
without changing his grip. A 
thumb slide adjusts the action 
to drive clockwise or anti- 
clockwise as well as to remain 
fixed in either direction. The 
smaller sizes are fitted with a 
knurled ring which can be 
turned, using forefinger and 
thumb, to drive the blade when 
starting screws. 

THUMB SLIDE URLED RING 
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Offset Screwdriver 
OTHER NAMES: Round the 
corner screwdriver, cranked 
screwdriver 
SIZE: Blade: 3 to 6in. 
MATERIAL: Sreel 
USE: To drive screws 
inaccessible to a standard 
screwdriver 

The offset driver is used where 
there is ins&icient room to use 
a conventional screwdriver. It 
is also good for applying extra 
torque to a stubborn screw. 

The driver is simply a steel 
bar, either hexago or round 
in section, with the ends bent at 
right angles and ground to 
form a screwdriver tip. It is 
double ended and can be used 
for cross head or slotted head 
screws. In the latter case one 
tip is in line with the bar while 
the other is at right angles to it. 
Combination cross head and 
slotted head drivers are also 
manufactured. 

confined space 

The offset ratchet screwdriver 
performs the same function as 
the standard offset driver with 
the advantage of a ratchet 
mechanism that allows the 
screw to be driven without 
having to remove the tip from 
the screw head. Clockwise or 
counter clockwise action can 
be selected by moving a lever in 
the stock of the tool. The dri- 
vers have two sizes of tip of 
either the conventional slotted 
head or the cross head variety; 
alternatively, there may be one 
of each head. 

CROSSHEAD-,-, 

Offset Ratchet 
Screwdriver 
SIZE: Blade: 3$ to 4%. 
MATERIAL: Steel 4 
USE: To drive screws in a 

Jeweler’s 
Screwdriver 
3THER NAME: Instrument 
maker’s screwdriver 
SIZE: Lengrh: 4 m.; Blade widrh: 
1.025 to O.lin. ” 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Body: various 
USE: To drive very small screws 

REVOLVlNG HEAD 

#---BLADES 

The jeweler’s screwdriver is 
used by watchmaksrs, 
ticians model makers, or :I& 
Dther iind of fine instrument 
maker. They are either made in 
Sets with fured blades or as one 
holder with a selection of inter- 
changeable blades. 

Using the driver 
The driver is held vertically 
betwem$fingers and thumb with 
the index finger resting on the 
revolving head. With the tip 
located irr the screz~ the body is 
revolved while pressure is 
applied by the index finger. 
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SIZE: Blade: 3tin. 
MATERIAL: Shqfrr steel; 
Handler wood, plastic 
USE: To hold and drive 
interchangeable tips 

The bit holder is a snewdriver 
type handle fitted with a 
hollow ended shaft into which 
various screwdriver tips can be 
inserted. 

ower Screwdriver 
it 

SIZE: Various 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To drive screws with a 
variable speed electric drill 

Power screwdriver bits have 
hexagonal shafts to fit in the 
chuck of an electric drill and 
tips suitable for slotted head 
and cross head screws. A mag- 
netic bit holder is available for 
any short hexagonal sectioned 
tips. (For screwdriver bits to fit 
hand brace see page 207). 

Impact Driver 

MATERIAL: Steel 
ACCESSORIES: Screwdriver 
bits, socket set 
USE: To free tight screws or nuts 

The impact driver is used to 
free screws or nuts which have 
seized. The square drive fits 
socket heads and, with an 
adaptor, drives replaceable bits 
for both slotted and cross head 
screws. 

With the tool in position on 
the nut or in the screw head, 
strike the end with a hammer. 
Inside the handle is a me- 
chanism which converts the 
blow into torque to break free a 
tight fitting. By twist;ng the 
handle, clockwise or counter- 
clockwise movement can be 
selected. 
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CROSS HEAD TIP STRAlGHT TIP 

STRAIGHT 
BIT 

CROSSHEAD 
BIT 

>MAGNETlC 
BIT HOLDER 

BITS FOR USE IN HOLDER 

SQUARE DRIVE 

Alternative replaceable 
screwdriver bits 
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IZE: Varim is 
&.ATEKIAI j: Block: cork, 
lastic, rubbl jr, softwcd; 
?nrringr sb: , Isire paper 
!SE: To fin ’ ,h Ilat surfaces 

hasive p: jpers used on their 
,\yn will ofi ‘:n produce uneven 
anding am iare likely to follow 
ny undula ., mm in the work- 
liece. Pape:[ wrapped around a 
anding bb i:k will keep a wider 
rea of ah~!asive flat on tb@ 
wrkpisce. i 

A q”utc /of a standard sheet 
bf abrasive ’ paper is ideal for 
wapping ,round a sandiig 
Gock. Tea I the paper rather 
ban cuttin $: it with a knife or 
xir of scis: /ors. 

The simj {lest block is merely 
i ~ct:mgn[ar piece of cork, 
U~~CE. or : softwood. Other, 
now soph :;ricared blocks are 
nolded to iit the palm of the 
xmd md !ak@ strips or even 
dls of paE J:? ready cut to size. 

Sand WC ‘3d in the direction 
,f the grai ‘I. Scratches across 
:he grain, 1 :hich may not even 
;how whe: ;,,~ the wood is us?- 
inished, w $1 be exaggerated by 
Ahe applic. /tion of varnish or 
polyurer~i ie paint. 

Clogged itbrasive will not cut 
efficiently. ~Remove the paper 
From the b’ i >‘ck and tap it firmly 
XI the her ::h to remove dust. 
Wash clo! ‘ged material from 
wet and dx ii paper. 

Shop hoc ‘&ht blocks 
These are ,$aped to the hand 
md suppli, id with obvosine 
Doper cut 1 I 8 size. 
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WRAPAROLWD 
ABRASIVE PAPER 

CORK, RUBBER OR 
WOOD BLOCK 

i i- 

Tearing abrasive paper 
Fold the sheet in half over the 
edge of a bench. Hold one half 
iirmlv on the bench and indl 
how; the edge fo fear ofl rhe 
other hay. 

Sanding edges 
Keep the block flat on the worl 
so that it will not round off the 
edge where ir overshoots. 



Belt Sander 
;IZE: Belr: 3 and 4x1.; Ca.o&~: 
.,!jO to 1,600 surface ft. 
xr minute 
\~%ATERIALS: Various 
ICCESSORIES: Abrasive belts. 
ius! collecting bag 
-‘SE: To sand wood and 
netll quickly 

TRACKING 
CONTROL KNOB 

SANDING iELf 

The belt sander is a powerful 
machine which will remove a 
considerable amount of ma- 
terial, especially if a coarse ab- 
rasive paper is fitted. It can be 
used to finish lumber or metal 
and will also remove old paint 
0~ varnish. 

The abrasive belt is a con- 
tinuous band which is driven 
over two rollers to produce a 
non-stop sanding action. The 
rear railer is powered, while 
the front roller is adiustable for 
tension and tracking of the 
belt. A pad, lwwnas the “pla- 
ten”, is mounted between the 
rollers and holds the belt tlat on 
the work. If possible, choose a 
sander which is already fitted 
with an extractor and dust col- 
lecting bag. 

Using a belt sander 
Hold the machine in both 
hands and switch on before 
applying the belt to the work. 
Gentlv lower the sander on to 
the work. Once in contact keep 
it moving to avoid it scarring 
one area. Pressure is not nor- 
mally necessary, but this de- 
pends on how much material 
you wish to remove and how 
quickly you want to do it. 

Move the machine in a series 
of forward and backward 
strokes gradual!y traversing 
the workpiece, overlapping sec- 
tion by section. Lift the tool off 
the work before switching off. 

Sand wood with the grain to 
produce the best finish. Sandat 
an angle to the grain to remove 
material quickly or to level a 
surface. Re-sand parallel to the 
grain and with a finer grade of 
abrasive to remove the cross 
grain scratches. 

$:eo .the machine fiat when 
overrunning the edge of the 
work to avoid rounding off. 
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Changing a belt 
Before fitting the belt, discon- 
nect the machine from the elec- 
trical supply. To slacken a belt, 
reduce the distance between 
the rollers by operating a lever 
or by resting the tool on its 
front roller and applying pres- 
sure. This pushes the roller 
back against a spring and Cocks 
it in the retracted position. 

Following the feed direction 
arrow printed on the inside of 
the belt, align tbe belt and 
release the front roller to take 
up :he tension. 

I / 

Taking up tension 
To tension a nm belt, release 
the lever on the from roller. 

Tracking 
The tracking of the belt can be 
adjusted on all machines. If the 
belt is not running true or 
parallel with the body of the 
machine, it may move sideways, 
damaging its edge. It may even 
run off the machine. Adjust the 
angle of the front roller if nec- 
essary, by s-itching the aa- 
chine on and off momentarily 
between adjustments. Make fi- 
nal adjustments with the ma- 
chine running. 

Once the new belt isfitted 
adjust it with the tracking 
~justmmt knob on the side of 
the machine. 
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Disk Sander 
SIZE: Diameter: 4 to gin. 
MATERIAL: Rubber, 
aluminum, zinc 
USE: To sand wood, metal 
and plastics 

RUBBER BACKING 
PAD 

ABRASIVE 
DISK 

There are several models of 
Gsk sander, but they all oper- 
rte in the same way. A round 
lisk is applied to a pad which is 
lriven in a circular motion. 
This produces cross grain 
vzratches, so disk sanders are 
mly suitable for reducing the 
rutface or cleaning off old fin- 
ishes. The simplest form of 
iisk sander is fitted to a power 
kill. One pad is made of rub- 
,er, and has either a plain 
ihank projecting from the cen- 
:er, which fits into the drill 
:huck, or a threaded shaft 
which screws directly into the 
lrill spindle. 

Solid metal disks, faced with 
xtbber, have a shank fitted to 
he center with a ball joix 
Fhis enables the disk to remain 
Iat on the work even when the 
iri!! is he!d zt an angle. The 
wbber disk, on the other hand, 
.elies on flexing to perform 
efficiently. Used this way the 
lisk is more stable and con- 
zquently less likely to leave 
;wirl marks. When using the 
ander keep all disks moving 
!nd app!y light pressure only. 

Fyng a disk 

“-., 

Fit the abrasive disk to the 
rubber pad with a SCIYZU and a 
shaped washer. 

Using a rubber ,disk 

Angle the drill,jlewirtg the top 
section of the rubber disk. 



Abrasive disks 
4brasive disks are either made 
?rom abrasive material bonded 
to a paper backing or from 
pressed metal with tungsten 
carbide grains bonded to the 
surface. They are fitted to the 
backing disk with a screw 
thread and shaped washer 
which screw into the center of 
the backing pad. Both washer 
and screw head are recessed 
below the working surface. 

ABRASIVE 
PAPER DISK 

Gluing on disks 
Hold a stick of adhesive on the 
surface of the metal disk while 
the machine is running. When 
the adhesive has melted and the 
disk surface is coated evenly, 
disconnect the machine and 
press a paperbacked abrasive 
disk centrally onto the backing 
plate of the disk. 

Eench mounted sanders 
These can be very useful for 
shaping work. A small scale 
unit can be set up using a 
portable electric drill in a hori- 
zontal drill standfitted with a 
worktable andflat metal disk. 

PREdED 
METAL DISK 

Offset sander grinder 
Offset sander grinders are fit- 
ted with 7 and 9in. abrasive 
disks. These are industrial ma- 
chines which may be worth 
renting for heavy day work. 

Offset sander grinder 

Using the sanding table- 
Check that the sanding table is 
square to the face of the disk 
with a try square before use. A 
miter gauge runs in a groove 
across the table which can be set 
to trim ends square or at an 
angle. Hold the work against 
the downside of the disk to keep 
it on the table. Keep it moving 
to avoid uneven wear on the 
disk. Too much pressure is 
like!y to burn the work. 

Foam Drum 
Sander 
SIZE: Diameter: 5in.; Width: Zin. 
MATERIAL: Arbor: steel; Drwrz: 
xrticle foam 
ACCESSORIES: Abrasive belt 
USE: To sand flat and curved 
;UrfXeS 

ABRASIVE BELT 

I 

FOAM’DRUM 

The drum is fitted with a steel 
arbor or shaft, which fits into 
the chuck of an electric drill. A 
continuous belt of abrasive rna- 
terial is slipped onto *he re- 
silient foam drum, which can 
shape itself to accommodate 
the contours of the workpiece. 

Using the drum 
Use the foam drum sander to 
finish concme and comex 
shapes conveniently, as well as 
rtandardj%t mr~~acaces. 
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Finishing Sander 
JTHER NAMES: Orbital 
rnnder, pad sander 
SIZE: 4 x 4in., 4; x llin.; 4,000 
:o 14,000 orbits per minute 
MATERIAL: Various 
4CCESSORIES: Abrasive strips 
USE: To sand a surface tinally 

POWER DRILL 

EF”‘“” 

Finishing sander as a power 
drill attachment 

The finishing sander achieves a 
Fae smooth surface on wood by 
a series of tiny, high speed, 
orbital cuts. Some machines 
can be switched to an “in-line” 
movement for the final finish. 
A wide variety of sanders exist 
For one and two handed use as 
well as an attachment for an 
e!ectris drill. 

The finishing sander takes 
ready cut abrasive paper strips, 
which are stretched across a 
pad which holds them flat on 
the work. When using the san- 
der work in bands parailel to 
the grain with the machine 
held at a slight angle to the 
direction in which it is moving. 
Finally finish with the machine 
held parallel to the grain and if 
possible, switched co in-line 
movement, while constantly 
moving the rnachiie up and 
down the workpiece. 
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RUBBER PAD 

ABRASIVE 
PAPER 

Usinct the sander 

Fitting abrasive paper 

Attach one end of the strip 
under a spring clip or toothed 
roller. Stretch rhe .fia?er and fit 
the other end the same way. 

Work parallel to the grain,, 
holding the machine at a sltght 
angle to the direction of its 
travel. As you cowzr the work 
area, slightl?, ooevhzd each 
sanded band as you go. 



Floor Sander 
SIZE: Drum dimmer: 8 and 
12in.; Disk diamererr 8in. 
MATERIAL: Various 
ACCESSORIES: Abrasive 
paper, dust collecting bag 
USE: To sand wooden floors for 
refinishing 

/ ’ 

TWC 

HANDLES 

LAMP 
HOUSING 

SANDING 
DISK 

CASTORS 

MOTOR HOUSING 

HANDLE ADJUSTER 

, types of sanding machiie 
are av&ble from rental com- 
nnniec The &get drum sander 5------. 
IS used for tbe irain floor area 
while a smaller disk sander will 
clean UD the edges against the 
basebo&d or areas such as ball- 
ways and landings, which are 
too small for the big machine. 
There are everr types which xvi!1 
fit bsneath radiators. 

D&T BAG 

Both machines produce a 
considerable amount of dust. 
Even though they are designed 
to suck the dust diiectly into 
collecting bags, it is advisable 
to wear a face mask and if 
pn.si!?!e; aenl off EaDS kadiig 
to other areas of &e-house. 

SANDING 
DRL’% 
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Fitting new paper to 
kum sanders 
Floor sanders are supplied 
with abrasive paper in coarse, 
medium and fine grades. The 
marse paper is used to level the 
mrface; medium and fine are 
For finishing. 

1. IXscon:rert the machinefror 
~irc &ctrrcal wpply. Lay the 
:wrd2r on its back ottd push 
jack the guard. Reme the . 

x~n paper by ioosening a 
:!nnp .with the too& prmided 
iy the renting jinn. ! The drum 
helf may be split lengthwise 
?I? ‘Wi? ??tod&. ) 

naper under the cbmtp, o”rep it 
mwnd :ke rubber roller ad 
kserr the other end. 

3. Make m-e paper is tightly 
wrapped around ioIler and 
!ightm clamp. Rep&e guard. 

Fitting new paper to disk 
randers 
Zcarse, medium and fine ab- 
:asive paper is also supplied for 
iisk sanders. Disconnect the 
xichine from the electricity 
supply before fitting new disks 
x paper. Turn the machine 
Jpside down m fit new disks. 

Undo the retaining clamp by 
urtring it counter clockwise in 
he middle of the disk. 

!. Remove the old disk and 
brow it away. Fit a new one of 
he appropriate coarseness and 
,tghten the clamp once more. 
Turn the sander upright. 
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Preparing the surface for 
saneg 
Remove all carpet tacks, edg- 
ing strips or adhesive tape from 
the surface. Sink a11 nail 
If the gaps bemeern the tbor- 
boards are very large, consider 
Lifting rhetn and closing than 
up before sanding. 

Sweep the t1ooP to remove 
loosr material whiclr might da- 
mage the machific’s roller. 

Sink ail nail heads belozo tke 
surface qf the boards wirlr a 
hammer and nail set. 

Make a steel scraping tool, 
tapered to rake out the gaps 
between t~e~or~~r~. Eitker 
fill the gaps with pop& mich~ 
und sand it flush when it is dry, 
or top in suitably tapered strips 
of softwood and &me them 
jbh mhm in place. 

Using the machines 
Nerer switch on the drum san- 
der while it is resting on the 
Aoor. It will either mcwe off on 
its own or sand a deep mark in 
the floor. Tilt the machine 
backward to lift the roller off 
the floor, switch on the ma- 
chine and gradually lower it. 

At the end of the run, tilt the 
machine once ,more, turn it 
around, and sand the section 
parallel with and overlapping 
the previously sanded area. 

If the boards are already flat 
and only require cleaning, you 
need only sand the floor pardl- 
lel with the boards. 

1. Lower the sander. As it 
mm-s into contact wit/z the 
surface, start to nwoe the 
machine across the floor at an 
a& to the beards: 

2. Wken the entirefloor ha: 
been cowed, sand at an 
opposite angle to the first. 1’hi.c 
will level any high points 
instead of following them. 

3. Fit a medium then a fine 
paper to finish sanding the floor 
in the direction of the boards. 

Finishing off 
The floor sander will not be 
able to clean the edges of the 
floor near the baseboard or get 
into any small or awkward cor- 
ner areas. When you have done 
all you can with the big ma- 
chine, switch to the smaller 
disk sander. 

Vacuum the whole area to 
remove all loose dust before 
applying the chosen finish. 

Sanding edges 
Drape the cable over your 
shoulder to keep it awq from 
the disks. Grip the handles and 
witch ON the nmchine. Keep it 
moving to prevent over-sanding 
in one area. Take ir as far into 
rhe edges as the sander housing 
wiii ~110~~. 

Sandingcorners 
To clean up corners, use a 
sanding disk in a power drill 
(see page 230). The flexible 
disk should reach most corners. 
For even more inaccessible 
armas, use a scraper and 
sandtng block. 
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Oil Can 
SIZE: Capacity: 3fl. 0% to 2pt. 
MATERIAL: Tinplate, plastic 
USE: To aoolv oil to an oilstone 
or lubricat; &ving metal parts 

Oil cans range from simple 
plastic or tinplate containers 
which pump the oil through 
the spout by squeezing the 
sides or base of the co&miner, 
to cans which incorporate a 
thumb-operated pump. 

Pumped oil cans are more 
suitable for lubricating mz- 
chines as they can be used at 
various angles and incorporate 
long spouts which rach into 
confined spaces. 

The bench oil can is com- 
monly used in the workshop 
to apply oil to sharpenmg 
stows. The spout is ciosed or 
qwwd by turning the valve. 

An oil syringe is used to 
pump large quantities of oil 
into reservoirs such as a czar 
transmission. The flexible 
plastic spout means the syringe 
:an fill through. side filler holes~ 

Grease Gun 
SIZE: Capacity: I to 2902. 
LIATERIAL: Handle: steel; 
OeliverJ tube: steel or nylon 
XE: To force grease under 
xessure into a bearing 

You need pressure to force 
:hick grease into the tightly 
itting parts of a bearing. Small 
:rease guns which are designed 
:o deliver soft grease, are oper- 
Ited by pumping the body of 
.he gun. Larger guns, for bea- 
;ier grease, are operated bv 
evers or triggers. The grease ls 
:ither loaded as pre-packed 
artridges or must be packed 
nto the container from a can. 

The nozzle of the gun fits on 
0 a valve known as a grease 
dpple, which has a spring- 
oaded seal. Wipe the nipple 
:lean before fitting the nozzle 
o keep dirt out of the bearing. 

HANDLE DELlVERY TUBE 

THUMB OPERATED 

RESERVOIR 

TUBE 

OIL RESERVOIR 

NOZZLE FOR 

DELIVERY TUBE 

ULL KNOB 
‘0 SET 
;REASE - 
EED 
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BULB 
I 

MATERIAL: Barrelfloar: glass; 
Bulb: rubber 
USE: To ch, zk the state of 
charge of a car battery 

FLOAT 
An hydrometer checks the 
charge of a battery by measur- 
ing the specific gravity of the 
electrolyte in the cells. 

You can check the charge each 
month by squeezing the bulb on 
the hydrometer, inserting the 
nozzle in the cell and drawing 
off some of the diluted acid 
by slowly releasing the bulb. 
When the float is clear of the 
bottom, read off the state of 
charge on the float where it 
emerges from the electrolyte. 
The lower the charge in the 

battery, the deeper the float 
will sink into the electrolyte. 

Some floats indicate full or 
half charge. A graduated scale 
will indicate a full charge be- 
tween 1.250 and 1.350. 

Once you have taken the 
reading, return the electrolyte 
co the cell and check each cell in 
turn. Wash out the hydrometer 
after use. 

Circuit Tester 

The tester isolates the faulty 
section of a circuit. It has a 
pointed probe in a plastic 
handle, which contains a test 
bulb. The other end of the 
handle is connected to a croco- 
dile clip by a length of cable. 
The point on the probe will 
pierce the insulation ona cable. 

By attaching the clip to a 
ground point, the probe makes 
contact with the live section of 
the circuit and the bulb lights 
up if electricity is present. 

This type of irsicr cm oniy 
be used on low voltage systems, 
and should not be used on a 
high voltage system such as 
house wiring. 

SIZE: To measure 6, 12,24 
volt systems 
MATERIAL: Various 
USE: To test the presence of 
electricity in an automobile 
wiring system 

CROCODILE CLIP 
FOR GROUND 
CONNECTION 
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an 
Files originated in Egypt and have been designed by Leonardo da Vinci, but the 
.tsed since the Bronze Age. first one was not built until 1750, and 
rraditionally they were hand machine file-making was not established 
made. A file-making machine was until a century later. 

Files are used to smooth metal 
md wood, to remove burrs and 
local irregularities, to enlarge 
md finish holes and slots, to 
sharpen cutting tools and, with 
a saw set, to set saw teeth. 

They are classified by their 
xt (how the teeth are arranged 
an the blade) and the degree of 
:oarseness. This is determined 
by the number of teeth per inch 
2nd the amount of space be- 
tween the rows of teeth. In 
general, the longer the file the 
:oarser it is. 

FERRULE 

HANDLE ---+d 
Some files have one edge un- 
zpt. This is called the “safe” 
edge, ar.d can be rested against 
tn inside work surface without 
timage while the other edge tir 
:dges do the filing. 

File handles 
Few files have handles. Han- 
iles, usually of softwood or 
zomposition, are sold sep- 
arately. One handle usually fits 
I small range of files. 

Never use a file without a 
IandIe, as the tang can be very 
iangerous. 

Fitting the handle 
Insert the tang into the handle 
socket. Tap the handle on the 
workbench until the tang is 
seated. Never use a hammer. 
Tap lightly with a mallet if the 
handle is difficult to get on. To 
remove the handle, pull it from 
the file while tapping the fer- 
rule gently on the edge of the 
workbench. 

New files 
Break in new files on brass, 
bronze or smooth cast iron. 
When they have become rough 
on that they are ready for heavy 
work on hard metals. Never 
start a new file on work nar- 
rower than the blade. Wood 
files need no breaking-in. 

The cuts 
Files are single cut, double cut 
or curved tooth. Single cut files 
have parallel rows of teeth cut 
at an angle of 60” to 80” to the 
edge. Double cut teeth have a 
second set of parallel grooves 
cut into them, usually at an 
angle of 45”. The cut of the file 
determines its use. A single cut 
is used for precision work and a 
double cut for fast preliminary 

Use curved tooth files (cop) on 
soft metal, single cut (center) 
for fine work and double cut 
(bottom) for roughing. 

Maintenance 
Clean files frequently and hang 
them in racks if you use them 
often or wrapped up indi- 
vidually if stored for a long 
time. Do not use them to pry 
things open or to strike objects 
as they are very brittle and 
break easily. 

coarseness 
Whether a file is rough or 
smooth depends on the num- 
ber of teeth per in. and the 
space left between each row of 
teeth. There are three gen- 
erally accepted degrees of 
coarseness: bastard, medium 
coarse with 26 teeth per in.; 
second cut, medium smooth 
with 36 teeth per in.; and 
smooth, with 60 teeth per in. 
Some makers also provide 
rough and dead smooth files. 

Cuts 

Files are available m many 
combinations of cut and 
coarseness. The most popular 
are shown above. 
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Usingafile Draw filing 
Filing is harder than it looks. Never use a file without a Draw filing puts a smooth fin- 

ish on a piece, removing all 
cross filing marks. Use a single 
cut file, make sure it is clean 
and well chalked. Draw the file 
across the work toward you. 
For a fine finish wrap the blade 
in emery cloth. Do not overdo 
draw filing as you could unin- 
tentionally hollow the surface 
of the work. Use a flat file on 
flat surfaces and outside curves 
and a round or half round file 
for inside curves. 

cross filing 
With large flat areas, avoid a approach. Check frequently 
curved surface by constantly 
changing the direction of the 

with a square edge that you are 

file, though not the angle of 
filing true. It is very easy to 
establish a faulty stroke. 

If the work is becoming curved, If there is a holloqyou are 
you are starting the stroke too starting the stroke too late and 
early andfieishing it too late. finishing it too early. 

and you may need to practice handle. Remember that the file 
on scrap or unimportant pieces cuts on the forward stroke only 
before you perfect your skill. so apply even pressure as you 
Always clamp the work, how- push the file across the work, 
ever small, in a vise, preferably and lift it on the return stroke. 
at elbow level. Set it low in the Hold the file as shown and try 
vise to prevent vibration and to keep it in a straight line. 
allow the work to proiect Chalk applied to the teeth of 
slightly. Clamp large sheets to the file helps to keep them clear 
the workbench. of any metal residue. 

Hold the handle of 
the file in one hand 
ad the tip of the file with 
the other. File in a srmighr 
line ncrors the work, introducing 
the file at 30’ to the vise jaws. 

Filine round stock 
Whenlfiling round stock, the 
ubikty to rock the file is an 
advantage, unlikejilingfrat 
work. The@ ntust be 

constantly angled so t.kat all the 
teeth come into contact with the 
work. Tkis keeps the file even 
on the workpiece. 

Hold the file at right angler to 
the work, using two hands close 
together to prment snapping. 
Light pressure is needed for 
light work, heavy for rough 
work. You may have to use the 
palm ojyour hand rather than 
the fingers to guide the file over 
coarse material. Do not use 
your body weight for extra 
power. The file will break. 

Deburring 
Use a single cut file to remove 
burrs. Clamp the work in a 
vise, or to the workbench if it is 
large. For small areas of local 
burring, file across the edge. 

Filing long burrs 
To twmwe a length of burr or 
to chamfer an edge, angle the 
file and push it along the length 
of the edge. 
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Cleaning 
Files need to be cleaned re- 
gularly otherwise they become 
“pinned”, or clogged with fil- 
ings. I’mned files slip on and 
scratch the work and quickly 
become amusable. Clean them 
with a file brush or file card. 
Thefilebrushhasnvobrushes? 
one coarse and one fine, and 
incorporates a wire pick to re- 
move stubborn bits of filing. A 
file card has a coarse brush and 
a wire scorer on the back for 
extracting individual filings. 

When the file is clean. chalk 
it before you use it again. 
Never oil a file or strike it to 
remove excess filings. 

Using the file brush 

Stroke Stroke the file brush parallel to the file brush to 
the file teeth. Remove obstinate the file teeth. Remove obstinate 
filings with a nail or ice pick filings with a nail or ice pick 
and soft metal residue with a and soft metal residue with a 
block of end grain hardwood. block of end grain hardwood. 

After cleaning rhefile, chalk it 
before use. This fills q tke gaps 
between thejiie teeth, 
?immraging frrrtker pinning. 
Utke sure that the gaps are 
m-11 packed with chalk. 

SIZE: 4 IO 1%. SIZE: 4 IO 1%. 
SWTERIAL: Steel SWTERIAL: Steel 
USE: To file flat surfaces USE: To file flat surfaces 

Flat File Flat File 

The commonest file for all 
types of work except inside 
curves, the flat file tapers in 
both width and thickness to- 
ward the head. Single cut and 
double cut flat files are avail- 
ab!e, but the most general type 
is the double cut bastard. 

Round File 
SIZE: 4 to ZOin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To file round holes or in 
curved surfaces 

The round file tapers toward 
the point and is used to enlarge 
or smooth round openings and 
to finish concave surfaces. 
Small versions of the round file 
are sometimes called rat-tail 
files. Use the round file on 
small circular openings; the 
half round file is best for larger 
round areas. 

Half Round File 
SIZE: 4 to 18in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: All purpose filing 

The half round file is the most 
useful of all the files, combin- 
ing the features of both round 
and Hat fries. One side is round- 
ed and one flat, so the tool can 
be used on flat, concave and 
convex surfaces. It also files 
both wood and metal. Use it for 
work on larger circular areas. 



SIZE: 4 to ISin. 
blATERIAL: Steel 
LSE: General purpose filing 

The hand file is slightly dif- 
rerent from other files. It is flat 
in cross section but has parallel 
sides right up to the tip, taper- 
ing only in thickness. There is 
one safe and one “live” edge, 
and it is consequently useful 
for stepped work, and any gen- 
eral jobs where a safe edge is 
needed or where both sides of a 
corner must not be cut simul- 
tzneously. “Hand” is possibly 
a corruption of “handy”. 

ile 
SUE: 3 to Sin. 
.\%;\TERIAL: St4 
USE: To file narrow openings 

The pillar file is a slimmer 
version of the hand file, with 
one safe edge. It is mostly used 
for slots and keyways. Narrow 
pillar files,about half the width 
of the standard variety, are 
used for very small orifas. 

§quare File 
SIZE: 4 IO zoin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To file square holes 
or angles 

The square file is used on rec- 
tangular slots, keyways and 
splines. Some models have 
three sides toothed and the 
fourth left “safe”; in a confined 
space the file can rest on its safe 
edge without damaging its sur- 
roundings, while the other 
edges do the work. 

Triangular File 
OTHER NAME: Three 
square file 
SIZE: 4 to 18in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To file angular stock 

The triangular file Sas three 
flat sides. It is used to lile acute 
internal angles, clean cut 
square corners, enlarge and 
clean up angular holes and 
sharpen serrated jaws and saw 

(see pages 75, -76). 

Mill File 
ITHER NAME: Mill saw file 
SIZE: 8 to loin. 
LIATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: Fine work and sharpening 

Mill files can have one or two 
rounded edges and often have 
one safe edge. They are always 
single cut, and are mostly used 
for lathe work and draw filing, 
but are basically all-purpose 
line finishing tools. They are 
also used to sharpen mill and 
circular saws, knives, lawn mo- 
wer blades, axes and shears. 
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Needle Files 
OTHER NA.\lES: Swiss pattern 
files, jeweler’s files 
SIZE: Lmgth: 3 to 12in.: Teals 
per ifl.: 34 to 184 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: Precision filing 

These small, delicate files are 
usually sold in sets. They are 
very accurately made, and the 
tangs are kmurled and length- 
ened to make handles. Neeole 
files are principally used for 
precision work on instruments 
or mechanisms, but they also 
make fine finishing tools on 
important work. They are also 
used to sharpen the fragile 
spurs on spur nosed drill bits 
and can be used to tidy up slots, 
square corners, notches, key- 
ways and grooves. 

sharpening the spur 
Hold the twist of the bit firmly 
against the be+, tip 
uppermost. File wide the spur 
with a flat needle file. Filing 
outside will reduce clearance. 

Knife File 
SIZE: 4 to Sin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To file very acute angles 

The knife file has a section l?xe 
a knife blade, and tapers to- 
ward its poim. It is used by tool 
and diemakers on work which 
has acute angles. 

Warding File 
SIZE: 4 to sin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To file locks and keys 

The rectangular warding file is 
a small slender file, tapering to 
a narrow point. It is primarily a 
!ocksmith’s tool, used for filing 
notches on keys and locks, but 
cm be used where a thicker file 
would be too clumsy. It has a 
broad, strong blade, so can be 
used vigorously on edge. 

Sharpening the cutter 
Rest the bit on the bench, lead 

S~hatpening the side wings 

screw down. Work a triangular 
Hold the bit as for shmpening 

needle file through the throat of 
the cutten. Using a rquare 

the bit,@ng the cutter on the 
needlejile,jile the side wings on 

underside onlv. 
the inside only. 
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File 
SIZE: 3 to loin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To file saw teeth 

Various files are made specifi- 
cally to file the tzetb of the 
many models of saw on the 
market. There are taper saw 
files, mill saw fi!es with two 
square edges, double ended 
saw files, cross cut saw files and 
chain saw ides. Aii are available 
in coarse or fine grades. Use 
them with a saw set to keep saw 
teeth sharp (see page 76). 
Otherwise use a mill file of the 
correct cut. 

There is also a tool on the 
market called a saw sharpener, 
which will accurately sharpen 
cross cut, tenon and fleam saws 
when used with a saw set. It is a 
small double ended file. 

Rasps 
Unlike file teeth, rasp teeth are formed 
individually to slice off slivers of wood 
quickly and easily. Rasps are mostly used on 
wood, but work well on soft metal 
(aluminum, lead), leather and bone as well. 
Bastard (coarse) and smooth cut are 
available, and the usual shapes are flat, 
round and half round. 

Stnforrn Round File 
SIZE: loin. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Handle: plastic; Body: aluminum 
USE: To elfarge holes and shape 
decorative cuts 

Surform tools are unique. 
They are hollow rasps, consist- 
ing of steel blades perforated 
with sharp edged holes which 
cut away wood rapidly. The 
waste is passed easily through 
the holes. 

The round file is tube 
shaped and has a removable 
front holding piece. It can do 
any round file work on wood, 
aluminum, copper, plastics, 
tiles, laminated surfaces and 
metal no harder than mild 
steel. It is particularly useful 
for enlarging holes. 

Swform Flat File 
SIZE: loin. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; Body: 
aluminum; Handle: plastic 
USE: General filing 

The surform flat file has the 
same perforated blade as the 
round file, and does the same 
job as a standard flat rasp. 
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I Half Round~Wood 

SIZE: 6 to 16in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
;rSE: General rasping 

ke the 
ed or 

SW 
am 
!ble 
‘TIC, 



Cabinet Rasp 
SIZE: 8 to 12in. 
MATERIAL: steel 
USE: To remove wood quickly 

Cabinet rasps are the best 
known wood rasps. They are 
usually shaped like half round 
files with one flat and one 
rounded edge. There are also 
flat versions. Cabinet makers 
use them to rough file wood 
before finishing with a wood 
file or abrasive paper. 

od File 
SIZE: 8 to 14h. 
MATERIAL: Steel 

Used for wood only, the wood 
file is used after a rasp to 
smooth woodensurfaces. It has 
coarse file teeth. 

Flat Wood Rasp 
SIZE: 8 to Ibin. 

rhis is exactly like a flat file in 
ection, but is rasp cut. It can 
:e used on flat or convex 
,urfaces. 

Sound Wood Rasp 
,IZE: 6 to 14in. 
MTERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To rasp round holes or 
uwed surfaces 

rhis is a large, round sectioned 
asp, which is used on tightly 
,urved wood sections or cir- 
ular holes. Bastard, second 
ut and smooth grades are 
vailable. 

fialf Round Wood 
Rasp 
SIZE: 6 to 16in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: General rasping 

The half round rasp, like the 
calf round file can be used on 
lat, concave and convex sur- 
aces. Bastard, second cut and 
mooth grades are available. 
rhere is not much difference 
letween this tool and the half 
ound cabinet rasp. 
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Shoe Rasp 
JTHER NAMES: Last maker’s 
:asp; shoemaker’s rasp; 4-in-hand 
:asp file 
SIZE: R to 14in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To file or rasp 

I’his is a versatile. double end- 
:d tool. One end has a fiie cut 
urfacr on each side and the 
?ther end is rasp cat. Use it on 
snod or leather. 

il%E: IL to 18in. 
IWTEKIAL: Steel 
ISE: Rough ,w,o,i 6,’ 

T’he horse rasp is the biggest 
md coarsest rasp there is. It is 
used for rough work, and nor- 
nally has no tang to rake a 
JandIe but is squared off at 
:ach end. Tanged versions are 
wailable up to 16in. 

Rifflers 
OTHER NAVIES: Woodcarver’s 
file; woudcarver’s rasp; 
bent riffisrs 
SIZE: 6 to loin. 
.MATERlAL: Handle: 
hardwood; Blade: sreel 
USE: To file woodcarving 

Rifflers are craftsmen’s tools. 
They are ininiature files, with 
the same selection of cut, 
coarseness and cross section, 
and are adapted to suit in- 
dividual needs. Some are dou- 
ble ended, with rasp cut blades 
at one end and file cut at the 
other. Some are ready fitted 
with hardwood handles, and 
are benr at an angle of 45 to 
reach into the hard-to-get-at 
places on a woodcarving or 
sculpture. Diemakers have a 
special set of riG3xs which are 
more substantial thao wood- 
carving rifI3ers. 

Rotary Files and 
Rasps 
SIZE: Shank diameter: & to tin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
,‘SE: To shape and tile small 
bras 

rhese tools are sold singly as 
well as in sets. The rotary files 
lave finer teeth and caii be used 
m both metal and wood. The 
:oarser rasps should only be 
lsed on wood. These files and 
‘asps come in a huge variety of 
shapes, cut in bastard, second 
:ut and smooth grades. They 
ire mounted on shanks and are 
used with a power driven flex- 
ble shaft tool (see page 215). 
Some can fit the chuck of an 
:lectric drill. 

These tiny, accurate files are 
>articularly useful for model- 
ng work or intricate carving. 
They can be fitted to the minia- 
:ure power drill (see page 189). 
The best tools for carving are 

Rotary file shapes 
These are just some of the large 
selection of shapes available to 
the wnodcarmr or sculptor. 
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inips or shears for cutting metal were 
lsed by the Romans and were very similar 
o the modern stock shears or universal 
nips. The earliest example so far known 
appears on a terracotta plaque or shop 
:ign of a toolmaker of Ostia, near Rome, 
Iating from the time of Hadrian, about 
ID 120. A much larger tool of the same 

HANDLE 

I 

3THER NAMES: Flat blade 
;nips, standard snips 
SIZE: 7 to 14% 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To make straight cuts in 
rheet metal 

All-metal cutting snips have 
long handles to provide ade- 
quate leverage when cutting 
sheet metal. Straight snips 
have straight jaws in line with 
the handle. The handles them- 
selves are either straight with a 
slight curve at the very end, or 
finished with scissor-like grips 
which make them easier to 
open with one hand. 

For greater leverage, 
handle in a vise and appb 
pressure to the free handle. 
Control the work with the 
other hand. 

ype forms part of the ironwork in the 
Zaire Museum from Qustul in Nubia, 
iating from about AD 400. The Ostia 
Jlaque also shows an early form of light 
;hears used by tailors for cutting cloth. 
This type continued in use right through 
:he Middle Ages and survived as the 
xandard pattern for sheep shears down 
:o the nineteenth century. A pair 
,f scissors with closed forged handles 
:or the thumb and finger is shown in 
:he Virgin Mary’s needlework basket 
m a Spanish Holy Family miniature 
Jf the mid-fifteenth century. 

STRAIGHT BLADE 

haking a straight cut 
Ceep the blades upright at all 
imes to avoid the metal twist- 
ng in the jaws and causing 
hem to spring. 

Use as much of the blade 
ength as possible for each cut, 
jut avoid completely closing 
he jaws otherwise you will 
nake a ragged cut. 

You can use the edge of a 
xnch to guide the snips when 
naking a straight cut. Rest the 
work on a bench with the waste 
vojecting over the edge and 
xoceed with the cut in the 
normal way. The waste will 
xx1 away below the workas the 
:ut proceeds. 

Avoid cutting wire or sheet 
netal that is too thick, as it will 
lu:l he blade. 

\ 

Pear gloves when cutting sheet 
netal with snips as a 
wecaution against in&ry. 

Work right up to the marked 
line as the tool does not remove 
metal when making (2 cut. 
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waste as possibl ;, before cutting 
to the marked 1~ ne. Proceed as 
for a straight cl&t. 

Try m keep the :wste in me 
mtrimmas piea File awny any’ 
b~wrs.fro~~r the j’ Gshed edge. 

Sharpming SI [ips 
Ciamp the snips iin a vise with 
the jaws open m 13jile the 
cutting edge to L j~,angie of cutting edge to L j~,angie of 
approximately > 3”. Do not file approximately > 3”. Do not file 
the flat faces. T ;ke off the burr the flat faces. T ;ke off the burr I I 
by rubbing the j‘ $t face of each by rubbing the j‘ $t face of each 
blade art an oil z, one.from pivot blade art an oil z, one.from pivot 
to tip. Take car j nor to round to tip. Take car j nor to round 

Setting the pi vat 
Adjust the pivo. to tke correct 
setting and oil t, !e blade as well 

. 
US the pivot itse if. 

lawk’s Bill Snips 
SIZE: 11 to 13in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To make tight internal 01 
concave cuts in sheet metal 

The exaggerated curve and 
beveled blades of the hawk’s 
bill snips make it easier to cut 
sharp curves without distort- 
ing the metal. 

BENT BLADES 

OTHER NAMES: ::I:.’ blade 
snips, curved snips 
SIZE: 7 to 14in. 
M.4TERIAL: Steel 
USE: To make internal or 
concave curs in sheet metal 

BENT BLADES 

e NARROW BLADES ’ 

Universal snips h 
thick sectioned jaws ,which 

give them enough clearance to 
y 

Cut curves as well as make 
straight cuts. They are avail- 
abie with straight nor cranked 
handles and for left- or right- 
hand use. 

CRANKED HANDLES 
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Double Cutting Snip 
OTHER NAME: Pipe and 
duct snips 
MATERIAL: Sreel and plastic 
USE: To make straight or curved 
curs in sheet metal wi:hout 
distortion 

Double cutting snips do not 
distort the materisl on either 
side of a cut. This makes them 
particularly useful when cut- 
ting through strong curved 
shapes such as piping or gut- 
tering which cannot be worked 
with conventional snips. They 
can also be used with special 
blades to cut materials which 
would crack or shatter if bent 
such as asbestos, plastic 
laminate, hardboard and thin 
plywood. 

Using the cutter 
A cutter passes bemeen the mo 
fired blades, romerimes knmn 
as the “amiP’, remming a thin 
srrip of mute nzeral. Al& for 
this z&n marking mu rke mark. 

olt Cutters 
SIZE. Lengrh: 14 to 42iu.; To cm 
bolrs: f to ain. diamerer 
MATERIAL: Steel 
EXE: To cut sreri bolts and rods 

Bolt cutters are available with 
center cut jaws for general use 
or “clipper cut” jaws for close 
cutting at an obstruction. The 
compound lever action of the 
~~,ol provides considerable 
free at the jaws which are 
adjustable to insure that they 
meet along their entire length 
:vkhout a gap. 

When cutting a bolt keep it 
a far back in the jaws as pas+ 
ible. A cut bolt can fly off, so 
use a shield to prevent &jury or 
damage. 

Replace worn cutters when 
necessary and keep moving 
parts well oiled. 

CENTER CUT CLIPPER CUT 

ANVIL 

Aviation Snips 
OTHER NAME: Compound 
actmn snips 
SIZE: loin. 
MATERIAL: Steel and plastic 
USE: To provide improved 
leverage when making straight or 
curved cuts in sheet metal 

PLASTIC GRIPS 

Aviation snips, originally de- 
veloped for use in the aircraft 
industry, are made for straight 
cuts as well as right- and left- 
hand curves. Their compotind 
lever action permits greater 
control as well as providin ‘be 

%J means to cut harder mate al. 
The snips also have specially 
hardened jaws and comfortable 
plastic grips. 

Making a ccmcave cut 
If the curve to be cut is very 
large and you want to save the 
waste material, cut to within 
tin. of the marked line with a 
cold chisel before using the 
snips. Alternativeiy, cut a 
starting hole in the center of 
the waste material and cut out- 
ward toward the line in a slow 
C”WlZ. 

Continue the curwd cut around 
the circle umjl the cur is joined 
up. Finish b&wed edges with a 
half romdjile. 
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Paper Hanger’s Scisso_rs Pruning Shears 
;IZE: 9 ro 12in. 
VIATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To trim wall paper 

‘aper hanger’s scissors have 
‘cry long blades which make it 
easier to achieve a straight cut 
vhen trimming wall paper. 
The scissors should be kept 
harp by grinding and the cut- 

EXTRA LONG BLADES 
ing edge finished with an oiled 
lipstone. 

Before the days of pre- 
rimmed paper, paper hangers 
lsed to rest the roll of paper in 
heir up-turned feet and grad- 
lally unroll the free end in one 
land while trimming the edge 
vith the other. PIVOT 

HANDLES-------N ’ 

langing a ship of 
vallpaper 
When cutting wallpaper to wall 
engths, allow an extra 2in. top 
,nd bottom for ui-ing to fit. 

Gently mark the ceiling or 
baseboard line on the paper 
with the point of the scissors. 

Very expensive or traditionally 
wade wallpapers may need to 
kave the s&edge trimmed in 

Peel back the paper, trim qff 
the excess and brush back into 

‘he old-fashioned zqy. plLXe. 

OTHER NAME: Secateurs 
SIZE: Various 
MATERIAL: &z&j: stssi; 
Handles: steel, plastic 
USE: To cut back plants 

REGULATOR 

Pruning shears come in many 
designs, shapes and sties. 
Shears can be double bladed 
x have one cutting blade 
working against an anvil. Good 
pruning shears have rust 
resistant steel blades and 
handles sprung to open auto- 
matically. A lock holds them in 
3 closed position, and is some- 
times incorporated with a 
mechanism which controls the 
maximum open position to suit 
different hand sizes. 

Keep the blades in good con- 
dition by removing moisture 
and sap after use and applying 
a little oil. 
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Flower Shears 
ITHER NAME: Flower 
yJ&=r 
j1Lh: bin. 

JSE: To cut Rower stems 

Flower shears cut like scissors 
hrough the stems of flowers. 
4s the blade severs the stem it 
.s automatically held between a 
;pring and an anvil. This al- 
.ows the tool to be used with 
xxe hand which is useful when 
xaching into dense plaot 
growth. A stem crusher is in- 
zorporated behind the pivot. 

ing Shears 
SIZE: 12 to 3Oin. 
UaTRrjiar R,g&.. gee!; .._... -. _._-.-. 
FImd!;: zsb, sxc!; Gn$s: p!astic 
USE: To cur back shrubs or trees 

Lopping shears do exactly the 
vnne job as pruning shears, but 
their long handles improve the 
reach of the user as well as 
increase the leverage necessary 
to cut through thicker material. 
Some lopping shears incor- 
porate compound ieverage 
which greatly increases their 
cutting power. 

Tree Pruner 
SIZE: 6 to 12ft. 
MATERIAL: Cutrerr steel: 
Shaft: tubular steel, hardwood 
USE: To reach and prune very 
high tree branches 

The tree pruner cuts off high 
branches by remote control. At 
the cutting end is a hook which 
is placed over a branch at the 
point it is to be cut. At the 
handle end is a lever attached 
to the blade by a galvanized 
cable, which is pulled to sevet 
the branch. 

GALVANIZED CA 
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Garden Shears 
SIZE: Blade length: 6; to Sin. 
MATERIAL: Blades; steel; 
Handler: hardwood, tubular steel 
USE: To trim grass and hedges 

SPRINGL”.4DED I’, 

I 

I 
HANDLE 

corporate a not& in theblades 

Garden shears cut with a scis- 
sor action. Maw desiens in- 

near the pivot to retain thicker 
branches and cut them through 

- _..:*l- -....:-..- I^..^..“-^ Wl”, l‘lazilllulll ,cvc-ragc. 
The cuttine edges should 

press togeth;tr ;hroughout 
their entire length during the 
cut. This clearance can be ad- 
justed on some shears by 
loosening or tightening the 
spring-loaded nut at the pivot 
point. In some cases, the pivot 
itself is spring loaded to take up 
this adjusunent zutomatically. 

Sharpening shears 
Hold the blades mart and 
finish the cutting edge with an - 
biled carborund& &me, by 
stroking from pivot to tip. Keep 
to the original angle of the 
cutting edge. Remove the burr The blades should be 

cleaned after use and lightly 
oiled to prevent rust. Clean off 
any accumulated rust or re- 
sidue with emery cloth. 

Grass Shears 
SIZE: 10 to 13in. 
IMATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To cut grass in restricted 
spaces 

Grass shears are used with one 
hand to trim around trees, 
rocks and flower beds or in any 
space where a lawn mower can- 
not be used. A push button or 
catch locks the blades closed to 
protect the cutting edge. Clean 
and lightly oil the shears after 
use. 

by rubbing the stonejlat on the 
inside face of the blade. 

PIi’OT BOLTd:$ 

7” 
BLADES7 / LOCK BUl+ON 
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b-immer 
SIZE: E/a&t 12 fo 16in.; Speed: 
,pprox;matrly 3,000 t* 4,000 rpm 
MATERIAL: Blades: steel: 
7uringr plastic 
JSE: To trim hedges and 
ihrubbcry 

Electric hedge trimmers are 
wailable as purpose-made 
:ools or as power .drill ac- 
ressories. They can be pow- 
:red by heavy duty outdoor 
xtension cords or bv re- 
chargeable batteries &or- 
?orated in the casing. However 
p-zered, the motor operates 
me or twti rows of reciprocat- 
:ng cutters. 

When cutting with a cord 
Stted trimmq keep the cord 
fral-‘ed over your shoulder and 
:rp to work away from it. Bat- 
:ery charged trimmers have an 
unrestricted range and there is 
10 danger of accidentally cut- 
ring through a cord. 

A hedge trimmer is normally 
itted with two handles: one 
.ncorporates the trigger switch 
md supports the main weight 
If the tool, while the crossbar is 
xeld in the other hand and used 
:o sweep the tool sideways 
moss the hedge. Double 
:dged trimmers are preferable 
is they will cut iii eiiher dire<- 
:*on as the tool is swept across 
:he hedge; not only is the hedge 

A;! 

:ut faster, but shoots growing 
n different directions are 
Ccked up by the cutters on 
:he return stroke. To cm the 
ledge evenly, sweep from the 
xeviously trimmed area into 
:he uncut portion. 

BATTERY HOUSING / 

RECIPROCATING CUTTERS 

POWER DRILL 

HANDLE - 
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ATTACHMENT HOUSING - 

RECIPROCATING CUTTERS 

Remove and clean the blades 
regularly. As with all power 
tools hedge trimmers should be 
disconnected from the power 
supply before adjustment. In 
the case of a cordless trimmer, 
a safety catch should be fitted 
to prevent accidental starting. 
Do not use an electric hedge 
trimmer in wet conditions. 

POWER CAB 

RECIPROCATING CUTTERS 



Lawn Shears 
SIZE: Length: 36in.; 
Bldelrt 7:in. 
hWTERIAL: Blades: steel; 
.Sl?afiz: tubular steel, aluminum 
USE: To trim restricted areas 
of lawn 

Lawn shears perform the same 
function as grass shears, trim- 
ming those parts of the lawn 
which are inaccessible to a 
mower. The extendedtindles 
allow the shears to be used 
while standing, and are often 
detachable for easy storage. 

OTHER NrUlE: Border shears 
SIZE: Le,z,qrh: 36in.; 
B/OdiK Spin. 
;\ZA’I‘EIIIAL: Bhdes: steel; 
ifdadA: rubular sreel 
LSE: ‘1’0 trim the edge of a lawn 

Edging shears are used to trim 
the borders of the lawn after 
mowing. Some designs have 
detachable handles for storage. 
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When screws or bolts with nuts were first 
developed in the fifteenth century, the 
box wrench was the most common tool 
used to work on them. The first : crews 
bad square heads, something like modern 
carriage screws or lag bolts, but the more 
versatile hexagonal shape appeared quite 
early. By leaving one side of the “box” 
open the box wrench was adapted to work 
the hexagonal nut. The strength lost by 
opening one end was compensated for by 
widening the jaws, and the resultant 
wrench could be used for both types of 
nut. The great variety of adjustable 
wrenches available at the present time are 
by-products of the intensive growth of 
machinery since the nineteenth century. 

Old smith-made wrenches may be of 
wrought iron, and some are made of cast 
iron which is brittle and weak under 
tension. 

Modern light duty wrenches, designed 
for use in awkward positions where their 
slenderness is essential, are stamped 
from sheet metal. The majority of 
engineering wrenches are forged 
from carbon steel or chrome 
vanadium. 

Open Ended 
Wrench 
OTHER NAMES: Open ended 
spanner, “C’ spanner 
SIZES: See page 344 
MATERIAL: AlIov steel, 
wrought iron, cast i&n 
USE: To tighten or loosen nets 
and bolts 

One of the most common and 
versatile wrenches, the open 
ended wrench is designed to 
engage thr nut or bolt head 
from the side. Although the 
open jaw is not as strong as the 
enclosed jaw of the box 
wrench, it is faster to work. 

Open ended wrenches 
The advantages of the open 
ended wrench is that it can be 
used where there is an obstruc- 
tion directly above the nut, or 
on pipe unions where the pipe 
would restrict the use of a 
closed jaw wrench. 

Make sure that the wrench 
hts snugly on the flats of a nut; 
a slack fitting wrench will slip 
and round off the corners. Nor- 
mally the head of an open 
wrench is set at an angle of 15’ 
to the shaft. By turning the 
wrench over, another set of 
Rats is engaged which is useful 
in a confined space. 
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Obstruction wrenches are spe- 
cial open ended wrenches in- 
tended to make working in 
confined spaces easier. They 
sometimes have curved shafts 
and the head can be set at an 
angle of up to 90,. 

Like most wrenches, open end- 
ed wrenches are often double 
ended. The ends are a;~u&!ly of 
consecutive sizes, each size be- 
ing duplicated on one of the 
adjacent wrenches in the set. 
This allows you to work on a 
nut and bolt head which are the 
same size or to tighten two lock 
nuts simultaneously. 

DOUBLE ENDED WRENCHES DOUBLE ENDED WRENCHES 

BICYCLE WRENCH 
This is a multi-jawed wrench 
for work on the many different 
size nuts and bolts on a bicycle. 

OTHER NAME: Ring soanner 
SIZE: See page 344 - . 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To tighten or loosen nuts 
and bolts - 

The completely enclosed head 
of a box wrench is potentially 
stronger than =w v=p 
wrench, but is slower in use as 
it must be engaged from above 
and carefully aligned before it 
will fit. Because the box 
wrench fits better, it is easier to 
strip a thread with it than with 
an open wrench. Moreover, it 
is also more likely to jam on a 
damaged nut. 

The ring of the box wrench 
contains 6 or 12 points which 
locate on the Bats of a nut. The 
12 point wrench need only be 
turned 30’ before engaging a 
new set of Bats and is therefore 
preferable when working in 
confined spaces. Providing the 
fit is good, a 12 point wrench 
can be used on a square nut or 
bolt head. 

The length of a box wrench 
varies in proportion to the size 
of the nut it is used on. This 
limits the amount of torque 
apphed to smaller nuts. 

YCLE WRENCH 
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OFFSET WRENCH 
Most box wrenches are offset 
or cranked to give hand clear- 
ance, and to allow the operator 
to reach into recesses and over 
obstructions. - 

MULTIPLE BOX 
-WRENCH 
Ihrended for light work only, 
this is a light alloy wrench with 
a selection of different size 
“boxes” conveniently grouped 
together in one tool. 

SPLIT BOX WRENCH 
Unlike a standard box wrench, 
a split box wrench can be used 
on a pipe union where the pipe 
must pass through the jaws 
before they can engage the 
flats. It is no stronger than an 
open ended wrench but its 
better location makes it less 
likely to slip. 

COMBINATION 
WRENCH 
A combination wrench is open 
at one end and boxed at the 
other, both jaws being the same 
size. The greater strength of 
the box is used to loosen the 
nut, which can then be quickly 
removed with the faster, open 
ended jaw. 

FFSET WRENCH 

SPLIT BOX WRENCH 

COMBINATION WRENCH 

Adjustable Wrenches 
Adjustable wrenches are usually open ended 
with one movable jaw. They are bulkier 
than equivalent fixed wrenches but will& a 
wide range of sizes, being infinitely 
adjustable between limits and therefore not 
confined to a particular thread system. 

Like open ended wrenches, adjustable 
wrenches have their heads jet at an angle to 
the shaft, 15’ and 917 being the most 
common setting, although 4.5’” are also 
available. 

There are several different patterns which 
vary according to their method of 
adjustment. 
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Slip Wrench 
OTHER NAMES: Wedee m IliFr” 

llrlB4 ,O”ABLE ,AW 

II spanner, shifting span& 
SIZE: Up to 3Oin. 
MATERIAL: Steel, wrought iron 

/ : 
I 

The moving jaw of the slip 
wrench slides on the shaft and 
is held with a wedge which can 
be hammered tight. The tool is 
obsolete but still in use. 

onkey Wrench 
OTHER NAMES: Screw 
wrench, coach wren& ) bolt clam 
SIZE: 6 to I&n. 
,MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To work nuts and bolts of 
any size between limits 

BACK RACK WRENCH 
This is like the slip wrench but 
has a worm screw on the mov- 
ing jaw which acts on a rack on 
the shaft. 

CENTER SCREW 
WRENCH 
These are also known as “King 
Dick” spanners, named after 
the original manufacturer. 
With this type of wrench, the 
moving jaw carries a threaded 
rod which passes through a 
trapped nut in the handle. 

FRONT RACK WRENCH 
These are the same as the back 
rack type but with the mech- 
anism at the front. 

FRONT SCREW 
WRENCH 
These are like the center screw 
“King Dick” type having a 
captive nut and screw, but set 
on one side. 

Crescent Wrench 
SIZE: Up to Xi*. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To work nuts and bo!ts of 
any size between limits 

The wrench is adjusted by a 
captive worm screw in the 
handle acting against a rack 
on the moving jaw. Another 
pattern is operated by a 
thumb slide, located in the 
handle to make adjustment 
NOSY. 

FIXED JAW 

WORM SCREW 

MOVABLE JAW 
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Using adjustable wrenches 
Adjustable wrenches are in- 
herently weaker than their 
solid equivalents, therefore 
greater care must be exercised 
when you use them TV avoid 
straining the jaws, or damaging 
the nut or your hand. Only use 
an ad;v.%table wrench when it is 
impossible to use a fixed one. 
When undoing a nut, use the 
largest convenient wrench, but 
not an over-large one as the 
thread could be stripped. 

When fitting a wrench, make 
sure that the nut goes as far into 
the jaws as possible to prevent 
thetool springing elf. Close the 
jr^ws onto the nut, rocking the 
tool slightly to help tighten the 
wrench. 

Unlike pipe wrenches, ad- 
justable wrenches are intended 
for use in both directions. The 
jaws on some wrenches are set 
at an angle of 15” to the shaft. 
By turning the wrench over 
you can engage the same flats 
on the nut for a further turn. 

Points of torque reaction 
The black markers show where 
torque reaction occurs when the 
wrench is pullai clockwise. The 
brown markers show where it 
occun when the wrench is 
pulled anti-clockwise. 

Maintenance 
Clean adjustable wrenches 
after use with a rag soaked in 
kerosene to remove grease. 
Lightly oil moving parts 
occasionally. 

Multi-Purpose Wrench 
OTHER NAME: Multi-olier 

wrench, pliers, screwdriver and 
wirecutters within a 

SIZE: 8in. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To provide the facility of 

limited capacity 

SCREWDRIVER TIP 

Grabber Wrench 

USE: To work nut; and bolts of I 

SIZE: Jaw capacity: up to ,n. 
MATERIAL: Allov steel ” 

any size between limits 

Unlike the normal adjustable 

~~~~~~~~*~~ 

Adjustable Box Wrench 
OTHER NAME: Adjustable ring 
SpXUle* 
SIZE: Acrossflats: s to gin. 
Handle: Win. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To work nuts and bolts of 
any size between limits 

This automatically fits different 
size nuts and bolts and tighten 
as force is applied. It grips 

moved between 
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Tubular Box 
Wrench 
DTHER NAME: Box spanner 

. SIZE: See page 344 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To work nuts and bolts 

Most tubular box wrenches are 
made from metal tubing and 
we double ended, with dif- 
ferent sizes at each end. There 
are also single ended solid 
wrenches which look like soc- 
ket extensions. Lengthen a 
tubular box wrench by fitting a 
socket or open wrench to the 
other end. 

A tubular box wrench enga- 
ges the nut from above, and 
although not as strong as a 
socket wrench, it is slimmer 
and usually deeper. It can be 
spun tight with the fingers and 
final torque applied by a 
tommy bar passed through 
holes in the wrench. If you fit a 
long tommy bar, you can easily 
apply too much force. This will 
normally bend a mild steel bar 
but it can cause the thin walls 
of the wrench to override the 
points of the nut. Too much 
force can also strip the thread 
or even twist the body of the 
wrench. If the bar is centered it 
is less likely to bend. 

Socket Wrench 
OTHER NAME: Socket sparxxr 
SIZE: Square drive hole: Sin. 
fin., *in., fin., lin.; Socket end; 
See page 344 
MATERIAL: Steel 
ACCESSORIES: Universal joint, 
rigid “L.” bar handle, sliding “T” 
bar handle, ratchet handle, speed 
handle or brace speeder, hinged 
handle, extension bar, flexible 
extension 
USE: To work nuts and bolts 

The socket wrench has a boss 
with a square hole into which 
various handles can be fitted to 
drive the wrench. Moreover, 
the internal depth of the socket 
is limited and it may not be 
usable where a bolt protrudes a 
long way out of a nut. Special 
deep sockets are available for 
long bolts. 

TUBULAR BOX 
WRENCH 

HOLE TO TAKE 
TOMMY BAR SOLID BOX 

TOMMY BAR 

Extending the range 
Add another tubular box 
wrench (top) a socket (center) 
or an open wench (bottomi. 

Using the wrench 
Spin the wrench finger tight. 
For more torque, ure a tommy 
bar (above) centered to avoid 
bending. 

DRIVE END 
KET END 

-~ 
DEEP SOCKET 

Socket wrench as box 
wrench 
In its simplest form the wrench 
can be used as an offset box 
wrench. 

Socket wrench limits 
In the smaller sizes the boss 
diameter may restrict access to 
the Rut or bolt. 
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RIGID “L” BAR 
This is the simplest bandls. Ir 
can be used with either the long 
or the short leg of the “L” 
inserted in the boss to provide 
more force or speed. 

SLIDING “T” BAR 
HANDLE 
This carries a sliding head with 
a square drive. The head usu- 
ally has tw; spring-loaded 
balls, one to grip the tommy 
bar, the other the socket. 

RATCHET HANDLE 
This increases operating speed 
because the socket does not 
have to be removed from the 
nut between strokes. The 
action of the handle can be 
reversed either by turning 
the wrench over or by throwing 
a lever. 

HINGED HANDLE 
This can be used at right angles 
to loosen a nut, and then swung 
to a vertical position where it 
can be spun between fingers. It 
can also be used to reach over 
or under obstructions. 

SPEED HANDLE 
A speed brace is faster than a 
tommy bar and has less torque. 

EXTENSION BAR 
This is fitted to increase the 
reach of the socket. Common 
lengths are 5in. and loin. It has 
a square drive at one end to fit 
the socket while the other end 
takes the drive of the various 
accessories. 

UNIVERSAL JOINT 
Fit a universal joint if there is 
misalignment between the soc- 
ket and the extension bar. 

FLEXIBLE 
EXTENSION 
This is used in the same way as 
3 universal joint to allow a nut 
!a be worked at an angle. 

RIGID “L” BAR-- 

TENSION 
RS , 

FLEXlBLEEXTEl 
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Spark Plug 
Wrench 
ITHER NAME: Spark plug 
,pa”*e* ,pa”*e* 
GIZE: Single ended: gin. across GIZE: Single ended: gin. across 
lats or 1Omm thread diameter; lats or 1Omm thread diameter; 

bread diameter bread diameter 
MATERIAL: Steel, MATERIAL: Steel, 
iuoy steel iuoy steel 
%E: To remove and %E: To remove and 
replace engine spark replace engine spark 

SWIVEL HANDL SWIVEL HANDLE 

Common spark plug wrenches, 
whether single or double en- 
ded, have either a tommy bar 
which passes tbxough a hole in 
the wrench, or a captive swivel 
handle which can be used in 
line or at right angles. 

Special socket wrenches are 
available to fit spark plugs. 

RUBBER RINb WRE&cp 

Spark plug socket wrench 
These fit any of the accessories 
in the set. The wrench often has 
a rubber ring inside to grip and 
protect the insulator of the plug. 

Zapstan Wheel Nut 
jY,,nch 
;IZE: See page 344 
VLATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To tighten or loosen nuts 
,nd bolts, usually the wheel nuts 
If cars 

ASSEMBLED 

.n its simplest form, the cap- 
itan wheel nut wrench com- 
xises two double ended socket 
wenches welded together in 
he form of a cross. rhere a?~ 
nore versatile versions with a 
:entral boss into .which are 
Tlugged six different wrenches 
.n the form of extension bars. 

Setscrew Wrench 
OTHER NAMES: Allen key, hex 
key, Bristol wrench 
SIZE: Unto sin. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE,. To enewe and turn a 
machine s&w- 

An “L” shaped hexagonal 
Allen key is used where the 
head of a bolt or machine screw 
is recessed in such a way rhat a 
conventional wrench cannot 
reach it. It fits into a hexagonal 
hole in the end of the screw. 
Either end of the, key can ,be 
inserted into the screw to give BRISTOI 
greater reach and speed or WRENCF 
greater torque. 

Bristol wrenches have 
splines (thin radial strips) in- 
stead of flats and are normally 
single ended. They are used 
with screws slotted to match 

ALLEN 
KEY 
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ipe en&es 
Although similar to adjustable wrenches, pipe 
wrenches are intended for gripping and turning round 
objects such as pipework or damaged nuts. They have 
serrated jaws designed to provide grip ox a smooth 
surface. Some wrenches have the serrations on each 
jaw angled in opposite directions to improve the grip 
as force i3 applied to the handle. Never use a pipe 
wrench 0% a good nut as theiaws will damage it. 
Always apply force in the direction of the opening of 
the jaws. 

Footprint Wrench 
OTHEK NAME: Pipe tongs 
SIZE: Lengrh: up to -1lll.i 3aa. 
capairy: up to 4+in. 7 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To grip round work 

Ths na-me derives from the 
original manufacturer. The 
wrench has two handles with 
several possible positions for 
the pivot to accommodate a 
range of pipe sizes. It is tight- 
ened by squeezing the handles 
together. 

Stilson Wrench 
SIZE: : to 8im 
MATERIAL: Steel with 
hardened steel jaws 
USE: To grip round work 

The Stilson wrench is adjusted 
by means of a trapped nut 
working on a screw on the 
moving or “hook jaw”. Pull on 
the wrench handle so that it 
hinges about its pivot and grips 
more tightly. Too much pres- 
are may crush the pipe. 

Chain Wrench 
jIZE: g to 12in. 
MATERIAL: Steel with high 
:ensile steel chain 
JSE: To grip round work 

4 chain wrench comprises one 
or lmore serrated jaws and a 
length of bicycle type chain 
attached at one end of the jaw. 
The chain is wrapped around 
the pipe and hooked onto the 
other end of the jaw. When the 
handle is pulled, the cam action 
of the jaw tightens the chain 
and increases the grip of the 
wrench on the pipe. 

- 
Using two pipe wrenches 

for nzore force. 
MOVABLE PIVOT MOVABLE PIVOT 

RRATED ,AWS RRATED ,AWS 

Squeeze the handles 
together to work the 

ADJUSTING NUT 
I 

Pull downward to work 

SERRATED JAWi 
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Strap Wrench 
SIZE: Up to 1%. 
MATERIAL: Han&: casr iron; 
Webbing: canvas 
JSE: To grip and turn round 
objects such as pipework where 
:he finish is important 

The strap wrench is a variation 
f the chain wrench, the chain 
xing replaced by canvas web- 
Ding. There are no serrated 
iaws to damage the finish on 
something like chrome pipe- 
work. The strap is wrapped 
around the pipe and passed 
through a slot in the handle. 
The strap is pulled tight and 
friction on the pipe is increased 
by levering on the handle. 

Crocodile Wrench 
(X,‘c;R NAME: Bulldog 

SIZE: Jaw capacity: up to 3in 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To grip and turn pipework, 
CT other round objects 

The crocodile pipe wrench 
looks like a conventional open 
ended wench, with one 
smooth and one serrated jaw. 
Unlike other pipe wrenches, it 
does not have movable parts. 

The jaws are pressed firmly 
over the pipe and the wrench 
turned away from the serrated 
jaw. This jaw grips the work 
while the smooth jaw slips, 
forcing the pipe further into 
the tapering jaws. 

Basin Wrench 
SIZE: For fittings up to 2in. 
aCrcmS 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To work on fittings where 
an ordinary wrench will not reach 

This type of wrench has a Stil- 
son type head with a long 
handle at right angles to it. It is 
designed for use in confined 
spaces, to work on basin nuts, 
flush valves and ballcocks. The 
jaw is reversible so that it can 
be used both to tighten and 
loosen nuts. 

CAST IRON HANDLE 

wnward to work 

?RRA’ED JAW 

SMOOTH JAW 
work wrenck. 

MOVING JAW 

TOMMY BAR 
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rorque Wrench 
IIZE: Spccifed as 3 “torque 
age” for a particular rool 
UTERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To apply an accurate pre- 
et force to a nut or bolt 

Wrenches with a built-in tor- 
pe measuring device are very 
iseful where one or more nuts 
)r bo!ts must be rightened to a 
xe-determinrd, accurate tight- 
tess, such as the cylinder head 
m a car engine which must be 
Lealed to an equal pressure all 
wound. 

DEFLECTING BEAM 
WRENCH 
This consists of a steel bar with 
1 square drive, usually double 
:nded, at right angles to the 
shaft. Attached at one end is a 
pointer which extends parallel 
to the shaft almost to the other 
2nd where it is read against a 
double ended torque scale. 
:The scale is double ended so 
that it can be read when the 
wrench is inverted or used on 
LIH nuts.) Beyond this is a 
handle. The bar bends in pro- 
portion to the torque being 
applied; since the pointer is not 
subject to this force it remains 
straight whi!e the scale moves 
past it. 

DIAL INDICATING 
WRENCH 
With this wrench. the move- 
ment of the squ&e drive is 
transmitted against spring 
pressure _1 _ ~-a.. ii_ ijl rnlA~ 1 n,G”t&ca$e 
of the deflecting beam wrench 
the drive is double ended. 

‘MICROMETER OR 
PRE-SET WRENCH 
The micrometer di%rs from 
the other two in that it does not 
have to be read and can, there- 
fore, be used in difficult posi- 
tions or in poor light. It is 
preset to the required tobque, 
normally by turning a shaft 
which compresses a spring in 
the hollow handle. The spring 
resists the turning of the square 
drive until the set torque is 
reached. At this point the 
wrench “breaks” or moves 
freely for a few degrees giving a 
loud click. The micrometer 
does not have to be reset for 
another application. 

--POINTER 

MICk3t ; 5TE 

SOCKET DRIVE4 

What is torque? 
rorque is turning force, usu- 
lly measured in ft’lbs or 
:g,‘m, that is the force used 
imes the length of lever used 
o apply it. For example a 1Olb 
lull with a 2ft lever gives 
!Oftilbs of torque. 

‘ORQUE 

I ?FT LEVER 

[MPROVISED TORQUk 
WRENCH 
ln the absence of a torque 
wrench, you can improvise 
with a tommy bar of known 
length and a spring balance. If 
possible use a tommy bar of 1 
Ft. length to allow the torque to 
ije read directly from the bal- 
mce. If the bar is not a con- 
venient length a correcting cal- 
culation will have to be made: 

Reading on balance = 

Required torque (ft/lbs) x 12 

Length of bar (in.) 
Bar loin. 
Required torque 50ft!lbs 
Readi;ig on balance: 

y- 601bs. 
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iook and Pin Spanners 
‘THER NAME: Spanner 
rench 
IZE: 4 fo loin. 
IATERIAL: Steel 

OOK 

SE: To turn special nuts or plugs 

,pecial nuts are often made 
rithout flats but with edge 
etches or holes. They are used 
1 restricted spaces or on 
mooth surfaces. One of their 
nportan; applications is in 
#icycle construction. These 
uts need specially designed 
wenches with either hooks or 
Cns to engage and turn them. 
rhese wrenches are one- 
lirectional and normally fit a 
)al~ticular nut, although there 
,re adjustable hook spanners. 

Face pin spanners 
T?me are used to engage the 
irive holes in the face of threaded 
dugs. They usually haze two 
pins ard can be used in either 

Specialized nuts 
Notched or h&d nuts cm only 
be worked with hook or pin 
spmners 

Nut Drivers 
OTHER NAME: Long shank 
box spanner 
SIZE: Length: 7 to 9:in.; i”ofi~ 
nut:: & to ain. and up to 
approximately lin. 
XATERIAL: Shank: allov steel: 
Handle: plastic or wood . 
I, m. *- I-:..- “so: 1” Url”c nuis in iik P 
screwdriver 

The nut driver is extensively 
used by electricians and elec- 
tronics engineers to turn 
smaller nuts or self rapping 
screws rapidly. They can be 
held in the end of the driver 
making for easy location. 

PIVOT 

LE FACE PIN 

OODEN HANDLE 
- 
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e 
raps and dies are tools used to cut 
:hreads for nuts and bolts. One of the 
zarliest forms of tap was illustrated by 
Leonardo da Vinci toward the end of the 
ifteenth century. It was a set of three 
short square sectioned bars with the 
:hread cut deeper on each face, mounted 
,ike a star so that each tap could be turned 
lsing the other two as handles. These 
were used for tapping the screw box, an 
:arly form of die, which cut the 
:orresponding screw thread on a turned 
cylinder, usually made of hardwood in 
those days. 

SCREW THREAD TYPES 
When screw threads were cut with smith-made 
taps and dies there was no standardization, as 
Each workshop used its own pattern. Even 
now there are many dilferent screw thread 
types, far more than necessary, some differing 
from each other by only small amounts. Those 
most likely to be encourxerrd are as follows: 

B.A. (British Association) 
Used on the small screws extensively used in 
electrical equipment, available in 16 sizes, 
Nos. O-15 (0.236 to 0.031in.) 

B.S.W. (British Standard Whitworth) 
Made from tin. diameter upward, rising in 
$n. steps. Now obsolete, this was the iirst 
standard thread in Britain, but was found to be 
too coarse for some applications. The 
steepness of the thread gives too little 
clamping force in the presence of vibration. It 
is now used for soft or weak materials such as 
aluminum or cast ironor for cheaply made 
nuts and bolts where accuracy is not 
important. 

B.S.F. (British Standard Fine) 
This was introduced to overcome the lack of 
clamping force of B.S.W. and is made in the 
same sizes. 

UNF Unified Fine, UNC (Unified Coarse) 
the American equivalent of Whitworth and 
B.S.F. Made from tin., rising in &in. steps. 

Metric Coarse 
This thread is made in diameters from 
1 to 300mm and is recommended for all 
general work. 

Metric Fine 
There are various fine threads for special 
purposes such as in machinery where vibration 
would loosen the fixing 

Taps 
SIZE: See above 
MATERIAL: Steel 
ACCESSORIES: Tap wrench 
USE: To cut internal screw 
threads as for a nut 

L__ :- - 1emmA%. A rap 1s a ~cng:ux of high speed 
steel cut with the thread form 
of a bolt, but having longitu- 
dinal flutes which form cutting 

LONGITUDINAL FLUTE CLAMPING SCREW- 

HOUSING FOR 
SQUARE SHAFT 

H 

edges and allow clearance for 
the swarf (metal shavings). In 
place of a bolt’s hexagonal head 
the tap has a small square shaft 
to fit a tap wrench. 

Taps usually come in sets of 
three. The first, and forming 
tap, is the “taper”, which is 
tapered for at least half its 
length, sometimes down to 
the minor diameter at the tip. 
This provides an easy start to 
the threading operation. The 
“second”, and “bottoming” or 
“plug” taps are progressively 
less tapered. All three cut the 
full thread, so that in thin plate 
the taper tap xi&y be au L IPL ‘a “1, q.-. :- 
necessary. 

PLUG TAP 

Tap wrenches 
A &riety of tap wrenches are 
available; most are adjustable 
with two handles. You cq use 
an ordinary wrench on a tap 
but it is not advisable when 
starting a new thread because a 
jirm grip and a symmetricai 
handle are important. 
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Matching a thread ta a bolt 
If a bolt hole has been stripped 
of its thread, it is necessary to 
match the tap to a larger bolt. If 
you know the thread type and 
size, look for the appropriately 
marked tap. If you do not, 
measure the bolt with calipers 
to ascertain the right diameter. 
Alternatively, “se a screw pitch 
gauge. Compare the thread of 
the bolt with that of the tap by 
fitting them together: they 
should marry exactly. If you 
are in any doubt, take the bolt 
to be matched by a tool 
supplier. 

Starting a threaded hole 
To make a thread mark the 
position of the hole and center 
punch it. If the work is impor- 
tant or is likely to be subjected 
to high stress, use the correct 
tapping drill for the tap and the 
material being worked. Alter- 
natively, select a drill slightly 
larger than the minor diameter 
of the thread. If the drill is the 
same size or smaller than this 
the tapping will be stiff and the 
‘tap may break. 

Fit the taper tap into the 
wrench and position it in the 
hole. Make sure you align the 
‘tap with the hole as it will be 
impossible to correct ir .‘ign- 
me”t once cutting has : ~_ il. 

“or accuracy, use a iWile or 
d-.:l press to start the threat’ 
:~: not “se the power ““lea. 

3 : have a” automatic tapping 
d -.-ice but turn the machine by 
hand to avoid breaking the tap. 
I” each case provide pressilre 
into the work while turning. 
Once the thread is started it can 
be continued :.i !. ad. 

Marrying thread and bolt 
Press the thread of the tap m 
the bolt to see that thev fit flush 

11 
Keeping the tap straight 
- ‘se a try square to ch tck for 

ue in two directi,;:x at right 
angles. 

Completing the thread 
Use tallow or oil lubricants for 
steel and turpentine for copper 
or aluminum. Thread brass 
and cast iron dry. 

I -- 

Turn the tap back $ turn to 
5reak the swarf then proceed 
with a ) turn back and SO on. 
rhreading deep holes 
Z.ut part of the thread using the 
:hree taps in sequence then 
itart again with the ta”er tap 
nnd repeat the process. This 
#ill reduce the strain w ‘he 
:aps and lessen the charz .; 
xeakage. 

9ny stopped holes should be 
killed deeper than the re- 
quired depth of thread because 
it is impossible to cut right to 
:he bottom. Remove taps fre- 
Juently to clear them of swarf. 
Remove swarffrom the hole by 
shaking the work or, where this 
is not possible, use compressed 
lir (wear safety glasses) or a 
greased rod. Take care when 
approaching the bottom of a 
nole; if you go too far, the tap 
:an easily break. 
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lies 
IZE: See page 266 
@TERIAL: Steel 
CCESSORIES: Stock or handle 
TSE: To cut external screw 
weads as for a b& 

LOUND SPLIT DIE 
-he most common type of die 
; the split ring 01 round split 
iie. This has a central threaded 
hole with a slight chamfer at 
one end. 

OFENINC; SCREW 

ROUND SPLIT DIE 

Three or four holes grouped 
around the central one form 
cutting edges. Tine die is split 
to allow for adjusting by means 
of screws in the stock. To open 
it, the locking screws are back- 
ed off and the adjusting screw 
screwed in; the locking screws 
are then tightened to secure it. 
The die can be closed by back- 
ing off the adjusting screw until 
the natural spring of the die 
closes the gap. To close the die 
further, tighten the locking 
screws. This adjustment pro- 
vides a good fit between nut 
and bolt and also allows metal 
to be removed in easy stages. 

SPLIT DIES 
The other common type of die 
is the split die, which consists 
of two rectangular jaws assem- 
bled in the stock and operated 
by means of a single adjusting 
screw. This type of die allows 
more wd.J;~Istme~~ than the 
round sp: .lie. 
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‘breading a rod 
irst cut a 5’ to 7’ chamfer on 
,e end of the rod for about 14 
iameters. ~Open the die (and 
ghten the locking screws in 
le case of a split ring die) and 
lace it on the end of the rod 
rhich must be firmly held. 
‘ress down and turn while 
eeping the die square to the 
od. Once the die has begun to 
tite, no further pressure is re- 
luired. Proceed a half turn 
orward and a quarter turn 
lackward to break the swarf 
nd lubricate as for tapping. 

Preparing for another cut 
Having completed the required 
!engch of thread, wind the die 
back TO the beginning and 
right&:% for another cut. Check 
the jir of the ma after each cut. 

‘Using 1 drill press 
Rest the die stock on the bed oj 
the machine, chamfer upper- 
most, and hold firmly. Insert 
rhe rod in the chuck which 
should be hand turned. You c(i 
also use a lathe,j%ting the 
work in the chuck and the die 
stock on a face plate. 



SILki: $ to I*m. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
ACCESSORIES: Diestock, 
guide bushing 
USE: To cut a screw thread on 
pipework 

The pipe die can be a one piece 
cutter made to fit a particular 
pipe size, or adjustable if con- 

Pipe Die 
^_-- . 

structed from separate jaws. 
You need a guide to align the 
die with the pipe: this can be 
either part of the stock itself or 
a separate bushing which fits 
into it a!ong with the die. The 
cutting sequence is the same as 
that fo: normal tbrezd cutting, 
with the die being lubricated 
every 2 to 3 turns. Some die- 
stocks have ratchets so the tool 
can be used in confined spaces. 

OTHER NAME: Rethreading die 
‘SIZE: See page 266 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To recut damaged 07 rusty 
,machine screw threads 

A die nut can be used to clean 
,np an existing thread. It is 
,not adjustable and must be 
.&ached to the screw thread. 
,It can be driven with any con- 
,:venient wrench. 

Screw Box 
SIZE: To thread from 2 to 
3in. diameter 
MATERIAL: Bon: wood; 
Curter: metal 
USE: To cut threads in wood 

The screw box is made in two 
parts and is held together by 
screws. The cutter is mounted 
between the two. The first sec- 
tion of the box is smooth bored 
to act as a guide when starting 
the cut. With the wooden 
dowel held in a vise, the box is 
engaged on the end and turned 
clockwise until it begins to cut. 

Internal threads are cut with 
a tap like those used for metal. 

While now rare, wooden 
threads were once extensively 
used in hand tools such as 
clamps and rabbet planes. To- 
day, wooden screws are used in 
marking gauges. 

HANDLES 

TAP 
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nest plumbing tools found about the 
,ouse fall into two categories: those that 
re used for clearing blockages and those 
hat are needed to work with pipework. 
Yhe latter tools include bending, cutting, 
earning and shaping implements. Pipe 
vrenches: discussed in detai! on pages 
!62-263, are specially designed for 
iripping round work and for reaching 
nto awkward places. 

Phmger 
ITHER NAhlE: Force cup 
jI%E: Diameter: 2b to iin. 

The plunger removes block- 
tges by bui!ding up air pres- 
;UX. The cup must be wide 
.nough to completely cover the 
irain and make contact with 
:he porcelain all around. A lit- 
ile petroleum jelly spread on 
:he lip of the cup improves 
contact with the drain. 

Block the overflow outlet 
with a wet rag before starting. 

WJERIAL: Cup: rubber; 
‘lundlee: wood 
:SE: To remove blockages from 
I toiiet or sink drain 

I,,>K I ,, I’Xc.“IxY 1 , 

CUP COLLAPSING 

Sink Waste Auger 
OTHER NAS1ES: Drain auger, 
make 
SIZE: Dimmer: ;i. &, *, fin.; 
Lengrh: 8 to lOOft. 
[MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To clear blockages from the 
sink or drainage pipes- 

A sink auger is used to remove 
a blockage from pipework t?- 
yond the sink trap. Check f&t 
that the blockage is not in the 
trap before removing it and 
inserting the auger. 

Push the hooked end of the 
auger into the pipe until it 
reaches the blockage. Tighten 
the clamp on the handle to grip 
the auger and crank the handle. 
This should dislodge all the 
blockage which can then be 
flushed through the system. If 
not, the blockage will be re- 
tained by the hook and pulled 
out as tnr auger is reiiioxd. 

Using the plunger 

I Posi.in~ the cup ozw rhe open 
drain. Run a little wafer in the 
Cnk. l3mp rhe handle fo build 

I fo dislodgs blockage. 

SNAKE1 

;\ Y 
HOOK 

Using an auger 
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ioilet Auger 
KHER NAME: Closet auger 
;IZE: Diameter: I$, 4, jin.; 
mgrh: 3 and 6ft. 
.IATERIAL: Auger: spring 
tee,: Tube: &red sreel; Handle: 
htic, w&l 
JSE: To remove a blockage from 

CRANK 
HANDLE 

The auger and hook is fei 
through the toilet drainage 
passages until it encounter: 
the blockage. The vinyl guarc 
at the end of the hollow tubI 
protects the toilet bowl fron 
scratches. Grip one of thm 
handles at the top of the tub, 
and crank the other unti 
the blockage is dislodged o 
pulled out. 

1 

ipring Tube Bender 
iTHER NAJLIE: Pipe bender, 
ipe bending spring 
17.E: To fit : to ain. nominal 
mnerer pipe 
IAT‘ERIAL: Sreel 
!SE: To su~porr a pipe locally 
rhile if is bemg bent 

f metal tubing CT pipework is 
tent into a tight curve withoilt 
eing supported it will kink 
nd coilapse. Soft copper pipe- 
vork can be bent over your 
:nee as long as it is supported 
nternally or externally by a 
roiled steel spring. Choose a 
lender that just fits the pipe, 
vhich is usually up to ain. 
liameter, although some ben- 
lets will support a pipe up to 
tin. in diameter. Center it on 
he proposed bend and with 
iour thumbs on the inside of 
,he curve, or pulling against 
iour knee, bend the tube 
ilightly past the required 
mgle, easing it back afterward. 

To remove an in:ernal bend- 
,ng spring, place a bar in the 
ring at the end and turn coun- 
:er clockwise while pulling. If 
xnder is too short for the end 
Jf the spring to protrude, join a 
length of string to the ring. 

UATERIAL: Alloy steel 
USE: To remove the burr on a 
zuut metal tube 

The pipe reamer is available 
witli a shank which fits into a 
brace or with its own tommy 
bar. It removes the burr from a 
cut tube which could otherwise 
encourage obstructions to 
build up on the inside. 

Holding the tube in a vise, 
revolve the reamer clockwise 
keeping it centered in the pipe. 

HAND1 .E- 

lNTERNAL 

EXTERNAL 

RACKET HANDLE 

TAPERED REAMER 
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‘ipe and Tube 
htter 
THER NAME: Wheel cutter 
1Z.E: To cut & to Gin. outside 
.ameter tube 
IATERIAI.: Cutters/rollers: 
loy steel 
[SE: .l‘o c?lt metal pipework 

‘ipe cutters cut a metal tube 
leanly and squarely. Tackle 
bin-wall tubing of brass, COP- 
#er, iron or steel with a tube 
utter. A pipe cutter is recom- 
nended for large-scale tubing. 

The tube cutter has one fixed 
,utting wheel and an adjust- 
ble slide holding two guide 
,ollers. Line the cutter up with 
he mark and tighten the rollers 
,y turning the handle. Rotate 
he cutter while tightening the 
:a01 between each revolution 
mtil the tube is cut. Tube 
xtters normally have a fixed 
.eamer for removing the burr 
iom the inside. 

The larger pipe cutters op- 
:rate in exactly the same way, 
mt they have three cutters in- 
stead of the rollers. They cut 
faster and are better if a com- 
plete revolution is impossible. 
Hold the tube in a pipe vise and 
lubricate the cutters with oil. 

Other versions of pipe cutter 
are available with a plier 
wrench mechanism. For really 
large drainage pipework, there 
is a cutter made up by linking a 
series of cutter wheels to form a 
cutter chain. 

Flaring Tool 
SIZE: To flare tube with & to 
sin. outside diameter 
MATERIAL: Steel and cast iron 
USE: To flare rbc end of a tube 
to fit a pipe fitting 

Compression fittings are used 
to join ienprhs of copper, brass 
x aluminum tubing. To make 
a water-tight seal against the 
Stting, the end of the tube must 
De accurately flared with a f&x- 
ing tool. It has a split die block, 
which can be clamped with 
wing nuts around pipework of 
different sizes, and a yoke. This 
fits into the block and has a 
screw fed cone which flares the 
tube to a 45 bell shape. 

ROLLERS 

REAMER 

WT.+-4 

LADIUS~I.ING SCREW 

ADJUS’I‘INti SCREW 

\I 
Using the flaring tool 
Cut and ream the tube and slip 

SCREW 

-,YOKE 

a flange nut over the end. \ 
Clamp the tube in the flaring Once the tube is flared, the 
tool, keeping the end flush with flange nut can pull the,pipe 
rke surface of the block. Replace tightly against the fittzng. 
t,he yoke and twn the scww. Check that it will fit. 
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rube Bender 
ITHER NAME: Pipe bender 
iL?E: To bend tube with an 
,otside diameter oft to l#n. 
V1ATERIAL: Cast iron and steel 
;SE: To supporr a pipe while it 
s bent 

G”,DE BLO 

Using the tube bender 
,,, 

FOR 
HOC [SING 

Like spring benders, the tube 
bender supports the walls of a 
tube locally while it is bent, but former qnd under the retaining 

does it in a different way. The 
tube is bent over a former 

~~~~~~~~~e~~~~~~~~~~~.bend 

which is curved to the radius of 
the required bend and shaped 
to support half the wall of the 
tube. A separate guide block 
supports the upper half of the 
tube as it is bent. Long handles 
provide the necessary leverage. 

Pipe benders are produced 
in a variety of sizes, from small 
domestic tools to large scale P&e the guide block 
hydraulic benders for the on top of the tube. The 
trade. A pipe bender is an movable !ever will take up the 
extravagance for the amount of slack. Pull the levers in 
p!urnbing work the average opposite directions to bend the 
home needs, so rent if possible. tube ouer the former. 

Gwter 
)THER NAAZE: Pop riveter 
;lZE: Sers rivets of & to &in. 
,ameter 
AATERIAL: Steel 
J::%: To rivet thin sheer materal 

The riveter will join any thin 
beet material, but canvas or 
Gnyl sheeting will require 
rashers to prevent tearing. 

The main advantage of the ri- 
veter is that it can blind rivet: 
when the far side of the rivet is 
inaccessible, the soft head is 
spread against the inner face of 
the work. 

Simple riveters take one size 
of rivets; swivel or exchange- 
able heads take various sizes. 

Using the riveter 
Drill marching holes through 
two halves of joint to take rivet 
head snugly. Open handles; 
insert mandrel of rivet in 
riveter’s head between the jaws. 

Push rivet head through hole 
and press hard against work to 
seat rivet. Squeeze hundles 
until mmdrel snaps off. 
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ioldering Iron - 

THER NAME: Soldering HANDLE 

fathead weight: 2oz. to 31b; 
ns,>s?r: 15 to 240 WBftS I “_._. .~ 
IATERIAL: Head: copper; 
ha,?: steel; Handle: hardwood, 
la&c 
ISE: To heat metal and soft 
,lder for joining 

;ome metals can be joined by 
.’ PENCIL 

nelting soft solder, an alloy of 
in and lead which solidifies 
vhen cooled. It must have a 
ower melting point than the eO,, 
netal being used for the job so 
:hat it can iflow into a hot joint. 
4 soldering iron supplies the 
Ieat. It has a copper bit or head 
which is fitted to a shaft and 
leated bv electricitv or a flame. 

The h&d size an& weight are 
important. The soldering iron 
must be able to heat the job to 
the temperature at which the 
solder will flow. A small sol- 
dering iron will melt the sol- 
der, but if it cannot heat the 
workpiece sticiently, a poor 
join will result. 

The shape of the head also 
varies depending on the job. 
Small soldering irons, design- 
:d to make electrical connec- 
[ions, have a narrow “pencil” 
bit for working in confined 
spaces. Larger irons have point- 
ed, hatchet-shaped or tapered 
bits. A pointed bit provides 
accurate “spot” soldering, a 
hatchet bit is designed for sol- 
dering seams, and a tapered bit 
is a good all-round tool: the flat 
wide section will heat up a 
broad area, while the tool can 
be used on edge for a seam. 

~~o~u~~ablstoldering 
> 

must be “tinned” to rel 
Flux oxide from the surface a~ 
Metals to be joined must be imwove its heat transfe 
free of the oxide film which abclity. If a bit is dam% 
normally coats the surface. The pitted, reshape with afile. 
oxide is removed with f?us. up the bit and when It re; 

Rosin flux is non-cxrosive the temperature where i 
and is therefore ideal for elec- readily melt the solder, dil 
trical connections. It comes in flux, and immediately I 
powder or paste form and is solder to coat the metal. 

oldering a terminal 
:rip off the insulation and 
n the wires so that you can 
rake them with a folded piece 

emery cloth. Make this a 
llling stroke only to avoid 
coding the filaments. Twist 
me filaments together with a 
air of pliers, and tin the twis- 
:d end by applying the hot 
‘on and cored solder. 
Clean up the point of contact 

n the terminal with emery 
10th and crimp it on to the 
rire with pliers. 

lpply the hot iron and cored 
older to the junction between 
he wire and the fitting 
encouraging the solder to flow. 
4 good connection will look 
wwoth and wet. 

Soldering a lap joint 
Lap or folded joints are used ts 
oin sheets of tinplate which 
wed a large overlap. To make a 
lap joint, clean up the areas of 
contact with wire wool or em- 
:ry. Dip the stick of solder in 
active flux and apply it to the 
area. Apply a hot 125 watt sol- 
dering iron and solder to both 
halves of the joint. Assemble 

Poldering the seam 
4pply a bead of .lIux along the 
mm and work along it with 
rhe iron. It must be continuous 
for a good joint. 

the joint holding it firmly in 
clamps or between wooden 
blocks in a vise. Tack the join1 
as shown above. 
Check the other side of th< 
joint to see that the solder ha! 
permeated and solidified or 
that side. Wash the joint unda 
running hot water. 
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)ropane Torch 
XZE: Burner diameter: + to lsin. 
Ai ITERIAL: Tubing: brass; 
ia ndle: plastic 
:s ;E: T<, provide a heat source 
or soldering and brazing 

The propane torch can be used 
IO join metals by soft soldering, 
hard soldering and brazing, as 
well as to burn off old paint. 

The propane torch burns li- 
quid petroleum gas which is 
pressurized in metal con- 
tainers. Propane is the gas 
commonly used, as butane ir 
used only where normal room 
temperature is constant. 

Burners will produce a nee- 
dle flame for precision solder- 
ing or a broad iJame for heating 
pipework. A flame spreader 
can be attached to produce i 
fan shaped flame suitable foj 
burning off oid paint and vap 
nish finishes. 

The torch is connected to tht 
gas container by a hose. The 
hose connects to a large gal 
container through a valve 01 
through a gas regulator whicl 
is used to maintain constant ga 
pressure when more than on, 
burner is operating from thl 
same container. 

L 
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ighting the torch 
lpen tht control valve to re- 
:ase the gas, which mixes with 
ir drawn through air intake 
oles at the burner to produce a 
ambustible mixture. Ignite 
me gas with a naked flame or 
park and adjust the flame to 
le required size. 

% hottest cart ?f theflame is 
pproximat& halfway along 
rs length. Direct this onto the 
gork for maximum eficimcy. 

ioldering plumbing joints 
:opper plunbing can be easily 
nd neatly joined by soldering 
he joints. The plumbing con- 
ector is flared to fit over the 
Ilain end of the pipe. 

Iow to solder joints 

I. Cur the tubing square; clean 
,ff the burr. Use emery or steel 
uool to clean inside connector 
md outside pipe to the depth of 
:hefEared section on connector. 

2. Brush a non-corrosive puw, 
preferably a paste, on the clean 
metal. Insert the tubing in the 
cmwtecmr end i-otate to spread 
the flux. Wipe off excess~ux. 

3. Heat the joint with a 
propane torch. A heat shield 
fixed to t:te end of the torch will 
enclose the area and protect 
material behind the work. 

4. When the flux begins to 
bubble out, ~erno-ue the torch 
and apply the tip of the solder 
CO the edge of the connector 
where capillary action will 
draw the solder into the space 
whichever way the connector is 
facing. Do not applyjLzme to 
the solder itself. It is the heated 
metal which melts the solder, 
not the j’lame. Apply thz solder 
to tzuo 01 three places around 
the edge of the fitting until a 
line of solder shows around the 
entire joint. 

Solder ailjoints while the 
connector is hot. Reheating the 
area will soften existing joints 
and weaken the seal. 

Brazing 
Higher temperature brazing 
will produce stronger load- 
bearing joints. Wire the joint 
together so it does not move 
and use a suitable flux and 
brazing rod. Enclose brazing 
area with a firebrick furnace. 

Safety factors 
Check your equipment re- 
gularly for leaks. 

Do not use a naked flame tc 
check a leak. It can usually be 
detected bg smell and confirm- 
ed by brushing on a soap) 
water solwion which will bub- 
ble where the gas is escaping. 

Keep the container away 
from sources of heat and dip 
card empty containers safely 
Do not throw them on to a fire 

Do not leave a burning to1 cl 
unattended. When you hw 
finished working, turn off the 
supply at the container first SC 
that all gas in the hose is bw 
ned off before disconnecting 
Close the valve at the torch am 
disconnect from the containe: 
before storing. 
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NC Welder 
ZE: Amperape range: 30 to 2% 
,ATERIAL: Various 
CCESSORIES: Welding rods 
SE: To join metal by fusion of 
e workpirce 

rc welding joins metal to 
letal by heating the material 
) melting point with al: in- 
:nse e!ectrical discharge in the 
mn of an arc. The arc is 
reduced by passing an electric 
urrent, regulated by a trans- 
Inner, ecross an air gap be- 
,veen an electrode and the 
rork. The electrode also melts, 
dding more molten metal to 
le weld, filling up any vacant 
pace and reinforcing the joint. 
Y’he outside of the electrode is 
overrd with a flux-like coat- 
ng,. During the welding pro- ^ 
ess sonx of the coatmg 1s 
lurnt off, forming a gaseous 
creen to protect the molten 
netal from oxidation. The re- 
naining material combines 
vith impurities in the molten 
netal floating to the surface to 
hrm a coating of “slag” which 

CARRl'lNGHANDLE 

TRANSFOR.\ZER 
I A%\(PERAGEDISPLAY 

s broken off- when the weld 
inally “freezes”. 

A.MPERAGE 
SELECTOR 

GROUND CABLE ! 
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Preparing to weld 
?rotect yourself against the in- 
:ense light produced by arc 
nreldiag, as well as the inevi- 
:able shower of sparks. Use 
ipecial dark glass goggles or a 
gee mask 10 view the work 
whenever the welder is used. 

Wear heavy duty leather 
$oves preferably with gaunr- 
lets. A ‘eather apron stops any 
sparks falling on your clothes, 
which should be dark to avoid 
r&cted light from the arcI 

Make sure that the area sur- 
rounding the welding bench is 
free from inflammable ma- 
terial. Ii possible, cover the 
bench 4 in.sheet steel. 

Setting up the equipment 
The ground connection must 
be connected to the work, or to 
1 metal bench top if the work is 
in contact with it. Insert a 
welding rod in the electrode 
holder and select the appro- 
priate amperage recommended 
for the rod. The smaller trans- 
formers available to the home 
user will hand!e electrode sizes 
from 16 to 10 swg. Mild steel 
electrodes a.re the most com- 
mon, although many alloys are 
used for different materials. 

Clamp or wire together the 
workpieces to secure the joint. 

Striking an arc 
When the electrode is brought 
into contact with work and 
quickly lifted i in. from the 
surface, a spark is produced. 
Either strike the work with the 
tip of the rod letting it bounce 
the required amount, or swing 
the tip against the work rather 
like striking a match, 1iftb.g ii 
from the work as it comes mtc 
contact. If the electrode is no, 
lifted quickly enough, the end 
of the rod will stick to the work 
producing a short circuit. Dis- 
lodge a sticking electrode ar 
quickly as possible by moving 
the rod from side to side pull- 
ing it from the work. 

An electrode held the correci 
distance from the work wil 
crackle evenly. If held too fx 
away, it will sound uneven am 
snap out completely at a certair 
distarice from the work. At tht 
end of the weld, lift the elec 
trade quickly from the work tt 
snap out the spark. 

Laying a bead 
The process of applying mol- 
ten metal to the weld is known 
as “laying a bead”. Hold the 
electrode 15 in the direction of 
the weld. Strike an arc and 
move the rod at 1 steady rate, 
maintaining the correct angle 
and length >f arc. Move the rod 
as the t-I K end of the crater 
fills up with the molten metal 
called the “puddle”. 

If you move it too slowly, the 
slag will flow in front of the 
molten metal and contaminate 
the weld, producing gas 
pockets. When the weld has 
frozen, chip off the slag with a 
cold chisel or a “chipping ham- 
mer”, which has a cross peen 
and a pointed end. 

Getting the bead right 
A good weld will produce an 
evenly rippled bead which is 
uniform in width. Current 
which is too low will not penet- 
rate the metal very far, leaving 
a high bead on the surface of 
the work. The arc will also be 
mtermittent. 

If the current is set too high, 
it will penetrate well, but the 
bead itself will be thin leaving 
undercuts. The arc will hiss. 

If the weld is too slow, a wide 
bead will form, which does not 
fuse well at the sides. The job 
will also be overheated, en- 
couraging distortion. 

If the weld is too fast, it will 
not deposit enough metal, so an 
irregular narrow bead with 
undercuts will form. 

If the arc is too long, it will 
produce a rough weld, splatter- 

ing globules of metal along the 
bead. If you have any trouble 
maintaining an arc, even with 
the electrode held at the re- 
commended distance from the 
work, check that the ground 
connection 1s satisfactory. Al- 
ternatively, you may need to 
increase the current to suit the 
size of the welding rod. 

GOOD WELD 

UNDERCUT 

WIDE BEAD 

NARROW BEAD 

SPLATTER SPLATTER 
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‘ypes of joint 
‘ractice all the various joints 
nd techniques on scrap ma- 
xial before attempting to 
ield an actual job. Always 
&-weld a job with beads 
bout 3 to #in. long at strategic 
lositions along the joint to 
told the work securely while 
‘au lay the main bead. 

‘or thin gauge metal, 16 swg, 
or example, butt the edges 
ogether and tack-weld the 
oint. Raise the work above the 
rench on Fieces of scrap metal, 
.nd lay a bead along the joint. 
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If the current is too high or 
he rate of travel is too slow YOU 
nay burn through thin sheet 
netal. Set the transformer at 
10 to 50 amps for this thickness 
:f metal and use a 14 swg rod. 
‘or thicker sheets, say 18 swg 
netal, leave a &in. gap at the 
oint and tack-weld both side? 
wfore laying a bead on one side 
:a penetrate halfway through 
:he metal. Turn the work over 
md lay a second bead. 

WELD 

SHEET ‘METAL 

BACK h’ SHEET 

Preventing burn-through 
Back up the joint with a strip 
of copper to absorb so,vte of the 
hear of the arc. It will also 
leave a perfect@@ joint on 
the underside. 

I 
Butt jointing thick metal 
On metal up to ain. thick, bevel 
*he edges of the plate. If the 
,lates can be welded from both 
;ides, bevel the underside also. 
Make a pass to lay a bead in the 
:enter of the joint. Clean off the 
;lag and lay two more beads. 
Finally, lay a reinforcing bead. 
You will need to weave the 
zlectrode from side to side as 
you move along the joint to 
achieve a wide enough bead. 

Reinforcing bead 
Make four passes to butt joint 
wily thick metal. The first 
wss (top) deposits the bead 
n the center of thejoint. 
It must penetrate to form a 
small bead on the other side. 
Make the second and third 
xzsses side by side to fill the 
cap. Finish the joint with a 
&forcing bead Ibottom). 

corner weld 
To join on the outside of a 
corner, fill the right angle 
gap between the two edges. For 
thin metal lay one bead down 
the center, or fill the gap with 
weld as for a beveled butt joint. 

Edge weld 
Weave a bead across the two 
edges for a side by side join. 

Lap joins 
Lay a bead in each corner of thf 
lap joint. Try to fill the righl 
angle with an even bead. Do no1 
m&It too much of the top corner 

Fillet or right tingle weld 
Lay a single bead down the 
center of the joint, keeping the 
:lectrode centered between the 
two halves of the joint. The 
thickness of the bead should be 
approximately that of the 
metal, and the surface of the 
bead should be nearly flat with 
the edges slightly curved where 
they meet the metal. If nec- 
essary, lay more than one bead. 

?osition welding 
l?x easiest way of welding a 
oint is to lay it flat on the 
xnch. Welding in this position 
s knownas “flat welding”. It is 
Iat ah:;;?-, possible to work on 
:he bench and it may be nec- 
:ssary to weld a joint in situ. 

Vertical welding 
The most difficult part of weld- 
ing a vertical joint is keeping 
:he molten metal from falling 
xx of the puddle. The arc 
must be kept short and the 
puddle kept small to encourage 
the weld to freeze quickly. 

For welding sheet metal over 
gin. thick use the vertical up 
method. Use 8 or 10 swg rods. 

Lay wider beads for a large 
fillet or beveled joint by weav- 

Vertical up welding 
Point the electrode up slightly 
and strike an arc depositing a 
small amount of metal at the 
base of the joint. Quickly raise 
the tip with a wrist movement, 
which lengthens the arc before 
depositing more metal on that 
previously laid. Continue with 
this %hipping” motion up the 
entire joint. 

Vertical down welding 
For sheet metal up to gin. thick 
work from top to bottom. Hold 
the electrode centrally on the 
joint pointing upward and lay a 
bead at a steady rate. Large 
diameter rods are difficult tc 
control so use as small a rod as 
will do the job. 

Horizontal and overhead 
welding 
To prevent the bead sagging, 
the movement of the electrode 
must be slightly faster than for 
other positions. Insure that 
falling sparks or molten metal 
cannot get inside your collar or 
gauntlets. 
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es er 
\Ieedles are extremely ancient tools, starting 
,ife about 14,000 years ago as bone, flint 
x thorn awls used to punch holes in animal OVAL 
Iides. Later a notch was incorporated to POINT 
arry thread, and by the Bronze Agk i the we I 
nad been developed. The Romans uscti !- :nze 
needles and steel needles, probably fro: : 
China, were brought to Europe by th . ,rors 
in the Middle Ages. 

Upholsterer’s Needle 
SIZE: Lengrh: 4 to 16in. 
Gauge: 15 fo 11 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: Genera: upholstery sewing 

Upholstery needles can be 
roilnd or bayonet pointed, and 
are usually double ended, 
either with two round poinr, 
two bayonet points or one c. 
each. Use bayonet points for 
stitching edges of rolls. For 
heavy duty work use a mattress 
needle, a tougher version of the 
upholsterer’s needle. 

Needles are meow: ’ by 
gauge as we:; as km& The 
higher the gauge number, the 
thinner the needle. 

Upholsterer% Skewer 
SIZE: 3 to 4in. 
MATERIAI.: iux’ 
USE: To h: ‘u L?holstery 
temporarily m place 

The skewer is usert fo anck.- 
upho!?’ zry work in place w:, ;!c 
adjusunents are made for ii 
before final tacking, sewing ‘or 
e: :ziilg, or while preliminary 
,c tc~hixg is done. 

3pholsterer’s 
Regulator 
SIZE: 6 to 12in. 
\IATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To adjust stulling 

The upholsrerer’s regulator is 
spiked at one end and paddle- 
;haped at the other to make it 
:asy to hold. It is poked 
through rhe burlap covering 
md used fr, smooth out or 
redistribute the stuffing. 

POlNl 

, 

3alf Circular 
Ueedle 
IZE. Len.uk: 2 to 6in.; tiawe: 
7 IO 14 
IATBRIAL: Steel 
:SE: For general upholstery 
fork inaccessible to straight 
eedles 

BAYONET POINT 

Half circular needles are the 
most useful, as nearly all 
upholstery work is done ir 
confined places or at awkward 
angles. Curved needles make il 
easy fo sew on flat or on iixec 
surfaces. They usually have : 
bayonet point. 

Sewing at awkward angles 
The half circular needle carries 
he thread easily through the 
,titch where the material itself 
:anwr be ~;anipulated. 
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kpairing an edge tear 
Mf circular needles are parti- 
~larly useful for repairing 
:ars near a piped edge. The 
,itching technique is called 
Frenching”. 

// ,/“’ 

Fold the far edge of the fear 
,ndev +Gz. Secure the torn edge 
lose to the piping with 
!phoisrerer’s skewerc. (Darning 
:eedles make a reasonable 
ubsriture. I Thread the needle 
Gth rrpholsterer’s twine, 
tnotred ar the end. 

!. Starring ar the botton end 
,f the tear, push needle up 
:hrou,h COTM and back again. 

it under piping to outrtde edge. 
Make another stitch through 
side cover~iust below piping. 

4. Pull thread tightly to close 
tear. Push needle back up mde 
piping and pull thread tight. 
Pass needle through the tom 
cover and then back under 
pipinp. Pull thread again. Con 
time Iwocess, removing skewer! 
as you go, taking stitching 
about sin. beyond tear. 

Gail Needle 
IZE: Length: 24 m 5% 
:nuger 18 to 6 
IrZTERIAL: Steel 
ISE: To make and repair sails 

THICK BODY --A 

iaii needles are extremely 
,trong, chunky needles with 
arge rectangular eyes. They 
ore used with a leather sail- 
naker’s palm, which makes it Snilmaker’s palm 
:asier rr, push them through 

Mending a sail 
Double the twine and grease it 
pith a candle. Push the needle 
up one side of the tear from 
below, take the twine across the 
hole and push the needle down 
through the other side. 

Bring the needle up through the 
tear, across the stitch just made 
and start again, continuing 
to the end of the tear. 
Protect the repaired slit with 
beeswax or candle grease. 

Leather Needle 
SIZE: Length: 2 to 7in.; 
Gauge: 18 to 14 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To sew leather 

The curved leather needle has 
a bayonet point and is used for 
stitching leather to make bags, 
shoes, saddles etc. 

There are also flat leather 
lacing needles which have a 
triangular shaped eye to take 
lacing thongs. 

,..’ ‘~1 . ..T.+POINT 
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Spring Needle 
SIZE: Length: 4 ?J 6in.; 
huge: 10 
MATERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To attach springs 
‘o webbing 

OVAL EYE 

FLAT CURVE 

The spring needle is a stout, 
xuved needle used to sew 
;prings to upholstery webbing 
md burlap. It can also be used 
*here a half circular needle 
would be the right shape but 
not strong enough. Use strong, 
six-cord spring twine for 
attaching springs. 

Springing 
Whether you are springing a 
new chair or repairing an old 
one, make sure the springs are 
fixed upright to the webbing 
md in straight lines inall direc- 
tions. To avoid damage, use a 
blanket-covered workbench 
for all upholstery work. 

Fixing new springs 
With the chair (or stool) upside 
down on the bench, arrange the 
springs, bottoms up, roughly in 
position. Nail the webbing to 
the chair frame using the web- 
bing stretcher (see page 201). 

Lace the strips of webbing 
which go from front to back 
securely under each spring in 
the row. Interlace the side-to- 
side webbing, making sure that 
tix strips cross over above a 
spring. Stitch the springs to the 
webbing at the junction of the 
two webbing strips, using 
three or four fixing ties for each 
spring, depending on the size 
of the spring and the dimen- 
sions of the chair itself. 

Securing the webbing 
After threading the webbing 
through the springs, pull it tight 
and tack to the frame. 
Thread the spring needle with 
twin:, and stitch down the first 
spring. Begin with a slip knot. 
Without tying off the threads, 
move on to the adjacent spring 
and repeat the sequence. Work 
from front to back and tie off 
the last spring with a double 
knot. Trim the twine. 

Turn the chair upright and 
secure the tops of the springs. 
Cover with burlap, tacked to 
the top edges of the seat frame. 
Leave lin. surplus all around. 
Sew the tops of the springs to 
the burlap as before. 

Stitching the springs 
Stitch the spring at equidistunt 
poinrr with a half-hitch or 
other strong knot. At the end of 
the operation the spring should 
be anchored to both strips of 
webbing. 

Tying springs 
Larger chairs (nine springs or 
more) will need the springs to 
be additionally tied in with 
strong, soft twine. 

Turn the chair over. Secure 
a length of twine to the back of 
the seat frame with a tack. Tie 
each spring with two kwcs. 
Tack the twine to the front rail. 
Follow the sequer.x below. 

Do Eat compress the springs 
more than 2in. below their 
free-standing height, as this 
makes an uncomfortable seat. 

Cover the springs with 
burlap and continue as before. 

Tying sequence 
Beginning with she middle row 
work tmvard the front, tying 
the top of each spring. Tie each 
side row, then work across the 
chair,following the mm order. 

Repairing springs 
Turn the chair upside down 
and take off the burlap and 
webbing, using an old chisel 
and mallet to remove tacks. 
Note the position of the old 
springs, and replace any if nec- 
essary. Then dust the inside 
thoroughly and proceed as for 
new springs. 
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ers 
Brushes of some kind must have been of peacocks and swans and squirrel tails 
lsed by the cave painters of the Old Stone for the painters’ brushes and thread for 
4ge, but what they were made of is not binding the brushes and pencils and 12d 
known. To come to more recent times, for a pound of pigs’ bristles.” 
the accounts for work done at 
Wesuninster in 1352, quoted by L.F. 
Salzman in his Buildiq in England 
include “2 dussen graye (badger) tailes 
and 4 dussen quyllis whereof were made 
pensellis and for threde had for byndynge 
of the same.” For St Stephen’s Chapel in 
the same year “2fd was paid for 30 quills 

The construction of 
brushes 
Before being bound to the 
stock of the brush, the filling is 
“set” in pitch, resin or more 
commonly in vulcanized rub- 
ber, which is impervious to all 
the normal materials a paint 
brush is likely to encounter. 
Pitch and resin may dissolve in 
volatile spirit and are therefore 
used mainly for dry brushes 
such as dusting brushes or for 
brushes used only with water 
such as washing down brushes. 

The ends of the filling are 
dipped in the setting and 
bound while still scft to hold 
them firmly in the stock. There 
are several ways of binding, the 
mosf familiar being the metal 
ferrule. This is a sheet of thin 
metal wrapped around the IiIl- 
ing and riveted or pinned to the 
stock section of the handle. 
Seamless ferrules are pressed 
onto the filling and handle in 
one continuous band. On other 
brushes, the filling is a circular 
bunch of filaments, set and 
bound to the stock with wire or 
string. Each group of filaments 
is known as a knot. Knotted 
brushes can also be bound with 
sheet metal. 

Some brushes have the fill- 
ing divided into small circular 
bunches, bound wicb string or 

RETAINING 

wire and set witt, rubber or 
pitch into holes drilled at reg- 
ular intervals in the stock. 

iP1 

.ING 

NS 
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BOUND BUNCHES 

The filling 
The filline is the Dart of the 
brush co&only referred to as 
the “bristles”. This is a mis- 
nomer, now entrenched in the 
language, as strictly speaking, 
the word describes only one of 
the common fillings. 

Bristle 
Bristle filling, obtained from 
the coat of a boar, is used in the 
best quality paint brushes, and 
can be black, white, gray or 
yellow. The natural construc- 
tion of bristles makes them 
ideal for applying paint. Each 
individual filament is tapered 
and finally splits at the end 
which helps when “laying off’ 
the paint; the split ends are 
known as “flags”. The barbed 
surface of the bristle enables 
them to retain more paint than 
other fillings, and a bristle 
brush is very resilient, spring- 
ing back to its original shape 
when flexed. However, when 
used with water-based paint, 
brushes with bristle filling may 
swell out of shape. 

Horsehair 
Horsehair filling comes from 
the mane acd tail of a horse. 
Horsehair is perfectly smooth 
and lacks the resilience of bris- 
tle. It is best used to bulk out a 
filling in combination with bet- 
ter quality filaments. 

Oxhair 
Oxhair filaments are very 
similar to horsehair, but some- 
what coarser. r.vailable in 
black, brown and white they 
are used for grainers and also 
for professional signwriting 
brushes. 

Badgerhair 
A soft yet springy filling used 
for softeners. They are easily 
recognized by the gradation of 
their color from white to black. 

Fiber 
Fiber is a cheap, tough filling 
obtained from the stem of a 
palm tree. Its natural color is 
yellowish white, but it is often 
dyed to match better quality 
filaments when used in com- 
bination with them. It is often 
used in washing down brushes, 
and wall brushes designed for 
rough surfaces. 

Synthetic iWing 
Many modern paint brushes 
are now made with nylon 
or other synthetic filaments. 
Good quality synthetic fillings 
are very hard-wearing and 
apply paint well. The filaments 
are made to resemble genuine 
bristle, being tapered, flagged 
and textured to hold the paint. 

Squirrel and sable 
These are soft brush fillings, 
used in short lengths only for 
the thin paint brushes used for 
signwriting and graining. 

Choosing a brush 
A good quality brush is an 
investment as long as you clean 
and store it properly after use. 
It will hold more paint and 
apply it better than a cheap 
brush, and is less likely to shed 
its filaments. 

Test the resilience of a new 
brush by stroking it against a 
firm surface as though you 
were painting. The filling 
should flex without spreading 
too much and should spring 
quickly back to shape. 

Fan the filling with your fin- 
gers to insure that it is solidlv 
set and bound to the stoqk. 
Make sure that a ferruled 
brush is firmly attached to its 
handle. 

Testing the brush 
Fan the brush to check tkat the 
filling is firmly set and bound 
securely to the stock. 
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;‘lat hint Brush 
ITHER NAME: Varnish brush 
iIZE: : to 4in. 
MATERIAL: FiN%g: bristly, 
iber, synthetic, mixed; Bindmg: 
plated steel; ?fmdle: hardwood 
JSE: To apply paint or varnish 

3at paint brushes are used for 
.ppiying gloss or semi-mart 
Cnt to woodwork. 

Do not overload your brush. 
f you consistently dip it too far 
nto the paint it will begin to 
‘un down the handle filling the 
oats of the bristles. Such paint 
add be dXlicult to remove 
vhen cleaning the brush. 

Hold the brush so that you 
:an move your wrist easily in 
wth directions. Apply the 
x&t in even strokes, flexing 
he bristle against the surface 
o make the paint flow down to 
lx tip of the brush. To spread 
hc ~,~‘it evenly, change the 
direction of the brush strokes 
‘requently, finishing with light 
lpward strokes to prevent run- 
ling. Take particular care 
iround moldings which exert 
meven pressure on the bristles 
squeezing ax excess paint to 
brm unwelcome runs. 

Normal interior paintwork 
will need one undercoat which 
should be left for 16 hours 
xfore rubbing down lightly 
Nith fine glass paper. Apply 
me or two top coats as directed 
,y the manufacturer. 

Zhargingthebrush 
3ip about a third of the filling 
nto the paint, and touch it 
‘ightly on both sides of the lip of 
,he container to remove ercerr 
kzintfrom the outside. 

SUPPORT BRUSH 
IN SOLVENT 
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Painting doors 
Painting doors is &n exacting 
job and requires great care if 
you are to achieve a smooth, 
drip-free finish. Paneled doors 
are particularly tricky as their 
moldings encourage paint to 
run. Do not wear woollen clo- 
thing which might shed hairs 
that stick to the work. Remove 
all fittings from the door and 
wedge it in an open position. 

Paneled doors 
Paneled doors should be pain- 
ted in the following sequence: 
1. Moldings 
2. Panels 
3. Center uprights 
4. Horizontal rails 
5. Side rails 
6. Edges 
7. Frame 

ak 

,,,‘, ,;,, il’_ 

When painting any kind of 
door, make sure that you lay off 
the paint in the direction of the 
grain. Do this in each section of 
the paneled door. 

Doors are usually painted 
with knockproof gloss paint for 
protection but will still need an 
undercoat. Apply this in the 
sequence shown above. 

Flush doors 
When ptinting flush door: 
ycm must work at a reasonabl 
speed m avoid loin mark 
showing between sections t 
paint work. Start at the to1 
Apply paint across the top set 
tion of the door using horizor 
tal and vertical strokes (1 
Without reloading the brus1 
smooth out the entire sectia 
with horizontal smokes (2 
Finally lay off with light vert 
cal:upward strokes (3). Cor 
tinue in the same way paintin 
down the door (4). 

3 

E 

2 

i 

++ 

4 

Baseboards 
Use a cardboard mask to prc 
txt the floor when painting th 
baseboards. Paint them last t 
avoid dust being kicked up o 
fO the wet paint. 

Shelves and cupboards 
If the gap between the shelve 
is narrow, cut down the hand1 
of an old brush to avoid mark 
ing the paintwork. Paint th 
inside of a cupboard first t 
avoid touching doors cwere 
with wet paint. 
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One Knot Paint 
Brush 
OTHER NAME: Ground brush 
SIZE: 2 to Z*in. 
MATERIAL: Filling: bristle, 
mixed; Binding: copper wire, 
sheet copper; Handle: hardwood 
USE: To apply paint and varnish 

FII l.LING 

I 

The traditional one knot brush 
has now been almost entirely 
superseded by the flat p&t 
brush. They are however parti- 
cularly good for the application 
of thick or heavy paint. Knot- 
ted brushes have to be “run- 
in” for a while before they can 
spread the paint evenly. Older 
painters would often use the 
brush as a duster until it was 
sticiently worked in to per- 
form well as a paint brusil. 
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Sash Tool 
ITHER NAME: Sash brush 
;1zE: $ to lti. 
MATERIAL: FiNi?zg: bristle; 
Sinding: string, aluminum, plated 
;teeI; Handle: hardwood 
XE: To paint win,dow frames 

The sash tool is an cld-fzsh- 
ioned brush which is now 
hardly ever used, and most 
manufacturers have dropped 
it from their catalogs. Most 
painters today use a standard f 
to lin. wide flat paint brush tc 
paint window frames. 

Zare of brushes 
3x overnight protection, sus- 
xnd the brush, with the bris- 
:les up to the ferrule in a 
uitable solvent. For oil-based 
xint use turpentine or paint 
:hinner, and for latex paint use 
:lean water. Make sure that the 
:ontainer is deep enough to 
reep the bristles off the bot- 
:om. When using a chemical 
solvent avoid plastic containers 
3s they might dissolve along 
with the paint. 

Overnight soaking 
Suspend the brush in a 

/ 

container of suttable solvent iy 
passing a rod through the hole 
drilled in the brush handle. 

When you have finished the 
jcb, wipe off any excess paint 
and soak out the brush in a 
container of solvent. When you 
have removed as much paint as 
you can, wash the brush in 
warm soapy water to remove 
the solvent and partially dissol- 
ved paint. Shake out the excess 
water and blot the filling with 
an absorbent *=g, gently 
smoothing the bristles into 
place with the fingers. 
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Removing excess paint 
Wipe off the brush on old 
newspapeu to get rid of as 
much paint as possible before 
you soak the brush in solvent. 

Removing dissolved paint 
Work out remaining paint by 
squeezing and fanning out the 
filling with your fingers. 

If you will not need to use the 
brushes for some time, protect 
the filling by wrapping it up 
when it is completely dry. 

Long term star 

Wrap brush heads in brown 
paper or aluminum foil, and 
secwe with a rubber band. 



Beveled Sash Tool 
OTHER NAMES: Trim brush, 
cutting-in tool 
SIZE: ain. 
MATERIAL: Filling: bristle, 
synthetic, mixed; Binding: plated 
steel; Handle: hardwood 
USE: To paint window frames 

rhhe beveled sash tool isa small 
?lat paint brush, with the filling 
zimmed to an angle. This 
nakes it easier to paint up to 
:he edge of window glass and 
into the corners of the frame. 

Painting around glass 
With a little practice, it is not 
difficult to paint righr up to the 
glass with a slow, free-hand 
stroke. In fact, a slight over- 
lapping of paint onto the glass 
seals the gap between putty 
and glass to make the frame 
weatherproof. If you do not 
feel confident, use some form 
of paint shield. Several com- 
mercial shields are available, 
but a sheet of stiff cardboard 
will do as well. If you do over- 
shoot, remember that paint can 
be neatly removed with a razor 
blade when dry. 

Using a paint shield 

Press the paint shield into the 
ioint between glass and frame. 
Hold it in place while painting. 

Using masking tape 

i 

An alternative method of 
shielding the glass is to use 
masking tape, which peels off 
cleanly. Mask all the edges 
with tape before applying 
paint. Peel it off when the 
paint is dry. 

Casement windows 
When painting casement wim- 
dews leave the stay in position 
to control the angle of the win- 
dow. Paint it last if it is to 
match the window frame, or 
mask it with tape. 

Paint as follows: 
1. Kabbets, where the frame 
meets the glass 
2. Crossbars 
3. Cross rails 
4. Side rails and edges 
5. Window frame 
Fasten the window open before 
starting on the cross raiis. 

5 

Sash windows 
Open the window top and bot- 
tom and move sash cords out of 
the way. Paint the bottom 
meeting rail and as far up the 
vertical section of the sash as 
you can go. Almost close the 
window and paint the rest of 
the top sash.~ Paint the bottom 
sash followed by the frame. 
When the paint has dried, 
paint the top 6in. of the outside 
runners, and with the bottom 
sash closed, paint the whole of 
the inside.runners. 

Before starting, push the 
bottom sash up and the top sash 
down to overlap by 6in. 
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Nail Brush 
)THER NAMES: Distemper 
,rush, kalsomine brush, 
aste brush 
iIZE: 4 to 8in. 
UTERIAL: Filling: bristle, 
iber, mixrd, svntheric; Binding: 
,1&d steel,~c6pper wire, sheet 
:opper; Handle: hardwood 
JSE: To paint large areas 

,Vall brushes come in several 
‘arms. The traditional model 
las two or three knots, bound 
uith copper wire or sheet 
netal. The best known modern 
Iersion has a one piece handle 
Ind stock and is bollnd like 
t flat paint brush. The stock 
xcends as a wooden wedge 
hound which bristles are 
grouped forming a reservoir 
:or the paint. 

Another type, sometimes 
zalled the “Dutch” pattern, 
ms a turned handle jointed 
into a wooden stock. The filling 
is bound to the stock with a 
metal ferrule. 

Large brushes can become 
very &zing to use, so do not 
Dverload your brush. 

Latex paint will dry evenly, 
regardless of brush strokes. If 
it appears patchy when dry, 
apply a second coat. Gloss 
paint on the other hand should 
be laid off with light vertical 
strokes. Gloss paint will prob- 
ably require two undercoats 
followed by a top coat. The 
unfinished edges of gloss paint- 
work should be “picked up” as 
quickly as possible before they 
dry out, or they may show 
when the job is finished. 

Use a wide, soft wall brush 
to apply paste to wallpaper. 
(See page 55 for method.) 

ONE PlECE 
STOCK AND 
HANDLE 

)IR 

?D HANDLE 1 TURNI 
JOIN7WJ 
INTO STOCK 

Tie a length of string across the 
paste bucket to support the 
brush between pasting sessiow. 
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Using the wall brush 

Hold the brush like a flat paint 
brush and then apply the paint 
in alternating vertical and 
horizontal strokes to achieve an 
even cover. Latex paint should 
dry evenly, but gloss paint 
needs more care. 

Painting a wall with gloss 
paint 

Work in vertical sections across 
the wall, starting from the 
ceiling. This blends the wet 
edges together. Pick up any 
unblended edges quickly. 

Washing Down 
Brush 
ITHER NAME: Wash down 
rush 
iIZE: 6in. 

\TERIAL: FiNine: bristle. b4l 
iber, mixed; Binding: copper 
vire, sheet copper; Handle: 
,.rAwnnA 
JSE: To wash walls and ceilings 

COPPER BINDING 

DOUBLE KNOTS 

The washing down brush is 
lsed for washing off old paint 
work and for soaking wallpaper 
prior to snipping. It is nadi- 
tionally a two knot brush, 
resembling a wall brush but 
with shorter, cheaper quality 
xistles as filling. 

Worn wall brushes will make 
wry good washing down 
brushes. 

Paint Pad 
3THER NAME: Brush Dad 
HZE:ZxltoSx3:in. _ 
MATERIAL: Holder: plastic; 
Dad: mohair covered plastic foam 
USE: To apply paint 

PL‘4STIC FOAM 

An entirely new kind of paint I 
applicator, the paint pad has MOHAIR BRISTLES 
very fine mohair bristles back- 
ed up by plastic foam which is 
clipped into a holder. The pads 
apply paint quickly and evenly, 
achieving a very smooth finish, 
but they are not as versatile as a 
traditional paint brush. 

Clean the pad’s fine bristles 
thoroughly immediately after 
use. Blot excess paint onto old 
newspapers, and remove the 
pad from its holder to clean it 
in the appropriate solvent. 
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Dusting l3rush 
OTHER NAME: Jamb brush 
SIZE: 34 to 4in. 
MATERIAL: Fill&: bristle, 
horsehair, fiber, mixed; 
Handle/stock: hardwood 
USE: To brush down paintwork 
before painting 

FILLING BOL;ND IN 
CIRCULAR BLWCHE! 

The dusting brush is designed 
:o remove the inevitable layer 
of dust which accumulates 
after paint has been rubbed 
down, especially if filling has 
been applied to mend cracks. 

er 
SIZE: 1 to 4in. 
2MATERIAL: Filling: hoghair, 
cam&air, squirrelhair; Binding: 
plated steel; Stock: hardwood 
USE: To produce imitation wood 
grain &e&s 

With the mottler a skilled 
grainer can move wet color 
over the work to create a wood 
grain effect, or lift it, to leave 
pale, soft edged areas. The 
pressure across the filling is 
varied by the fingers to pro- 
duce alternate dark and light 
stripes of color. 

The mottler has no handle as 
such; the stock doubles as 
handle, giving the fingers easy 
access to the filling. 

Pencil Overgrainer 
SIZE: 1 to 4in. 
MATERIAL: Filling: squirrel- 
hair, sable; Binding: plated steel; 
Stock: hardwood 
USF: To produce i&t&o;; ;;ood 
grain effects 

The overgrainer is a row of 
pencil brushes set into a one 
piece stock and handle. It is 
used to draw wood grain effects 
either by applying color to a 
surface or by lifting wet color 
off the work leaving lighter 
areas to make the pattern. 
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USE: To produce imitation wood 
grain effects 1 
A flogger is made like a stan- 
dard mint brush. but has 
longer‘bristles than~normal. 

The flat of the brush is used to 
strike or “flog” -he wet color to 

hardwood 

HANDLE OR 

produce a patterned texture 
which resembles some types of 
wood grain. 

er 
SIZE: 24 to 4in. 
MATERIAL: Filling: badger- 
hair, hoghair, skunkhair; 
Stocklhnndler hardwood 
USE: To produce imitation WC’ 
grain effects 

Once the hard edge lines have 
been drawn on the work with a 
fine brush, a grainer softens the 
edges by stroking the color 
with a softener. The whole 
graining may be softened, or a 
graduated band produced by 
leaving one edge sharp while 
softening the other. 

BADGERHAIR 

Stippling Brush 
SIZE:4x3to8x6in. 
MATERIAL: Filling: bristle; 
Stock/handle: hardwood 
USE: To produce a textore on a 
painted surface 

Stipplers are used to texture 
. . ..%r-^...r ‘3 . ..a11 *~-~~.-..A ^.._ WCC &mL.,L. xx w&.~.-LLz.LuCU c.uL- 
face hides many structural irre- 
gularities as well as obscuring 
the brush marks. The ends of 
the bristles do the actual work 
as the stippler strikes the wall. 

Keep the brush square m the 
work at all times, but keep an 
changing the angle of approach 
to achieve an even texture. 
Work in overlapping bands. 
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Stenciling Brush 
CT7F. ninmnmr. 1 to If+, . ..--. -... . ..-.-.. 1. 

MATERIAL: Filling: horsehair, 
bristle; Binding: plated steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To apply paint through 
a stencil 

Using a stencil is the easiest 
method to paint a motif on a 
surface, especially if it is to be a 
repeat pattern. 

Cut the shape from thick 
paper or thin cardboard, lay it 
Rat on a surface, and stipple 
with a stenciling brush. Do not 
move the stencil until the motif 
has been completed. 

Using the stencil 

Lightly strike the surface 
through the stencil with the 
ends of the bristles, which 
carry the paint. 

Lining Tool 
iME: Lining fitch 

YIYY. w.YL,*. _ _ _ 

Thickness: ,&to &in. 
MATERIAL: Filling: bristle, 
horsehair; Binding: plated steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To paint straight lines 

Painted straight lines are often 
needed either as decoration or 
to emphasize a particular area. 

The lining tool is specially 
designed for use with a straight 
edge. The filling is bound in a 
rectangular ferrule and is cut at 
an angle at the end. The paint 
used should flow easily so that a 
line can be drawn in one pass, 
but not be so fluid that it begins 
to run. 

Line up a straight edge, 
bevel side down? and run the 
brush against It. Keep the 
brush upright throughout. 

-RECTANGULAR FERRULE 

ACCURATELY TRIMMED FILLING 
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Fitch 
SIZE: Lhnww: 4 to +$in; 
Widrh: &to 1+x. 
.MATERIAL: Filling: bristle; 
Binding: plated steel; Handle: 
hardwood 
USE: To paint fine detail 

4 fitch is used to paint small 
detaiis or narrow window 
Frames. It is available with 
round sectioned filling and fer- 
rule, or with the ferrule aim- 
ped to flatten the filling. 

OTHER NAME: Radiator brush 
SIZE: 1 to 2in. 
MATERIAL: Filling: bristle, 
mixed, synthetic; Binding: plated 
rterl; Handle: steel, hardwood 
USE: To paint in confined spaces 

The crevice brush has the 
bound filling mounted at an 
angle on a long handle. It is 
used to apply paint in confined 
or awkward spaces, such as 
behind radiators, which could 
not be reached with a normal 
paint brush. 

Tar Brush 
SIZE: Diameter: l-: to 2%n. 
MATER IAL: Fill&: b&de: 
fiber, mixed; Binding: &red 
steel, iron; Hano lie: bardwood 
USE: To apply thick paints 

The tar brush has a round A 
splayed filling bound either to a 
short turned handle or to a 
pole-like handle, up to 4ft. i 
long. It is used to apply pitch- 
like rust proofing paint to metal 
surfaces. LONG POLE 

HANDLE 

TURNED 

.fiEIDTLE 
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Smoothing Brush 
3THER NAME: Paper 
mnger’s brush 
SIZE: Width: 7: to loin. 
MATERIAL: Filling: bristle; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To smooth pasted 
,vallpaper on to the wall 

HAtiDLE 

FILLING 

The smoothing brush gives 
wallpaper a professional finish. 
Align the strip of paper with a 
plumbed line or butt it against 
the previous strip. Brush out 
lightly by hand, before using 
the brush. Use the edge of the 
brush to tap paper into corners. 

Usin~thebrush 

Work the brush systematically 
from the center of the strip 
mtward, smoothing out creases 
w air bubbles. 

Paint Roller 
SIZE: 7 to 13jin. 
m4TERIAL: SIeeue: Iambs- 

LAMBSWOOL 
SLEEVE 

I 
wool, mohair, polyurethane foam, 
man-made fiber; Cage: steel and 
plastic; Handle: hardwood, plastic 
USE: To apply paint over 
large areas 

A good quality roller has 
Ferent sleeves to cooe with dif- 
ferent paints or s&faces. The 
hollow sleeves slip on to an 
open wire cage which revolves 
on the end of the handle. The 
sleeves are easily removed for 
regular cleaning. 

Lambswool sleeves are ideal 
for the application of latex 
paint. Short “nap”or pile wool 
is used on smooth surfaces like 
plaster, and long nap on tex- 
tured surfa~ces like brick or 
cement. Man-made fibers can 
do the same job. 

Mohair sleeves, covered 
with a very fine pile, are best 
for applying gloss paint. 

Plastic foam rollers can be 
used with any paint, but are not 
as long lasting as the bener 
quality rollers. 

Rollers are charged by beiag 
rolled in paint poured into a 
special shallow metal or plastic 
tray. The roller is run on the 
sloping, textured surface of the 
tray to distribute the paint 
evenly over the sleeve. A metal 
tray may rust unless carefully 
washed and dried after use. 

HANbLE 
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Special rollers 
4 long extension handle can be 
attached to some rollers to en- 
able you to paint the ceiling 
while sttnding on the floor. 
Short rollers are useful to ap- 
ply paint in restricted spaces. 
Shaped rollers are available for 
painting into corners. 

SHORT LENGTH 
MOli4IR SLEEVE 

Painting ceilings and walls 
If the walls and ceiling are to be 
the same in color, rollers can 
be used throughout (except 
around the light fixtures). If 
you are using different colors, 
paint the edges of the ceiling 
with a brush before taking over 
with a roller. Work the roller in 
bands across the ceiling pick- 
ing up the unfinished edges as 
quickly as possible. Do not let 
the roller spin at the end of a 
stroke as it might splatter 
paint. Paint the walls in the 
same way. 

Preliminary brushwork 
Starting near the window, 
paint the edges, cornen and 
around lightfixings where the 
roller cannot go. 

“sin; the roller 
Now switch to the roller, 
painting in one direction only 

Before the paint has a chance 
z, dry take the roller across at 
+ght angles for even coverage. 
?ick up any unfinished edges. 

Care of rollers 

Removing excess paint 
Roll out excess paint on to 
newspaper. Pour any paint left 
in the tray back into the can 
and wipe it out with a solvmtt- 
soaked rag. 

Cleaning the&eve 
Pour the solvent into the tray 
and soak the roller. Wash both 
in zuarm roaB water, 
massaging the sleeve with your 
fingers to remove partially 
dissolved paint. 

Drying and storing 
Squeeze out the water from the 
sleeve and dry it with an 
absorbent rag. For long term 
storage wrap the sleeve in 
brown paper or foil. 

Clean paint from the handle 
and cage and dry them with 
rags especially ifyou are about 
to use the roller immediately 
with a new color. 
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)THER NAME: Butt ro!ler 
;IZE: Width: 1 to 2in. 
UTERI 4L: Hardwcmd 
JSE: To press down the edges Of 
lasted wallpaper 

Jse the seam roller to press 
Iown the butt-jointed edges of 
wallpaper to make sure that 
.hey ate firr.lly stuck down. 
wipe off any paste after use. 

;IZE: 3+ to 7in. 
UATERXAL: Railer: mbber, 
‘elt; Handle: hardwood 
LSE: To smooth down pasted 
raIlpaper 

A smoothing roller is used to 
roll ogt excess air and paste 
hxn paper pasted on the wall 
and to Dress the paper firmly 
onto the wall. 

Rollers madefromhardrub- 
her are for general use, while 
rollers made from disks of felt 
mounted on a center core are 
best for delicate, especially 
flock-covered, paper. 

Do not use a roller on em- 
bossed paper. 

Scratch Brush 

HARDWOOD HANDLE 

SEAM ROLLER 

HARDWOOD ROLLER 

SMOOTHING ROLLERS 

FELTROLLER 

OTHER NAME: Welder’s wire 
brush 
SIZE: 11 to 134in. 
MATERIAL: Brisrles: steel wire; 
Handle/stock: hardwood 

clean off Raking 

scratch brushes are used to 
‘amwe dirt, rnst, or flaking 
,aint from metal to take it back 
:o the firm bright surface be- 
bre it is treated for rust and 
repainted as required. 

Some scratch brushes have a 
scraper fitted to the end of the 
xock to remove the loosened 
naterial from walls. 

You can also use wire brush- 
:s to score the surface of vinyl 
wallpapers just before soaking 
:hem for stripping. 
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Xotary Wire 
3rushes 
iIZE: Wheel diameter: 1 m 12in.; 
:up brush diamerer: + to 6in ; End 
crush diamerert % fo l&in. 
VIATERIAL: Brass, steel 
JSE: To clean off finking 
naterial and score metal 

WHEEL BRUSH 

Coarse and fine rotary wire 
brushes are available in an 
enormous range of shapes and 
sizes. They are attached to a 
power drill and used to clean 
off flakiig material or clean up 
metal, usually to provide a key 
For painting. 

Wheel brushes should be 
used on a fixed, bench- 
mounted drill. If you cannot 
take the work to the drill, use a 
cup brush, available flush or 
hollow faced, attached to a free 
drill. End brushes ate used to 
clean up metal in more con- 
Fined spaces, and cm be fitted 
ina flexible drive connected to 
a power drill. They are made in 
various lengths, with straight 
md &wed bristles, and with flat 
DT pointed ends. 

F- CUP BRUSH 

HOLLOW FACED CUP BRUSH 

END BRUSHES 

Using the cup brush 
Use cup brushes free-hand in 
the drill to clean up metal 
fixtures. Hold the drill firmly 
to prevent the action of the 
brush spinning it off the work. 

Using the wheel brush 
Use wire wheels with the drill 
mounted in a bench stand. With 
tke wheel revolving toward you, 
hold the work against the brush 
slightly below center. 
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Paint Sprayer 
SIZE: 2 to 20 cubic feet per 
minute 
MATERIAL: Various 
USE: To apply flat even CO~IS 
of paint 

A paint sprayer produces a line 
layer of paint whicu is gen- 
erally more even than paint 
applied any other way, and also 
dries quickly. There are airless 
or compressed air sprayers. 

Airless sprayers 
These are probably the most 
convenient for domestic use. 
They are se!f-contained units 
fitted with an electric pump 
which forces the paint at high 
pressure through a small hole, 
breaking it up into a line spray. 
The width of the spray cone 
and the delivery of paint can be 
adjusted to suit the painting of 
wide fiat areas or small objects. 
The spray pattern is produced 
by the shape of the nozzle. 

Compressed air sprayers 
In these types, the paint is 
mixed with compressed air to 
atomize it. A compressor takes 
in air and compresses it either 
with a piston in a cylinder, a 
diaphragm or rotating blades. 
Compressors vary enormously 
in size and are driven electri- 
cally or by gasoline. 

Some machines supply the 
compressed air directly to the 
gun. Others store ,it in a metal 
tank called a receiver, which 
delivers air to the gun as re- 
quired and is topped up by the 
compressor when the pressure 
in the gun drops below func- 
tioning level. 

FINE MIST NOZZLE .--,&j 

ON OFF TRIGGER-, 

PAINT CONTAINER 7 

POWER CABLE 

CONTROL 

:ITR*GGER 

HANDLE 

CONNECTION 

PAINT CONTAINER 

CONTROL 

Bleeder guns 
A spray gun delivers the paint 
and compressed air to the work 
in the required proportions 
and controls the shape of the 
spray cone. In a bleeder gun, 
the compressed air may flow 
continuously through the gun, 
being bled off to relieve the 
pressure from the air hose and 
compressor when the gun is 
not in use. Non-bleeder guns 
have a valve which shuts off air 
as the trigger is released. 

How spray guns work 
As the trigger is depressed, it 
withdraws a needle from the 
outlet of the fluid tip where the 
paint cmmes out of the gun. 
The fluid tip is mounted with 
the air cap which directs the 
compressed air into the stream 
of paint. Air caps can be either 
internally or externally placed. 
The internal mix cap combines 
the paint and air before they 
are released from the gun. It 
can be used with low pressure 
equipment, but the cone pat- 
tern cannot be controlled and it 

does not produce such a fine 
spray. With the external mix 
cap, the paint comes out from a 
central hole and is mixed with 
air from surrounding holes. 
‘This type of cap also has pro- 
jecting horns which direct air 
from side portholes to produce 
a fan pattern. 
Paint delivery 
The paint is delivered by grav- 
ity, suction or pressure feed. 
Gravity fed guns simply have a 
container mounted on top of 
the gun. Suction fed guns have 
a specially designed air cap 
which produces a low vacuum 
at the fluid tip so that the paint 
is delivered by atmospheric 
pressure from a container 
slung underneath the gun. 
Pressure fed guns have a simi- 
lar container, but the paint is 
forced out by compressed air. 
The container may be slung 
underneath the gun or be &XX 
standing. 
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Preparation for spraying 
Protect areas adjaceqr to the 
surface being pai:lted. Use 
masking tape is &vi d straight 
edge to the p:.inted area. w;Lh 
newspaper covering the area 
behind the lme. For large 
areas, tape, staple or weight 
down plastic sheets. 

Ventilate interiors and ex- 
tinguish naked flames. Wear 
goggles and a face mask. 

Consistency of paint 
It is a good idea to thin paint 
before spraying. It will be less 
likely to clog the fluid tip and 
will smooth= out after it is 
apphed. Add the appropriate 
solvent and stir rhoroughly to a 
smooth consistency that runs 
easily from the end of the stir- 
ring stick. Old paint which has 
developed a skin should be 
strained through cheesecloth 
in order to remove any lumps 
or particles. 
Common faults 
Spitting 
Spitting is caused by dried out 
packing around the fluid 
needle valve. This allows air to 
enter the fluid passage ways, or 
dirt to seep between the fluid 
tip seat and body. Lubricate 
the dry packing with one or two 
drops of oil. Clean the fluid tip 
and seat and the body of the 
gun with a rag dampened with 
thinner. Replace the tip. 
Spatteriag 
An uneven, speckled appli- 
cation is caused by too much 
pressure on the paint or in- 
efficient atomization. Adjust 
the sprayer accordingly. 
Uneven pattern 
A spray pattern that is heavy on 
one side or deflects to oae side, 
is probably the result of uneven 
pressure produced by a block- 
age in an air hole. Clean with a 
rag dipped in thinner or clear 
with a fiber bristle. 
Cleaning the spray gun 
Pow any remaining paint from 
the container and spray the 
appropriate thinner through 
the gun until it comes out clear. 
Wipe the container clean with a 
tag dampened with solvent. 
Dismantle the air cap and fluid 
tip and wipe clean making sure 
that all holes are clear. 

Using the gun 
Losing waste paint, adjust the 
yun to produce the desired 
shape and density of spray. 
Turn the air ;onwol screw 
:lockwise to pri-sluce a narrow 
:onc or c~unwr c1ockw.z to 
spread the cow As the cone is 
increased, the fluid control 

screw must be adjusted to 
increase the paint flow. The 
fan pattern gives maximum 
coverage. It is produced by the 
position of the air cap horns. 
Set horizontally they will make 
a vertical fan. Set vertically, 
they produce a horizontal fan. 

I Hold tke gm 8 to I Oiri. from 
the surface an,d mow it in 
steady parallel passes. Direct 
the sprav off the work at each 
end, at the zame time releasing 
the trigger to prevent a build- 
up of paint. Slightly overlap 
each pass to give an even corm. 
Wrong way 

Do not SW-av t*l an arc: vou 
wali, keeping it the same 
distance throughout the pass. 

will produce light coverage at 
each end of the sweep. 

Painting a flat surface 
fl@yJ,F 

To spray a horizon&z1 surface, 
,$#~~;L# 
‘;!&#$ 

start at one end. Wzk namy 
from you, while aimine the i 

SP’ 
Keep it (it the same di&nce 
from the surface throughout. 
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Single Ladder 
SIZE: 6 to 26ft. 
MATERIAL: Wooden: Sriler: 
soft-wood; Rungr: hardwood 
Metal: aluminum alloy 
ACCESSORIES: Ladder 
brackets, ladder stays, safety feet 
USE: To provide access to a high 
worksite 

The wooden single ladder is 
made of two straight grain up- 
rights ailed “sriles”, which 
are joined by “rungs” which RIBBED ALLOYSTEEL 

act as steps when the ladder is 
ALLOYSI~EEL 

leaned against a wall. The stiles 
are made of a variety of soft- 
woods, while the rungs are 
made of hardwood. The rungs 
of the better quality ladders are 
tenoned through the stiles and 
wedged from the ourside to 
form a strong joint. As an extra 
precaution, metal reinforcing 
rods are stretched across the 
underside of the rungs. 

A pole ladder has semi- 
circular stiles cut from one 
straight length cf lumber. This 
type of ladder is normally a 
fixture on a scaffold erection. 

Aluminum ladders are 
lighter than the equivalent 
wooden ladders and will cot 
warp or crack. The stiles are a 
hollow box se&on. The rungs 
are ribbed to provide grip. 

LADDER STAY 
When working on overhanging 
gurtering or pipework use a 
ladder stay to hold the top of 
the ladder away from the wall 
and to bring the work within 
easy reach. Fit the bar of the 
stay with non-slip pads. Never 
lean backwrd orl a ladder. 

The Old Testament story of Jacob’s 
dream shows that ladders must have been 
in use in the Middle East during the 
Bronze Age or even earlier, as the Tower 
of Babel could hardly have been built 
without them. They have changed little 
since, except for getting lighter, longer, 
safer and extensible. 

Pole ladder 
The semi-circular stiles of the 
pole ladder, cut from one piece 
of wood, give equal spring on 
both sides of the ladder. 
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LADDER BRACKETS 
Ladder brackets are used in the 
construction of a work plat- 
form. Stand two ladders at the 
same angle so that scaffold 
boards stand evenly. The brac- 
kets either hook on the front of 
the lzdders or hang underneath 
them. Simple brackets we fix- 
ed at an angle, wiGIs the better 
versions are adjustable. All 
brackets are wide enough to 

i take two boards. Use a third 
to get to the platform. 

SAFETY FEET 
Aluminum ladders are nor- 
mally fitted with rubber or 
plastic non-slip end caps. You 
can also buy special feet for 
wooden ladders in use on po- 
tentially slippery surfaces. The 
feet are either rubber pads or, 
where the surface is suitable, 
textured to grip the ground. 

‘.IBBED PLASTIC FOOT PAD 

Extension Ladder 
SIZE: Closed height: 6 to 2Oft.; 
&tended height: 18 to 36ft. 
UTERIAL: Wooden: Sriler: 
softwood; Rmgr: hardwood; 
Metal: aluminum alloy 
4CCESSORIES: Ladder 
xackets, ladder stays, safery feet 
USE: To provide access to a high 
worksite 

An extension ladder is a corn- 
bination of two or three sec- 
tions sliding one inside rhe 
other to form a ladder of vary- 
ing height. Metal brackets hold 
the sections of ladder together 
whiie hooks on rhe bottom of 
one section locate on the rungs 
af the lower section. They are 
either extended by hand or, 
titer a certain length, are fitted 
with a rope and pulley system 
to extend the upper sections. 
The sections are constructed 
like a single ladder. 

The rungs of overlapping 
sections should align to main- 
tain a constant tread height. 
No section should be extended 
more than three quarters of its 
actual length. 

AUTOMATIC 
RLTGG LATCH 

REINFORCING 

BAR I A 

Reinforcements 1 
The stiles on wooden 
ladders ar : &forced mt 
the underside with a recese~ 

I 

steel cable., 

[J 
ROPE FOR 
EXTZND ING 
LADDER 
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Trestle 
OTHER NAME: Painter’s trestle 
SIZE: Height: 3 to 14ft. 
MATERIAL: Softwood 
USE: To supporr sctiold boards 

Trestles are designed to be 
used in pairs to support scaf- 
fold boards in order to con- 
struct a work platform to reach 
the ceiling or high waiis. 

The cross bars on one half of 
the trestle are staggered with 
those on the other half. This 
gives you a greater choice of 
platform height while keeping 
the :veight of the trestle down. 

The top of the stiles are cut 
at an angle to form 2 stop when 
the trestle is ftilly opened, but 
secondary ropes or stays are 
sometimes fitted below. 

The trestle should be able to 
support two boards side by 
side. Make sure that the boards 
overhang the cross bars by a 
safe aLmount. 

OTHER NAME: ScaBold plank 
SIZE: Lmgrh: 5 to 14ft.; Width: 
6 to 8in. 
MATERIAL: Softwood 
USE: To make work platforms 

Scaffold boards are used with 
trestles or step ladders to form 
work platforms above the 
ground; They ze cl_rt from 
straight grained, knot-free z.~ft= 
wood. The ends 2:~ bound 
with metal strip to protect 
them from damage. 

Always make sure that the 
boards are secure, and if in 

TOPS OF STILES CUT 
TO FORM ST?,3 
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Step Ladder 
OTHER NAME: Builder’s steps 
SIZE: 5 to 16 treads 
MATERIAL: Softwood, 
aluminum alloy 
USE: Indoor ladder 

Step ladders, made in wood or 
metal, are self supporting, hav- 
ing a frame hinged to the back 
of the ladder. Instead of rungs 
they have wide steps which lie 
horizontally when the ladder is 
fully opened. The hinged sec- 
tions are fitted with ropes or 
folding stays to prevent them 
sliding open further than the 
optimum position. A platform 
at the top of the ladder carries 
tools or paint cans. 

Safety factors 
Inspect step ladders before use 
paying particular attention to 
the condition of the steps, stays 
and hinges. Make sure that the 
steps are fully opened and on 
even ground before climbing 
on :hem. 

Do not lean or stretch too far 
out 3~ the step ladder, as it can 
easily fall sideways. 

If you must erect a step lad- 
der in front of a door, either 
lock it or give plenty of warn- 
ing to other members of the 
household. 

Wood ladder construction 
Hinges are screwed to the 
ladder back while the heads are 
housed in the wood andfurther 
secured by gluing and nailing. 

TRFAB 
FOR 01 

PLATFORM 

PLASTIC FEET 
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Multi-Purpose Ladder 
SIZE: Closed heigkr: 4ft. 6in. to 
jft. 3in.; Maximum exrended 
i&g/u: 14fr. IO 21ft. bin. 
MATERIAL: Tubular steel, 
aluminum alloy 
JSE: To do the jobs of an 
xtension ladder, step ladder 
md trestle 

rhere are rzow swer~! multi- 
purpose ladders on the market, 
.vhich combine the functions 
,f different types of ladder and 
we adjustable to stand on a 
Right of stairs. 

They will perform as a pair 
>f step ladders, which in some 
zases are adjustable in height. 
They can be used as a pair of 

LOCKING HINGES 

-LOCKING 
BOLT 

OUTER 
-LADDER trestles to support a scattbld INNER 

board. All designs are capable LADDER- 
of being converted to an exten- I 
<ion ladder. 

he adjusted independently so 
that the ladder will stand se- 

E:lch half of the system can 

curely on a flight of stairs. The 
Addition of scaffold boards al- 
lows you to reach the sides of 
the stairwell without moving 
the ladder. Whenever you con- 
struct a platform over a stair- 
case, make sure that it is safe 
before using it. If necessary, 
remove the stair carpet and 
screw wooden blocks to the 
treads to secure the foot of the 
ladder. Clamp or lash the scaf- 
fold board securely to the iad- 
da if it does not seem secure. i 

OUTER LADDE 

Using the ladder 

Position the scaffolding board 
VI the runa at one end and chhe 
mir tread at the other. 

Inspection and 
maintenance 
Always inspect a ladder before 
using it, especially if it has not 
been used for some time. With 
wooden ladders, look out for 
cracks in the stiles especially 
running from a rung. The 
rungs themselves should be 
damage free. Do not repair 
them “temporarily” with nailr 
or rope lashings. Do not use a 
ladder with loose ioints an6 
especially if there ‘is a rung 
missing. Check that the brac- 
kets and hooks of an extending 
ladder are securely fixed anC 
that any rope or pulley system 
is in good condition. 

Painting a ladder may ob. 
score fauits, but a coat of cleal 
matt lacquer will preserve it. 
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Carrying a ladder 
Carry the ladder held upright, 
one hand hooked under a rung 
and the other hooked over an- 
other. Alternatively, carry it on 
your shoulder with your hand 

passing through the ladder and 
gripping a rung. Support the 
ladder with the other hand. 
Erecting a ladder 
At the site, support the foot of 
the ladder against the wall and 
gradually raise it to the vertical 
by walking towards the wall. 

Move the foot out from the 
wall for a distance the quarter 
of the length of the ladder. 
Make sure the ladder is upright 
and not resting against gmter- 
ing or window glass. 

Pulling out the foot 

The foot should be extended one 
wzrter of the ladder’s length. 

Extending ladders 
You will need help to erect an 
extending ladder. Support the 
ladder from behind and hold it 
away from the wall while each 
section is extended. Avoid rub- 
bing the ladder against the wall 
which will damage both the 
surface and the ladder. If the 
ladder extends beyond a stag- 
ing, it should project at least 
36in. above the level. 

Securing the ladder 
Secure the base of the ladder to 
prevent it slipping. If it is on 
soft or loose ground, rest it on a 

board to spread the load and 
screw a wood piece to the board 
to support the ladder’s foot. 

Even on fi:m ground, it is 
advisable to fix safetv feet, es- 
pecially if the surface is slip- 
pery, and guy ropes should still 
be used if necessary. As a last 
resort support the foot of the 
ladder with baes of sand. 

Preventing mO”ement 
Tie the ladder back to a firm 

fixing on the wall or to tent 
pegs driven into the ground to 
prevent it siipping sideways. 

Safety factors 
Wear well-fitting shoes, not 
rubber boots, and check that 
there is no grease, mud or sand 
on the soles before ascending 
the ladder. Face the wall when 
going up or down the ladder. 

Never stand higher than the 
fourthrungfrom the top so you 
can always hold on with at least 
one hand. Resist the tem- 
ptation to overstretch, keeping 
the main weight of your body 
squarely on the ladder. 

Roof Ladder 
OTHER NAME: Cat ladder 
SIZE: 10 to 22ft. 
MATERIAL: Softwood, 
aluminum alloy 
USE: ‘!.I> gain access [o a 
sloping roof 

A roof ladder provides access 
and spreads the load over fra- 
gile materials. 

RIDGE HOOK 

t 

PRESSURE 

Stow your tools between the 
rungs of the ladder to prevent 
them slipping off the roof. 

Using the roof ladder 
Turn the ladder on its back and 
run it up the roof on its wheels. 
At the top, turn it over and 
phzce the hook over the ridge. 
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icaffolding System 
tZE: 6 to 40ft. 
LATERIAL: Galvanized steel, 
uminum alloy 
‘SE: To ~onsfru~~ a 
orking tower 

‘he easiest system of scaffold- 
lg for a home user incor- 
orates prefabricated tubular 
letal frames. They plug to- 
ether in rectangular frames 
nd nre braced diagonally to 
xzl a rigid structure. The 
ystem can be used to build 
tructures from a simple mo- 
8ile platform to paint a ceiling, 
J a tower which will reach the 
oaf of a large house. 

The base can be fitted with 
netal base plates. PlZlLX 
gooden boards under the base 
,lates on soft ground. Alter- 
natively, locking castors can be 
slugged into the frame so that 
he tower can be moved from 
,ne location to another without 
lismantling. Do not,, however, 
nave the platform li setnetine 
s standing on it. 

Thr- work platform is made 
iom boards supplied with the 
;ystem, which have locating 
loards on the underside to fit 
nside the frame. “Toe” boards 
it all around rhe platform to 
xevent tools being xciden- 
ally kicked off. 

tnterlocking frames 

A joint system which fits the 
top of the frame over the lower 
prevent rain zmter collecting in 
thejoint. 
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Down to the sixteenth century the hod 
was a wicker basket for carrying mortar. 
The brick hod was first mentioned in 
1532 at Westminster, when h&es (long 
landles) of ash timber were bought for 
lads, hammers and mattocks. The hawk 
,vas originally a wooden platform for 
nixing mortar; the hand hawk is a 
alasterer’s tool. Masons’ trowels have 

SIZE: Wag/u: 5f to i&lb; 
Yandle length: 42in. 
MATERIAL: Pan: aluminum 
dloy; liandle: ash 
USE: To carry bricks 

4 brick hod has a three sided 
metal pan which is used to 
zarry bricks from the stack to 
the worksite. It is carried with 
the base of the pan resting on 
Doe shoulder and one hand 
resting on tie !ong handle to 
rteady the tool. 

I 

awk 
OTHER NAME: Plasterer’s 
hawk 
SIZE: 10 x i0 to 14 x 14in. 
MATERIAL: Softwood, 
aluminum alloy 
USE: To carry plaster or mortar 
to the wall 

A hawk is a square sheet of 
softwood or satin-finish alum- 
inum fined with a straight 
wooden handle in the cemer of 
the underside. 

‘Jsing the hawk 
Tip the hawk toward an 
upturned trowel, and lift and 
scoop plaster from the surfme. 
Retwn the hawk to the 
horizontal to keep the rest of 
the plaster from faiiing og. 

changed very little down the ages, but 
special types were developed for 
bricklaying, after the Great Fire of 
London (1666) had destroyed all the 
wooden houses, and for internal and 
external decoration on plasterwork from 
the eighteenth century onward. 

ALUMINUM HAWK 

ALiiMJNUM 
PAN 

-ASH HANDLE 
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Brick Trowel HANDLE 
OTHER NAME: Mason’s rrowel 
SIZE: Blade length: 6f to 1211. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel: 

leather 
USE: To apply mcutar when 
building with bricks or blocks 

TOE 

The brick trowel is a tradi- 
tional tool which has de4oped 
into many various shapes and 
sizes. The most common tool 
here as well as in Britain is the 
“London” pattern trowel 
which has a flat, roughly tri- 
angular blade, which angles 
back at the “heel” to meet the 
tang or shank. The “narrow” 
or standard width blade is use- 
ful when extra mortar is re- 
quired such as when laying 
building blocks. 

The blade is made for right- 
and left-handed masons being 
flat on one side for lifting the 
mortar from a board. The cur- 
ved edge is hardened for cut- 
ting bricks. The handle is set at 
an angle to balance the tool 
while keeping the mason’s 
hand clear of the mortar. It is 
round in section and is some- 
times capped with meta for 
tapping the bricks into place. 

The “Canadian” pattern 
trowel is curved on both edges 
and has a more flexible toe. 

European masons favor a 
shorter, wider blade which is 
square across the heel and 
either completely triangular or 
has a b!lmt p&ted toe. 

PATTERN 

CANADIAN PATTERN 

CONTINENTAL 
PATTERNS 
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ricking up mortar 
Mortar is mixed up on a flat 
plywood board and is lifted 
from this board, a trowel load 
at a time, for spreading on to 
the brick course. A fuii trowei 
load is sticient for approx- 
imately three to foul, bricks. 

//+f@Q /j! &IL.--- 
1. Hold the trowel wirh your 
rhirmb wring on top of the 
handle. This balances the tool 
mmt comfortably in the hand. 

2. Slice off a trowel load of 
mortar and pull it behindyou. 

3. Using the back of the trowel, 
shape the load into a roughly 
triangular mound. 

4. Witk thaflat of the blade on 
the board, slide the trowel 
under the mortar, searing it 
firmly on the blade with a sligkt 
jerk of the wrist. 

Using a trowel 

l-----r-l- ,I a-- 

Hold the edge of the blade over 
the center of the wall. Move the 
trowel backward, tilting it to 
slide the mortar gradually from 
the blade, leaving an even bed 
of mortar approximately lin. 
thick on the surface. 

Cut off excess mortar that pro- 
trudes from the wall after each 
application, by holding the 
blade of the trowel against the 
wall with the face uppermost 
but angled slightly outward. 
Slice along the length of the 
wall to cut and lift the mortar 
cleanly from the bricks. Use 
the mortar to fill uneven areas 
in the mortar bed, or return it 
to the mortar board. 

“Butter” the end of the brick 
with the mortar before it is laid 
against its neighbor. Smooth 
an even tin. thick layer of mor- 
tar on the end with the point of 
the trowel, cutting off excess. 

Position the brick in line with 
the rest of the course pressing it 
into the mortar bed and against 
its neighbor, making a joint 
approximately +in. thick. 

Lay other tricks to cover the 
bed and tap them into line. 
Rest a builder’s level on top of 
the bricks for a horizontal 
check, then plumb the two end 
bricks against the wall face. 

The bed must be “furrowed” 
to allow enough movement to Line up the level on the edge of 
position the bricks. Run the toe the two bricks and tap the 
of the trowel backward along remaining bricks inor out until 
the bed gently tapping a shal- they are aligned. 
low depression in the center. 
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lasteds Trowel 
rHER NAME: Metal floar, 
iiog-on-trowel, finishing trowel 
223: 4 x 10 to 4: x 1 lin. 
ATERIAL: Bladr: steel; 
mdie: hardwood, plastic 
SE: To apply plaster scrarch 
,ats, and finish the top coat with 
rmooth texture 

STEEL BLADE 

The plasterer’s trowel or metal 
Boat is a Rat rectangular sheet 
3f steel with a single or double 
hang handle fitted centrally 
down the back face. For most 
do-it-yourselfers a genera! 
purpose trowel is sticient for 
both applying and finishing the 
material. Some professionals 
prefer a “iaying-on” trowel, 
with its slightly thicker blade, 
for applying the material and a 
“finishing trowel” with a more 
flexible blade to fmish the SW- 
face smoothly. 

atching large areas 
rfacing a large area with 
aster is a skilled job requiring 
snsiderable experience with 
e tools and materials to 
,hieve a first class resuh 
nching areas of loose plaster 
not so demanding, as the 

nmd areas of plaster act as a 
Aide for leveling the new. 

iem@-ving :oose plster 
ising a club hammer and cold 
hisel hack off loore plaster. 
Then rake out the joints to a 
!epth of approximately iin. to 
‘kq” the plaster, and brush 
mse debris from the wall. 

Using the trowel 
Lift the plaster from the hawk 
on to the trowel and then apply 
it to the wall with an twtw 
stroke. Hold the trowel at a 
slight angle to apply pressure to 
spread the material evenly. 
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Leveling the surface 
If the area is larger than the 
trowel, use a stout, straight 
edged wood piece to level the 
surface. Hold the straight edge 
ut bottom of the patch so that it 
rpuns from one sound area to 
the next. Move it up and across 
the wet plaster with a sawing 
motion leveling off the marericrl. 
asyou do so. Smooth any 
uneven areas with a trowel. 
When the surface glaze dries 
out, smooth the patch with a 
wet trowel. 

Plastering a wall 
First fix your own guides to 
establish the thickness of the 
material. Pin gin. faring strips 
or “screeds” to the wall at 5ft. 
centers. Use a builder’s level to 
plumb the strips. The first or 
scratch coat is cement and 
sand mixed in a proportion of 1 
to 4 with water. 

Dampen the wall and apply 
the scratch coat from the bot- 
tom of the wall filling between 
two strips at a time. Level the 
area with a steel trowel and 
then use a straight edge across 
the strips. Complete one bay, 
finish the surface with a wood- 
:n float, and work along wall. 

About four hours later the 
material should be firm enough 
:a key the swface for the top 
:oat. Drive nails through a fw- 
ring strip to make a scratching 
-001. Drag it across the surface 
caving a series of Qin. marks. 

Remove the strips and fill in 
with the mix using a point- 
ing trowel. After a day, wet the 
wall and apply the plaster top 
:oataboutgin. thick. Polishtbe 
axface with a stcei ttowei. 

Margin Trowel 
SIZE: 2 x 4 to 2 x 5in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: sreel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: Tp apply plaster in 
confined spaces 

The margin trowel is like a 
pointing trowel but has a flat 
rectangular blade. It is used by 
plasterers to apply and smooth 
material in areas where a larger 
trowel would be inconvenient. 

Gauging Trowel 
lde length: 6 to 8in. SIZE: Bk 

MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To apply plaster in 
conlined spaces 

The gauging trowel is used by 
plasterers in the same way as a 
margin trowel. It is preferred 
by some professionals for gen- 
eral applications, such as mix- 
ing small quantities of quick 
setting plaster. 

Angle Trowel 
OTHER NAME Plasterer’s 
twitcher 
SIZE: 4 x 2+ with iin. sides 

4TERIAL: B&de: steel: Md 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To fmish internal 

The angle trowel has a ; 
blade with the edges turned up 
at right angles. It is used by 
plasterers to smooth the sot- 
face of the material when work- 
ing into a corner. 

plaster cCxners 
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love Trowel 
IZE:6x3,llx3in. 
lATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
‘andle: hardwood 
SE: To finish the internal curve 
n a plaster molding 

Yhe cove trowel is like a 
Ilasterer’s trowel, but the 
ectangular blade is bent into a 
‘wve across its width. It is 
lsed to smooth the internal 
zurve of the decorative plaster 
noldings sometimes found 
jetween wiling and walls. 

Earner Trowel 
;IZE: Blade Ietgrh: 3;in.; Siderr 2i11. 
UIATERIAL: Blade: steei; 
Smdle: hardwood 
JSE: To finish plaster corners 

3nce the piaster has been ap- 
Jlied with a plasterei’s trowel 
he corner is finished with the 
:orner trowel. This ttowei has 
I steel blade bent to form an 
nternal at external angle of 
30’. The ridge between the two 
elves of the blade forms either 
I radius or a square edge de- 
?ending on the required finish. 

epairing a damaged 
m-ner 

To repair extensive damage 
n external corners, cut back 
laster to the brickwork and 
pply a metal corner bead to 
trengthen the corner. The 
eading has expanded metal 
Gngs which are stuck to the 
ml1 with dabs of wet plaster. 

I. P!umb edge with a builder’s 
!&we1 and check with a straight 
zdge that the nose of the bead is 
&ah witi: the sound plaster. 

5. When the beading is firmly 
Sxed, apply plaster to the area 
pith a plasterer’s trowel and 
Anally smooth the corner with a 
:ormr trowel dipped in water. 
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Edging Trowel 
OTHER NAME: Edger 
SIZE: 2+ x 7 to 4+ x llin. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel: 
Handle: hardwood ’ 
USE: To finish tie edge of 
concrete work 

The edging trowel is a floor 
trowel with one long curved 
edge. It is used to round off the 
corners of ccncrete work. 

oaring Trowel 
OTHER NAJvIE: Concreting 
trowel 
SIZE: Concrering mowel: 4$ x 
1 lin.; Flooring trowel: Length: 14 
tcl11(111. 
‘MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 

,’ Handle: hardwood 
USE: To apply and 6nish mortar 
or concrete on a floor 

The concreting ttowel is sim- 
ilar to a plasterer’s trowel but 
has a heavy gauge steel blade 
for greater rigidity when work- 
ing with 2ggregztes. Use it as 
you would a plasterer’s trowel. 

Another type of flooring 
trowel has a much longer blade 
than normal, which tapers 
slightly from heel to toe. The 
toe is pointed for working into 
corners. The greater surface 
area of ihe blade is useful when 
floating a large floor to a fin- 
ished smooth texture. 
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Re\pairing a concrete floor 

) 
k ‘&. 

1. Break up any loose material 
with a cold chisel to a depth of 
about lin. Use the chisel to 
undercut the sound concrete as 
a key for the new material. 

2. Dampen the sui-f&k and 
apply a paste ofcemenf powder 
and water. Before the paste 
dries, fill with a concrete mix 
of I part cement, to 2 parts sana 
and 2 parts fine aggregate. 
With a concreting trowel push 
mix well into undercut edges. 

3. Ij ihe surface is tmmm after 
troweling, use a straight edge to 
Ievel the surface. 

4. Finish with a woodenj?ont 
for a texturedfinish or a 
%oring trowel for a smooth one. 



pointing Trowel 
IZE: Blade length: 3 to 8in. 
UTERIAL: Blade: steel; 
InndIe: hardwood 
JSE: To apply mortar to the 
,ints between bricks 

The pointing trowel is shaped 
md constructed like a brick 
:rowel but is much smaller and 
x~s a symmetrical blade. It is 
me of several tools used to 
inish the mortar joints be- 
:ween bricks and to apply new 
nortar to a joint where the old 
ncrtar is crumbliig. 

Repoiating 
Repairing a ~crwnbling brick 
joint is known as repainting. 

1. Rake out the loose mortar 
with a cold chisel to a depth of 

Brush otit anv loose 

2. l&k up a roll of fresh‘. 
mortar front the hawk on the 
back of a pointing trowel. 

3. Press it into the vertical 
joints first, followed by the top 
and bottom horizontal joints. 

Ready for shaping 
’ When the mortar is just ban 

enough to take the impressio] 
of a thumb without sticking, i 
is ready to be shaped in 
uumber of ways. 

F 
lush joints 

i( 
u 
ic 
b 
laked joints 

‘OU can make a rough flush 
lint by rubbing the brickwork 
rith burlap, but a flat bladed 
Iinter (“sli’;k.er”) produces a 
Netter finish. 

L flat bladed jointer is also used 
o produce a raked or recess 
aint which is not suitable for 
,xposed brickwork. 

Weather joint 
:orm the vertical joints first, 
.ngling in either directions, 
mt making sure they are all 
in&d the same way. Form the 
lorizontal joints sloping from 
op to bottom. Use a straight 
Edge to guide the edge of the 
ointer to cut off the excess 
nottar from the bottom. 

Zmcave joint 

L 

To make this joint use the 
:onvex jointer. It is available, 
.ike the slicker, with a chisel- 
.ike handle and short blade, 
x with a double hang handle 
fitted to a longer ski-like blade 
turned ap at the front. These 
longer bladed tools are parti- 
:ularly good for finishing the 
horizontal joints, while the 
curved front end is ideal fat 
working the vertical joints. 
The curved section should be 
slightly wider than the joint. 

“V” joint 
This is made with the “V” 
jointer which looks like the 
convex jointer, but has a 
deeper, sharply angled blade. 

Grapevine joint 
This is a decorative flat joint 
with a deeply impressed sha- 
dow line in the center. It is 
made with the grapevine join- 
ter which has a central rib. 

FLUSH RAKED WEATHER 

CcmCAVE -\i” GRAPE 
\‘INE 
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Jointer HARDWOOD 
HANDLE 

OTHER NAMES: Slicker, 
striking tool, striking iron, brick 
iointer 
SIZE: Blade length: 5 to 12in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To Iinish the mortar joints 
between bricks 

CONCAVE JOINTERS 

GRAPEVINE 

The mortar joints between 
bricks must be formed in order 
to make them weatherproof 
and to improve the appearance 
of the brickwork. When the 
mortar is almost dry it is 
pressed into the required Using a j&&r 
shape. Several jointer tools are 
available to produce the re- 

Work along the vertical joints, 

quired joint. 
firsr to impress the pattern or 
angle in the soft mortar. 

Moden Float 
OTHER NAME: Skimmer float 
SIZE: 5 x llin. 
MATERIAL: Face: softwood; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To finish the surface of 
concrete or plaster with a fine 
texture 

HARDWOOD 
HANDLE 

Wooden floats are made either 
with the grain running the 
length of the face, in which case 
the shaped wooden handle is 
fixed directly to it, ot with the 
grain running across the face. 
A cross grained float has the 
handle fitted to a tapered slide, 
which is dovetailed. 

Wooden floats are used to 
finish or “float” plaster or con- 
crete surfaces producing a 
finely textured mm surface. 
Keep face flat while sweeping 
tool lightly across surface. 
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HARDWOOD 
HANDLE 

I 

ITHER Nf.MES: Mastic 
rowel, adhesive trowel, 
latched trowel 
SIZE: Blade length: 4+ x llin 
tiATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
?a,&: hardwood 
JSE: To spread ceramic iile 
ldhesive 

The serrated edge trowel is 
lsed to spread adhesive over 
age areas for operations such 
is covering a floor with ceramic 
:iles. There are two types of 
3lades for the trowel which can 
x bolted to the frame. One 
&de has small “V” serrations 
all around, while the other is 
deeply notched on one side and 
:nd, leaving the other edges 
straight for normal troweling 
operations. 

Cover about 1 square yard of 
the floor with adhesive at a 
time. Holding the blade of the 
trowel at an angle to the floor, 
drag it through the adhesive to 
spread it across the floor to the 
stipulated thickness. 

Rubber Float 

REPLACF., 

~E~~~ 
EDGES 

Using the trowel 

Moving the trowel in one 
direction only, raise regular 
parallel lines to give the 
reauired antount of adhesive 
cover to the area. SIZE: 5 x llin. 

MATERIAL: Face: softwood 
surfaced with rubber; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To apply grout to floor riles 

The rubber float is like a nor- 
mal wooden float, but is sw- 
faced with rubber. It is used to 
apply the grout which SC& the 
joints between floor tiles. It is 
also useful for grouting a large 
area of wall tiles. 

Hold the tool at an angle and 
sweep it across the surface 
working the grout into the 
joints from al! angles. Finally 
wipe off the excess grout from 
the surface of the tiles with a 
damp sponge. 

FloatS can be sunaced with 
other materials such as plastic 
foam, cork and carpet. Sur- 
faces of this type are used ro 
texture plaster surfaces to give 
a decorative finish. 

HARDWOOD HANDLE F-2-.. 
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Caulking Gun 
3THER NAME: Mastic gun 
SIZE: Length: 24in. 
MATERIAL: Steel, zinc and 
aluminum 
L’SE: To apply a waterproof 
xalant to joints around door and 
window frames; to fill cracks 

NOZZLE 

i CARTRIDGE 

PLUNGER 

-I!@ 
A caulking gun takes standard 
cartridges of mastic, a flexible, 
oil or latex based sealant used 
to seal gaps. 

Cartridges of adhesive can 
be used in the gun to apply glue 
for wall paneling. 

Alwaysholdthegunat45” to 
the direction of movement. 

Using the gun 

Squeeze the trigger to eject a 
stream of caulking material 

Concrete Mixer 
;IZE: Domestic use: Capacity 1; 
o 3 cubic ft. 
UTERIAL: Various 
JSE: To mix concrete 

Small concrete mixers, avail- 
lble from rental companies, are 
*valuable when a lot of con- 
aete must be mixed for laying 
loots, paths, driveways and so 
m. They are gasoline ot elec- 

PADDLES 

D”MI ‘IN, 
HANC ,LE 

Measure out the ingredients 
demanded by the requited 
mix, and with the mixer run- 
ning, load the coarse aggregate 
into the drum. Load the sand 
and let it combine with the 
aggregate. Add the dry ce- 
ment, letting the ingredients 
mix thoroughly. Gradually add 
water until the mix reaches the 
required consistency letting it 
mix for about 2 to 3 minutes. 
Tip mix into a wheelbarrow. 

When you have finished with 
the mixer wash out the drum 
by spinning coarse aggregate 
and water in it. Finally hose out 
the &urn and any spilled con- 
crete from the outside. 
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Wheelbamow 
DTHER NAMES: Contractor’s 
wheelbarrow, concrete barrow 
SIZE: Capacity: 3 to 4 cubic ft. 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To carry loads of morrar, 
concrete or rubble about the 
worksire 

HANDLE 
I SHEET STEEL 

CONTAINER 

I 

A strong tubular steel framed 
barrow is essential to move 
materials around a work site. 
Barrows are available with 
solid and pneumatic tires. 

1 UYU-R 
FRAME 

When a loaded barrow must 
stand for some time, r&eve the 
strain on the tire by supporting 
the frame in front of the wheel 
on a brick. PNEUMATIC 

TIRE 

crow Bar PIVOT FOR 
SIZE: 6Oin. 

TIPPING LOAD 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To lever heavy weights 

A crow bar is a length of lbin. 
diameter steel rod, pointed at 
one end and chisel shaped at 
the other. 

Insert one end of the crow 
bar under the object being 
moved, and wedge a strong 
block of wood or masonry un- 
der the bar as a fulcrum. Press 
down on the bar to lever the 
object out of its place. 

CHISEL El 

Rope Pulley 
OTHER NAME: Block and 
tackle 
SIZE: Lifting capacity: 3; to 
8cwt 
MATERIAL: Line: sisal, nylon, 
steel; Blockr: various 
USE: To lift heavy weights 

HOOK 

HdOK 

The rope pulley system is a 
series of blocks and lines used 
together to lift heavy weights. 
The more times the rope passes 
over a wheel o: “sheave” in a 
block, the greater the mecban- 
ical advantage and therefore 
the lifting power. The tackle is 
held above the weight being 
lifted by a hook attached to the 
top, fixed block. This lixing 
must be secure for efficient and 
safe lifting. A hook on the 
lower, movable block is fitted 
to the weight, which is lifted by 
pulling on the free end of the 
rope. If the weight is to be held 
clear of the ground, tie off the 
rope securely. 
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Chain Hoist 
OTHER NAMES: Chain blocks, 
block and tackle 
SIZE: Lifting capacity: 5 to 
3Ocwt (available up to 10 tons) 
MATERIAL: Steel 
USE: To lift heavy weights 

The chain hoist is used like a 
rope pulley, but it can lift 
heavier weights. The power is 
transmitted to the load through 
a series of gears or through a 
double chain wheel. 

Chain wheel hoist 
The chain wheel assembly has 
two wheels, one slightly sma- 
ler than the other, shaped to 
prevent the chain slipping. A 
continuous length of chain 
passes over the wheels to form 
two loops. The movable hook . ^ . . 

HOOK 

CHAIN GUIDE 

LOAD CARRYING 

hangs *mm a wneel m one a* 
the loops. If one side of the 
other loop is pulled, the chain 

f 

will pass through the whole 
system, gradually raising or 
lowering the hook. The load 
remains at rest in any position 
without having to be tied off. 

The winch is used mainly to 
uproot tree trunks, or pull 
heavy weights such as boats or 
other vehicles but it can be 
used just as successfully to lift 
weights vertically. 

A lever on the winch ac- 
tivates self-energizing jaws 
which grip and pull the cable. 
Open the jaws to pass the cable 
through the machine. A hook 
at the other end of the cable is 
located in a sling which passes 
around the load. The fixed 
hook on the winch locates on a 
similar sling which passes 
around an anchor point. Pull 
the cable through the winch by 
hand to take up the slack, and 
lock the jaws on to it. 

A second lever passes the 
cable in the opposite direction 
to take the load off the machine 
so that the jaws can be opened 
to retrieve the cable. 

DOUBLE CHAIN 
WHEEL 

,CFIIN GUIDE 

Geared chain hoist 
Pulling on the chain 
transmitsforce through a 
small gear wheel to a 
larger one so increasing 
lifring power. The chain 
hoist is fitted with a 
ratchet system to su@port 
the load in any position. 

b PULL;NG LOOP 

-REVERSING LEVER 

1 ABLE 
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xe 
*ike the hammer, the axe is an ancient tool, 
mong the first used by man. It developed over 
long period from about 8000 to 2000 BC. The 

irst heads were of flint or other hard stone, 
ixed to wooden or bone handles, either let in 
lirectly or fitted into a slot in a knee-shaped 
iend and lashed with thongs. The earliest 
:opper axe heads followed the same pattern. 
XIith the discovery of the bronze casting 
xocess, the heads were made with a slot to fit 
wer the end of the bent handle. It took some 
ime for Bronze Age smiths to realize that a 
nore efficient tool would be produced by 
naking a hole in the head itself to take the 
candle. Axes constructed this way eventually 
appeared in Eastern Europe about 2500 BC. 
3ddly enough the Egyptians never adopted this 
obvious solution for securing the axe head but 
xeferred the old-fashioned method of attaching 
:he head with thongs. Other notable carpenters 
,f the period, the Cretans and Myceneans, 
.ntroduced a special tool, the double axe, which 
also became a religious symbol. It was not 
mown in Europe after the Roman period but 
re-emerged about 1840 in Maine, where it was 
used for felling trees. 

With the introduction of iron, axes became 
more speciali.?ed. The Romans developed a full 
range of felling, hewing and general purpose 
axes and about this time the smiths discovered 
that iron could be transformed into steel by 
working it with the charcoal from the forge and 
that this, when tempered, gave a sharper and 
more effective tool. 

Once the basic construction had been 
perfected, the axe diversified even further to 
suit the special requirements of crafts, such as 
ship-building and barrel-making. During the 
Middle Ages, different tradesmen developed 
their own patterns, each type having regional 
variations according to the kind of work done 
and the local wood available. 

Over the last two centuries, the number of 
specialized and regional variants has dwindled. 
However, a revitalizing contribution from 
America was the long handled, wedge headed 
felling axe, indispensable to pioneers. Whereas 
most earlier European axes were flat backed, 
this had a heavy poll which gave more weight 
and therefore more momentum to the 
woodman’s swing. 

The difference between an axe and a hatchet 
is primarily one of size. A large, heavy headed 
tooi wielded with both hands is an axe; hatchets 
are always used with one hand and usually have 
lighter heads and straight handles. 

.xe heads 
lead shapes vary according to 
ie function of the axe. They 
in be wedge shaped, flat 
acked, curve edged, with or 
,ithout lugs or even equipped 
6th vocational extras, like the 
zike on a fire axe. However, 
le basic elements are the same 
nd the Kent axe head (below) 
xorporates most of the fea- 
xes found on any modern 
xe. 

POLL 
I 

I 

YE- 

SHOULDER 
low it works 
in axe cuts with a cutting and 
plitting action. The sharp 
:dge of the bit makes the initial 
:ut and the weight of the thick 
vedge drives in after it to open 
ip the cut. The heavier the 
lead, the greater the cutting 
brce. The angle at which the 
:utting edge is ground will to 
;ome extent be determined by 
:he wood being cut. 

SOFTWOOD HARDWOOD 

The angle of the edge 
A fine narrow edge will ruin 
softwoods but will SOCWI becom 
blunt ;f used on hardwoods 
which need a chunkier, wide? 
angled edge. 
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Handles, Shafts and Hafts 
Axe and hatchet handles are 
commonly made from hickory 
or ash. Both woods are strong 
and springy due to their long 
fibers, and can withstand and 
absorb the shocks incurred 
during use. 

Some modern hatchets are 
now made with tubular steel 
handles with a hammer-like 
grip toabsorb the shock. These 
handles are made as an integral 
part of the hatchet and should 
last the tool’s lifetime. 

Handle shapes have uadi- 
tionally been a matter of per- 
sonal preference. Before mass 
production, craftsmen would 
make their own. These were 
often straight, being a simpler 
shape to make, and usually oval 
in section for comfortable 
handling and greater direc- 
tional control. Straight handle 
axes are still available while 
hatchets, being one handed 
tools often have straight, ham- 
mer like handles. 

The most common axe 
handle today, used also for hat- 
chets, is the “fawnfeot” pat- 
tern. This beautifully curving 
shape, thought to have evolved 
in America for the felling axe, 
has a wide shoulder and a slim, 
elliptical section. The end has a 
pronounced swelling resembl- 
ing the foot of a fawn complete 
with toe and heel. This is a 
safety feztlire ivy& prever,ts 
the axe from slipping danger- 
ously through the hand. 

Fitting a new shaft 
A wooden axe handle is fitted 
to the head through the wais- 
ted, elliptical ho!e knownas the 
eye. The tapered end of the 
handle is spread and held in 
place with a wedge. To replace 
a broken handle, remove the 
broken end from the eye using 
a chisel. Make a saw cut length- 
ways across the top end of the 
new shaft and cut a slim hard- 
wood wedge to fit. Drive the 
handle into the head until it is 
a tight fit, then drive in the 
wedge. Cut off any projecting 
waste flush with the axe head. 
Additional metal wedges can 
be driven in across the eye. 

Kent Axe 
OTHER NAME: Broad hatchet 
SIZE: Head: Z+lb.; Handle: 18in 
MATERIAL: Head: steel; 
Handle: hickory 
USE: General puqmse 

1 number of Eng!ish axes were 
lamed after the counties in 
which they were developed and 
ised but the Kent axe is the 
mly surviving pattern. Al- 
hough there are a number of 
rariations of the Kent pattern, 
nest have a symmetrical blade 
vith a curved cutting edge, 
urved shoulders, pointed lugs 
n front and behind the eye, 
md a flat poll. The handle is 

usually the fawnfoot type but 2 
straight, hammer type handle 
can be fitted m the Smalley 
versions. 
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Hunter’s Hatchet 
ITHER NAME: Canada hatchet 
;IZE: Head: 1: to lflb.; 
Szndle: 14 to 16in. 
UTERIAL: Head: steel; 
‘landle: ash or hickory 
JSE: To trim and shape wood 

The hunter’s hatchet has a 
light, wedge-type head and a 
slightly curved handle with a 
straight foot. The Canada hat- 
chet has a similar head, but is 
fitted with a fawnfoot handle. 

dalf Hatchet 
)THER NAMES: Shingle 
atchet; lathing hatchet 
;IZE: Head: l&to Zlb.; 
fandIe: 12 to 13% 
MATERIAL: Head: steel; 
handle: hickory or steel tube 
vith vinyl grip 
JSE: To trim and nail shingles 
I* lathes 

The half hatchet always has a 
head with a straight front edge, 
3 rounded rear shoulder and an 
Elongated poll which may be 
xtagonal, square or rounded 
to form a hammer head. In 
some cases the curved shoulder 
is notched to forma nail puller. 
The flat front edge enables the 
head m be used close to a 
corner as when fixing lathes 
near a ceiling. 
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Wedge Felling Axe 
OTHER NAMES: American PX~, 
square axe, Yankee axe 
SIZE: Head: 2f to 6lb.; Handle: 
2: to 36in. 
bL4TERIAL: Head: steel; 
Handle: hickory 
USE: To fell trees or cut a 
“nouth” for the felling saw 

Felling axes are the largest type 
of axe. The head weight and 
handle length usually reduce in 
proportion m maintain a well 
balanced tool. 

The wedge pattern, said to 
have come to prominence in 
the USA, is now the most 
widely used type for felling and 
general work. It has a thick 
short head with a single wedge 
shaped bit and is noted fc : its 
large flat poll. The cheeks are 
extra thick, swelling out about 
2in. up from the cutting edge 
which has a cutting bevel on 
cuch side. Its stocky shape and 
concentrated weight make this 
pattern comparatively easy m 
use- it is steadier and therefore 
more accurate to swing. There 
are many regional variations - 
Kentucky wedge, Canadian 
wedge, etc. 

JERSEY WEDGE 

,MICHlGAN WEDGE 

KENTUCKY WEDGE 

English Felling Axe 
OTHER NAMES: Kent felling 
axe; trimming axe; n Junding axe 
SIZ :E: Head: 3 IO 61b.; Handle: 
28 t :o 36in. 

.TERIAL: Head: steel; 
!tdk: hickory 
USE: T ‘o fell, lop and top tree3 

This axe has a straight front 
edge, single flared shoulder, 
and pointed lug behind the eye. 
It has a longer, slimmer head 
than the American wedge and a 
square poll. 
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Double Bit Axe 
SIZE: Head: 3$lb. 
VIATERIAL: Head: steel; 
-handle: hickory 
JSE: To fell, lop and top trees 

This axe has &edge type head 
nith two cutting edges and is, 
in effect, two axes in one. Be- 
xause the t-m edges share the 
work, it does not need sharpen- 
ing so often. It can also be 
ground to different cutting be- 
vels for various types of work. 

The axe is fitted with a 
straight, symmetrical handle 
which allows it to be gripped 
:ither way round. It is most 
mnmonly known in the USA, 
where it has been irreverently 
alled the Methodist Axe be- 
raause it is two faced. 

Using a felling axe 
The felling axe is designed to 
x used with two hands, one 
sripping :he handle close to the 
:oot end, the other sliding up 
md down the handle during 
:he swing. The wing should 
3e a natural movement using 
:he whole body, legs apart and 
alightly flexed to give good 
stability, and the feet firmly 
?laced. 

-.A 4 A” 
Downward cut 
Lift the axe with the sliding 
hand under the head. full this 
arm back, lifting the axe head 
up and away jt.o??l the ma, at 
the same time misting your 
body. Your fixed hand, holding 
on to the front of the handle, 
will pass across your body and 

similar way but the axe is 
pulled back in a low arc with 
the body bent away from 
the tree. 

Take care to avoid a 
glancing blow which could came 
the blade to skid off the tree. 
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Slater’s Axe 
7;YZ.y: Length: approximately 

MATERIAL: Head: steel; 
Hmdle: ash 
USE: To trim and cut slate 

The slat&s axe has a rectan- 
gular shq?ed bit about l&n. 
long. It is fitted by means of a 
taog to a 6in. round section 
handle that is parallel with the 
cutting edge. A fla: spike, curv- 
ing slightly backward toward 
the handle projects from the 
back edge of the bit near the 
center. The spike is for punch- 
ing nail holes into slates. 

To trim slate, SUFFOIT the 
roughly shaped piece on a 
straight edged flat block. With 
the edge of the slate over- 
hanging the block, make a se- 
ries of cuts with the axe using 
the straight edge as a guide. On 
finishing the lirst side, turn the 
slate 90” and trim the second 
side. Continue un:il all sides 
are straight and square. 

Side Axe 
OTHER NAMES: Broad axe, 
hewing axe 
SIZE: Head: 3 to 71b. 
MATERIAL: Head: steel; 
Ifan&: ash or hickory 
USE: To trim, shape and 
dimension lumber 

A side axe was widely used by 
the medieval builder but is un- 
common now. It is short han- 
dled and easily manoeuvered in 
a small space. Only one edge of 
the bit is beveled for cutting, as 
the blade is used flat against the 
work. It belongs to the broad 
axe family, and so has a curved 
cutting edge wider than the 
depth of the head. Side axes are 
sometimes fitted with specially 
cranked hand!es which offset 
the grip and provide generous 
knuckle clearance. 

COACHaVAKERS’ AXE 

Alternatively, the eye of the 
axe is set off-center to throw 
the handle out at an angle from 
the line of the cutting edge. A 
number of trades used side 
axes in various forms, and 
these were known as coopers’ 
axes, coachmakers’ axes, and 
wheelwrights’ axes. In each 
case they were used for shaping 
components such as barrel 
staves or wheel spokes. 
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The history of the adze follows very 
:losely that of the axe. The heads were 
nade of the same materials and the shape 
vas similar. However the fixing to the 
candle had to be modified to bring the 
xtting edge at right angles to it instead 
)f being in the same plane. For this 
‘eason the adze is still known as the 
‘cross-axe” in some ccuntries. 

The Cretans of the Late Bronze Age 
lad double bladed adzes and the axe-adze, 
with an axe on one side and an adze on 

Adze 

The cutting edge of the adze 
blade is at right angles to the 
line of the handle and is ground 
on the back surface only. The 
longitudinal curve of the blade 
is matched to the arc of the 
swing of the tool using the 
traditional curved handle. The 
adze head eye is squared and 
tapered so that the head is 
automatically tightened during 
the swing, but can be removed 
for sharpening by slipping it 
along the handle. 

Different shaped heads are 
wailable. The carpenter’s, 
;hipbuilder’s and curved blade 
adze heads, in use for cen- 
turies, are still available in mc 
Sern tool catalogs. 

Earpenter’s adze 

i 
, 

“j 

This is almost flat across the 
blade and may have a flat, hag 
71 pin poll. It is used to shape 
flat sections of wood. 

the other. Roman carpenters thought very 
highly of the axe-adze, indeed no 
Roman carpenter or military engineer 
would be seen without one. It still 
survives as the grubbing mattock. 

One problem with the adze is that in 
normal use it is difficult to keep the head 
rigid on the handle. The Cretans first 
solved this by providing a deep socket; 
the socket is now made square and the eye 
tapered so that the head can be easily 
removed for grinding and sharpening. 
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IHIPBUILDER’S ADZE 
-his tool is similar to the 
arpenter’s adze but it has a 
ared cutting edge 5tin. wide. 

,urved blade adze ,urved blade adze 
rhis tool has a curved, gouge rhis tool has a curved, gouge 
ype head with a blade curved ype head with a blade curved 
n both directions. It is used to n both directions. It is used to 
:ut hollows such as the tradi- :ut hollows such as the tradi- 
ional wooden seat of the ional wooden seat of the 
‘Windsor” chair. 

Jsing the adze- 
Grand on or astride the work- 
‘iem and swing the adze back- 
lard andforward with a 
wtdulum action. The thigh 
ontrols the deptk of the swing 
y acttag as a stop against the 
winging mm. In skilled hands 
m adze can renxwe a 

considerable amount of wood or 
producejim shavings when 
finishing the swface. 

%3e 
ITHER NAMES: Riving axe, 
,leaving iron, rending axe 
iIZE: Blade iength: 
pproximately 15in. 
v%ATERi.\L: Blade: steel; 
-land/e: hickorv 
JSE: To split lumber along 
he grain 

HANDLE 

BLADE /7%&i 

The free is used to split wood 
along the grain. It is much 
Juicker to split lumber along 
tie grain than to saw it. It was 
already in common use in Ro- 
man times where it was used 
zhietly to split oak roofing 
shingles. The tool is still in use 
For this purpose as well as to 
split lumber for planks, wheel 
spokes or simply firewood. 

Using the free 
Drive the wedge shaped blade 
!nto rhe end grain of the lumber 
nith a wooden mallet nr,froe 
:lub. Use the handle, extending 
zt right angles to the blade, as 

a lever to twist the blade, 
extending the split lengthwise. 
If the lumber resists splitting, 
drive the blade further with the 
mallet, and leoer once more. 
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3ill Hook 
,IZE: Blade length: 9 to loin. 
AATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
fandie: ash 
JSE: To cur and lay hedges and 

FERRULE - 

SH HANDLE 

~/CUTTING / // 

The bill hook is a wide bladed 
tnife fitted with a straight 
handle, used to chop wood, to 
split thin branches, to make 
hurdles and to lay hedges. 
There is still a variety of 
“hooks” available from mod- 
xn catalogs, which are derived 
From patterns developed many 
years ago by local craftsmen. 

The tang of the blade passes 
right through the hardwood 
handle and is riveted over. 
The swelling at the end of the 
handle prevents the tool slip- 
ping out of the hand when it is 
swung with a chopping action. 

Sharpen the cutting edge of 
the bill hook with a slipstone or 
use a scythe stone. 

Laying a hedge 
To make a strong hedge, thin 
out every five years leaving the 
strong bushes every 12in. 
Trim off branching and cut 
the stem of the bush halfway 
through, near the ground with 
a downward angled stroke. 
Bend the bush to a flat angle, 
facing uphill, locating it under 
its neighbor to secure it. When 
a row of bushes are cut and bent, 
interweave stakes with &em. 

Country people in Britain 
use the bill hook to lay hedges 
and make lightweight fencing. 

Preparing the branches 

leauing strorzg b;shes about a 
foot apart. Bend each tree 
trunk ouer and half cut near 
the base. Force it down nearly 
horizontal but do not break. 

Interweaving stakes 
Try to push part of each 
horizontal trunk under its 
neighbor, always working 
uphill. Drive in the stakes at 

right angles to the trunks 
making sure they are 
interwoven with the trunks, 
Secure the tops with split 
willow and hazel. 
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r- 
I Making wooden fencing 

You can make lightweight 
fencing by driving sharpened 

, stakes every 9in. into the 
ground or into a prepared 
,engtb of lumber and inter- 
wewing them with split, pli- 
Ible willow, hazel or holly 
mnches. The bill hook is 
lssd to sharpen the stakes and 
:o split the “withies”. Start the 
xt in the end of the branch and 
:wist the blade to propagate 
he spiit along the grain. The 
.esAting strip is woven be- 
:ween the stakes and at the end, 
,s twisted before returning it 
?!ong the row to .prevtnt it 
xeaking at that pomt. 

Splitting the with& 
Use the bill hook to split 
willow, holly or hazel branc?ws 
to make weaving strips. 

weme each strip through the 
upright stakes. 

Slashing Hook 
3THER NAME: Brushing hook 
SIZE: Blade lengrh: 9 fo 14in.; 
Mmdle length: 22 to 32in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: steel; 
WandIe: ash 
USE: To cut back hedges and 
mdergrowth 

Slashing hooks are fitted with 
iong handles so that the bead 
:an be swlug wirh ccnsider- 
able fcrce when clering 
undergrowth and thinning out 
hedges. They have similar 
blades to the bill hook and are 
also available in a wide variety 
Df locally produced shapes, in- 
Eluding a sickle-like blade. 

Clearing overgrown hedges 
Use the slasher to control 
?wm~ay” hedges but remove 
undergrowth with a shorter- 
handkd hook. o 

n 

ASH HANi)LE 

-CUTTING EDGE 

k-- CUTTING EDGE 
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Scythe 

v 
CUT TING EDGE 

The scythe is the naditional 
reaping tool which has been 
used for centuries around the 
world. Although machinery 
hPs taken over the scythe’s 
reaping role, it is still useful for 
cutting down extensive areas of 
long grass, weeds or bracken. 

.-i‘ _..-_. 

The long, slightly curving 
blade, sharpened along one 
edge has a right angled tang 
which fits into a metal collar on 
the end of the elegantly curving 
shaft or snath. Other names for 
the shaft are made, mead, 
sneathe and batt. The handles, 
known as nibs, hand pins or 
doles are fitted at an angle 
which suits the user. The grass Using the scythe 
nail, a rod which is stretched Sweep the scythe across and in 
across from the snath to the 
blade, prevents grass lodging 

front of you. Adopt a steady 
rhythm. Experienced countrymen 

between the heel of the blade should be able to mozv up to an 
and the math. acre per day. 

SIZE: Blade: 24 fo 40in.; 
South: 56in. 
MATERIAL: Blade: sreel; 
Snarls: hickory, aluminum alloy 
USE: To cut weeds and 
long grass 

TANG 
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Sickle 
OTHER NAMES: Reaping 
‘mk, bagging hook, grass hook r-” _. . . .^ .,. 

Ln I I3.KIP.L Blade: 
Handle: hardwood, tubn!~; stee!, 

Sickles are curved knives 
which are still used to wt long 
grass or weeds in areas which 
are difficult to clear with ma- 
chinery or even a scythe. The 
handle is angled upward so that 
the blade is swept parallel with 
the ground. 

Using the sickle 

CUTTING EDGE 

With a natural sweeping 
movement of the hand and 
mrist, slice sideways through 
thegrass. Hold back over- . *rangtnggrowth with a stick. 

Grass hook 
rhis is a modern version of the 
tickle, and it is a cross between ..~ 
:Ile sickle and . . . . scythe. 
;WgtXly curving blade which 
:an be fitted with a short ha- 
Idle or with a tubular steel 
;haft up to 32in. long. 

Pitch fork 
The traditional hay or pitch 

fo?k js the most useful toolfor 
pzAwg~p long grass or 

r 
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The principal tool of the Neolithic with iron, nsually costing abont four 
farmers was the hoe, which had a stone times as much as the spade itself. The 
head lashed to the handle, like the grubbing mattock is a direct descendant 
woodworkers’ adze of the time. Down to of the Roman soldier-carpenter’s axe- 
the Middle Ages shovels for shifting earth adze, which also fathered the pickaxe. 
or mixing mortar were made of solid Digging forks and hand forks came later. 
wood, but spades for digging were shod 

Pickaxe 
OTHER \rn LIE_ n:., 
SIZE: W 
Handle ; : 
:\lATER 

IYl3,“lJL ,-KK 
eighr: 5,7, 1Olb; 
36in. 
IAL: Head: sreel. CHISEL TIP 

Horzdleie; hickory, good quality ash 
USE: To break up solid materials 

! 
Pickaxes have one pointed tip, 
which is used to hack through 
CORC~~IC axi other very hard 
surtkxs. The chisel (or spade) 
,,p L., ~x?d fer r!+ping up 
soiter materials, likeasphalt, or 
compacted soil. A lightweight 
ilb pickaxe with a 26in. tu- 
bular steel handle is handy for 

1 

g,arden use. Heads and handles 
czn be bought separately. 

L ROAD WEDGE 

oad Wedge and Tongs 
SIZE: Wedge: 18 x l$in.; 
Tongs: 24in. 
MATERIALS: Steel 
USE: To break up tough surfaces 

These tools are used on sur- 
faces too rugged to be broken 
up with a pickaxe, or to make a 
start before getting to work 
with a pickaxe. One person 
holds the wedge, with the point 
against rhe surface, in the 
tongs, while another strikes 
it with a heavy hammer. 
These toois are now genera!!g 
superseded by power tools. 

Grubbing Mattock, 
SIZE: W&ht: 51b; Handle: 36ti. 
MATERIAL: Head: steel; 
Handle: hickory, good quality ash 
USE: To grub out tree rcwts 

The chisel tip of the grubbing 
mattock is used to break the 
ground up around the roots 
and split and hack out the re- 
mains of the stump below 
ground. The wider blade loos- 
ens and prises out roots. 

ANVIL 

WIDE BLADE 
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Post i-ioie Digger 
ITHER NA.MES: Post bole 
,orer. post hole auger 
;IZE: Blades: 6in.; S&f?: 48in. 
UTERIAL: Steel 
JSE: To make holes in the 
;round to take fence supports 

The most effective version of 
:he post hole digger is a borer 
Nhich is pushed into the soil 
and twisted like a corkscrew. 
The blades, mounted horizon- 
tally on a steel bit, cut rapidly 
though the soil which is czi- 
ried up to the surface by their 
action, leaving the hole clear. 

Tree PlantiE-g Too’. 
OTHER NAMES: Draining tool, 
trenching tool 
SIZE: Blade: 16f x 5tin. 
MATERIAL: 9!z&r a!loy nee!; 
Hmdle: wood or strengrh&xd 
plastic; Shaft: wood 
USE: To plant trees 

The length of the blade makes 
it easier to dig to a good depth 
for tree planting, particularly 
where you do not want to dis- 
turb the surrounding grcund 
too much. The long taperi-g 
blade shape makes it possible 
to dig out a deep, siraight- 
sided hole suitable for fence 
posts. It is also used for drain- 
age trenches and channels. 

Shovei 
SIZE: 11 x S&in., 124 x loin., 
16: x 14in. 
MATERIAL: Head: steel; Shaft: 
hard;nood, tubular alloy steel . 
USE: To shift gravel, manure, 
sand, cement, coal 

Shovels are made in different 
shapes - taper mouth, round 
mouth and square mouth. The 
taper mouth is a dual purpose 
shovel used for shifting loads 
and for digging. The round 
mouth is used for shovelling up 
hezvy materis! !iie rtibble, 
and is also sometimes used for 
digging. The square mouth 
shovel is chiefly used for shit- 
ing sand and cement, parti- 
cularly in concrete making, 
when the straight edge of the 
head can be used to mix the 
constituents together. 

3order Spade 
i!ZE: 9 Y 5tin. 
MATERIAL: B&de: alloy steei, 
tainless steel; Handle: molded 
,&tic, hardwood; Shafr: 
luminum alloy, hardwood 
JSE: Light digging 

HANDLE 

Border spades are useful when 
digging in restricted plots OI 
among established plants. Be 
ing lighter in weight they are 
often suitable for the elder!y crl 
disabled gardener,, ‘but cad be 
used wherever hght digging 
only is needed. 
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Digging Spade Terrex Spade 
SIZE: 7+x 11%x, 6f x lo&in. 
MATERIAL:-Blade: allofsreel, 
stainless sreei; iiandie: molded 
plastic, hardwood; Shaft: 
hardwood 
USE; Heavy digging WOODEN 

/ 

‘7,” HANDLE 

Digging spades have rounded, 
pointed and square blade 
shapes. Some have treaded 
:turned overj shoulders, for 
:o.zfort and protection for feet 
and footwear. Handles can be 
D- or T-shaped. 

Stainless steel spades are the 
best as their polished blades 
lut into the soil most easily. 
However, alloy steel blades 
will perform efficiently if kept 
clean and polished after nse. 
Before storing them away, 
rcrape all clogging earth off 
Nith a piece of wood, wash the 
blade, and wipe it over with an 
aily rag when dry. An alloy 
xeei biade can be sharpened 
when necessary with a file. 

Choose a spade of a size and 
weight to suit your strength. 
Thrust the spade into the 
pound vertically for success- 
M deep digging. A slanted 
&de prod.zces sL4lower and 
riower digging. 

A variation of the digging 
spade has an alloy steel blade 
with four large points to pro- 
ride a strong cutting action in 
xavy soil such as clay. This 
nakes it particularly useful for 
people who 2re setting out a 
xand new garden. 

STEEi BLADE 

OTHER NAME: Automatic 
spade 
SIZE: Blade: 8 x 4in. 
MATERIAL: Alloy steel 
USE: As?is:cd digging 

TUBULAR STEE 
SHAFT 

With this spade the earth is 
!ifted 2nd turned by a spring 
and lever action which elim- 
inates unpleasant bending and 
the physical effort of lifting the 
soil. The digger only has to 
push the blade into the ground 
with the foot plate and lever the 
handle backward slightly. It is 
poi;u!a: wit!: &+r!y or Iis&- 
led gardeners and is also a time 
wer for the able-bodied, en- 
abling them to dig a much 
larger area of ground at one 
time than they could with a 
conventional digging spade. 
There is an optional fork head 
attachment. 
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Digging Fork 
3THER NAMES: Garden fork. 
:raip :raip 
SIZE: Pro?lgs: 8 x LZin., SIZE: Pro?lgs: 8 x LZin., 
7a x llgin., 7 PC Ilin., 6; x llin.. 7) x llfin., 7 PC Ilin., 6: x llin.. 
j& x 10&n.; Jfrrnior size:m5 Y 7in.; j+ x 10&i*.; Jfrrnior size: 5 Y 7in.; 
Icngrh: 39 x 40in.;Junior: 32in. Icngrh: 39 x 40in.;Junior: 32in. 
MATERIAL: Prongs: stainless MATERIAL: Prongs: stainless 
;teel, alloy steel; Handle: ;teel, alloy steel; Handle: 
zoughened plastic, wood; Shzft: zoughened plastic, wood; Shzft: 
dun&urn alloy, hardwood dun&urn alloy, hardwood 
USE: To break up dug over soil USE: To break up dug over soil 

The fork is used after ground 
has been dug over with a spade 
to loosen and break up the soil 
even more. It is particularly 
useful on heavy soils which 
tend to stay in large clods after 
digging. You can also use it for 
lawn aeration - tllJsti*g the 
prongs repeatedly as deeply as 
possible into the turf. It is ideal 
for lifting plants, as the prongs 
are less likely to damage the 
root system, and can be used 
for spreading and forking over 
manure and compost and for 
forking in fertilizers. 

Forks are available with T- 
or D-shaped handles. 

Border Fork 
SIZE: Pronest 9 x 54in.Q Oncrall 
!engrh: 36&i>. - 
MATERIAL: Prcrqgs: steel; 
Handle: wood, ulasric; Shnfr: 
aluminum alloy, plastic 
USE: To break up dug-over soil 

The small, light border fork is 
used in confined places or 
crowded borders and for 
loosening weeds growing 
intermingled in clumps of per- 
ennials. Fork lightly through 
the clomp without disturbing 
established flowers. 

Potato Fork 
OTHER NAME: Light 
plantarion fork 
SIZE: Prongs: 124 x 7$in.; Skzfr: 
30 to 32in. 
MATERIAL: Prongr: alloy steel; 
Handle: plastic, wood; 
Shaft: wood 
USE: To lift root crops 

The Rat faced prongs of the 
potato fork are designed for 
strength and to avoid damag- 
ing the crop. The fork can also 
be used to spread compost. 

Long Handled Weed E 
SIZE: Head: 3 x 4ain.; Shaft: 30, 
48, 54 or 56in. 
MATERIAL: Head: steel; 
%&: tubular steel, aluminum 
allo$, wood 
USE: To weed 

The long handled fork is parti- 
cularly useful when weeding 
wide flower beds or at the back 
of planred borders. The short- 
er shafted ones are used on 
rockeries and raised beds. 

Hand Fork 
OTHER NAME: Weed fork 
SIZE: Head: 3 x 4fin.; Handle: 5 
to :2in. 
MATERIAL: Head: sreel, 
aluminum alloy; Handle: wood, 
aiuminum allcy, p!astic, nylon 
USE: To loosen soil 

The hand fork is used among 
small plants. The prongs are 
usually flat, but some types are 
twisted once. These are pre- 
sented edge on, for use in hea- 
vily compacted soil. 
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:and Trowel H 
0 
SI 
wi, 
M 
SU 
ah 
pl: 

rHER NAME: Garden tnwxl 
ZE: Blade length: 5in.i Blade 
drh: 2 to iin.; Handle: 5 to 12in. 
ATERIAL: Blade: stainless 
se,, allov sreel, strengthened 
lminuk alloy; Handle: wood, 
astic sleeved aluminum alloy, 
astic, nylon 
SE: To planr seedlings 

bt 
m 
SC 

‘ide b!aded trowels are the 
zst for planting, as the blads 
lakes a good sized hole in the 
il. The narrower bladed 
owels are good for planting 
ulbs and small seedlings. 
‘row& are useful for potting 
p and seedbox work in the 
remhouse. 
Two variations of the hand 

.owel are the fix trowel and 
ne point. The fine trowel has 
n offset head which helps to 
eep the hand above the soil 
urface, making work easier in 
lamp or heavy conditions. The 
ine point is specially designed 
or delirate work with house 
lams. It is useful too, for 
zparating and thinning seed- 
ngs and makdng furrows in a 
xdbed or seedbox. 
Some hand trowels are grad- 

ated with planting depths on 
ne blade and have a retractable 
xasuring tape in the handle. 

daisy Grubber 
)THER NAME: Lawn weeder 
IZE: Head: 6in.; Handle: 5in. 
UTERIAL: Prongs: alloy steel; 
fandle: wood 
JSE: To pull weeds from a lawn 

The daisy grubber pulls up 
~11 rooted weeds that spoil a 
awn. Push the two prongs into 
he ground as deeply as poss- 
ble under the weed. Lever the 
Tubber backward, using the 
empered steel “elbow” as a 
‘i&rat 2nd tez: .;p :hc weed 
,y its roots. 

STEEL BLADE 

FORK 

Kbber 
THER NAME: Dibble 
[ZE: Varmus 
LATERIAL: Alloy steel, wood 
SE: To make planting holes 

HANDLE 

The simplest dibbers a: _ about 
to Sin. long with B D handle 

,nd are made of wood shaped 
o a point. Dibbers of steel and 
vooden dibbers with steel tips 
ire also available. Some are 
paduated for guiding the 
iepth of planting. Hrliowed, 
;teel dibbers, called bulb plan- 
:ers, are manufactured up to 
sin. diameter. Many gardeners 
make their own dibbers from 
the handles of superannuated 
spades or forks. 

There are also dibbers de- 
signed to make a series of pre- 
spaced holes simultaneously 
They are plastic floats carrylr~~ 
a number of pointed studs 
which are pressed into the soi 
in seed trays, leveling the eartf 
at the same time as they creatf 
the seed holes. This speeds Ui 
seed sowing and also regulate 
spacing and depth. 

Make sure a dibber is not to< 
sharply pointed, otherwiw 2‘ 
air space may be left hen-z:h 
transplanted seedling. 
can fill with water and’;. 
cause root decay. 
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Draw Hoe 
OTHER NAMES: Swan necked 
hoe, drag hoe 
SIZE: Lenczh: 54 to 66in.; 
Bkzde: from Zin. 
MATERIAL: Head: alloy steel, 
stainless stee!; Shaft: plastic 
sleeved alummum alloy, 
hardwood 
USE: To break up soil, weed, 
mulch, turn up earth 

Draw hoe blades come in a 
variety of shapes, but the most 
common are either straight, 
curved along the bottom or 
triangular. The neck between 
blade and socket czn be short 
or long. Long necks are often 
curved, giving the hoe its name 
“swan necked”. 

Draw hoes are pulled 
through the soil toward the 
user, as he moves forward. 
They go more deeply in the 
soil than Dutch hoes. Alter- 
natively, they can be used with 
a chopping action to break up 
the surface of the soil and hack 
out tough weeds. 

The side of the blade can be 
used to make seed drills in 
prepared soil and the blade 
itself can be pulled through the 
soil to make trenches. 

ONION HOE 
Onion hoes are short-handled, 
draw hoes. They are swan 
necked, with 6in. half moon 
shaped blades. They are used 
for weeding in thick growth. 

ITALIAN HOE 
The general purpose, or Italian 
hoe, is a variation of the draw 
hoe. The forged steel blade is 
fixed directly to a short hard- 
wood handle (40 to 48in.). 
Used with a chopping action it 
clears overgrown plots quickly, 
but can also be used for break- 
ing up soil and doing more 
delicate weeding and planting. 

DOUBLE HOES 
These combine the features of 
a draw hoe aad a two or three 
pronged cultivator. They come 
in a range of sizes, including a 
small hand model with a Zin. 
wide blade and 36in. hardwood 
shaft for use in confined areas 
like rocker& and raised beds. 
A pointed blade version is use- 
ful for drawing seed drills. 

DRAW HOE DRAW HOE 

PLASTIC CO PLASTIC CO 
ALUMINUM ALUMINUM 

ITALIAN HOE 

DOUBLE HOE 

Fork Hoe 
OTHER NAME: Canterbury hoe 
SIZE: Length: 42 to 60in.; Head: 
B x 4fin. 
MATERIAL: Head: alloy steel; 
Shaft: hardwood 
USE: To break down turned soil, 
weed and turn up earth 

PRONGS 

This hoe is a variation of the 
draw hoe and is used in the 
same way. It has a pronged 
head and combs the soil in the 
manner of a rake, but can pen- 
etrate to greater depth. 
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Iutch Hoe Scuffle Hoe 
)THER NAMES: Push hoe, 
hrust hoe, sctie hoe 
;IZE: Length: 58 to 6&n ; Blade 
,idrh: 4 IO 6in. 
I1ATERIAL: Head: alloy sreei, 
rainless steel; .%fr: p!astic 
hearhed aluminum alloy, 
lardwood 
JSE: To weed and loosen soil 

The Dutch hoe is used to keer 
down weeds between rows 01 
crops and around bushes. I 
can also be used for mulching 
and working in fertilizers. 

The hoe is used with a for 
ward movement, sliding the 
blade just beneath the soil SUP 
face, cutting the roots of weed! 
and loosening the soil surface 
The user moves backward a: 
he works so that the hoec 
ground is not trampled. 

Ideally, a hoe should reacl. 
to the user’s ear level when 
held upright. Stainless steel 
’ ies move most effortlessly 

rough the ground and are 
easy to clean. After use, adher- 
ing soil should be scraped ofl 
all implements with a piece 01 
wood. They should be washed 
clean and wiped over with ar 
oily rag when dry. 

2THER NAME: Push-pull 
,oe, swoe 
SIZE: Length: 58 to 66in.; Blade: 
4 to 6in. 
MATERIAL: Head: alloy sreel, 
irainless steel; Shaft: aluminum 
alloy, hardwood 
USE: To weed and loosen soil 

$cuf& hoes are double edged 
:o allow a backward and for- 
,vard hoeing motion. They can 
be diamond shaped, or have a 
double pointed blade. 

The woe is a further var- 
iation with three bevel ground 
edges, making it possible to hoe 
around plants without shifting 
your stance. 

Leaf Rake 
OTHER NAMES: Spring tine 
rake, bamboo rake, wire rake 
SIZE: Lewth: 58 to 63:x; Tiner: 
15to24 - 
‘MATERIAL: Head: bamboo, 
spring steel; Shaft: bambr,o, 
aluminum, hardwood 
USE: To comb out and gather up 
moss, dead grass and leaves 

This fan-shaped rake with 
10% curved, flexible tines 
commonly made of bamboo or 
steel wire glides over the lawn 
without penetrating the soil. 
Used regularly it improves the 
quality of the grass as clogging 
moss, dead grass, decaying 
matter and the flowering heads 
are teased out,’ allowing air to 
reach the grass roots and per- 
mitting better drainage. It is 
also used to gather up grass 
clippings and leaves. 

Lawn Rake 
SIZE: Length: 58 to 60in.; Head 
width: 23 to 4Oin. 
MATERIAL: Head: alloy steel; 
Shaft: aluminum alloy, hardwood 
USE: To collect grass cuttings 

This wide headed rake has cur- 
ved tines mounted on a straight 

WiRb TINES 

rear bar. Its width makes it a 
speedy and efficient gatherer 
and it is therefore particularly 
useful for large lawns. 

I 
SHORT 
TINES 

It has shorter tines than a 
leaf rake and can be used for 
leveling prepared seed beds. 
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4 Garden Rake 
SIZE: Lmgrh: 54 to 64in.; T&x: 
IO to 16 
MATERIAL: Head: stainless 
iteel, alloy steel, wood; Shaft: 
hstic sleeved aluminum alloy, 
lardwood 
JSE: To prepare soil for planting 

( 

I 
s 
t 
i 
s 

I 
I 
t 

; 
s 
r 
s 
a 
t 

>ardcn rakes are used towpre- 
,are the fine tilth needed in 
eed beds, combing through 
he top inch or so of soil, brtak- 
ng down lumps and removing 
itones and debris. The back of 
he head is used to make shal- 
out seed drills, the soil being 
.zked back after planting. Flat 
o the ground, the rake head is 
ised to tamp down the soil 
irmly over sown drills. When 
iowing seed broadcast, soil is 
zked in one direction, the seed 
cartered and the soil raked 
again in the opposite direction 
,a cover the seed. 

Rakes are also used for Ievel- 
ng plots of earth, spreading 
ravel on paths, and working 
‘ertilizer and dressings into the 
opsoil. Wooden headed rakes 
ire good for breaking up turn- 
:d soil and clearing rubbish. 

An upright rake should 
,each to the user’s ear level, 
allowing the gardener to work 
without undue bending. 

Small garden rakes are 
nanufactured with 5 to 8 tines 
Ind 36 inch shafts. These are 
lsed by children, and for work 
n confined spaces, like rock- 
:ries ana raised beds. 

Stainless steel heads are ex- 
lensive, but are easy to use and 
‘ust resistant. The polished 
ines slip through heavy soil 
vith less clogging. 

Cultivator 
SIZE: Head width: 2, 3:,4,6 and 
lOin.; Handle: 10,36, 54, and 60in. 
MATERIAL: Prongs: alloy steel; 
Handle: hardwood 
USE: To break up and aerate 
topsoil quickly 

The smaller headed cultivators 
are used in confined spaces, 
like rockeries and raised beds. 
The larger heads break up soil 
more quickly than the con- 
ventional hoe or rake. Some 
have removable prongs allow- 
ing a range of head size. Some 
models have heavy share- 
cutters on the prongs for very 
rugged work. A variation in- 
corporates a blade for cutting 
down weeds, which can be 1 
worked out with the prongs 
when the tool is turned over. 

They are either used with a 
chopping motion, lik,e draw 
hoes, but with the user moving 
backward, as in dutch hoeing, 
or are pulled through the soil 
like a plow 

Rotary Cultivator 
OTHER NAMES: Spin tiller, 
soil miller 

SHARE CUTTERS 

Length 
MATI 

SIZE: Head width: 6in.; 
: 67in. 
IRIAL: Head: cast iron. 

1110~ steel; Handle: hardu 
USE: To rake and weed 
rimultaneously 

The rotary cultivator has a row 
of spiked wheels tc break down 
the soil to a fine tilth, and some 
models have a rear knife which 
controls the working depth, 
cutting off the roots of weeds. 
The tool is also useful for hoe- 
ing between plants and can be 
used with one hand. On heavy 
soils it is best to go over the area 
twice, leaving a day or two 
between each tilling. 

Some variations incorporate 
2 battery of pronged blades 
mounted on a drum. These.stir 
up the soil as the drum rotates, 
while a wide scufile knife, fixed 
m the drum, cuts the roots of 
xtrface weeds to a depth of Iin. 
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Safety Helmet 
OTHER NAME: Hard hat 
SIZE: 6$ to 8in. 
MATERIAL: Fiberglass, plastic 
USE; To protect rhe head 

A one piece molded, impact- 
resistant helmet protects the 
wearer against an accidental 
blow to the head. The safety 
helmet is fitted with a webbing 
harness which fits The head, 
leaving a gap between the hel- 
met and the head to cushion 
any impact. Never wear a bel- 
met witbout the harness. 

rotectors 
OTHER NAME: Earmuffs 
SIZE: Weight: 902. 
ARTERIAL: Foam filled plastic 
USE: To protect the ear5 against 
high frequency noise 
Ear protectors are foam or 
sometimes liquid-filled plasric 
cups, which fit snugly ova 
each a~. A padded spring steel 
head band holds the cups 
against the ears. Each cup is 
lined with soft foam pads to 
seal against the side of the 
head. Ear protectors can be 
worn under a safety helmet. 

Plas:ic or rubber plugs, 
which fit into the ear are quite 
efficient protectors and can be 
worn along with the earmuffs 
for added protection. 

Face Mask 
SIZE: Weight: under +oz. 
MATERIAL: Aluminum and 
cotton gauze 
USE: To prevent the inhalation 
of dust or sprayed paint 

The face mask is made from a 
pad of cotton gauze faced with 
thin aluminum sheet, which is 
easily shaped to fit the wearer’s 
face. It has elastic straps which 
hold the mask against the nose 
and mouth, preventing inba- 
lation of the dust particles and 
paint-laden air produced by 
spraying. The face mask will 
not protect you against toxic 
fumes for which respirators in- 
corporating appropriate filters 
must be worn. 

TIC 

COTTON 
GAUZE PAD 

ALUMINUM SHEET 
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Eye Protectors Welder’s Face Mask 
OTHER NAMES: Goggles, 
spectacles, face mask 
SiZE: Lens diamerer: 2in.; Face 
mark screen rizr: 6 to 8in. 
,MATZRIAL: Plastic, 
toughened glass 
USE: To protect the eyes ageinst 
flying debris and harmful liquids 

“ENTlLATOR 
HOLES 

OTHER NAMES: Welder’s hand 
screen, welding goggles, 
head screen 
SIZE: Lens: 44 x 3: and 
4Q x ?i”. 
MATERIAL: Fiberglass, resin 
impregnated fiber 
USE: To protect the eyes 
when welding 

TOUGHENED GLASS 

When grinding, chiseling mas- 
snry or doing any job that 
generates flying debris, it is 
:ssential to protect the eyes. 
Lightweight, cl? spectacles 
!re availab!e w#h toughened, 
Impact-rewtan lens. They are 
comfortable m wear, even for 
prolonged periods. Choose a 
model with side screens or 
wraparound lens. 

ADJUSTABLE HARNESS 

Goggles provide even more 
protection as they fit flush 
against the face and some can 
be worn over normal spec- 
tacles. They are more suitable 
where liquids are involved or 
when working in dust-laden 
air. Some goggles are venti- 
lated to reduce perspiration 
and condensation. Green, anti- 
glare lenses can be fitted to 
some models, but these are 
not strong enough protection 
against the intense light 
produced during welding. 

For complete protection, use 
a clear face screen which covers 
the whole face while wrapping 
around the sides. It is attached 
to a spark or splash deflector, 
which protects the forehead 
and is fitted with an adjustable 
harness to fit any size. 

PRESS STUDS 

LENS 

LENS -+ 

F HANDI 

During the welding process the 
eyes must be protected against 
the intense light by a dark lens. 
This lens is expensive and is 
therefore protected from 
breakage and weld spatter by 
clear glass. The lens may be 
incorporated in goggles, a hand 
screen or head screen. The 
hand screen provides complete 
face protection being held with 
one hand while the work is 
carried on with the other. Its 
main advantage lies in the fact 
that it is easily removed for 
inspection of the work. Alter- 
natively, a head screen which is 
attached to an adjustable har- 
ness can be worn, leaving both 
hands free. The screen itself 
hinges upward so you can ea- 
sily move it to view the work. 

Some welders wear clear 
goggles under the screen for 
protection while chipping. 
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Gloves and 
Gauntlets 
SIZE: Various 
MATERIAL: Cotton twill, 
asbesros, leather, rubber, plastic 
USi.: To protea [ the hand 
against burns 

ASmxrOS 
WELDER’S 
GAUNTLET 

z&leral purpose gloves protect 
:he hands when handling 
rough or sharp materials. They 
ore sometimes made entirely of 
:eather or may be backed with 
:otton twill to improve the 

t 

xntilation. The cuffs may be 
:lasticated or extended to pro- 
tect the wrists. Some gloves are 
armored with steel staples for 
added protection. Heavy rub- 
ber gloves which extend over 
the wrists protect the hands 
from chemicals and cement. 

Most heat-resistant welder’s 
gloves or gauntlets are made of 
heavy leather or canvas and 
Felt-lined asbestos. 

Only wear gloves when 
operating machinery if ab- 
sokaely necessary, and take 
care to prevent them getting 
caught in the moving parts. 

Welder’s Apron 
SIZE: Length: 38 to 41in. 
MATERIAL: Leather 
USE: To protect the welder 
against flying sparks and 
molten metal 
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s 
.zross the grain In a direction at OI 
earlyatrightanglestothegrainof 
le workpiece. 
lloy Steel Steel alloyed wirh other 
lements to modify its mechanical 
roperties. Each alloying element has 
differenteffectonthepropertiesof 
srbon steel. Nickel iocreases 
,ughness;chromiumincreases 
ardness;molybdenunelimi”ates 
:mper brittleness and permits higher 
rmpedngtemperaturesafter 
uenching;va”adiumand chrome 
lgerhergive high impact resistance; 
xmganese combats the effects of 
ulphur; siliconincreasesthesnengih 
f steel used for springs; tagsten 
messes hardness and resistance to 
mpering. 
w,il Bluntorsniking end ofcenter 
,mch;tixed flatsurfaceofa 
~easuremen: instrument such as 
micrometer. 
vris Sharp edge where two surfaces 
,frhe workpiecemeet 
lackiron Steel plate screwed tothe 
rent ofthe cutting iron to break the 
havingandreducechatterofctmer 
Jsually known as the cap iron; 
ttiernames: fop 01 breakiron. 
lane” A snip of wood fixed to work- 
niece to actas aguide for a tool. 
lead A “arrow, half round molding. 
h”chplanePla”ewith~~bouom 
,rsole,usedmostlyonthe bench for 
quaring up workpieces. 

tevel Sloping edge of workpiece; 
ooltomarkorchecktbis. 
bifurcated Divided into two pointed 
xsharpenedforks. 
~itWorkingpaaofdrill;soldering 
ton,; head orating edge ofaxe; 
:umngironofaplane. 

3lankMetalcompo”e”tcuttoshape 
,yp*essure or stamping. 
3olsterTbickeningofteshankofa 
chisel to provide a bearing for the 
usually) fermled handle;type of 
:old chisel. 
j,,eAgeTheperiodfromabout 
!500BC to 500 BC. 

Burr Cuningedge ofscraper 
,rudilceG’j?r~r.g,~~edSsmith 
lard steel rod or the backofgauge; 
he rough edge produced cutti”g or 
>oringmeta1. 
BunFlatsurface ofheadofanaxe; 
Ixepoll. 

CamEccentdcprojectiononrotating 
shaft or wheel which results ina 
reciprocating mwemenf 0” a roller 
or other component in contact with it 
Casting Componenr produced by 
liquid solidifying in a mold. 
Chamfer Flat silrface formed by 
takingoffthe anis, leaving a bevel. 
Apanofbothsurfacesshouldremain 
intact A chamfer may be continuous 
orstopped. 
ChuckToolorbit holderonlatbe, 
brace or drill. 

CompositeboardMan-made sheet 
material manufactured by gluing 
rogethervariousmate~ials suchas 
wooden b:ocks,veneers, chips and 
fibers,plastics,asbestos,metals, 
papers, plaster, cork etc. 
ConcaveCurved toward the observer. 
Convex Curved away from the 
observer. 
Counterbore Hole bored to admit 
the headofa screwor bolt which is 
intended to be sunk below the surface 
afthe material. 
CountersinkTochamferaround die 
upperpanofa hole,made witha 
consshaped bit, to bringthe head of 
a countersunk screw or bolt flush with 
or slightly below the surface. 

C-ankedAbarorshaft”rshankofa 
tool bentarrightangles inalternate 
directions in the same plane. 
Cuninglro”The workingpartofa 
plane iron, ground and honed to a 
sharp cutting edge; sometimes called 
the cutterorcutiron 
Dada A groove worked with “I across 
the grain, gmove worked across the 
grain with a dado grooving plane; 
lowerthird ofinternal wal! paneling 
orotherftnish(Europeanonly). 

Dimensioning Bringing down to the 
required size. 
DowelAmu”dpin,usuallyofwood, 
acting as an inserted fen”” to form a 
joint; rods ofvarious diameters used 
for cutting into dowels. 
Egyptian Period From about 3000 
BC to 300 BC. 
EndgrainEndsofwoodIibers 
exposedafteracmss cut. 
Face edge Edge of workpiece made 
straight and square. 

Face side Principal squared surfaxe 
ofworkpiece. 
FillisterRabbetplane with fixed or 
moving fence. 

ForgingMetal component produced 
by heating and hammering. 

FrogAdjustablepartofthestockof 
a metal plane on which the cutting 
iron or bit is bedded. 

FLu,eA”arrow,roundedchannel. 
Gr&,Ama”gementofthe wood 
fibersalungthelengthofaworkpiece; 
reKtur~orarra”geme”tofcrys~ls 
in metal. 
GreekPeriod Civilization ofthe 
EasternMediterranean fromabout 
800 BC to AD 2000. 

Gullet The notch between ‘he teeth 
ofasawproducedbyrhefde. 
HousingFormofwoodworkiointin 
whichonepieceisiittedintoagroove 
orrabbetintbe other.The groove “I 
rabbet may be continuous right across 
:hr workpiece or stopped at one or 
both ends to conceal the joint; the 
otherpiece beingnotchedaccordingly 

included angle Angle formed by the 
opposingfacesofa point,as on a 
punch or drill. 
InfeedThe sideat which workisfed 
into the cuffer or a machine. 
Injection molding Method of 
producing castings by squirting hot 
plastic into a water-soled mold. 
lnlayOmamentcomposedofshaped 
pieces ofthin colored wood mother 
matedals,letintoaconuasting 
wooden ground or base. 
Integral Of handle, etc., shaped from 
the solid material ofthe tool or 
component itself. 
lmn Age In Europe and the Near 
Easr,theperiodfromaboutlOOOBC 
to the Roman period. 
laws Seizing or holding members of 
a tool or machine. 
Kerf \%dth ofgroove or slit produced 
by the actionofasaw;the slititself. 
KnurledRidged or milled surface 
on curved heads ofmetal screws or 
sides ofa chuck. 
MarqueayOvemllomament 
composedofpattemsofcolored 
veneers glued to the surface ofrhe 
workpiece. 
MiddleagesPeriodfromabout 
AD 1000 6 the discovery ofAmerica 
in 1492. 
hliteredjointA mitered joint is 
formed when two pieces ofidentical 
cross section are butted together and 
the line ofthe jointbisecrsthe angle 
formed bythc pieces. This isusually 
arightangleor9F’,,ndtheangleof 
the’biteris lilu:i5°. 
lplickerSpurorspursutter. 

Offset&t to one side. 
OutfeedThe side from which work 
is withdrawnfromthecuaerofa 
machine. 
ParallaxApparent displacementof 
anobjectora graduationona scale 
duetoachangeofpositionofthe 
observer. 
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ParingRemovingthinshavings of 
maxial with c0ntinu0us pressure 
applied to the work with a chisel, 
drawing knife, etc. 
Paw1 A device attached to a mech- 
anismtoallowrotationin”“e 
directiononly. 
Pilot hole Small hole, drilled as a 
guidetoiargerboringtool. 
Pit& Advanceofthreadinone 
complete revolutionofscrew; bed 
an%eofplaneorbit;slopeofroof; 
rake angle ofsaw teeth. 
PoUThe buttofanaxe. 
Ressing Component produced by 
pressing in a machine called a press. 
RabbetAsteppedcutmadeatths 
edgeofa board sorhatanotherpiece 
can be fined to make a joint 

RackBaror pan ofa machine carrying 
teeth geared to a toothed wheel “I 
wxm, transferring circldar motion 
ofwheel or screw into rectilinear 
movemenroftbebar. 

Rake angle The angle (to the vertical) 
ofthe forward edge ofsawreeth. 
Ratchet l’artofrool or machine 
provided with tee&which engages 
with a loosepivoted c”gorpawl,in 
order?” comine mo~~ementt” one or 
other direction. 
R”manperiodFromabour300BC 
toAD400. 

Scribing Shaping one workpiece 
(i.e. molding) to fit exactly ro the 
shape of another where they meet. 
SeetionUsuallya dmwing,madeas 
iftheobjecthasbeencutthrough,the 
viewbeingatri%tanglest”the 
surface. 

Shaft Handle ofaxe, hammerorotheI 
tool with a head. 

ShankStemorstraightpartofa tool 
nearestthe handle. 
ShatlkelearaneeUpperpartofa 
holeforaecrewtoadmittheun- 
threzded part ofthe shank. 

ShimThiicollar”rslipofmetal 
used as packing. 

ShortgrainFaoltinsawh,mber 
wheredirectionofgrainisatasl~~ 
angle to the surfaces of the workpiece 
(also called wild grain;; potentially 
weaksectionofa iointgiven 
insufficient s”“““rt bvthe 
sorm”ndingl~dgg&~&gd,“f 
rhe wood. 
Skiving Sheetofsplitleather; the 
action of splitting thin leather. 
Sole working surface ofa plane. 
SpigotThe male end ofa pipe or 
rodwhichistinedintotheenlarged 
end ofanotherpipeorseatg. 

Spoil Waste formed when drilling 
masonry. 

SpurThesharpenedpointofa 
scribingcuneron a plane or spiral 
(twist) bits and augers. 

Stepoff Markingseriesofmeasu- 
menrs on workpiece with dividers. 
StockBodyor handleoftool holding 
workingpartorparts. 
Stone AgePeriod during which most 
tools were made ofstone, roughly 
down to about 2000 BC in Europe. 
StoppedMethodoffinishingchamfer 
wit.5 chisei cuts; rabbet or groove 
notroMingthehrlltidthorlengtb 
ofthe workpiece. 

Swarf Metal fdings or shavings 
produced bydrillingorplatig. 
Tempering Steel which is hardened 
byrapidcoolinginwzzter(quenching) 
from a full red heat is usually to” 
brittle to use for cutting tools. The 
hardness is reduced (tempered) by 
heatingagaintoasuitabletempera~e 
and then cooling. This gives a tough 
steel,the hardnessdependingonthe 
temperature ofthe reheating. 
l%read The spiral ridge of a screw; 
me complete turn oft&as theunit 
Jfmeasorementorpitch: e.g. six 
threadsperinch. 
Iluoat Aperture behind mouth of 
plane, etc. 

Chumb gauge Home-made tool 
xnsistingofa shortsuipofwood 
with a notch at the end. Used with a 
pencil for marking a line parallel to 
the edge ofthe workpiece when a 
marking gauge would be unsuitable, 
TOI example, when chamfering. 
~oeThefm”tendofaplane stock 
~oleranfeAllowable”racceptable 
variation in the dimensions ofpan 
Jfmachine orworkpiece. 

Torque Measure of the force of 
mtati”no*twistingonatool or 
machine expressed in foot/pounds 
orkilogradmeters. 

True To make the surface of a work- 
piece accurately straighr, level, and 
square to another surface. 

Tungsten steei Hard steel alloy 
incorpoiadngmngsten. 

Universal joint Connection between 
rotatingpa*oftool”rmachine 
allowingtransferofrotationin any 
direction 

Vernier A small adjustsb!e scale 
attached to and sliding in contact with 
the main scaie ofgraduation; it enable 
readings to betakenonthe lanertoa 
fraction (usually a tenth) ofa division 
It is named after its inventor Pierre 
Vemier(1580-1637). 

Wild grain See short grain. 

bVorkpiece Piece ofmztenal “I 
:“mp”nentwhichisbe&gprr-----’ 

&‘ormThread ofscreworthe screw 

Nrench sizes Wrench sizes are 
ipecifiedindifferentwaysdepending 
mthethreadtypeofthenuttheyare 
mended to tit. 
3A(BritishAssociation) wrenches 
ore classified by the thread gauge 
umber:Nos 0~15 10~216”-0.031”). 
3SW&BSF(BritishStandard 
Rihitworth & British Standard Fine) 
,re classified bvthe thread diameter 
Ifthe boltnotJles~eofthehead. 
Lgivenwrenchuiillfitnutsofthe 
ame sizeofbothtypes ofthread, 
~oweverthe BSFnutwill titalarger 
bread rhan the BSW, therefore the 
men& will havetwo aizesonit 
.g.l/4BSW5/16BSF. 
JNF, UNC (Unified Fine and Coarse) 
nenches are marked in AF sizes. Fo; 
x-ample 9116 AF refers to the across 
!a% measurementofthe nut which 
I 9/!h in. MBTRIC wrenches are 
larked in millimeters and measured 
cross the flatsofthenuts they fit 
:xceptsparkingpiugw:enches 
rhich are measured by thread 
iameter):ADJUST’-1 F 
ZXENCHES are ci 

IMuu 
lassified by their 
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ex 

Abra$s~ee~IS 

Adhesive trowel, see 
Serrated edge trowel 

Ad j;;fble box wrench, 

ADJUSTABLE 
WRENCHES, 2556-58 

Adze 180,326~27 
Adze eye hammer, ree 

Claw hammer 
ADZES, ScYrHES 

AND HOOKS 326-31 

: z: 326-27 B 
W&07k 328-29 

scythe 330 
sickle 331 
slashing hook 329 
uses 

American axe, seewedge 
felling axe 

Angle sov!e1311 
Arc welder 276-78 
Arch ounch. see Wad 

p&b 
Anyk-kede, seeFolding 

A”%J~ GmLEr 

zg* 202 
gimlet 203 
taperreamer 
Aueer bit 206 
A&-garage vise see 

Ma&mist% kse 
Automatic center 

punch 42 
Automatic made. see 

Terra s- ad; 
AUTOMOBTLE TOOLS 
circuit rester 237 

i? 
ease gun 236 

vdrometer237 
-.a --:’ I”” . ;mi;h$7n smps 248 

AXESAND 
H&l-CHETS 320-25 

pans 320-21 
shaft fitting 321 
me felling 324 

%?ble bit 324 

pw’,““” 

%i:%?! 
rl.>:a.& 771 
>_.CL I .,I ,, 

wedge felhng 320,323 

Backrack wrench,spe 
Monkeywrench 

Back saw 83 
Bagging hook, rceSi&e 

Bamboo rake, see Leaf 

adiu&entIjlb 
care 137 
use137 
Bench rabbet plane 138 
Bench stone, see Oilstone 
BENCHES AND VISES 

<Pew -” -, 
clomping 
leather 59 
s”ipstocutsheetmetal246 
wood to bench 52,54,58 

workmate 54 
woodworking 52-53 
typaofvise - 
Ciimg3” 57 
drill ress58 
hold P ast 58 
machinisfs 57 
saddlefs clam 59 
woodcarver’s screw 59 
woodworkeh 52.56 
Be”tdfBen,seeRaQers 
Bevel “oint knife. see 

_ _~ 
gauge 

Bits 
sharpenin 68,69,242 
cypeofdn bit .i 
auger 206 
brad point power bore 213 
center2@ 
cou$e7mmk (for brace) 

tool) 213 - 
drill and counter bore 214 
drill and countersink 213 
drill points 209 
dowei 213 
expansive 207 
Fotstner 207 
glass 214 
masonry 214 
plug coffers 214 
spade 213 
twist drill 212 
@pypes 3f smwdriver bit 
hand brace 207 
impact driver 226 
paver224 

screwdriver bit holder 226 
spiral ratchet 223 
Block and tackle, see 

ltt;; pulley, Chain 

Blockplane 
Blow torch 
as 

i 
torch 165-66 

erosene torch 165.66 
aint removal 166 f3 olttc$n;eeMonkey 

Bolt chisel, seeDrawer 
lock chisel 

Bolt cutters 248 
Bolting iron, seeDrawer 

lock chisel 
Border fork 335 
Bor~;ersh%xs, seeEdging 

Border spade 333 
Bottoming tap, seeTaps 
Boiu calipers, seeoutside 

calipers 
Bowcc;~~ se&Spring 

Box mench 255.56 
Bow saw, seeFrame saw 
BKAOZE.;AND DRILLS 

countersink bit (for 
brace) 207 

countersink bit (for 
power tool) 213 

::c$EF$;215 
drill and counter bore 

braipjoint power bore bit braipjoint power bore bit 

breast drill 209 breast drill 209 
center bit 206 center bit 206 
comer brace 206 comer brace 206 
countersink bit (for 

brace) 207 
countersink bit (for 

power tool) 213 

::c$EF$;215 
dri12;d2;;““ter bore 

dtil$;d countersink bit 
bits 214 

dtil$;d countersink bit 
_._ 

drill press 216-17 
expansive bit 207 
Forstner hit 207 
flexible+ive 215 

t% %% % 
joist brace 205 mlaonry &+‘i ii.+ 
plug cottern 214 
power drill 210-11 
power drill extension 215 
push drill ZO? 
right angle dnve 215 
screwdriver bit 207 
spade bit 213 
twist drill 212 
Brad driwr 187 
BTi!;;t power bore 

Bradawls, see Awls 
Brazing 275 
Breast driB 209 
Brick chisel 131 
Brick hammer188 
Brick hod 307 
Brick jointeq see Jointer 
Brick trowel 30809 
Bricklaye?s hammer, see 

Brick hammer 
Elrlcldayin 
cutting bnc .& s 231 
lavine 3”9 

re-po,mnga4 
straight coorses 22 
Broad axe, se&Side axe 
Broad hatchet seeKentaxe 

282-99 
care 286 
choosing 283 
construction 282-83 
lvps of brush 
beveled sash 287 
crevice 293 

i%E 3z9O $ 
flat 284-85 
flogger 291 
linm 292 
mo er290 ttf 
one knot 285 

scratch 296 
smoothi”g 294 
softener 291 
stenci!ing 292 
wf;p 291 

wall 288-89 
washing down 289 

smoothing 296 
iuse. - 
pai”ting285,287,289,295 
smoothm wallpaper 294 
Bmshine E oak see 

Builder’s 
Portable circular 
saw 

Build=& stem. seeSteo 
Ladder - - 

BUILLNNG TOOLS 
307.19 

2Zze trowel 311 
bnck hod 307 
brick trowel 30809 
cdki”g gun 317 
chain hoist 319 
cmcrete mixer 317 
comer trowel 312 
cove trowel 312 
crow bar 318 
edging tro;ve193 
floot@g trowel 313 
~w~~~wel 311 

iointer314-15 
margin trowel 311 
plasterefs trowel 310-11 

serrated edge navel 316 
wheelbarrow 318 
winch 319 
wooden float 315 

i%daying 309 
plastering 310-311,312 
repairing floors 313 
re-pointmg 314 
Boll nose plane 138 
Bulldog wrench sep 

Crocodile wrench 
Butt chisel, seeBeveled 

edee Smter chisel 
Butt rc&,seeSeamroller 
Buzz saw. seeChain saw 
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tinner gouge 120 
floorboard 123 

Cabinet rasp 244 
Cabinet scraper 162-63 
Cabinet screwdriver 222 
Calipe! rule, see Slide registered mortise 121 

C”l:%KeD&DR~RS 
ripping 123 

EI1ND1 
round nosed 125 
sash mortise 121 

Canada hatchet, see wood mming chisel I25 
Hunter’s hatchet wood turning gouge 124 

Canterbury hoe, seeFork hoe us= 
cape chise! i30 cutting 122,129,131 
Capsfan wheel nut paring wood 119 

wrench 261 Circle glass tuner 38 
Car~enter’s adze, see Adze Circle snips 247 
QrpentelJs mallet 188 t&clip pliers 200 
arpente~s pincers 198 Circular plane, *ee 
Carpenter’s steel 

square 15 ciIZz:2%e 9 
Carv& bench screa; 

see Woodcarver’s 
screw 

Carver’s mmUetJ86 
Caning chisel 128 
Carvine eouee 127 
C-se 0$&i ji, 

Wreck& bar 
Casioe blade 1x3 - ~~~~~~-.- 
Cas~~;eheel, see Casing 

Car ladde& fee Roof 
ladder 

catapunch 40 
caulkblq gun 317 
Center brt 206 
Center punch 41 
Center screw wrench see 

M@ey wrsnch 
Center square lb 
Chain hoist 319 
Chain saw 79-80 
Chain wrench 262 Cb& IL... I), .“I5 a1 

fersboDeshaveJbu chm 
Chasing saw, See 

Mwz”nrv.a~ 
P Fg~knives 176 

:old 129 
iiamcmd ooint 130 
mason’s 1% mason’s 1% 
nason’s bolster133 nason’s bolster133 
nason’s carving 133 nason’s carving 133 
nason’s watch holder132 nason’s watch holder132 
Jitchine tool 132 
joint 153 
$ug 

% 
ing 131 

wet uster130 
ound nosed L?” round nosed 130 
:0&r 133 :0&r 133 
$p;$;$ c&d $p;$;$ c&d 

leveled edge fmerJJ9 leveled edge fmerJJ9 
mwjng chisel 128 mwjng chisel 128 
:anmg ouge127 :anmg ouge127 
liamon pomJ26 liamon pomJ26 3 3 
lrawerlockl22 lrawerlockl22 
irmrr chisei ii8 irmrr chisei ii8 

distort&, preventing 63 
floorboards 65 
fra:nes 63,65 
le.+er 59 ._ 
Inner* 03 
snips to cut sheet metal 246 
~$;~6;2~ 54,58 

k!zb2 
“C” damp 60 
clamp heads 62 
fast action 62 
tloorine 65 
frame g5 
!l$$rew 62 

&er 65 
PW\$% bJ 

Cla$,s;;e~ samh 

Claw hammer 180 182,190 
Cleaving iron, see l&e 
Club hammer I85 
Coach wrench, sep 

Monkey wrench 
Cod&a&eem’ axe, see 

coffi plane> see 
smoothing plane 

Cold chise! 129 
co~4$,;~m~ plane 

Comb&ion 
Engineer’s p P 

liers, w 
let‘8 

Combination set 18 
Combination 

spokeshave 
Combination square J7 
Combination wren& 

seeOpen ended 
wench and Box 

Concrete mixer 317 
Concreting mxvrl, I& 

Flooring trowel 
Coopers’ axe, seeSide axe 
Comer Powel312 
Coping saw 92 
Comer brace 206 
Comenelpamp, reehliter 

Corrugated iron punch, ree 
Sheet metal punch 

Countersink bit (for 
brace) 207 

Countersink bit (for 
power tool) 213 

Cove trowel 312 
Cranked screwdriver, see 

offset screwdriver 
Crescent wrench 257 
Crevice brush 293 
Ezoyti7 -= “c 1&T” *J 

e yrench 263 
Cro~ssccsue;chsel, lee cape 

Cross cut saw, :ee Hand saw 
Cross pee” hammer 183 
Crow bar 318 
Circuit tester 237 
Cubivator 339 
Curved chisel, see 

Carving chisel 
Curv!d cl!w hammer, see 

Llmv n-er 
Curved gouge, see 
carvblg gouge 
Curved s&s. see Circle 

sni s . 
P Cut~f~~~;$xtabtable 

Cutting gauge 33 
cutting-m tool, see 

Beveled sash tool 
Cutting jig, s~Tile cutter 

Daisy bber 336 
Deep- tr mat coping saw, 

gee Fret saw 
Deflecting beam wrench, 

seeTorque wrench 
Depth gauge 30,215 
Diagonal cuting nippers, 

see Diaeonal eutdne 
pliers - 

Diagonal tuning pliers 

hand trowel 336 
lawn rake 338 
leafrake 3.38 
Ian handled wed fork 3.35 

.!f plc axe 332 
post hole dig 
potato fork 3 3 

er 333 
5 

road wedge and rongs 332 
romy cultivator 339 
scuffle hoe 338 
shovel 333 
Temx spade 334 
tree plantiilg too1 333 
Digital rule 13 
~*;~rs2&-31 

CALIPERS 23-35 
mix5 
6&conIpass 26 
cuttinggauge 
depthgauge 30 
fee!ergauge 31 
made cahpers 23-24 
leather creaser 35 
marking gauge 32-33 
micrometer caliper 29-30 
mortise gauge 34-35 
odd leg calipers 25 
outside calioen 23-24 
screw pitch’gauge 31 
slide callpa 27 

E%&z;::~s 
Vernier caliper 28 
wing compass 26 
wire gauge 31 

zing veneer33 
marking 33,35 
measunng screw threads 31 
scribing arcs and circles 26 
Dot punch, see Rick 

Do%% axe 324 
Double cutting snips 248 
Double ended wrenches, 

s~Opene”dedwrench 
Double handed scraper 161 
Double hoes, see Draw hoe 
Dovetail marker 19 
Dovetail saw 84 
Dowel bit 213 
Dowel guide, fee 

Doweling jig 
Dowel locator, see 

Doweling ji 
Doweling jig 5 B -51 
Drag hoe, see Draw ioe 
Dram auger seeSink 

wast~ai er 
Draining too, seeTree k 

planting too1 planting too1 
Draw auge, seeplow gauge Draw auge, seeplow gauge 
Draw oe337 Draw oe337 % % 
Drawknife 174 Draw knifeJ58,~74 
Drayer loc$ chtself22 Drawer lock &se1 122 
Drawing knife, seeDraw Dtavweknlfe, seeDraw 

knife 
Drift punch, see Starting Drift punch, see Starting 

Drdi~~hmunter bore Drdi~~hmunter bore 
bits 214 bits 214 

Dyt$Co”ntersink Dt$iaaf3Co”ntersink 
___ I__ 

Drill bit sharpener 69 Drill bit sharpener 69 
Drilllguide, seeDoweling Drilllguide, seeDoweling 

Dt&ess 216-17 
cutting screw threads 267 
Drill press vise 58 
D”llDs~BACES AND 

Drive rnmch, see Stattbte 

ree Torqu&vre”ch~ 
Dbunond point chisel 130 
Diamond point chisel 

6v@od turning) 126 
Dibber 336 
Dibble,see Dibber 
&n;&?b” 

Digging fork 335 
Digghtg spade 334 
Diggbtg tools 332-39 

t%er fork 335 
border spade 333 
cultivator 339 
daisy grubber 336 
dibber 336 
digging fork 335 
digging spade 334 
draw hoe 337 
Dutch hoe 338 
fork hoe 337 
garden rake 339 
~rub;~~rnntock 332 

ptieh 
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Duckk;ljlie&M Flat 

Dustin brush 290 
Dutch % oe 338 

Flexible rule, seePush- 

Fle%?%$s%ldine sew 
Flintpaper,& - 

.SFASFA$IXgND 

Flogger 291 
Floorboard chisel 123 
Floor sanders 233-35 
Flooring clamp 65 
Flooring saw 84 
Flooring trowel 313 
Flower gatherer, see 

Flower shears 
Flower shears 250 
Foam drum sander, 231 
Folding knife 169 
Fold&g ~ynsav+ see 

Foldintro f e 10 
Folding saw 80 
Footpnnt wrench 262 
Force cop, reellunger 
Fore plane, seeJackplene 
Fork hoe 337 
Forsmer bit 207 
4.in-hand rasp tile. see 

Shoe rasp 
Frame clamp 6.5 
Frame saw 91 
Fmmiog hammer, see 

Claw hammer 
Frame square, ree 

Carpenter% steel 

Fre%s3 
Free 327 
Front rack wrench, see 

Monkey wench 
Front screvj wrench, set 

Monkey wrench 

Grass hook, seeSickle 
Grass shears 251 
Grease eun 236 

po1.e cutq seeHole saw 
Hole saw 105 
Hollow sookeshave. ree 

Grindin-wheels, see Halfiwund spokeshave 
SH.&PENING TOOLS Hollowing and 

Grindsrones,see roundm planes 145 
SHARPENING TOOLS Honing gw 4 e 71 

Ground brush, seeOne 
knot paint brush 

Hook and pin 

Grubbing mattock 332 
spanners 265 

Hook scra er 163 
Guipd&ee&GS AND Hooks, iw b ZE, HOOKS 

AND SCYrHES 

Ear muffs, seeEar 
protectors 

Ear protectors 340 
Edge clam 
Edg;h;;ee P 

, rre“C” clamp 
eq see Edge 

Edee shave 179 
Ed& imEdg& &we, 
Ed@ng shears T.3 
Edgin 

f 
trowel 313 

Eee ca mers. seeoutside 

Horse rasp 245 
Hunter’s hatchet 322 
Hydrometer 237 

Hack saw 96-98 
Hacking knife 171 
Halfcircular needle 279 
Half hatchet 322 
Halfmoon knife, M 

Round knife 
Half round chisel, see 

Round nosed chisel 
Half round tile 240 
Half round knife, see 

Round knife 
Halfrwmd spokeshave 

Impact driver 226 
Inshave 175 
Inside calipers 23-24 
Insuumcntmaker’s 

Electric-hand saw, see 
Portable circular saw 

Electric hedge t&tuner 252 
Electricpaint stripper164 
Electrician’s chisel. see 

screwdriver see 
Jeweler’s screwdriver 

Italian hoe, reeDraw hoe 
Floorboard chisel 

Electrician’s pliers 192 
Electrician’s 

screwdriver 222 160 
~;sw~$rasp 24 

MALLETS 180-88 
handle replacing 181 
typesofhommer 
brad driver187 
brick 188 
&~;;$I82 

cm** peen 183 
engineer’s 18.5 
saddler’s 184 
sled eJ88 
soft aced I87 P 
spng 183 
telephone183 
upholsterer’s184 
veneer187 
cvper ofmeller 
carpenter’s 188 . I^, 

Emery cloth, fee 
SANDERS AND 
ABRASIVES 

End cutting nippers, see 
End cutting pbers 

End cutdn pbers 197 
Engineer’s ammerJ85 % 
Engineer’s p!ieTs 190 
En i;,etr&sbdmg 

% 
Engineer’s steel role, see 

Steel&e 
Engineer’s try square 18 
Engine& vise, see 

Machinist’s vise 
English felling axe 323 
Expansive bit 207 
Extension ladder 301 
Extension rule JJ 
Eye protectors 341 

Jack plane 234,136.<7 
Jam;;y;h, seeDusting 

Jenny calipers, seeOdd 
leg calipers 

Jet clamp 64 
Jewges files, w-Needle 

Jeweler’s piercing saw, ree 
Pierczng saw 

Jeweleis saw, see 
Dovetail saw 

Jewelds screwdriver 225 
CGS AND GUIDES 48-51 
-&w 
bench hook49 
doweling jig 50-51 
miter box 48 
pmtile gauge 51 
shooting board 49 

Ziiing miters 48 
drilling dowel and butt 

joints 51 
omted rule, seeFolding rule 

f: mnter 314-15 
Jointer plane135-37 

Garge%fork seeDigging 

Garden rake 339 
Garden shears 251 
Gard&nryl, se2 Hand 

+s qliers 194 . ^ 

Carver.5 lb0 
soft faced 186 
Hand drill 208 
Hand Hipg hammeq 

Face mask 340 
Face pin spanners 265 
Fast action clamp 62 
Feeler gauge 31 
Felling trees 324 
Fencbtg pliers 197 
Files, seeRASPS AND 

Filly&e 171 
Flus mg sander 232 . % 
Finishing trowel, see 

PIastererk Pave1 
Firmer chisel 118 
Firmer gauge 120 
Fitch 293 
FitteA vise, see 

Machinist’s vise 
Flaring tool 272 
Flat bit, seeSpade bit 
Flat blade snrp~, see 

Shai htsmps 
Flat chise 5 , seeCold chisel 
Flat tile 240 
Flat nosed pliers 191 
Ea’ paint brush 28485 

CllaSS 

Guideis, seeGloves 

cu,tti~g 37,38 

Gear frame brace, see 

g?ppqJ96 
mbbhng 37 
windowJ7O,J71 

Comer brace 
Gent’s say seeDovetail saw 

Glass cutter 37 
Glass drill 214 

t+Uet 203 

Glazb$ii reeGlazier’s 

Glazier’s chisel 123 
Glazier’s pliers 196 
Glazier’s ‘T”square 19 

“an0 saw a-8Z 

Hand tile 241 

Hand stone 73 
Hand trowel 336 

Hand fork 335 

Handles, replacin 
axes and hatchets 3 3 

Hand grindq seeBench 

1 
hammers and mallets 181 
Handscrew 61 

grader 
&I+ router 150-51 

Hard hat, seeS$~tv helmet 
Hatzhe;s~.$~ 

^_ ^^ 

Hawk 307 
Hawk’s bill sni s 247 
Heakgfe, see I$ ound 

He~;~;ee&~Welde?s 

Hold-down, seeHoldfast 
Holdfast 58 

Keyhole saw, see 
-compass saw 

Knife file 242 
KNIVES 167-79 

%s%g blade173 
chip carving 176 
draw knife 174 
edge shave 179 
tilhng 171 
folding169 
hacking 171 
inshave 175 
lawn edging 179 
marking 176 
modeler’s lb8 
palette 172 
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Multi-purpose ladder 304 
Multi- nrposewrench, 258 
Mulup e box wrench, see ,P 

““raa~elc~~~~ see 

Box wrench 
Paring chisel 119 
Paring gou 

K 
e 120 

Parting to” 128 
Parting tool (wood 

turnin )126 
Paste brus i? , seeWall brush 

Nail punch, seeNail set 
Pasting table 55 

Nail set 40 
pg”“‘” 

;:~2,~;~~~;~:* 
nosed pliers’ 

Pickax 332 

paoer hangeis 173 paoer hangeis 173 

$;;‘;jel78 
‘2 

scorp 175 scorp 175 
sheath169 sheath169 
shoe178 shoe178 
slateis ripper173 slateis ripper173 
mimming167-68 uimming167-68 
wallpaperui”“nerl72 wallpaperui”“nerl72 
woodcarvetis hook 175 woodcarvetis hook 175 

%& application and %&application and 
removal 171 removal 171 

law” edgin law” edgin 
& & 

179 179 
:eathemor ??7,178,!79 :eathemor ??7,178,!79 
pm& application and pm& application and 

removal 170, I71 removal 170, I71 
slate rem0va1173 slate rem0va1173 
wallpaperui&“gl72 wallpaperui&“gl72 
woodwork174,176 woodwork174,176 
LADDERS 3W-06 LADDERS 3W-06 
accessocies 3OiOl accessocies 3OiOl 

LUBRICATION 
EQUIP= 236 

LuhPhamee& see Club 

.&chine vi?e, seeDrill 
press vtse 

Machinist’s vise 57 Ma&~&-&e 57 
Mallets ree Mallets ree H.VvLMERS H.VvLMERS 

ANb MALLlxTS ANb MALLlxTS 

Needle nosed pliers., see 

NEED&S AND 
Sni e nosed pbers 

SKEWERS 279-81 

Maso&sawl04 
Mason’s bolster133 
Mascmn’s camin chisels 

and gouges 7 33 
Mason’s chtsels 131-33 
Masm’s line and pins 22 
Mason’s rulel~ - 
Mason’s scutch holder 132 
Mas$s’s~~~el, reeBnck 

Mastic gun,seeCaulking 

Mas%“*owel see 
Serrated ;?dge trowel 

Mattress needle. ree 

Masonrv drill 214 Masonry drill 214 
Masonry saw104 
Mason’s bolster133 
Mascmn’s camin 

7 
chisels 

and gouges 33 
Mason’s chtsels 131-33 
Masm’s line and pins 22 
Mason’s rulel~ 
Mason’s scutch holder 132 
Mas$s’s~~el, reeBnck 

Mastic gun,seeCaulking 

Mas%“*owel see 
Serrated ;?dge trowel 

Mattress needle, ree 
Upholsterer’s needle 

Mechanic’s vise, see 
Machinist’s vise 

Metal float, IM 
._ +ste,tJs trawel 

Upholstereis needle 
MechHnic’s vise, see 

Machinist’s vise 
Metal float ree 
._ pL+ste++s trawel 

Picture framer’s hammer, 
seesprig hammer 

Piercing saw 93 
Pillar dn!l, seeDrill press 
pillar file 241 

%EEk& 
PLIERS 190-201 

mer 

El~circdar 279-80 
le&280 

spri” 281 
upho P sterer’s 279 
upholster& regulator 279 
uoholsterer’s skewer 279 

care 304 
raising 30.5 
types 
extension 301 
multi-ournose 304 

cir&g 200 
diagonal cuttin 196 
electrician’s 19. 5 
end cutung 197 
engined* 190 

roof305 
scaffold board 302 
scaffolding system. 306 
side 300 

fencing197 
f;; yyd 191 

Nut drivers 265 

hi& 196 
step 303 
trestle 302 
Last maker’s rasp, see 

Shoerasp 
Lathe 218-19 

$mllel action 191 
plier wrench195 
round nosed 193 
slio i&t193 
s&e nosed 193 

Latchin hatcheb see 
Hzlfhatchet 

Lawned gknifel79 
Lawnr e33a al?” 

tack lifter 201 
upholsterer’s 200 
waterpump 
webbme stretcher 2”l brazing 275 

cutting 97,103,12?, 246-48 
fding round stock 239 
forrmnz IOODS 193 

Law” shears 253 
Law~ymw;;,e” seeDaisy 

wire sui ersi99 
wrecking x198 % 

Fetdi”gl90 
fo”nine193 

Oblong punch, seeCrew 
punch 

Obstruction wrenches, see 
0 en ended wrench 

Odd p.p calipers 25 
Offset ratchet 

scrwdrive~ 225 
Offset sander 

Disk sangde4 ree 
offset saewdriver 225 
Offset wrench, seeBox wrenci 
Oil can 236 
Oilstone 70-71 
One knot paintbrush 28.5 
One-man er088 cutsmv 78 
Onion hoe, seeDraw hoe 
Open ended wrench 

254-55,256 
Orbital sandeq see 

Finishing sander 
Outside calipers 23-24 

L&-l&lGowel, .$Ee 
Plasterer’s IIOWd 

Leatherwork3.5,47,177, 
178,179,184 

Leather crease, Et%! 
Leather creaser 

Leather creaser 3.5 
pa2needie 280 

Lever pun&l 44 
Light plantation fork, see 

Potato fork 

markini ceriten 40,41 
polishing 68 
punching holes 42,43,44 
scribine 26.36 

Pipe and hlbe cu~rs 272 
Pioe bender seaSmx& 

- tube b&d&l 

Metah&& bench,see 
Woodworking bench 

Micrornn~~ s&Torque 

Miz \y2ylr caliper 29 
“ZiT lack saw 99 
Miniature grindstones, 

seePoints and wheels 
Miniature power tool 189 
Mi”iature rotter 151 

Lichtweizht fret saw. spe 
-Pie&ngsaw 

Line block 22 
Line level, see Level 
Linesman’s oiiers. see 

bender 
Pipe bending spring, see 

Spring tube bender 
Fpe burring reamer 271 
Pipe clamp 63 
Pipe die 269 
Pipe tongs seeFootprint 

h wrenc 
Pipe wrenches 262-63 
Pitchfork 331 
Pit&in too1132 
PLANES 134-49 

Miter block, see Miter box 
Miter box 48 
Miter clamp 65 
Mit~~ry&me, seeMiter 

Engine&s pliers and 
Electrician’sp&s 

Lininnitch,st%Lm”lg 

Lining tool 292 
Li”ineu”bar43 

“_ 

Miter shootin board, see 
Shootiog oard % 

Miter sq”arel5 
Modeler’s knives 168 
MODELING TOOLS 189 

Lock &&chisel, see 
Drawer lock chisel 

Lock mortise chisel 12i 
Lock saw 8” 

Psd snzdeq s=Finishing 
sander 

Paint 
Fast action cltip 

Molding piane 144 
Monke wrench 257 
Morse rill.seeTtistdrill d 
Mortise add tenon 
cutting 83,90,115,117,122 
marking 35 
Mortise chisel 121 
Mortise age 34-35 
Mottler 90 a 
Morora”d reaper punch. 

see Starting p&h 
Multi-plane148-49 
Multi-olia ~M”lti- 

pumose wrench 

removal 164,166 
application 285,287,289, 

295,298-299 
Paint pad 289 
Paint r‘dkr 294-95 
Paints 
Painte P 

rayer 298-99 
s trestle, a-Trestle 

Palette knife 172 
Panel saw, a=eHand saw 

;%&i$l$$g$73 

Paper hanger’s scissors 249 
Parallel action pliers 191 sh&lder 141 

c&h rabbet 138 
block140 
bull nose 138 
combinationl47.1@-9 

London p&m 
saewdriver 222 

Long nosed pliers. see 

compass142 
hollowin and rounding 145 
iackl34, 36-37 f 
jointer13537 
molding144 
multi-148-49 
~10~146-47 148-49 
rabbet and idisterl39 
IaSD 143 

Lopping shears 250 
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saw 24.3 
square 241 
uianpular 241 
warding 242 
CYPypes of r&P 
cabmet 244 
flat wood 244 
half round wood 244 
horse 245 
rifllers 245 
rotary 245 
round wood 244 
shoe 245 
surform flat file 243 
surfonn round tile 243 
woxi3f~ 244 

Ratchet screwdriver 224 
Reaping hook, se&i&e 
Reciprocating saw 106 
Registered mortise 

chisel 121 
Rending axe, seeFroe 
Rethreadin 

% 
die, seeDie nut 

Revolving cad punch 46 
Riftlers 245 
Rieht angle drive 215 
RiF saw, &Hand saw 
Ripping chisei 123 
Rippin &vi hainmer, 

see t! law hammer 

iiderabbetl44 
;moothingl35,136-37 
m~n;;mve 145 

vs.3 
xnifig 148,149 
ievel)ng flat surface 137 
pnmg,edgesJ37 

^o.al”” 
ZS~Xorners 312 
walls 310-N 
Plasterer’s hawk, seeHawk 
F%sterer’s trowel 310-11 
Plasterer’s twitcher, spe 

7, 

s. seeTile cutter 

Angletrowel 
Plastic laminates, 

cntting “= 
Plier cutter! 
Plierwrench 
PliexpEgRS 

Flow gaugr 9-0 
Plow plam 
Plug cutters 214 
Plug t?p, s+PS 

~~~~~~-~ 

%k line 21 
level 20 ,ineL’-‘. 11 
“?a* 

“L”Lr. *L 

on’s line and pins 22 
umb bob 21 

R umb bob 21 
1’1~;~~ seePlumb 

Plumb role, ree Level 
PLUMRING TOOLS 

270-74 

Ro ane forcb 275 
PR8mcTIvE 

CLOTHING 340-42 
eai wxectors 340 
eye$mfectors 341 
face mask 340 
gloves and gauntlets 342 
safetv helmet 340 
weld&s apron 342 
weIdeA face mask 341 
Pruning saw 84 
Pruning she- 249 
Pomp screwdnve5 see 

.p&~~~ey 

Punch sepPoint 
Puncholier seeLever 

urich 
Pdi CHES 40-47 

%&ic center 42 

catapunch 40 
center 41 
crew 45 
lever 44 
lining up bar 43 
nail set 40 
pin 43 
prick 41 
pricking iron 46 
revolving head 46 
saddler’s hollow 45 
;;~dtn$al 42 

s,mnin~ 42 
;I% s hollow 43 

wheel pricker 46 
WeA 
qark@g 44 41,46 
plerclqg 4, 
pu+unghoi:s 42,43,44,45 
semng nads 40 
~&;$pO 

Push hoe, seeDutch hoe 
Pl&$Ull;r,F 

Push- uNsteeltapef2 
Put9AifeJ70 

#%ng tool 272 
pipe and tube cutters 272 
pipe burrin reamer 271 
plunger 27 % 
propane torch 27.5 
meter 273 
sink waste auger 270 
,solderin iron274 
springto % e bender 271 
toilet aueer 27J 
tube ben%er273 

digital 13 
exteyon 11 
foldm410 
masons II 
~tye;yU steel tape 12 

strai ht edge 8 
win c! -up tape measure 13 
uses 
checking flarness 8 
measuring 9,11,12 

Saber saw 94-95 
Saddler’s clam 59 
Saddler’s hammer 184 
Sadjclr’s hollow punch 

Saddler’s plow knife, see 

Rivet buster 130 
;ghvE 273 

iz%% 
Riving&e, seeFroe 
Road wedge and tongs 7-n JJ 
Rod saw, seeSaw tile 
RolleleggB=RU&% 

SPRAYERS 
Roof ladder 305 
Roofing square, see 

Camenter’s steel 
*q&e 

Rope pulley 318 
Rotarycultivator 
Rotary tiles and rasps 245 
Rotary wire brushes 297 
Round tile 240 
Round knife 177 
Round nosed chisel 

Ro%%Js3$ chisel 
(wood)125 

Round nosed pliers 193 
Round shave, see Seorp 
Round the comer 

disk 230-31 
tii;;p$2 

foam drum 231 
sanding block 228 
Sanding block 228 
Sandpa er, see 

SAt.&&RSND 

SashbmshlseeSash tool 
Sash mortise chisel121 
Sash tool 286 
Saw bench attachment 89 
saw tile (saw) 100 
saw files (fdes) 243 
S.U. set 5% --.. “__.” 
SAWS 74-117 
shamenine 75-76 
Get6 74.77 

8% 83 
bandJOl-03 
bench jigsaw107-09 
chain 79-80 
compass 10.5 
coping 92 
dovetail 84 
floo*ng 84 
p&p 

fret 93 
hack 96-98 
kzedl;8-82 

junior hack 98 
log 80 
masonry 104 
mini hack 99 
one-man cross cut 78 
piercing 9? 
pom,ble cvcular 85-90 

K%%A4Jl O-J 7 
reciprocating106 
saber 94-95 
saw bench attachment 89 
saw tile 100 

Ze%976 
two-man cross cut 77-78 
veneer 84 

EL,,5 -_-. 
*ok 
Phmn 

iL~$.g&75 

i level. seeLevel Pock; 
Point133 
Pointing trowel 314 
Pointtp and wheels 69 
Popzb;tez seeRtve*er 

e&cldarsaw 
85-90 

Ponableelecaicrouter 
1.52~57 ._. _ 

Portablevise, sep 
clamp-onvise 

Post hole auger, seePost 
holedig&& 

Post hole borer, seePost 

Rahbetandtilister 
plane139 

Rabbetplane,see 
Shoulderplane 

RadialarmsawlOO-I7 
Radial square, se&enter 

Rad%%rosh see 
Crevice b&h 

Radio pliers, seeSnipe 
nosed pliers 

Rafter square, see 
Carpenter+* steel 
square 

Rakes, seeDIGGING TOOI 

k%g%LES 

care 2!$240 
Power drill 210-u 
Power drill extension 215 
Power routeg sPePortahle 

eleeaicro”ter P 
er O,‘ik 

Power screwdriver bit 226 
at 240 

Powered jigsaw, see 
halfround 240 
hand 24, 

screwdriver, see 
Offset screwdriver 

Round split die,seeDies 
Round wood rasp 244 
Rounding axe, see 
RoE&t; Hlin$ axe 

I YW 
i&d 1 SO-51 
gr~qny-s tooth 151 
m*n~atureJSl 

ortable electric 152-57 
ii ubber float 316 
RULES 8-13 

%$h 8 
circumference 9 

knimi2~;2 

needle 242 
pillar 241 
rotary 245 
round 240 
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use5 
rutting 

angled cuts, 114 
beveled cuts 103,109,,,3 

103,112 
cutves 95,103~ 108 
dadoes 88,90> 114 
floor boards 84 

logs 7R. 80 
metal, round stock 97 
metal, sheet 95,97,103 
metal,thicksections 97 
miter cuts 88,103,114 
moldings 115-16 
mottises 117 
mukiplesl*Z 
panel 82,88 
panel, holes in 95 
panel, shapes in 92 
plastic laminates 95 
tabbets 90,115 
tail ends 90 
rip cuts 82,8% 89.113 
tenons 83, 90,115 
trees 78.80 
wide work Jl2 

Scaffold lank, seti 
SC oldboard ep 

Sea&Id system 306 
Scalpel, seeTrimolin lmife 
Scandinavian she&Life, 

seeSheath knife 
scorp 175 
Scotch gas pliers, seeGas 

pliers 
Scraper plane, seeDouble 

banded scraper 
XRAPBRS 162-66 
~C”lOVi”Z 

pain?l6#,166 
walIpaperl65 

!i%’ torch 165-66 
:abinet scmperl62-63 
:kct&uaint suiooerl64 
moksciaperl6i. 
ihave hook163 
strip 

.B 
ing knife 163 

mn clw scraper164 
jctatch awl. ;eeScricr 
Suatch b&h 296 
hew box 269 
hew nail punch see 

Sheet metal punch 
Screw pitch gauge 31 
icrew point bR spe 

Ceiaer bit 
krew threads 
xmine26726h 

nxew wtenc”, see 
Monkey wrench 

iaewdriver bit 207 
iacwdriver bit holder 266 
%Xfi%‘DRIVERS 22&26 
landles 220 
ips 220,221 

?b?net 222 
lectrician’s 222 
mpact driver 226 
ewcler’s 225 
.ondon pattern 222 
&et 225 
offset ratchet 225 
Iower screwdriver bit 226 
ztchet 224 

screwdtiver bit holder 226 
spiral ratchet 223 
stubby 224 
volta e tester224 
SC&ERS 36-39 
circle glass cutter 38 
g&s cunet 37 
scnber36 
tile cutter 39 
Scribing gouge, ree 

Panng gouge 
Scroll saw, seeFret saw, 

Bencbji aw 
Scufflehoe 38 Y 
see also Dutch hoe 
Scythe 330 
scythe +me 73 
Sea;hf$l) seePluggIng 

Seam mlk,’ 296 
SecaeteseePruning 

Second tap, seeTaps 
Self~&dch&se;see 

Serrated edge bowel 316 
Se‘wrcw wrench 261 
Shape ttace~ seeRo6lc 

,,erf$,g 

cabinet scrapers 162 
chisels 6770-71 
drill bits 68.69 
gouges 72 
planes 67,70-71 
punches 68 
saws 75-76 
screwdrivers 68 
scythes 73 
shears 68,2447,251 
sickles 73 
snips 68,247,251 

ysgg 16’ 

TOOLS 66-73 

g:chgrinder 66-65 
dti!l bit sharpener 69 
hand stone 73 
honing guide 71 
oilstone 70-71 
points and wheels 69 
scythe stone 73 
slipstones 72 
Shave hook163 

ShYiXSm- 
Sheath knife169 
Sheet metal punch 42 
Sheet saw 99 
Shinh~~kh&cheS seekhif 

Shoek”ifcl78 
Sboc rasp 245 
Shootin board 49 
Shoe%, seeTrimming 

Shoulderplane 
Shovel 333 
Sic& 331 
Side axe 325 
Side cutting nippers, see 

Skyera yNEe;!S 

Skim”ler floaq see 
Wooden float 

Slashing hook 329 
Slate. removal 173 
Slat&s axe 325 
SlateI% ripper 173 
Sledge hammer188 
Slickeq s&inter 
Slide caliper 27 
Slip joint pliers 19.3 
Slip wench, 257 
Slinstnnes 72 
Smoothing brush 294 
Smoothing plane 135,136 
Smoothing rokr 296 
Snake, r&h~kwastc auger 
Sni cnosed licrs.192 

‘+6-zD ‘=’ 
sharpening 24% 251 
-Jr.- 

avmnon 248 
bolt cmtets 248 
circle 247 
double cutting 248 
edging 253 
electnc hedge ttimmer 252 
flower 250 
“=$=p 

% awk’s bill 247 
lawn 253 
lopping 250 
paper hanger’s 249 
pruning 249 
straight 246 
tree pruner 250 
univenal247 

%iing 246 247 248 
pruning 24bI 2<0 
tiimming251,252,253 
Socket wcncb 259-60 
SofifaccdhaanerlB7 
Softfacedmallctl86 
Softener 291 
Soil millet, seeRotary 

enbivator 
Soldering 274-75 
Soldering iron 274 
Solid punch 44 
Spadebit 
Spark plug wrench 261 
Spearpoint &se&see 

Diamond pmnt 
chisel (wood) 

Spearpointdrill.see 

Spit%$%xary 
alitivator 

Spiral ratchet 
sacwdrivcr 223 

Split box wrench, seeDies 
Split ripg die, seeRound 

%‘C%k%AAvEsl58-61 
adjustment159 
sharpeningl59,161 

lyges c amferl60 
combinationl6iJ 
double handed scraper I61 
half round 160 
Spoon bit chisel,see 

Carvingchisel 
Spoon bit gouge, see 

sptgg~~~~s, 

SPRAYERS 
Sprig hammer 183 
Spring clamps 61 

Springcompass, see Springcompass, see 
Spring dividenr Spring dividenr 

Spring dividers 25 Spring dividers 25 
Spring needle 281 Spring ?eedle 281 
Sprii~egann~eke, see Sprii$?&n;weke, see 

Spring tube bender 271 Spring tube bender 271 
Square axe, seeWedge Square axe, seeWedge 

fellin axe fellin aKe I 
Square I e 241 Square I e 241 t-4 t-4 
Square nosed pliqrs, see Square nosed pliqrs, see 

%#gT~;; 

IVP” IVP” 
catpenteis steel square 15 catpenteis steel square 15 
cenfet square 16 cenfet square 16 
combination set 18 combination set 18 
combination squarel7 combination squarel7 
dovetailmarkerl9 dovetailmarkerl9 
eneineeis slidine bevel 19 engine& sliding bevel19 
engineeis try squate 18 eniineeis try s&e 18 
gl?ziefs “T” square 19 gl?ziefs “T” square 19 
mnersq”arel5 mnersq”arel5 
‘T” bevel 16 ‘T” bevel 16 
tty square 14 tty square 14 

usel4.16.17.18 usel4,1~,17,18 
Standard snrps, see Standatd&ps,;see 

Straightsmps Straight snips 
Staple gun 180 Staple gun 180 
Staples, pulling 197 Staples, pulling 197 
Starting punch 42 Starting punch 42 
stcci rule 9 stcci rule 9 
Stencilin brush 292 Stencilin brush 292 
Stem lad Step lad d d er 303 er 303 
Stilso~ wench 262 

%xz&;y:,, See 
Wheel pncker 

Stonemason’s saw, see Stonemason’s saw, see 
Masonrysaw Masonrysaw 

Stop punch,seeSheet Stop punch,seeSheet 
metal punch mgal punch 

Stoppinz, knife, seePuny stop#m& ktufe, seePuny 

Straighi calipers, w 
Inside calipers 

SN66y s&cwdrivcr 224 
Swfon”flatiilc243 
Sutfonn plane, seeRasp 

S&%&and file 243 

Folding rule 
Swanneckmottisechisel, 

see Lockmortise chisel 
Swan necked hoe, see 

Draw hoc 
Sweep saw, seeFrame saw 
Swiss pacer” files, see 

Needle ,waa 
Swoe, sees4 

.“.?I 

mffle hoc 
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‘T” bar clamp 64 
7” bevel 16 
Tabk&dE&-’ LS 

Tack hammer, see 
padre” 

Tack lifter 201 
Tacker gu”, seeStaple gun 
Tap wrenches 266 ?ap wr’&whcs 268 _ 
Taper reamer 203 Taper reamer 203 
Taperta aeTa s Taperta aeTa s 
TAPS .&D DB% 266-69 TAPS .&D DB% 266-69 
tao wrench 266 tao wrench 266 
(ypes of die 
cbenut269 
pipe 269 
screw box 269 
types ofsctcwthread 266 
types of tap 266-67 
use 261,268 
Tar brush 293 
Telephone hammer 183 
Teno”,seeMortisca”d 

W”O” 
Tenon saw,reeBacksaw 
Tension file, seeSaw tile 
Terrcx spade 334 
Thickness gauge, see 

Feeler gauge 
Threads, see 

Screwthreads 
Three square file, see 

Triangtdarfdc 
Thrust hoe, s&Dutch hoc 
Tile cutter 39 
Tinmcn’s hollow 

punch 43 
Toilet auger 271 
Tongue and 

.F 
oove 

TooE4 
Toothingplane 
Top cumng nippers, see 

Endcutti” pliers 
Toraue wren e% 264 
Tiwimel. seeBe& 

Trazz%ipers 2.5 
Tree fcili”g 78,80,324 
Tree olantme tool 333 
Tree &ter 250 
Ttcnchin~ tool, seeTree 

planting tool 
Trestle 302 
Triangubx file 241 
Ttigs, seeMason’s Line 

and pins 
Trim brush, seeBeveled 

sash tool 
Trimming axe, see 

Enshsh felling axe 
%immmgknifcl67-68 
TtoweeowzsBUILD~G 

Tty ;f&: se&dater 

Turn screw bib see 
Sacwdriier bit 

%:%%::273 
Tube ~utter;xePipc and 

Universal snips 246,247 
Upl~;stcrct% hammer 

Upholsterer’s needle 279 
Upholsterer’s pincers, see 

UpholstcrcZs pbers 
Upholsterer’s pliers 200 
up~7sterer’s regulator 

Upholsterer’s skewer 279 
Upholstering 
repairing edge tears 280 
springing 281 
tack l&in 201 
webbing 00,201 j 
Utility saw, seeportable 

cirC”lar saw 

‘V tool, seePal& too1 
Varnish bmsh,see w at 

paint brush 
veqrsee CaMng gouge 

app!yin 187 
5 

i$::$ h‘ammcrl87 
Veneer maw 84 
vcmie? caliper 28 
Vis;g;rizeFA see 

ViszxkyE\HES 

Voltage tester 224 

d 
W&,“ch 45 
Wa&ush 288-89 
Wallboa>d saw,xe 

con&ps saw 
w2upapei 
cutting 172,3?49 
pasting55 pi 
remova! 165-;~, 

Waterpump pliers 194 
Web clamp 64 
Web “incen. see 

Lfpholst&rer’s pliers 
Wcbbi” stretcher 201 

%%c$%g%%:r k 
Weld&s apron 342 
Weld& face mask 341 
Welder’s hand screen, see 

Welder’s fact mask 
Welder’s wire brush, see 

Scratch brush 
Welding 276-78 
“p%pggp&f&k 

Wheelbrace, seeHand drill 
Wheel amel reePioe 

and tube cuttcm 
wheel pricker 46 
wheel6mow 318 
Wheelyights’ axe, see 

Side axe 
Whetstone,wOilstonc 

Winch 319 
Wind-up tape measure 13 
Window scraper 164 
Wing compass 26 
Wing dividers, sewing 

CO”lpaSS 
wire 
fo”ni”gloops193 
stripping199 
Wire gauge 31 
Wire take, seeLeafrake 
Wire strippers 199 
Wood chisel, see Firmer 

&hire, _-____ 
Wood turning chisel125 
~o;dDyum*;!4e 124 

TOOLS 124-26 
diamond point chisel 126 
patting tool126 
round nosed chisel125 
wood turning chisel 125 
wood toming 

# 
ouge 124 

Woodca;;sr’s de, see 

Woodcarver’s hook 175 
Woo$caca&~s rasp, see 

Woodcarver’s screw 59 
Wooden float 315 
Woodworker’s vise 52,56 
Woodworking 
cuni 

T - boar s to same length 88 
circles 156 
CIOSS cuts X2,88 
dadoes 88: 90,‘49,!51,154, 

15 -“I 
disks 156 
dovetail joints157 
floor boards 84 

k 
moves 88,148,152,155 
ogs 78,80 

nutets 48,88 
moldings 149,155,156 
mortise and tenon 83, 

90,122,156-57 
pane, pane, 

holes 95 holes 95 
shaoes 92 shaoes 92 
she&s 82,88 she&s 82,88 

tabbets 94148,155 tabbets 94148,155 
tail ends 90 tail ends 90 
rip cuts 82,87,89 rip cuts 82,87,89 
tongue and groove joints tongue and groove joints 
. .jpg,*57 . .jpg,*57 

C%joi”ts 51 
butt joint 51 
paring 199 
piercing 47 

$%able 254,256-58 
adwtablc box 258 
basin 263 
bicycle 255 
box 254,255-56 
capstan wheel nut 261 
chain 262 
combination 256 
crescent257 
crocodile 263 
deflecting beam 264 
dial indicati” 264 
double ende 8 2.55 
footprint262 
grabber258 

hook and pin 265 
micrometer 264 
monkev 257 
multi-purpose 258 
multiple box 256 
nut drivers 265 
obstmction255 
offset 256 
opene”dcd254-55 
pipe 262-63 
pre-set 264 
set screw 261 
slio 257 
socket 25Y 
spark plug 261 
spark plug socket 261 
solit box 256 
siilson 262 
strap 263 
torque 264 
torque, improvised 264 
tubular box 259 

Yankee axe, seeWedge 
felling axe 

“Yankee” ratchet screwdrive& 
ree Spiral ratchet 
smcwdrivcr 

Zig-zag rule, see Folding rule 

Italic numbers indicate texf 
and illurtratkm 

INDEX 35’ 
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SOME USEFUL ADDRESSES 

c:amps 
Adjustable Clamp Co., 
417 N. Ashland Avenue, 
Chicago,Illinois 60622 

Power woodworking tools 
Anwican Machine and Tool Co., 
Fourth Avenue and Spring Suet, 
Royesford, Pennsylvania 19468 

Power and hand tools 
Arm Products Corp., 
1lO~eest3hefiieldAv~n~c, 
Gmslewood,NewJerseyO7631 
Staplers 
Arrow Fastener Co., 
271 Mayhill Street, 
SaddleBrook,NewJxsey07663 
Power twls 
Black&DeckerManufacturi”gCo., 
Towson, Maryland 21204 

General hand tools (mail order) 
Bmokstone Co., 
126VoseFannRoad, 
Peterborough,NewHampshire03458 

General hand and power tools 
Buck&Hickman 
Head Office. 
10oQuee”S~ee~ 
Sheffield S12DW, England 

Wood hobby tools 
Craftsman Wood Service 
2727 SouthMary Streeq 
Chicago,Illinois 60608 

Wooden planes, chisels, squares, 
spokeshaves 
E. C. Emmerich, 
Fabrik EndxlassigerWerkzeuge, 
563 Rrmscheid-Haste” 14, 
Herderstr, 7. 
Posd 140152, West Germany 

Drabrage pipe cleatms 
General Wire Spring Co., 
1lOlThompson Avenue, 
McKees Rocks,I’ennsylvania 15136 

zppet ad wall ~a~=btS 

HydeManufachuingCo., 
Southbridge, 
Massachusetts01550 

Phunbbtgtools 
Kirkhill, Inc., 
12021 Woodmff Avenue, 
Downey, California 90241 

Knives,tmw& 
Red Devil Inc., 
24JOVauxhallRoa4 
U”ion,NewJersey07083 
Power tools 
Shil Corporation, 
5033North Elston Avenue, 
CLiczg~,Il:i”ois 60630 

General purpose hand tools 
StanlevToolsLtd.. 
600 Myrtle Street, ’ 
NewBritai”,Conn~cticutO6OSO 

Gas torches 
Wmgaersheeklnc., 
2 Dearborn Road, 
Peabody,Massachusens 01960 
Snips 
I. Wiss & Sons Co., 
400 W. Market Street, 
Newark,NewJerseyO7107 
General hand tools (mail order) 
Woodcraft Supply Corp., 
313 Momvale Avenue, 
Wob”m,Massachuseas 01801 
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